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ABSTRACT

This thesis is a study of the poetry of the Bakr 
tribe in their politico-tribal role from the early Islamic 
period up to the fall of the Umayyad dynasty in 132 A.H., 
with a detailed study of four prominent Bakri poets. It 
consists of two parts. The earlier part consists of four 
chapters, the first of which contains a general survey of 
the politico-tribal interrelationship of the main Bakrite 
clans on the eve of Islam, including a brief account of 
their religion before Islam,and the conversion of the 
majority to Islam shortly before the death of the Prophet.
The second chapter is on the role of Bakr in the Riddsth 
movement and their poetry in that context. Chapter III 
tackles the migration of Bakr throughout the period of the 
Islamic conquests and their settlement in the conquered 
lands, especially in Iraq and Khurasan where the conquerors 
settled in k'hitat designed on tribal lines thus reinforcing 
their tribal polarity. Subsequently great tribal blocs 
and alliances emerged and were among the major motive factors 
of the Umayyad era. This re-emergence of tribalism had a 
clear impact upon politics and poetry. Most of the poets 
devoted much of their poetry to defending their tribes and 
glorifying their heroic deeds. This chapter also studies 
briefly tribal factors in the emergence and history of the 
Khawarij, which was the only movement heavily dependent on the 
Bakr for warriors, leaders and poets. The fourth chapter 
examines the poetry of the Bakrites in respect to their 
politico-tribal role from the Great Fitnah that culminated



in the killing of the third caliph, ’Uthman, to the fall 

of the Umayyad dynasty.

Part Two consists of a foreword’and four chapters 
devoted to a detailed study of four well-known Bakri poets. 
They are: Nahar b. Tawsi'ah, the most gifted Bakri poet in 
Khurasan, al-'Udail b. al-Farkh who was described as the poet 
of Bakr, Nabighat B. Shaiban, the only Bakri poet whose 
diwan has survived, and ’Imran b, Hittan who embraced the 
Kharijite beliefs and was a talented poet. He was the chief 
of the Suxfrite sitters and their mufti.
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PART ONE
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CHAPTER I

THE POLITICAL AND TRIBAL RELATIONS OF 
BAKR ON THE EVE OF ISLAM

Some modern scholars hold that certain events, which
took place among the Arab tribes in northeastern Arabia,
paved the way for the Muslim conquest of Iraq. The most

important of these events are the three following: the
end put to the rule of the Lakhmid family in $irah when
the Persian King killed the last of them al-Nu'man b.
al-Mundhir; the battle of Dhu Qar when the Bakrites defeated
a Persian army; and the successive raids launched by
certain Bakrite chiefs, notably al-Muthanna b. Harithah
al-Shaibanl, and Qutbah b. Qatadah al-Sadusi or Suwaid b.
Qutbah al-Dhuhll on the western fringes of the Persian
Empire. The first used to attack from the direction of 

1Hirah, while the other used to attack from the direction of 
2al-*Khuraibah~ These raids took place shortly before the 

Islamic conquest of Iraq, a campaign which both leaders 
joined or were asked to join when the Islamic army, led by 
Khalid b. al-Walld, reached the frontiers of southern Iraq.

■^Futuh, 337-338, 475; Tabari, I, 2016, 2381; Waqidi, 3.
2Eutuh, 337-338, 475; Tabari, I, 2016, 2381; Usd, IV, 
206,*Isabah, III, 473!
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These events together seem to give a certain picture 
of the overall situation in this important part of Arabia, 
shortly before the emergence of Islam as a political power, 
and of the relations of the Arab tribes there, especially 
of th.e Bakr, with the rulers of Hlrah and their Persian 
masters. This ordering of events shows that the tribe of 
Bakr challenged Persian authority by refusing to hand over 
to the Persian monarch the things entrusted to them by 
al-Nu'man b. al-Mundhir, and that they were able to defeat 
the Persians at Dhu Qar, later raiding the frontiers of 
Iraq, and finally hastening to join the Islamic army that 
conquered Iraq.3

This arrangement of the three events and the inter
pretation given may seem to be plausible in the first 
place, but a serious study of the period and of the nature 
of tribal society highlights some objections. The most 

important of these objections is that this interpretation 
is overgeneral in that it portrays the tribe of Bakr as

3For examples, see: Wellhausen, Prolegomena zur ailesten
Ges'chichte des I slams, 37-38; Hodgson, The Venture of 
Islam, I, 199; Becker, the Expansion of the Saracens - 
the East, in The Cambridge Medieval History, II,_329; 
al-'Ali, al-Tangimat al-Ijtima1iyyah wa al-Iqtigadiyyah 
fi al-Bagrahfi al-Qarn al-Awwal al-Hijri, 34; Qasim, S h i 1r 
al-Basrahfi al-'Agr al-Umawi, 7; al-Shoush, The Nature of 
Authority An Arabia at the Advent of Islam, 144.
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a monolithic bloc,functioning as a unified political entity
and, as suggested by Schleifer, exercising a policy inde-

4pendent of the Persians. This interpretation even attempts 
to establish that the tribe of Bakr, after Dhu Qar, had 
been exercising an anti-Persian policy, namely, for a period 
of around two decades. It fails to comprehend the internal 
divisions and rivalries in the tribe. Although al-A'sha 
implies in boasting of the victory of Dhu Qar that all the 
Bakrite sections took part in it:

When they faced us we uncovered our heads in 
order to let them know we were Bakr, so that 
they would flee.^

the available sources are unanimous that Hanifah, one of 
the most powerful and prominent sections of Bakr, did not 
play any part in the said battle. In fact, the Bakrite 
sections, on the eve of Islam, did not constitute a tribal 

or political unity or even as much as a loose alliance.

Bakr was one of the great tribes to which many powerful 
and independent sections belonged and this prevented a 
united chieftainship. Thus at the advent of Islam, there 
was no one person who could be called the chief of Bakr.
Not one person had been invested with the power to command 
the loyalty of the whole tribe. The Bakrite sections,

^E.I., Bakr b. W a ’i l .
5Diwan al-A'sha, 311.
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with the exception, of those who were allied, were not led 
in their ayyam by any one leader. Every section; and 
even subsection in some instances, was led by its own chief 
The accounts of these ayyam frequently use the word

g
mutasanidun, i .e.,standing side by side, which implies a 
plurality of the leaders. There is an interesting passage 
quoted by Ibn ' Abd Rabbih, on the authority of Abu 'Ubaidah 
which illustrates the relationship which existed between 
the chiefs of certain Bakrite sections and subsections: 
"Whenever the land of Bakr b. W a Jil was barren, they were 
wont to graze their flocks on the land of Tamim. When the 
latter decided to prevent the Bakrites using the land, both 
sides mobilized their forces. The leader of Bakr was al- 
Asam 'Amr b. Mas'ud, The chiefs of Bakr were envious of 
his leadership. Thus they came to him and said that in the 

view of the great number of the army of Bakr, they found 
it advisable that every hayy should be led by a man from 
amongst them, so that they would compete and fight better". 
When al-Asam consulted his son Mafruq, the latter said: 
"They intend to deceive you because they envy your leader
ship. By God if you were victorious we would always be
known for this privilege^and if you were defeated we would

7be remembered for our chieftainship". The available

^For examples,see: Dabbi, 740; Naqa’id, 47, 144, 580, 781; 
Kamil, I, 256; 'Xqd, V, 192, 198.

7 'Iqd, V, 204-205.
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evidence, therefore, shows that the Bakrite sections did 
not function as a political or tribal entity. The infor
mation.. about the war of al-Basils is one of the earliest 
on the recorded history of the tribe of Bakr. This war 
erupted between the two sister-tribes, Bakr and Taghlib,

Q
towards the end of the fifth century, and the feud is said 
to have continued.between the two tribes for around forty 
years.. This feud was caused because Jassas, the chief of 
the B. Shaiban, killed Kulaib, the arrogant chief of 
Taghlib. Some sections of. Bakr like Lujaim and Yashkur

-  9condemned the crime and refused to support the B. Shaiban. 
S a rd b. Malik refers to this fact saying:

All of Lujaim have refused to support us 
even with a single man.
Because of Yashkur's perfidious behaviour, 
it has none left to praise it. ^

1 ^ ^  L... »̂I'T <j„->■'t hi? ^  I
I O  ̂ /  L— & ^

It was only later, when Muhalhil, the chief of Taghlib, 
alienated some other Bakrite sections that the latter united 
against him. Shortly after the war of al-Basus, the tribe 
of Bakr fell under the sway of Kinda. According to one 
account, the sway of Kinda over the tribe of Bakr was an act

8Nicholson, A Literary History of the Arabs, 55.
^On al-Basus see: Naqa’id, 905-907; Aghani, V, 34-64;
Ma'arif, 605-606; Kamil/I, 214-222; 'Iqd, V, 213-222;
Majma', I, 342; Nuwairl, XV, 396-399; Baghdadi, I, 425-427.

10Dhail, 26; Aghani, V, 52.
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-Thus
of choice on their par t . ^ I b n  'Abd Rabbih quotes the follo
wing v- narration of Abu 'Ubaidah which is "a more complete 
tradition about this” : ^  nWhen the tribe of Bakr b. Wa*il 
was driven to anarchy, due to the continuous wars and 
blood-feuds between its families, their chiefs assembled 
and agreed that the only way to avoid this anarchy and stop 
the bloodshed was to appoint a strong ruler to whom they 
would be ready to give part of their wealth. He should be 
strong enough to protect the weak and stop the bloodshed.
He should not be someone from one of their own subsections 
as no-one would be unanimously accepted by all the tribe. 
They decided that the best course would be to go to the 
Tubba’ and ask him to be their King. They went to the 
Tubba' and explained to him their difficulty. The Tubba' 
then appointed al-Harith b. rAmr, the Akil al-Murar of 
Kinda, who with the Bakrites attacked the Lakhmid Kings

_ _ -joof Hlrah and the Ghassanid Kings of Syria". Although 
one may not find much in this statement that can be con
sidered trustworthy, it may, nevertheless, shed light on 
the fact that the great tribes which had many branches, 
had no one chieftain or administrative mechanism. Like
wise, it sheds light on the internal divisions within the 
Bakr which subsided and almost disappeared when many of 
their tribesmen later migrated to the conquered Islamic

■^Olinder, The Kings of Kinda, 55.
1 2 'Iqd, V, 222. Also Kamil, 1, 209; Bakri, IV, 1363, 

Nuwairl, XV, 406.
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states,in which the military and administrative policy 
required that members of any one tribe, regardless of its 
sections, be settled in a certain khittah (quarter). The 
new situation of common interest therefore came to play 
a role in the emergence of leaders representing all the 
Bakrites in such a quarter, like Malik b. Misma’ in Basra 
and al-Hudain.b. al-Mundhir in Khurasan. Thus any account 
of the political and tribal role of the tribe of Bakr 
before Islam should be preceded by thorough research into 
its sections, especially the well-known ones. It should 
be noted, in this context, that the works of the geneal^- 
Qgis.ts and the accounts of ayyam, despite some doubts about 
their accuracy, are among the most important sources for 
research on the Arab tribes before Islam.

We know nothing about the eponym 'Bakr' except from
mythical accounts, which appear to have been fabricated in
later times to interpret the traditional antagonism between 

„ ' 13Bakr and Tamim. One of the dubious aspects of the
genealogical tables prepared by the Arab genealogists, who 
depended wholly on oral narratives, is that they are con
tinuous tables without interruption or deficiency. Beginning 
from Adam, ’Adnan or Qahtan, as the case may be, these tables 
continue to grow vertically and horizontally embracing all 
the tribes, clans and even families and certain notable

13Por examples, see: 'Uyun, 185; Aghani, XIX, 21; 'Iqd
II, 318.
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individuals. Moreover, the Arab genealogies are based on
the paternal or male line, and presuppose that every tribe
is the offspring of a certain man. This is why a tribe
has been described by the genealogists and philologists

14as "the aggregate offspring of some common ancestor".
This genealogical classification was early called into 
question by European scholars such as Noeldeke, Goldziher, 
Smith and others. It is obvious from the lack of consist
ency between the various accounts that much of it is of 
later invention.. On the other hand, it can be seen that 
the purpose of systematizing the genealogical relations 
was not historical, but rather social and political. The 
earliest example of a classification of Muslim society was 
’t îe <3̂ wan drawn up by the second caliph, ’Umar. This diwan 
was primarily a register of those who were-entitled to 
receive ’ata* (stipend). Notwithstanding, it may have given 
impetus to other attempts in respect of the older organiz
ation of the Arabs. Unfortunately, the information avail-

„ „ 3_5able about ’Umar's diwan is meagre in the extreme. The 
genealogists never make reference to the diwan, which may 
merely mean that by the time of the earliest of these works 
it had already become inaccessible.

The early Arab genealogists seem to have extracted 
their data from,various sources. The genealogy of ancient

14 - - -Qamus, Qabila; Jamharat, 431; Nihayat, 20.
15See: Ya'qubi, II, 175-176.



people from the time of Adam and of extinct Arab tribes
were derived mostly from the Old Testament, and from the
accounts narrated by Jews and Christians. The early geneal-

"1 £%og£sts frequently used to mention these two sources.
Ibn al-Nadlm mentions that Ibn Ishaq used to accept the
accounts narrated by the Jews and Christians whom he used

17to describe as 'early people of knowledge'. The more 
recent genealogies of the Arab tribes were derived from the 
accounts of the genealogists of respective tribes. Such 
genealogists were the source of Abu 'Amr b. al-’Ala', Ibn 
al-Kalbi and his son, Ibn Ishaq, al-Waqidl, Abu 1 Ubaidah,
Ibn Habib, and others who wrote well-known books on Arab 
genealogies. Ibn al-Nadlm's Fihrist and other sources men
tion the names of some of these early tribal genealogists

— — — 18 such as Daghfal, Sahar al-'Abdi and al-Najjar b. A w s . Pre-
Islamic poetry contains indications that the Arabs both
in the Jahilx and the early Islamic periods, i.e. before
the appearance of written genealogical accounts, were aware
of the genealogical relations and the paternal and maternal

19links between tribal sections.

16 -For example, see: Ma'arif, 9; Ishtiqaq, 5; Jamharat, 7.
•^Fihrist, 136.
18Ibid., 131.
19 -Zuhair b. Abi Sulma, for example says^: ( A

1 q — ^eJ (J\ (jfi

c ̂ >̂ 1* f jT k i
Shi'r Zuhair b. Abi Sulma, 155. See also: Diwan Bishr b. 
A b i ‘Khazim,poem no. 15.
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It is not far-fetched to suppose that early Arab 
genealogists found a communal structure based on the paternal 
or male line, that Old Testament genealogy was also based 
on the same principle and that they were, therefore, led 
to believe that this was the case from the oldest times.
Thus they built their genealogical tree based on the male 
line, managing to find an eponym for every tribe and link
ing these eponyms to one another until they reached Adam, 
from whom all humanity descended.. Therefore, they imagined 
that it was possible to represent the main tribal sections 
and subsections, that existed at the time the genealogy was 
recounted,as discrete blood-lines. They appear to have 
missed the point that many individuals, families, or even 
small groups must have merged into stronger groups for 
tribal, political, social, or economic reasons. Such small 
groups must have lost their identity with the passage of 
time,and been wholly absorbed in their new community.

However, we should not deny the great efforts of the 
genealogists, nor we can describe their work as large- 
scale falsification. Doubts are raised only about far-away 
origins and certain of the conventions involved. It is 
known that each tribe used to have a certain number of 
people concerned with keeping accounts of its genealogy, 
and with determining the relations between its various 
families and offshoots. This tradition is still alive in 
the tribal life. The genealogists who became active in the 
Umayyad period in writing down and classifying genealogies, 
depended.on these tribal authorities. Their genealogical
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tables contained names of famous tribal personalities who 

were still alive, and it was impossible to falsify the 
genealogies of these contemporary personalities. Falsi
fication of the genealogy of even the later links was 
difficult because their kinship ties were fresh in the 
memory of their offspring for many generations. If we 
suppose that a genealogical tree of a certain tribe com
prises lower, middle and upper levels, we will find that 
there is no difference between the genealogists about the 
lower level, and that the difference is negligible at the 
middle level, but that on the other hand the difference 
about the upper level is sometimes great, i.e.,the differ
ence is about far-away origins about which we have no 
accurate information and which appear to have been symbols, 
totems or merely fabrications to which names were given 
and myths attached. The genealogical tables, therefore, 
offer useful information about certain members of the tribe, 
certain aspects of its history for several generations, its 
sections and subsections competing for chieftainship, and 
the alliances between some of these sections with each other 
or with foreign powers. Our information about important 
events in the recorded history of the tribe of Bakr does 
not go beyond one and a half centuries before Islam, which 
is not a long period for the memories of people concerned 
with the genealogies. Whether these genealogical tables 
and accounts were accurate and correct in their entirety 
or not, they were accepted in later Jahill and Umayyad
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periods to "be historical facts. The tribes and their sec
tions reacted to one another according to the stand demanded 
by these accounts. Affections and partisanships were in 
accordance with the relationships conceived of by these 
accounts, irrespective of whether they conformed totally 

or partially to the facts of history.

As regards the accounts of the ayyam of the Arab 
tribes, they are indispensable for any study of the history 
of the tribes and their poetry before Islam, although they 
cannot be accepted at face value. The ayyam of a tribe 
were its legacy, its patrimony and its birthright from the 
past. Thus one may understand why each tribe gave much 
consideration to its ayyam, explained in detail its heroic 
•deeds, and recorded with great pride its victories and 
achievements. The accounts of the tribe’s ayyam were judi
ciously guarded and anxiously handed down from father to 
son in order to imbue the rising generation with the spirit 
of consanguinity, to infuse them with pride in and love of 
their tribe, to incite their tribal chauvinism and to in
crease their resolution to safeguard the honour of their 
tribe with their very lives. Since their main objective 
was not to communicate accurate historical information, but 
to laud the tribe and glorify its prowess and to shame and 
belittle its foes; and since there were no authentic and 
impartial written records in the period before Islam, one 
may expect to find that some of these accounts were exagger— 
atedh or perverted according to the viewpoint and inclination
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of the narrator, from whose tribe the hero of the yawm 
concerned came, and rarely from its allies. The earlier 
the period in which a yawm took place, the greater the 
differences of opinion and the contradictory nature of the 
accounts. This happened because the narrators of the tribes 
were.keen to ascribe as much privilege as they could to 
their respective tribes. One example of this is the dispute 
about the chief in the yawm of Khazaza. Ibn 'Abd Rabbih 
mentions on the authority of Abu 'Ubaidah that some distin
g u i s h e d  people from Basra - who used to hold an assembly 
on Fridays and boast to each other - were disputing one day 
over the chieftainship in the yawm of Khazaza. Khalid b. 
Jabalah said: "the chief was al-Ahwas b. Ja'far".: 'Amir
and Misma', sons of 'Abd al-Malik, said: "Kulaib b. Wa ’il 
was the chief", while Ibn Nuh al-1Atari said: "The chief
was Zur'ah b. 'Udus". Then they went to the ma.j lis, i.e. 
meeting-place, of Abu 'Amr b. al-'Ala* for him to judge who 
was the chief. Abu 'Amr said: "The yawm took place long
before the tribe of 'Amir b. Sa'sa'ah, Darim b. Malik and 
Jusham b. Bakr existed. I have asked about it for sixty 
years", went on Abu 'Amr, "but I have not found anyone of 

the people who knew who was chief and who was king in the 
yawm of Khazaza, which was the occasion on which the people 
of M a 'add,father of Nizar, first won their independence and 
became free of the domination of the Kings of Himyar. This 
yawm of Khazaza", went on Abu 'Amr, "would not have been , 
known, had it not been for the verse of 'Amr b. Kulthum in 
which he says:
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"And we of the tribe of Taghlib , in the 
early morning when the fire was lit on 
Khazaza, played a greater part in the 
battle than any of the other tribes that
were present."^

Lw tit L tlSj i Cj |  ̂ 0 I tlf

This example may suffice to prove that the ayyam al-'Arab t 
provided splendid opportunities for boasting and taunting, 
that every tribe was Keen on ascribing to itself as much 
heroism and glory as it could and that the truth was, some
times, impossible to be derived from such conflicting 
claims.

Despite the exaggerated accounts of the ayyam of before 

and soon after the advent of Islam, we seldom find any es
sential differences in them, because they belong to a period 
not too distant in time from that during which the early 
compilation of the Arab ayyam and genealogies took place*
It was difficult for a narrator to falsify essential matters, 
especially since some of the participants in those ayyam 
were still alive. Most of our information about the ay y a m , 
involving Bakr and others, especially the Tamxmites, falls 

into this category.

The ayyam accounts, moreover, offer important informa
tion about a certain tribe on the eve of Islam. From one 
angle, they contain place-names that are useful to deter
mine the approximate location of a territory where a certain

201Iqd, V, 245-246.
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tribe and its sections lived. It is implausible to suggest
the possibility of falsification in this respect, because
it could easily be exposed and the narration would lose its
intended purpose; especially because the dwellers in the
new cities in the Umayyad period still had fresh memories
of their old territories in the Peninsula,and the relations
were still strong between the members of the tribe who re-

21mained behind and those who migrated to settle in Basra 
and Kufa,where lived most of ■ ; those who compiled the 
ayyam accounts. It may well be plausible to suppose the 
opposite. A narrator who wanted to glorify a certain tribe 
by inventing false ayyam accounts had to be well aware of 
the territory of the tribe and of its neighbours, so that 
his invented accounts could not be easily challenged. A 
knowledge of a territory inhabited by a certain section 
and of the nature of that territory is important,because it 
helps in the understanding of the tribal and political re
lations between that section and neighbouring sections and 
other power-groups. Moreover, such information helps one 
to understand the nature of life of any one section, so as to 
classify it as nomad, quasi-nomad or settled. This in 
turn helps to explain the reason behind the small or great 
numbers of ayyam ascribed to various sections, and which 
form their history. The majority of the B. Hanifah, for 
example, enjoyed a settled life in al-Yamamah which was one

Q "t m _See: Qasim, Shi 1r al-Bagrah fx al-'Asr al-Umawi, 39-41.
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22of the most fertile regions, in the Peninsula,, There was 
therefore no economic impetus to lead them to raid and viol
ate others’ territories as did the B. Shaiban who led a 
nomadic life. This is one of the reasons behind the dearth 
of information about the B. Hanlfah in comparison with that 
about the B. Shaiban. From another point of view, the ayyam 
accounts usually mention the^'chief and this in turn indicates 
the prominent subsection or family within a certain section. 
Sometimes we find that some sections or an alliance took 
part in several ayyam because of common territory and inter
ests. If we find, for example, that the alliance called 
the Lahazim was usually led by a member of the B. 'Ijl, then 
it will be plausible to suggest that the B. ’Ijl was the 
dominant component in that alliance..

Despite the impossibility of giving accurate dates 
for most of the ayyam of the Bakrites, nevertheless many 
contain factual evidences, especially in the way of names 
of certain persons, which help in their chronological 
arrangement. For example, the ayyam of Khazaza, al-Basus, 
al-Kulab I, Dhu Qar, al-Shaqiqhah, al-Shayyitan, 
al-Waqaba, And al-Ghabit contain evidences that support the 
idea that these ayyam are mentioned above in their chrono
logical sequence. When we find accounts depicting a certain 
subsection in the leading role in certain ancient ayyam T 
and find that its role was less obvious in later ayyam,

22 -Bakri, I, 83-85; M u ’jam, IV, 1028; Rawd, 620; Belyaev, (Eng. 
trans) Arab, Islam and the Arab Caliphate, 57.
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we may plausibly suggest that it enjoyed a special promi
nence at an earlier date, then lost that prominence to 
another group. This criterion, however, is not as accurate 
as it might be since none of the early books about ayyam, 

such as that of Abu 'Ubaidah, has survived, and because most 
of what has reached us on the ayyam of Bakr refers to the 
years surrounding the advent of Islam.

However, from the genealogist's works, the ayyam
accounts and the standard historical and literature works,
one may deduce that the main Bakrite sections were the
following: The B. Yashkur b. Bakr; the B, Taim al-Lat b.
Tha'labah; the B. Dhuhl b. Tha'labah; the B. Qais b.
Tha'labah; the B. 1Ijl b. Lujaim; the B. Hanlfah b.
Lujaim; and the B. Shaiban b. Tha'labah. Of the others
we know almost nothing except their names and that some of
them merged into the sections mentioned above. The B.

23Badan, for example, lived among the B. Yashkur. Likewise,
the B. Qais b. - 'Ukabah lived among the B. Dhuhl b.

24Tha'labah, while the B. Zimman lived among the B.
Hanlfah .̂

In addition to these Bakrite sections, we know of 
the existence of an alliance called the Lahazim which

^ I b n  al-Kalbi, Nasab Ma'add wa al-Yaman al-Kabir, MS, fol., 
4; Jamharat, 290.

24Jamharat, 295.
OR „M a 1arif, 97.
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consisted of four sections: the B. Taim al-Lat b.
Tha'labah, the B. Qais b. Tha'labah, the B. 'Ijl, and the

26non-Bakrite section, the B. 'Anazah b. Asad. Caskel
suggests that this confederation may have been created in
order to help its members not to be overwhelmed by the

- 27dominant B. Shaiban. This interpretation may seem to be 
logical, but the surviving account of ayyam do not contain 
any information about the conflict between the Lahazim and 
the B. Shaiban, although the yawm of Muhallim at Hajar. was
between the B. Qais b. Tha'labah, one component of the

—  —  2  8 Lahazim, and the B. Shaiban, and despite the indication
in the m u 'allaqah of al-A’sha that gelations between these

29two sections were strained for a short period. It might 
well be the case that the alliance of the Lahazim was 

founded to confront some nomadic groupings in their neigh
bourhood, such as that of the B, Tamim, since we find in
the accounts of many ayyam that fighting took place between

- - 30the Lahazim and some elements of the Tamim. Moreover, we
find in the accounts of many ayyam like the yawm of Dhu

26Naqa>id, 305, 728, 764, 1023; Aghani, XI, 316-317; 
Kamil,‘I, 263; 'Iqd, III, 363; 'Asakir, III, 81.

2^I.E. (new edition), Bakr b. W a ri l .
2^Aghani, IX, 154-156.
2^Diwan al-A'sha, 61-62; Aghani, , 153.
2^For examples, see: Naqa’id, 47, 781; Aghani, XIV, 78; 

'Iqd, V, 182, 185.
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_ q-i qo qq „ 34 ~ 35Tuluh, Jadud, al-Fal j , al-Shayyit;an and al-Ghabit,
that the Lahazim or some of its components fight side by side 
with the B. Shaiban. In the famous battle of Dhu Qar, the 
Lahazim and especially the B. 'Ijl were the strongest sup
porters of the B. Shaiban against the Persians and their

36 -allied Arab tribes. Abu 'Ubaidah mentions another alli
ance, called al-Dhuhlan, as having existed before Islam.
It comprised the B. Shaiban, the B. Yashkur, the B. Dhuhl 
b. Tha'labah and the non-Bakrite section, the B. Dubai'ah

37 _b. Rabl'ah. Abu 'Ubaidah's claim is not substantiated
by the surviving accounts of ayyam which never mention this

— — 38claimed alliance. The two poems by Rashid b. Shihab, a
leader of Yashkur, quoted in the Mufaddaliyyat indicate
that the relations between Yashkur and Shaiban were strained,
and that fighting took place between them shortly before the
yawm of Dhu Qar. Moreover, the name "al-Dhuhlan" suggests
that the prominent component within the so-called alliance

31 - - -Naqa’id, 47, 781; Kamil, I, 267; 'Iqd, V, 188; Nuwairi,
XV, 383.

33Naq a ’id, 144, 326; Aghani, XIV, 78; Kamil, I, 255;
'Iqd, V, 199; Nuwairi, XV, 389.

33Kamil, I, 274.
34NaqaJ id , 1020;- Kamil, I, 274; 'Iqd, V, 206, Nuwairi, XV, 

393; Bakri, IV, 1156.
35Naqa>id, 313; Kamil, I, 250; 'Iqd, V, 196; Nuwairi, XV, 388
36Naqa>id, 640-641; Kamil, I, 199; 'Iqd, V, 263.
37Naqa*i<J, 728; Tabari, II, 448-449.
38Dabbi, 611, 614.
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was the B. Dhuhl. This suggestion is not substantiated by 
the ayyam accounts, nor is it borne out from the genealogi
cal works or the standard historical and literary sources; 
furthermore it contradicts Abu 'Ubaidah's testimony about 
the dominant position enjoyed by the B. Shaiban within the

Q Q  —Bakr.. Unlike the Lahazim, the so-called alliance of al- 
Dhuhlan is never mentioned in the surviving pre-Islamic
poetry. The word "al-Dhuhlan" occurs in the following

- 40 verse by Jarir:
(V  ̂ 3 ̂ ^  1 ^  ̂  I AI ^  1 1j3

Abu ’Ubaidah comments on the above verse saying: "Al-Dhuhlan 
are Shaiban and Dhuhl b. Tha'labah and with them there
allied themselves \the rest of the components of the alliance

- 41of al-Dhuhlan". But there is no indication of the exis
tence of such an alliance in the above verse of Jarir. He 
might well have meant by "al-Dhuhlan": the B. Dhuhl b. 
Tha'labah together with the B. Dhuhl b. Shaiban. In another 
place, Abu 'Ubaidah says that the B. Hanifah did not join 
the Lahazim or the [so-called] al-Dhuhlan alliance because
these two alliances consisted of nomadic sections,while the

„ 42B. Hanifah were settled people. But it seems more likely
that the B. Hanifah did not ally themselves with other

3 9 See: 'Umdah, II, 192; Kamil, I, 254; 'Iqd, V, 380.
4 0Naqa’id, 764.
41 Ibid.
4 2 Ibid., 728.
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Bakrite sections because their territory,at al-Yamamah,was

reason, namely their isolation, their relation with their 
mother tribe was severed, and they never took part in the

refers to this, boasting that they allied themselves with 
their swords, and that they took their own revenge despite 
the location of their territory among their enemies from 
Qais ’Ailan and Tamim:

We found our father camped in an area midway 
between Qais 'Ailan and al-Fizr.
When our tribe became far away from us, we 
stood fast and made a covenant with our 
swords to withstand the [calamities o f t i m e .  
They [jswords3 have never let us down in a 
battle, nor have we sheathed them before 
taking our revenge.45

The territories of the Bakrite sections were never 

determined very precisely, and this is, of course, charac
teristic of Arabian society until modern times. During 
their recorded history, they moved to various regions due 
to economic conditions and changing politico-tribal relaxa
tions. The early writers say that the Bakrites, like the

surrounded by non-Bakrite tribal groupings.43 For this

_ 44 _ - _ -ayyam of other Bakrite sections. Musa b. Jabir al-Hanafi

^Hayawan, IV, 380; Aghani, XI, 316. 
4 4Aghani, XI, 316.

Ibid.. 317.
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- 46other 'Adnanite tribes, used to live in Tihamah. After 
the war of al-Basus, they moved to al-Yamamah and the regions 
adjoining in the direction of al-Bahrain, and northward to
the fringes of al-Sawad and the region between al-Ubullah and'
— 47 — -Hit.- A pre-Islamic poet, al-Akhnas b. Shihab al-Taghlibi,

says:

And Bakr - all Iraq's broad plain is theirs: 
but if they so will, a shield from 
Yamamah's[dales] will come to protect thew

c. ■ <1̂ - Co  ̂t *j0 ^ [ (* j f [/■ i) 1 L̂ J

At the period surrounding the advent of Islam, we have re
latively more information concerning the territories of 
certain Bakrite sections and their political relations with 
the Lakhmids and their Persian masters, as well as on their 
tribal relations, with the Tamim and in particular the B. 
Yarbu', who began to press forward in order to pitch their
tents in al-Hazn during the spring, giving rise to mutual 

49raiding, even after the advent of Islam.

The extent of information, however, on some Bakrite 

sections at the advent of Islam is insufficiently extensive 
for a clear picture about them to be formed, perhaps because

46Bakri, I, 79, 85.
4 7 Ibid., 82, 85.
4 8 DabbI, 415. C f . E.I. (new ed.), 963. 
4 9E.I. (new ed.), Bakr b. W a 7il.
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of their relative unimportance or because of the remote
ness of their home territories from the garrison towns of 
Basra and Kufa, where the genealogical lore of the Arab 
tribes and their ayyam were gathered and recorded during 
the first century of the Hijrah. Another reason may be that 
no genealogists of importance belonged to them,or because 
the number of the migrants from any of these sections in 
the two cities was too small to allow anyone of its members 
to be among the notable leaders of the tribe there.

The available information on the B. Yashkur suggests 
that they enjoyed a prominent position among the Bakrite 
sections at certain times before the advent of Islam. Under 
the chieftainship of a sayyid named al-Harith b. Ghubar, they
are said to have been the dominant section of the tribe of

— 50 - -Rabi'ah to which Bakr belong. Al-Rayyan al-Yashkuri was
said to be the sayyid of the tribe of Bakr in the later

51 -phase of their war with the tribe of Taghlib. Ibn Habib
mentions that Jahbal b. Tha'labah al-Yashkurl was one of

- — 52the chiefs of the tribe of Bakr in the Jahili period.
Al-MarzubanI mentions that the ancient poet ’Amr b, Malik,
of the B. Taim al-Lat b. Tha'labah, caused the removal of
Yashkur from the chieftainship of Rabi'ah, which then moved

^ I b n  Ishaq, Kitab Hurub al-Basus bain Bakr wa Taghlib, MS, 
fol. 127; Jamharat, 290.

^Jamharat, 291.
^2Mutaabbar, 254.
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to the B. T h a ’labah b. 'Ukabah. ’Amr says boast ing

ot this deed:

It was we who destroyed the power of 
Yashkur, after they had seized the 
meadows and transgressed. ^

 ̂ 4- a S l l o  jS* L*o U.ife

Ibn Hazm on the other hand ascribes this act to ’Amr al-A’ma
- 54 -of the B. Shaiban. The ayyam accounts, which seldom

55mention the B. Yashkur, like the yawm of Malham and 
al-Hajir,56 indicate that most of them were settled in 
al-Yamamah where they had date-palms and raised crops. But 
part of them seem to have been nomads and ranged farther to 
the north near the frontiers of the territory of the B. 
Shaiban b. T h a ’labah. The B. Yashkur appear to have had 
good relations with the Lakhmids, the ruler of Hlrah, while 
like most of the Bakrite sections they were on bad terms 
with their Tamimite neighbours. Al-Harith b. Hillizah 
refers to the good relations between the B. Yashkur and the 
Lakhmids in his m u 1allaqah,which he recited at the court of 
’Amr b. Hind. Al-Harith reminded ’Amr of the yawm of 
al-Shaqlqah in which the B. Yashkur defeated a company of 
Qais b. M a ’dikarib who came to raid ’A m r ’s camels. He says:

R Q _ _Marzubani, 223.
54 Jamharat, 290.
5 5 ’ I q d ,  V ,  1 9 0 ;  N u w a i r i ,  X V ,  3 8 5 .  
5 6 , I q d ,  2 1 1 ;  N u w a i r i ,  X V ,  3 9 6 .
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A monarch who knows us by three infallible 
signs, by each of which our excellence is 
decided:-
The first is, the conspicuous token of our 
valour, when all Arabia' came forth in the
rocky vales, each tribe of Ma'add under
their banner, and assembled, in complete 
armour, round the warlike Qais, that valiant 
prince of Yemen, who stood firm and brilliant 
like a white cliff. But we repelled them with 
strokes, which made their blood gush from 
their sides, as the water streams from the 
mouth of a bottle which contains it .57

^  L y s J jJ  I _____ 0 ________ CLs <— i b  1 I  d  b J  C

f  . .  i»J ^  *> - (_J— ■ 11^*1 I n ^ . ^  U .  i>  I  d A j t S J  1 L w  G *  I

* y ^
I ■, iO »l I i3 i i i **̂, i* U5 L i jrt * ^

The rulers of Hirah appointed the leaders of friendly tribes
collectors of taxes, military leaders of divisions of their
forces, and officials in territories in which they exer
cised some control. They collected taxes from the tribes 
who were under their power, A clash between the tax-
collector of Hirah and a clan often grew into a clash be-

58tween tribal units, Ibn ’Abd Rabbih narrates on the 
authority of Abu 'Ubaidah that the B. Usayyid of Tamim 

killed W a 7il b. Suraim al-Yashkuri. Consequently, W a ’il's 

brother, al-Ba'Ith, raided the B. Usayyid and killed one 
of their chiefs and many of’their tribesmen. He refers to 
this in a poem, boasting that he avenged his brother:

57 __ _ „ _Al-Tibrizi, Kitab Sharfr al-Qaga?id al-'Ashr, 139-140;
Jones, The Moallakat, 100, 162,

58 —Kister, al-Hira, some notes on its relations with
Arabia , Arabica, XV (1968), 161.
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Ask Usayyid! Did I take revenge for 
W a ’il, or did I cure my own anxiety?
When they sent me drawing with their 
buckets, and I filled them with blood 
to the brim.59

LJL 1 < i' **> ^ I f (J-®* *.v<.w ̂  Lw

■J> L_ Jd la 1 AI

According to al-Bakri, W a ’il was sent by 'Amr b. Hind as 
a tax-collector to the B. Tamim and was killed by the B.

/> A
Usayyid. It seems that the B. Yashkur were represented 
in al-Nu'man b. al-Mundhir's army which was despatched to 
punish the B. Tamim when they refused to pay the tax im

posed on them. Al-Mubarrad says, on the authority of Abu 
'Ubaidah, that al-Nu'man sent his brother al-Rayyan b. 
al-Mundhir at the head of a troop which belonged mainly to
the tribe of Bakr. They raided the B. Tamim, captured

61their children and took their cattle as spoils. In a 
poem, Abu al-Mushamraj refers to this incident, praising 
al-Nu'man and voicing his prejudice against the tribe of 
Tamim:

When they saw the banner of al-Nu'man 
advancing, they said: "would that our
nearest abode were 'Adan. Would that 
the mother of Tamim had not known Murr 
and been like one annihilated by the 
changes of time.

If you kill them - they are [mere] asses 
with cut noses, and if you show grace - 
well, since ancient time you have shown 
grace.

5 9 ' I q d ,  V ,  2 1 1 - 2 1 2 .  S e e  a l s o  M a r z u q l , 5 3 1 .  
6 0 B a k r I ,  I I I ,  8 9 9 .
6 1 M u b a r r a d ,  I I ,  8 2 - 8 3 .
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Among them are Zuhair, 'Attab and Muhtadar 
and two sons of Laqit while Qatan perished 
in the battle.®^
o

£ fc f^ I <■■ "i! 1 * IjJ l5 <lL̂ o ^ I y
î o-S”Clw 15̂  1̂ * f r r * * ' j14 ̂

i I.— i... i.O il I JL~« lô w&9 w y t <uJ .n ,*>.o j Ljt ta 1
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The B. Yashkur joined the ranks of the B. Shaiban in the
/» Q

battle of Dhu Qar against the Persians. In one of his 
poems, Suwaid b. Abi Kahil al-Yashkuri celebrates the exploits 
of a champion of Yashkur named Yazld b. Harithah, who is said 
to have killed the Persian Marzuban in the battle of Dhu 
Qar, saying:

When the Marzuban, decked with bracelet, 
challenged your groups, Yazid who belonged 
to us fought him with a sharp sword which 
cuts off anything it 'falls upon.

— «-oJ 1 Q L̂ rJ 1 pJ® <4/^  ̂̂ ^
1 b 1 5 1 jO LmJ>- ^  t ^  ̂  1*0 &JJ

The B. Taim al-Lat b. T h a ’labah, to whom the poet 
Nahar b. Tawsi’ah belonged, are even less well-known than 
the B. Yashkur on the eve of Islam. They are very summar
ily described in the genealogical literature. Likewise 
the ayyam accounts scarcely mention them apart from the 

alliance of the Lahazim of which they were a component.

62 _ _ _Ibid.; Marzubani, 211. C f . Kister, al-Hira, some notes
on its relations with Arabia, Arabica, XV*(1968), 163. 

6 3Tabari, I, 1034; ’Iqd, V, 264.
6 4Tabari, I, 1034; Shajari, I, 174-175; Aghani, XXIII, 71.
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It seems that they were of less importance than any other 
Bakrite components of that alliance. The accounts of the
Lahazim ayyam, which were usually directed against some

- - - 65sections of the tribe of Tamim (like the yawm of Dhu Tuluh,
Jadud and Thaital ) never mention that any yawm was led
by a member of the B. Taim al-Lat. The precise territories
they occupied are not clear to us. However, the accounts
of the yawm Thaital; the fact that part of them joined the

6 8rebellion of al-Hutam in Bahrain; and the accounts of
the battle of Ullais in which part of them joined the forces
of the Persian commander Jaban against the Islamic army led

- - 69by Khalid b. al-Walid, all these points indicate that
they were nomads moving in a territory which is roughly the
region between the north of Bahrain to the southern fringes
of Hirah. They appear to have maintained good relations
with the Lakhmid rulers of Hirah, who had to rely on foreign
troops or on mercenary troops because it was a family and
not a tribe which ruled Hirah. In the view of Rothstein,
the Sana'i', one of the five contingents of al-Nu'.manbb.

70al-Mundhir, was the royal guard. Ahmad b. 'Ubaid is
quoted as having stated that the Sana’!' were people upon

65 'Iqd, V, 189; Kamil, I, 267; Nuwairi, XV, 383-384.

6 6 Naqa’id, 144, 326; 'Iqd, V, 199.

6 7 ,Iqd, V, 185; Nuwairi, XV, 381.
6 8TabarI, I, 1968.
6 9 Ibid., 2032.

A 70 Rothstein, Die Dynastie der Lahmiden, 137.
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whom the King used to bestow his favours and who remained 
71in his service. Al-Mubarrad mentions that most of them

— 72 - —were from Bakr b. Wa*il. Abu al-Baqa’ mentions that the
Lahazim, to which the B. Taim al-Lat belonged, were repre-

— 73 — —sented in the §ana’i .  Al-Maidani, on the other hand,
states that "the Sana'i'1 ' were from the B. Qais and the B.
Taim al-Lat, sons of Tha'labah, and that they were trusted

74by the King and never left the doors of his court". The
B. Taim al-Lat joined the ranks of the B. Shaiban in the
battle of Dhu Qar. One of their poets, Abu Kalbah, refers
to this, boasting of the role of the Lahazim as a whole,

75saying:
w

Notwithstanding, part of them led by Abjar b. Jabir al-
- 76'Ijli, joined the rebellion of al-Hutam who is said to

77have been supported by the Persians. Moreover, the Chris
tians among them joined the ranks of the Persians against

78the Muslim army at the battles of al-Walajah and Ullais.

^Naqa'id, 884, ■
79Mubarrad, XI, 83.
73 _Al-Manaqib al-Mazyadiyyah fi Akhbar al-Muluk al-Asadiyyah,
74 Ms., fol. 21.Majma’, I , 78.
7^ —Tabari, I, 1036.
7 6 Ibid., 1968.
77Balansi, 138. ’
7 8 TabarI, I, 2032.
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Like the B. Taim al-Lat, the B. Qais b. Tha'labah 

are seldom mentioned in the ayyam accounts. Within them, 
the genealogists list a number of subsections among which 
the Dubai'ah is singled out as the dominant one. The 
other subsections of Qais, like Taim, Tha'labah and Sa'd, 

are never, described in detail in the surviving genealogical 
literature. The genealogists concentrate on Dubai'ah 
rather than the other subsections of Qais. This may be 
the result of the prominence achieved by the family of 
al-Masami'ah as the most prominent family of the tribe of 
Bakr in Iraq of the Umayyad period. To this family belonged 
Malik b. Misma' who was the leader of Rabl'ah, let alone

Q QBakr, during his lifetime in the Umayyad period. The B. 
Qais were in the forefront of the tribes who produced famous 
poets before Islam. Of these poets the most famous were 

Tarafah b. al-'Abd, 'Amr b. Qami'ah, al-Muraqqish al-Akbar, 
al-Muraqqish al-Asghar and al-A'sha. The accounts of the 
war of al-Basus suggest that the B. Qais enjoyed some 
prominence among the Bakr. One of their chiefs, al-Harith 

b. 'Ubad, led the Bakrites at the yawm of Qidah which was 
the last of the famous and decisive ayyam of the war of
al-Basus,and was tilted in favour of the Bakrites by the

  ' 81presence of al-Harith and his tribesmen. Notwithstanding,

79 This may be, as Caskel suggests, because a famous geneal
ogist, Muqatil, belonged to them. feamharat an-Nasab, das 
Qenealogische Werk des Hisam b. Muhammad al-Kalbl, I, 
24-25. !on _See: Tabari, I, 3179, II, 240, 450.

8 1Anon., Kitab Bakr wa Taghlib, MS., fol. 22; 'Iqd, V. 220- 
221; Ma'Srif, 606.
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they appear to have been of relatively minor importance 
on the eve of Islam. They were a component part of the 
alliance of the Lahazim and took part in its ayyam.which
were mostly directed against the B. Tamim. The leader of

__ _ „
the Lahazim in the yawm of Jadud was Humran b. 'Amr, a
member of the B. Qais. Our sources do not help to deter
mine their territories precisely. They, however, indicate 
that the B. Qais were living in Bahrain and al-Yamamah. 
Al-Baladhurl reports that "al-Bahrain constituted a part 
of the Persian empire. In its desert lived a great many
Arabs from the tribe of 'Abd al-Qais, Bakr b. W a ’il and

— 83 — —Tamim". Al-Baladhuri writing about the rebellion of
al-Hutam says: "The offspring of the B. Qais b. Tha'labah

84became apostates with al-Hutam". Of their abodes m
85Bahrain, there are mentioned amongst others: Hajar,

— 86 — — 87 88al-Shayyitan, al-Sidan ,and Thaj. . However, they were
not alone in living in these abodes. Parts were used by'
certain sections of the B. Tamim. One of the villages of

- - 89 -the B. Qais in al-Yamamah was Manfuhah, in which al-A'sha

8 2Kamil, I, 255.
88 -Putuh, 106,
84 Ibid., 114.
8^Diwan Tarafah b. al-'Abd, 15.
8 8„Ham.dani, 123.
8 ^Naqa’id, 482.
88 —Naqa;id, 130; Mu'jam, II, 811. 
8 9 M u ' j a m ,  I V ,  6 6 9 .
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9owas born, grew up and died. Caskel says that ’’the B.
Qais were partly nomads and partly settled people in al- 

— 91Yamamah"o But it appears that most of them were nomads, 
as the above-mentioned quotation from al-Baladhuriiimplies. 
When the Chosroe of Persia threatened the Bakrites after 
their refusal to hand over the pledge of al-Nu'man b 0 al- 
Mundhir, al-A’sha replied to the Persian Emperor with a poem 
in which he says that his tribe is not like that of Iyad 
who are settled and depend on agriculture* He boasts of 
his tribesmen,who depended on huge camels and their milk 
for their livelihood,in these words:

We are not like Iyad who have settled in 
Takrit and wait for their grain to be 
harvested.
God has given us an inexhaustible supply 
of food in the shape of our camels«
They [the camelsj are as massive as rocks 
and ready for slaughter on our swords; in 
spite of being frightened they would not 
be driven away0
Their hindquarters guarantee our cooking 
pot and their udders our pure frothless 
milk.92

1 — i < I L Lio l*.k> D  ̂
1 . dj b”*- 1

90 - - - -Aghani, IX, 126; al-Tianji, al-A’sha, 40.
^ bamharat an-Nasab, das flenealogische Werk des Hisam b . 

Muhammad al-Kalbi, II, ^t63.
^ D i w a n  al-A'sha, 234.
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The B. Qais appear to have had strong ties with the 
Lakhmids, the rulers of Hirah. It is claimed that they,
with the B. Taim al-Lat, made up al-Nu'man's Sana 7!1 contin-

93 -gent as previously mentioned. Their great poet al-A'sha
used to visit the Kings of Hirah and praise them, especially

94al-Aswad b. al-Mundhir. It would appear that the Persians,
on the eve of Islam, had no real power over the people of
Bahrain, especially those who were living in the badiyah
there. Bahrain was nominally Persian territory due to the
hostilities resumed in A.D. 603 between the Persians and

95Byzantines in Mesopotamia, Syria and Asia Minor. Thus 
the Persian Empire, at that time, had its full attention 
concentrated on a far-away field of military and political 
activities. Perhaps this situation may have encouraged the 
B. Qais to join the ranks of the B. Shaiban at the battle 
of Dhu Qar. Al-A'sha tells in more than a poem of the tri
umph of the Bakrites over the Persians and their Arab 
allies; for instance, in the poem rhyming in "F", to which 
the following verses belong, he sings:

When they faced us we uncovered our heads 
in order to let them know that we were
Bakr, so that they would flee.
If every M a ’addite had taken part with us
on the yawm of Dhu Qar they would not have
missed the honour.
When they came towards us they were so

93See above, p. 29.
9 4 Shu'ara’, 258-259.

See Sykes, A History of Persia, I, 481-486.
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numerous that it seems as if night was 
advancing before them, covering the whole 
earth with overwhelming darkness.
They consisted of patricians, sons of the 
kings and satraps of Persia with earrings 
in their ears.
Whenever they bent to pick up their arrows 
we attacked them with our shining swords, 
striking off their heads so quickly that 
it seemed as if they were being snatched

The antagonism between the B. Qais and the Persians appears
to have been of short duration after the battle of Dhu Qar.
The rebellion of al-Hutam, followed by the B. Qais in Bahrain
appears to have been with the support of the Persians.
Moreover, the Christians of Dubai'ah, the most prominent
subsection of the B. Qais, joined the ranks of the Persian

97army against the Muslims in the battle of Ullais.

Although there are no ayyam accounts indicating that 
the B. Dhuhl b. Tha'labah or one of their chiefs figured 
prominently, they appear to have been of a certain importance

away.
• And the cavalry of Bakr did not cease to 
crush them, until they fled though it was 

■ hardly noon.96

9 ^'Iqd, V. 267; Diwan al-A'sha, 311. 
9 7TabarI, I, 2032.
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on the eve of Islam, but less important than the B. Hanifah, 

the B. 'Ijl and the B. Shaiban. Their genealogy is fairly 
comprehensively treated in the genealogical literature. This 
may be, as Caskel suggests, because a certain famous geneal—  
...ogist, Daghfal b. Hanzalah (d. 65 A.H.) belonged to them.
But it seems more likely that it could have been the result, 
of their pro-Islamic stance, as they were not carried away 
by the Riddah and participated prominently in the Islamic 
conquest movement, and because many prominent personalities 
of the early Islamic and Umayyad periods belonged to them.
Of these personalities are Hassan b. Mahduj, the carrier of

~ 99'Ali's banner at the battle of al-Jamal; al-Hudain b.
al-Mundhir, the leader of Bakr and Rabl'ah on the side of 
'All at the battle of S i f f l n ^ ^  who later became the unques
tioned leader of the Bakrites in Khurasan'^'*' until his death
in 97 A.H., when the leadership was inherited by his son

-  102 -  Yahya; and Suwaid b. Manjuf, one of the prominent figures
103in Kufa in the Umayyad period. Therefore, we find that

the overwhelming majority of their personalities mentioned 
in the genealogical literature belong to the early Islamic 
and Umayyad periods rather than to the pre-Islamic period.

^ 3 Caskel, Samharat an-Nasab, das (fenealogische Werk des 
Hisam b. Muhammad al-Kalbi, I, 24.
Jamharat, 297.

1 0 0Tabari, I, 3312; Siffln, 231, 326-327; Jamharat, 298; 'Iqd 
ill, 362.

1 0 1Tabari, II, 1290.
1Q2 Ibid., 1571.
1Q3 Ibid., 443, 779.
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Their territories are not determined precisely by our 

sources. Ibn Hazm, however, mentions that the B. Malik, a 
subsection of the B. Dhuhl, lived in al-Yamamah. One of
their villages there was Sadus which was named after Sadus

_ 10 5b. Shaiban b. Dhuhl and is still flourishing today. Ibn
Sa'd mentions that 'Abd Allah- b. Aswad al-Sadusi sold his
property in al-Yamamah9and migrated to Medina to join the
Prophet. These pieces of information indicate that part
of the B. Dhuhl were settled in al-Yamamah. On the other

hand, the raids launched by Qutbah b. Qatadah or Suwaid b.
Qutbah on the western fringes of the Persian empire around
al-Ubullah, shortly before the arrival of the Islamic army
led by Khalid b. al-Walid, may indicate that part of them
were nomads living in the vicinity of that area.

The B. Sadus appear to have been the dominant subsection 
of the B. Dhuhl for several generations before Islam. 'Amr b.

Sadus, killed during the war of al-Basus, was described as
107"the sayyid of Dhuhl". Their chiefs had the privilege

— 108 of the ridafah of the Kings of Kindah. This term means,

according to tradition, that their chief was entitled to sit
at the King's right side, act for him during his absence,
acquire a fourth of the spoils and booty gained by the King in

104 Jamharat, 298.
10 5See: Mu'jam, If ,_161, IV, 84, 1027; Philby, Arabia of the 

Wahhabis, 77; ftlusi, Tarikh Najd, 28; 'All, al-Mufassal fl 
Tarikh al-'Arab qabl al-Islam, IV, 178-179.

1 0 6 S a 'd, 1/2, 55.
107 - ' - - -Ibn Ishaq, Kitab Hurub al-Basus bain Bakr wa Taghlib, Ms.,

fol. 158.
"^^Ma'arif, 99; Ishtiqaq, 352; Ibn Ruzaiq, al-Sahifah al- 
' 1Adnaniyyah, Ms., fol. 9.
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109raids and receive some payment from the King's subjects.

It seems that the B. Malik b. Shaiban b. Dhuhl was another 
prominent subsection of Dhuhl on the eve of Islam. Their 
chief, al-Harith b. Wa'lah, is described as sayyid sharif
i.e., a noble chief. He is the only Dhuhll mentioned by Ibn

—  —  —  _  1 1 ’ !Habib among the jarrarun of Rabi'ah, viz., those who are
said to have led one thousand warriors. He is described also

— — — 112 — —as one of the dhawu al-akal. Ibn Habib defines the dhawu
al-akal as follows: "The dhawu al-akal are from W a ’il; they
are the noble among them. The Kings were wont to grant them

113 - - -fiefs". A description of these dhawu al-akal, stressing
their socio-political position is given by al-A’sha in his
praise of al-Aswad b. al-Mundhir, brother of al-Nu’man the
last ruler of Hirah;

Your army is a long-established one, made 
up of chiSrfs who are people of leathern tents
and fiefs.

,J 15̂  <—- LsJ 1 o  i o LwJ I jftT.v.xJ 1 jJ laJ 1

Thus it is plausible to suggest that al-Harith together with 

his kindred joined the ranks of the B. Shaiban in the battle 

of Dhu Qar, because the Persians had deprived them of the pres
tige they formerly enjoyed through their good relations with 
al-Nu’man b. al-Mundhir, the last Lakhmid ruler of Hirah. 
According to some accounts, al-Harith used to invade with his

■^^Lisan, radafa; Naqa*id, 6 6 , 299, 809; Fawat, II, 626.
1 1 0 ’Iqd, III, 362.
1 1 :1Muhabbar, 249-250,
112

Ibid., 253.
113TU. .Ibid.
■^^Diwan al-A*sh£E, II.
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tribesmen certain Persian border lands, after the execution
of al-NuTman b. al-Mundhir; and this in turn led to the battle 

- - 115of Dhu Qar. Unlike most of the Bakrite sections, the B.
Dhuhl appear to have remained anti-Persian after Dhu Qar, 
and were sincere in their Islam. Our sources do not mention 
any Dhuhll as having joined the Riddah, nor is any Dhuhll 
reported as having joined the Persian armies during the con
quest of Iraq. On the contrary, the sources mention that 
some tribesmen of Dhuhl used to raid Persian border lands 
shortly before the arrival of the Muslim army, something 
which was of help to the Muslims during the conquest of Iraq, 
as we shall s e e .

The B. ! Ijl seem to have been the dominant component of
the Lahazim alliance. The leaders of most of the Lahazim
ayyam (against the B. Tamim for the most part) belonged to
the B. 'Ijl. Most of them would seem to have been nomads.
The ayyam accounts in which they are specifically mentioned
suggest that their home territory extended roughly from Hirah 

- 116to al-Samman. Part of them, it is said, resided in al-
Yamamah, as al-Arakah is mentioned to be one of their abodes 

117there. The meagre information supplied about the B. 'Ijl,
by the genealogical literature and the ayyam accounts,indi
cates that their most powerful and prominent subsections 
were the B. Sa'd and the B. Rabi’ah,to whom the poets

115 - - - -Aghani, XXIII, 54-57; Ibn Ruzaiq, al-Sahifah al- 1Adnaniyyah,
M s ., fol. 9."liftOn al-Samman see Thilo, Die Ortsnamen in der altarabischen 
Poesie, 90 and map D; Phflby, Arabia of the Wahhabis, 
346-347.

1 1 7Mu'jam, I, 182-183.
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al-'Udail b. al-Farkh and Abu al-Najm belonged. It is for 
this reason that the names of Hanzalah b. Sayyar of the B. 

Sa'd, and Abjar b. Jabir of the B. Rabi'ah are mentioned
time and again as leaders in the ayyam of the B. 'Ijl and

—  118 the Lahazim on the eve of Islam. Unfortunately, our
sources do not provide-information about the relations of
the B. 'Ijl with either the Persians or the Lakhmids in
Hirah. Their relations with their neighbours, the B. Shaiban,
appear to be good. Thus both sections co-operated against
their common enemy, the B. Tamim, in various ayyam like that
of al-Shayyitan,. al-Zuwairan and Dhu Tuluh. In the battle
of Dhu Qar, the tribesmen of the B. 'Ijl were the strongest
supporters of the B. Shaiban, probably because they had
had a previous encounter with the Chosroe's governor of the
Sawad in the yawm of 'Ain Said, when the latter tried to deny

119them access to pasture lands in this area. According to
one account, their chief, Hanzalah b. Sayyar, was the one
who opted to continue to fight the Persians at Dhu Qar, when
the leader of the B. Shaiban was on the point of fleeing
with his tribesmen into the desert for fear of being extermi-

120nated by the Persians. The poets of the B. 'Ijl in the

Islamic era frequently boasted of the victory of Dhu Qar. 
Al'Udail b. al-Farkh, for example, says:

We have been warmed by every fire kindled
for noble deeds - indeed we it was who 
kindled- the fire.
There is no day of honour more noble than 
the day of’ Dhu Q a r .

1 1 oFor examples, see: 'Iqd, V, 184, 189, 263.
1 1 0BakrI, III, 1042.
1 2 0 N a q a ’ i d ,  6 4 0 ;  ' I q d ,  V ,  2 6 2 - 2 6 3 .
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We brought in their weapons and the horses 
were formidable in appearance when we took 
the arm of every horseman of the Chosroe.^2^

j LJ 1 1 1 doJ ifr.,1 j I..—/ ĵ| . .«0 l“*“l I I 1$
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However, it would be naive to assume that the B. ’Ijl 
continued their anti-Persian stand for a considerable time 
after the battle of Dhu Qar. There are indications that 
some of them at least endeavoured to hinder the Islamic con
quest by helping the Persians. Abjar b. Bujair, is said

122to have joined the rebellion of al-Hutam who aimed, with
Persian help, at establishing a Lakhmid rule in Bahrain
similar to that they had in Hirah. At the battles of al-
Walajah and Ullais, the Christians of the B. ’Ijl fought

123the. Muslims side by side with the Persians.

The B. Hanifah was a section of considerable importance. 
Their territories in the region of al-Yamamah partly inter
locked with those held by others, especially some groups of 
the B. Tamim with whom they sometimes had encounters. The 
region of al-Yamamah was never determined precisely. 11 It 

possibly extended along the slopes of al-’,Arid and along 
Wadi ’ Ird in the southeastern part of Najd, with its eastern

191 S h u 1ara', 414; ’Iqd, V, 266.
"^^Tabari, I, 1968; Kamil, II, 155. 
1 2 3TabarI, I ,  2031-2032; Kamil, II, 162-163.
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- 124boundary at the Dahna’ desert". The two largest towns

in al-Yamamah al-Hajr, the capital, and Jaww, were ori-
-  12*5ginally in the hands of the B. Hanifah. The dearth of

information about them should not be taken as an indication 
of their insignificance or weakness, for the Riddah move
ment of Musailimah, who was joined by part of the B,
Hanlfah, formed the most adamant opposition to the incipient 
religio-political system of Islam after the death of the 
Prophet„ The lack of information about them may, however, 
be a result of their remoteness from the two prime cities 
of Iraq, Basra and Kufa,and of their settled life in the 
fertile Yamamah which prevented a considerable migration of 
them to Iraq. We must also take into account the non
existence of early genealogists among their ranks, and their 
anti-Islamic role in spearheading the Riddah movement, 
Al-Jahiz says that he had "seen no tribe other than the B.o *

Hanifah to which little poetry is attributable despite their
great number and might, which make them seem to be the equal

126 — - - of the whole of Bakr". Yaqut describes al-Yamamah as an
agricultural territory where entire districts were covered
by cultivated fields, saying: "Al-Yamamah was the best of
God's countries in respect of land, produce, trees and date- 

127palms". Grain was grown there as well. Philby speaks
of an extensive oasis there, the whole of which was planted

124Belyaev, (Eng. trans.) Arab, Islam and the Arab Caliphate, 
57.

1 —Mu'jam, II, 208-209, IV, 1026; Baler i, I, 83-85, 176.
1 2 6 Hayawan, IV, 380.'
1 2 7 Mu*jam, IV, 10280
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128 —with wheat and barley. Al-Yamamah used to supply grain

to Mecca as may be understood by the accounts of Thumamah
—  129b. Uthal’s acceptance of Islam. Thus the B. Hanlfah

are to be regarded as a settled agriculture community.
When Ziyad b. Abi Sufyan, the governor of Iraq, appointed
as his deputy in Khurasan al-Rabi! b. Ziyad al-Hanafi, the
poet Anas b. Abi Unas of Tamlm composed satirical verses
describing the B. Hanifah as slaves and tillers of the 

130land. On the other hand, al-Hajr was prominent as a
regional trading centre. Three caravan routes converged
there: one from Mecca and Medina, another from Persia in

131the North, and one from Oman and Yemen in the South.

The main subsections of the B. Hanifah were al-Dul,
’Amir and ’Adi of whom Musailimah the false prophet was a
member. The B. al-Dul, however, is singled out by the geneal-
:ogists as the most powerful line within the B. Hanlfah on
the eve of Islam. They are said to have both numbers and 

132wealth. Likewise they are described as a house of
133sayyids. Of their chief Hawdhah b. 'Ali, Wellhausen

^3 3Philby, The Heart of Arabia,
^3 ^See: Sirah, II, 638; Isabah,
■^^He says:

 ̂ d I — L̂ i rt 1 aJlo
O— — U dJu_L>. C-3 ̂  J&j 
O-------- ^  \3 ^

Tabari, II, 155-156.131’- Barthold, Musailimah, Bulletin de l'Academie des Sciences 
de Russie, XIX (1925), 488.

1 39 Jamharat, 291.
1 3 3 ,Ibar, II, 625.

43.
I, 412-413.

t L9 Uo L-' ifr
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observes that he was the most powerful man of his day in 
Central Arabia; and as such he is mentioned among the Kings
to whom the Prophet sent a special invitation to adopt

134 -Islam. The relations between the B. Hanifah and the
other Bakrite sections were severed, because the former were

135living among certain Mudarite groups. Their separation
from their mother-tribe apparently took place towards the
end of the war of al-Basus: ■ and thus they never backed other
Bakrite sections nor did they receive their support on the 

136eve of Islam. Notwithstanding, their relations with
their Tamlmite neighbours were strained and some ayyam are
recorded as having taken place between them. Of these
ayyam, there is mention amongst others, of the yawm of
al-Sitar in which a certain chief, Qatadah b. Maslamah, was

137 —killed. Qatadah boasts, in one of his poems, of his
fierce fight in an encounter with some of the B. Tamim, and

138threatens them with further raiding, saying:

• wjfrj ■■ 0 Jfr"— fog I <1* i

P iv p

^ I ̂  LlAJ 1   . 1 ‘>-j c

When the Chosroe decided to punish the B. Tamim who had 
robbed his caravan, he asked Hawdhah b. ’Ali whether there

1 34Wellhausen, Skizzen und Vorarbeiten, IV, 102; Lyall, The 
words ’H a n i f  and 'Muslim', JRAS (1903), 775.

1 3R _ _° Aghani, XI, 317.
1 3 6 Ibid.; E.I., Hanifa.
1 3 7M u 1jam, III, 38.
1 3 8Marzuqi, II, 765.
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was a treaty of peace between him and the B. Tamim.
Hawdhah replied : "0 King, between me and them is death.
They killed my f ather" .

Unfortunately, there is almost no information about
relations between the B. Hanifah and the Lakhmids of Hirah

on the eve of Islam. There are, however, clear indications
of good politico-economic relations between the B. Hanifah
and the Persians. Several Hanafites occupied major posts

140in the Persian bureaucracy. Hawdhah was held in esteem
by the Chosroe. He was responsible for the protection of
the Persian caravans on a certain section of the route from

141Yemen to Persia. From the latter fact, Watt infers that
- 142Hawdhah belonged to the nomadic section of the B. Hanifah.

But this does not necessarily follow. During one of his
visits to the Persian ruler, the latter was fascinated by
Hawdhah's reply to a certain question and said: "This is a

143mind nurtured by bread"; i.e. Hawdhah had a better mind 

than the nomads bred on camel-milk and dates. On one occa
sion, Hawdhah was well-received at the Persian court and was 

144 -given a crown. Al-A'sha, the pre-Islamic poet, describes
him as an awe-inspiring man saying that people prostrated

139 -  -  -Aghani, XVII, 321. See also Tabari, I, 985.
140Barthold, Musailimah, Bulletin de l'Academie des Sciences 

de Russie, XIX(1925), 491.
141See Aghani, XVII, 319-320; Lyall, The words ’H a n l f  and 

'Muslim', JRAS (1903), 775.
142Watt, Muhammad at Medina, 133.
1 4 3Mubarrad, II, 24-25; 'Iqd, II, 243.
144 -  -Dabbi, 709; Kamil, I, 200; Jamharat, 292; 'Ibar, II,

625.
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themselves in front of him while he sat with the crown on

145 -his head. However, Abu 'Ubaidah, on the authority of

Abu 'Amr b. al-'Ala*, disputes this statement, saying that
only in Yemen were there any kings, and that the crown of
Hawdhah was nothing more than beads (kharazat) arranged as

146a circlet on his head. Unfortunately, nothing has come
down to us about the relations of the B. Hanifah with the 
Persians after the death of Hawdhah (about A.D. 630).

One may easily infer from the statements of the early
writers concerned with the tribes and from the ayyam accounts
that the most powerful and prominent of the sections of Bakr,
through their recorded history, was the B. Shaiban. Ibn
Rashiq mentions that Ibn Sallam used to say: T'It used to be
said 'If you belong to Bakr, boast of Shaiban and of their

147 -i-great numbers and fight alongside them'". Ibn al-Kalbi
is reported to have said: "My father used to say 'Bakr is
the most numerous tribe of Rabl'ah. Their bait of sayyids

_ 148 -and their knights are of Shaiban'". Ibn al-Athir quotes

Abu 'Ubaidah1s saying: "At the advent of Islam there was no
tribe more mighty, more protective of its neighbours and

- 149 -with more allies than Shaiban". The ayyam in which they
took part and the accounts of the conquest of Iraq suggest
that their home territory stretched roughly from a point

145 -  -  -Diwan al-A'sha, 107.
1 4 6 'Iqd, II, 244. 
1 4 7 ,Umdah, II, 192.
1 4 8 Ibid., 191.
1 4 9 Kamil, I , 254.
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_ 150somewhere between Kazimah, near the bay of Kuwait, and

al-Ubullah in the south to perhaps Hit in the north. And

therefore, in the southern part of this zone they were close
neighbours to the B. ’ Ijl who maintained good relations with
them.

. Among the great number of the subsections and clans
which the genealogists mention as belonging to the eponym
’shaiban', the B. Rabi’ah b. Dhuhl b. Shaiban and the B.
Hammam b. Murrah b. Dhuhl b. Shaiban appear to have been the
most powerful and dominant. One may find that the leaders
in the vast majority of the ayyam which took place on the
eve of Islam and in which the B. Shaiban are. specifically
mentioned, belonged to these two subsections. Thus the
ayyam accounts mention, for example, that the leaders on
the yawm of Jadud, Dhu Tuluh, al-Shayyitan and al-'Uzala.
belonged to the B. Hammam; while the leaders of the yawm of
al-Zuwairan, al-Ghabit and Dhu Qar were from the B. Rabi'ah.
Although the account of yawm Mubayid shows a dispute between

151 -the two subsections, the ayyam accounts in general suggest 
that they were co-operative and maintained good relations.

Relations between the B. Shaiban and some sections of
Tamim, especially the B. Yarbu’ appear to have been strained 
on the eve of Islam. This period witnessed a formidable
struggle and there was permanent bad blood between the two

150 -Dn the location of Kazimah see Thilo, Die Qrtsnamen in
der Altarabischen Poesie, 63 and map B.

1 5 1 K a m i l ,  I ,  2 5 2 ;  M a ' a h l d ,  I ,  2 0 5 ;  ' I q d ,  V ,  2 0 8 - 2 0 9 .
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sides. The opponents of the B. Shaiban in most of -their 

ayyam were mostly elements of the B. Tamim. These ayyam 
arose, commonly, from disputes over cattle, pasture-lands or 
water. Of them there are mentioned amongst others, the yawm 
of al-Zuwairan, al-’Uzala, al-Waqlt and al-Iyad. On the other* 
hand,, this period witnessed certain relations between the 
B. Shaiban and the Lakhmids and their Persian masters. In

t

order to secure the domination of Hirah the loyalty of the 
neighbouring tribes was essential and this was gained by 
granting their chiefs certain privileges. Abu al-Baqa* 
mentions that the Chosroe granted the rulers of Hirah some 
territories in the vicinity of Hirah as fiefs and as assist
ance to them in their governorship. From the taxes collected 
from these territories they bestowed presents on people 
(of the tribes), whom they blandished and tried to win over.
They might grant them areas from the fiefs presented to

152 -themselves. The rulers of Hirah seem to have held some
of the chiefs of the friendly tribes in high esteem, and
.appointed some of them to fairly high positions. Ibn Duraid
mentions that a certain chief of the B., Shaiban named
Sharik b. Matar "was the greatest favourite of King air-

153 - -Mundhir". 'Amr b. Sharik, father of al-Hawfazan, was m
command to the security force of al-Mundhir and his son 

154al-Nu'man. Likewise, the kings of Persia granted loyal

152 - - - - - —Abu al-Baqa*, al-Manaqib al-Mazyadiyyah fi Akhbar al-Muluk
al-Asadiyyah, MS., fol. 145; Kister, ;al-Hxra, some notes
on its relations with Arabia, Arabica, XV*(1968), 151.

■^^Ishtiqaq, 3 5 s.
154 -Kister, ;al-Hira, some notes on its relations with Arabia,

Arabica, XV (1968), 159.
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chiefs of the neighbouring tribes some territories as fiefs*

The case of these fiefs is illustrated by the story of Qais
b. Mas'ud al-Shaibani who was the chief of the family of
Dhu al-Jaddain, the most prominent family of the B. Shai- 
— 155ban. He was also one of the three personalities known

- - - - 156as the dhawu al-Akal from W a ’il, i*e* men of the fiefs*
Qais b. Mas'ud was granted the land of Taff al-Ubullah by
Parviz on condition that he would guarantee that the tribe
of Bakr b. W a ’il would refrain from invading the territory 

- 157of the Sawad* This happened after the execution of
al-Nu’man b. al-Mundhir (about A 0D. 605), and lasted for the 
short time up to the battle of Dhu Qar (about 611 A*D*), 
after which- Qais was executed by the Chosroe, perhaps because 
he collaborated with his kindred or because he had failed to 
fulfil his guarantee.. The reason for this battle, according

■| CQ —
to many accounts, was that when al--NuTman b„ al-Mundhir
fled from the Persian king, he took refuge with the B. Shaiban. 
Then he entrusted his arms and family to Hani? b, Qabisah 
al-Shaibani and came to plead his cause in person before the 

Chosroe by whom, however, he was executed* Hani* was then 
called upon to surrender the pledge of al-Nufman but refused 
to betray his trust 1 The Chosroe thereupon sent an ultimatum

^^Mubarrad, I, 56; Nasab, 15; ’Umdah, II, 192;
Aghani, XIX, 184; ' Iqd, III, 332, V, 377*

1 56Muhabbar, 253.157 ° _ „ „ _Aghani, XXIII, 54; Marzubani, 324-325*
1 58 - - - -On the battle of Dhu Qar, see: Naqa?id, 638-648; Tanbih,

207-208; M a ’arif, 603; ’Umdah, II, 217-218; Aghani, XXIII, 
53-81; Tabari, I, 1015-1037; Kamil, I, 196-200; 'Iqd, V, 
262-268; Majma'j.II, 261; M u ’jam, IV, 10-11; Nuwairi,
XV, 431-434.
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to the B. Shaiban, in which they were ordered to submit 
unconditionally to his will, to leave their home territory, 
or to be invaded by his army. The B. Shaiban along with 
some other sections of Bakr cut to pieces the army which was 
despatched to execute the commands of the Persian monarch. 
This victory over the Persians and the Arab groups that had 
joined their ranks, gave the B. Shaiban in particular immense 
prestige among: the Arabs, was celebrated by many Bakrite 
poets for several generations, and was an important motif 

of fakhr poetry. Thus, for example, A ’sha B. Rabl'ah al~ 
ShaibanI said:

On the day of Dhu Qar in which the tribes took 
part,
'we remained' steadfast assisting our kindred . 
They Ethe Persians] came in a grandly equipped 
and terrible army whose contingents were crowded 
close together and crushing.
They came to inflict a calamity, but the 

darkness ended with our swords still drawn^
They all fled and took refuge with al-Nu’man 
b . Z u r 'a h .
We came to fight this army like the sand grouse 
coming to the spring water of a small pool.*59

LiJ I JlSg lio-® f j I* (S 5 ̂
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Despite the dearth of information about the B. Shaiban’s 
relations with the Persians up to their acceptance of Islam,'

1 5 9 N a q a ’ i d ,  6 4 6 .
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after the conquest of Mecca, our sources contain some indi

cations that the battle of Dhu ,Qar did not represent a point 
of ho return between the two sides. It represents rather a 
temporary dispute which was bound to change according to the 
needs of both sides. Braunlich observes with justice that 
the B, Shaiban did not continue their raids upon the Persian 
borders in the wake of Dhu Qar, and Bistam, the son of
Qais b. Mas'ud who was killed by Chosroe in prison after 
Dhu Qar, did not try to take revenge on the Persians for the 
evil done to his house; but instead he turned against the
old enemy of Bakr, namely the B, Tamim and especially the 

“ 100B. Yarbu'. In the accounts of the yawm of al-'Uzala which

took place between the B. Shaiban and ..the B. Yarbu' of Tamim 
shortly after the battle of Dhu Qar, and led by Bistam b.
Qais and Ha n i ’ b. Mas'ud, the latter one of the prominent 
leaders of Dhu Qar, we read the following statement that.in
dicates the resumption of relations between the Persians and 
at least some Bakrite sections: "Bakr were under the control
of the Chosroe and the Persians. They [the Persians] used 
to strengthen and equip them. They came from the Persian 

governor of ’Ain al-Tamr three hundred strong side by side?. 
Yazld b. Mushir, the leader of the right flank of the Bakrites
at Dhu Qar, is said to have concluded an alliance with the

- - 162Persians after Dhu Qar. When the Prophet presented the

■JflQ____________________
Braunlich, Bistam b. Qais, ein vorislamischer Beduinen- 
furst und Held, 43.

1 0 1Naqa>id, 581; Kamil, I, 256; 'Iqd, V, 192; Nuwairl, XV, 
386.

"^^Caskel, Samharat an-Nasab, das genealogische Werk des 
Hisam b. Muhammad al-Kalbi, II, 595.
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Islamic message to the B, Shaiban and sought their protection 

in the fourth year after the revelation, they gave him a 

favourable reply but said that his message was not liked by 
the kings, i.e. the Kings of Persia; that they had a coven
ant': with the Persians not to disturb the status quo; and 
that they would not offer refuge to anyone so doing.
Moreover, H a n I J b. Qabisah, the prominent leader of the B. 
Shaiban at Dhu Qar, was living in Hirah and was among the 
notables who represented the town in signing the peace treaty 
with the Muslims in 12 A . H .4 ^ 4

In the light of the above discussion, the notion that 
the Bakrites, especially the B. Shaiban, were pursuing an 
anti-Persian policy in the wake of Dhu Qar up to the Islamic 
conquest, cannot be substantiated on the basis of the meagre 
amount of information available. On the contrary, there is 
an indication of the opposite. However1, the years surround
ing the battle of Dhu Qar did reveal the weakness of the 
Persian empire and its inability to control the Arab tribes 
of the borders which had earlier been used to fear i t . This 

weakness was further exposed in the struggle between the 
Persian and Byzantine empires. The Byzantines dealt (in
A.D. 627) Chosroe Parviz a fatal blow which sealed the fate

165of the Persian Empire. This struggle was closely watched
both by the unbelievers and Muslims. According to the commen
taries on the first two verses of the Qur'anic surah:

1 6 s - -1Asakir, V, 444; Nuwairi, XVI, 310.
1 6 4Tabari, I, 2019; Futuh, 339-340.
165*See Sykes, A History of Persia, 481-486.
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166al-Rum , the sympathies of unbelievers in Mecca were

with the Persians while the Muslims inclined towards the 
167Byzantines. The collapse of Persian military power at

the hands of the Byzantines, it is to be stressed, coincided 
with the victories of the Prophet which later enabled Medina 
to exploit-the favourable situation*for expanding Islam 

through a movement of conquest in which the Bakrites played 
a prominent role, especially in Iraq as we shall see.

The Bakrites, therefore, did not constitute a political 
or tribal unity at the advent of Islam, but were composed of 
a number of sections and subsections. Their interests were 
in conformity at times and contradictory at others, to the 
point that dispute might take place between clans or families 
of the same section. Their relations with the Lakhmids 
differed from one grouping to another, although the later 

period of the Lakhmids in Hirah witnessed prosperous rela
tions between them and most of the Bakrite sections. Their 
relations with the Persians were subject to quick changes 

at any specific point,due to a change in the balance of 
power in the region. The Persian destruction of the Lakhmids' 
rule affected their relations with most of the Bakrite 
sections. On the other hand, all the Bakrite sections were 
in dispute with the neighbouring sections of the B. Tamim,
This period accordingly witnessed many ayyam and there was 
always bad blood between the two sides. This rivalry

166A Qur’an, XXX.1«7 _ _ _ _ _ _Tabari, Jami' al-Bayan_fi Tafsir al-Qur'an, XXI, 16; Ibn 
Kathlr, Tafsir al-Qur’an al-'Azim, V, 342.
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subsided with their acceptance of Islam and during the 
Islamic conquest, but it re-emerged strongly during the 
Umayyad period for the reasons we shall see later.

The Pre-Islamic Religious Beliefs of the Bakr and their 
Conversion to Islam

. Many of the tribesmen of Bakr still worshipped idols 
on the eve of Islam. Of their idols there are mentioned: 
al-Muharriq, in Salman, whose sadanah (custodians) were 
A1 al-Aswad of the B. 1 Ijl and who is said to have been

—  I C Q  _worshipped by other Rab i ’ite tribes; Dhu al-Ka'abat, in
Sindad who was also worshipped by Taghlib and lyad;^69

170 — 171' Awd; and Uwal whom Taghlib also worshipped. It is
said that the B. Hanifah worshipped an idol made of a paste
of dates kneaded with .milk. During famines it was eaten by
them; and for this reason a poet said'-

The Banu Hanifah in a time of stress 
devoured their G o d . ^72

. f u/ p
^  I ^ j  dsul>- cilSI

On the other hand, Abu ’Ubaidah mentions that the tribe of 

Bakr b. W a ’il used to provide safe conduct to the pilgrims

1 6 8Muhabbar, 317; Jamharat, 460.
*6 9 Sirah, I, 8 8 ; Aghani, XXII, 355; Ya'qubI, I, 266; 

BakrI, I, 69; Jamharat, 460.
1 7 0 Bakri, I, 84.
1 7 lM u ’3 am, I, 395.
1 7 2M a ’arif, 621; A ’laq, 217.
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173

Christianity, however, seems to have been spread among
174most of the sections of Bakr. The bishop and religious

leader of the Monophysite Church in Najran during the life-j-
time of the Prophet was a man of Bakr called Abu Harithah 

175b. 'Alqamah. This may indicate that at least some families
of Bakr were firmly rooted in Christianity. The famous chief
Bistam;b. Qais who is described as the hero of Bakr and its

1 *7 "L 7 V —sayyid, was a Christian. His son, Ziq, remained
178Christian until his death in the Umayyad era. There is

a verse by a pre-Islamic poet of the B. Hammam, named ’ Abd 
Allah b. Zuhair, which indicates that Christianity was wide
spread among one of the prominent subsections of the B.
Shaiban. The verse runs;

Our only fault in the eyes of _our people 
is that the followers of al-Masih b. Maryam 
have flourished among us.^79

p 1 ISj Lw 1 ^  Lw4«f J) Ujj

As for the Lahazim, the accounts of the conquest of 

Iraq informs us that Christianity was wide-spread among 
them, especially among the B. 'Ijl,the most prominent compo
nent of the alliance. It is reported that the Christians

l73Naqa’id, 425.
■̂7^See Ma'arif, 621; Jamharat, 457. 
l7 5 Slrah, I, 573.
1 7 6Mubarrad, I, 156, 228.
1 7 7 Ibid,, 228.
^7 3Tabaqat, 333; N a q a ’id, 821. 
1 7 9M u ’talif, 113.
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of 'Ijl, Taim al-Lat and Dubai'ah (the latter probably or
rather certainly Dubai'ah b. Qais, a subsection of Qais b.
Tha'labah) followed 'Abd al-Aswad al-'.Ijll' who joined the
ranks of the Persian commander, Jaban, against the Muslim 

180army. The unquestioned chief of the B. 'Ijl on the eve
of Islam was Abjar b. Jabir, who is said to have remained

1 Q1
Christian until his death in Kufa (40 A.H.).

In respect of the B. Hanlfah, their powerful chief,
—  182 Hawdhah b. ’Ali, was a Christian. When he interceded

with the Persian governor of the Bahrain coast,and obtained
the release of a hundred prisoners of the B. Tamim,who had

183robbed the caravan of the Chosroe, the great poet al-
A'sha celebrated this deed of mercy, saying that Hawdhah 
had hoped to get God's grace by releasing them at Easter:

And there he loosed from their bonds a hundred 
out of their pain.
From all on that happy morn he cast the fetters 
away.
These were his offering meet the Easter morning, 
with these he came before God in hope to win the 
meed of His grace. -*-84

Ut P
1 -» I'a- fd c Ig - - ijj 0̂ ■'.-.ifoJ U- I  ̂ .» Uks
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1 S0Tabari, I, 2032; Kamil, II, 162.
1 8 1 TabarI, I, 3460.
1 8 2Kamil, I, 260,11, 89.
183See Dabbi, 708-709; Tabari, I, 984-987; Kamil, I, 260; 

Mu'jam, III, 401.
184Diwan al-A'sha, III; translated by Lyall in JRAS(1903), 

776.
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Likewise, the Hanafi poet, Musa b. Jabir is said to have

185been a Christian. Moreover, one of the deputations of

the B. Hanifah which visited the Prophet were certainly
Christians, for they had a church with a priest in charge,

186which they were ordered by the Prophet to destroy.

It would appear that the spread of Christianity among
the Bakrites, in addition to the remoteness of their home
territories from al-Hijaz and various tribal jealousies,
delayed the spread of Islam among them. Our sources mention
some Bakrite individuals who were early adherents of Islam.
Among them were two ' Ijll brothers who were allies of the
B. 'Adi b. Ka'b of Quraish, and who took part in the battle 

187of Badr in 2 A.H. Somewhat later, we find that a certain
Furat b. Hayyan al-'Ijli was among the Muslims during the

188expedition of the Trench in 5 A.H. A prominent chief of 
the B. Hanifah named Thumamah b. Uthal was captured by the 
Muslims in an expedition, and was won over to Islam after the 
Prophet had treated him kindly. He had threatened the
people of Mecca that he would cut off the food supplies to

— 1 8Qthem from al-Yamamah.

When the Prophet returned from al-Hudaibiyah in 6 A.H., 
he sent messengers to certain kings and chiefs, among whom 
was Hawdhah b. 'All al-Hanafi, inviting them to join the fold

18^ -  -Mu'talif, 248; Baghdadi, I, 275.
1 8 6 Lyall, The words 'Hanlf and 'Muslim', JRAS (1903), 777.
1 8 7 Sirah, II,
1 8 8 Isabah, III, 397.
1 8 9 Slrah, I, 684; Isabah, I, 412-413.
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of Islam. Hawdhah apparently welcomed the Prophet's 
messenger and entertained him. He sent to the Prophet ask
ing that after the Prophet, the authority might be delegated

190to himself and promising to embrace Islam. According to
another account, Hawdhah sent the following message to the
Prophet: "Share with me a part of your affairs, so that I

191may follow you". The Prophet rejected his appeal and 
Hawdhah had not become a Muslim before his death in A.D.
630.

After the Prophet had gained possession of Mecca in
8 A.H. , had finished with Tabuk, and Thaqlf had paid, homage,
deputations from the Arab tribes came to him. "In deciding
their attitude to Islam, the Arabs were only waiting to see
what happened to this clan of Quraish and the Prophet. For
Quraish were the leaders and guides of men, the people of
the sacred temple, and the pure stock of Isma’Il son of
Ibrahim; and the leading Arabs did not contest this. When
Mecca was occupied and Quraish became subject to the Prophet
and he subdued it to Islam and the Arabs knew that they
could not fight the Prophet or display enmity towards him

192they entered into God's religion in batches". Most of
the tribal deputations came to the Prophet in the ninth year 
of the Hijrah which was therefore, called the Year of 
Deputation. Our sources mention some deputations as repre^ 
sentative of different sections or subsections of the tribe

190 Kamil, II, 89,
1 9 1Diyarbakri, II, 43.
192 Sirah, 559-560; Guillaume, The life of Muhammad, 627- 

628.
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of Bakr like the deputation of the B. Hanifah ,1 9 3 Shaiban194 

- 195and Sadus. There is an account, however, which mentions
a certain deputation representing the tribe of Bakr in its 
entirety, and thus Bishr b. Hassan b. Hawt said boasting 
of his father:

I am the son of Hassan b . Hawt and my 
father, was the messenger of the entire 
tribe of Bakr to the Prophet.196

Such an account must not be taken at its face value, for 

the tribe of Bakr was split into groups which did not pursue 
the same policies as we have seen. Three of the four per
sons mentioned in this account were members of the B.
Sadus,while the fourth was a member of the B. 'Amir b. Dhuhl, 
i.e., the deputation may have represented the B. Dhuhl b. 
Tha'labah or at least part of them.

One could not expect to conclude that the tribe of 
Bakr in its entirety embraced Islam before the death of the 
Prophet. The conquest accounts suggest that some Bakrite 
groups, certainly Christians, did not come into the fold of 
Islam for a not unconsiderable time after the death of the 
Prophet. They fought side by side with the Persians against 
the Muslim armies in more than one battle.

i qq _ __ „Sirah, II, 576; Khalifah, I, 65; Tabari, I, 1737.
"^^Ya'qubi, II, 8 6 ; Nuwairl, XVIII, 74.195 I^abah, II, 1042, III, 1263.
1 9 3 'Asakir, III, 268.
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CHAPTER II

BAKRl POETRY ON THE SUBJECT OF THE RIDDAH

The Prophet died in Medina in 11 A.H. At the news 
of his death, revolt spread like wildfire through Arabia.

The situation was confused and tense. The Riddah movement 
was in reality more political and tribal than religious. 
Jealousy;, of the rising hegemony of Medina and the leadership 
of the Quraish was certainly one of the underlying motives. 
According to tribal custom, the submission of one tribe to 
another was regarded as a sign of the inability of a tribe 
to protect itself. Submission to Islam would be prone to 
interpretation in this manner, especially by those tribes 
who were living away from the Hijaz and never before con
nected with a Hijazi authority or confederation in pre-Islamic 
times. In this connection, it is reported that one of the 
murtaddun from Rabl’ah said to Musailimah: "I testify that
you are a liar and that Muhammad is truthful; but a liar of 
Rabl’ah.is preferable to a speaker of the truth from Mudar" . 1 
"The Arabs in most part of the Peninsula had acknowledged 
the authority of the Messenger of God, but had no intention
of remaining longer subject to Medina, or paying tithe to 

othe caliph". Regarding the tribe of Bakr, the delegates 
(wufud) reported to have come to pay the Prophet homage 
could not have represented the whole tribe. In some cases, 
a delegate might not have represented his section or clan

■^amil, II, 151.
2Vaglieri, the patriarchal and Umayyad caliphates, in The 
Cambridge History of Islam, I, 58.
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but only a faction, the clan being divided into factions
intensely jealous of one another. We are told, for example,

3of a deputation which represented the B. Suhaim, a sub
section of Hanifah. And for a clan or faction to become 
Muslim in those days simply meant that its chiefs so became. 
Moreover, the Bakrites who embraced Islam did so shortly 
before the death of Muhammad, i.e. they were not well- 
acquainted with Islam by the time of the Prophet's death.

However, we should not be misled by statements made
by some chroniclers who claim that all Arabia outside of
al-Hijaz, which is alleged to have accepted Islam and acknowl
edged the authority of the Prophet, broke away upon his

death from the newly organized state and followed a number
4of local and false prophets. Al-Tabari reports that the

— 5B. Shaiban b. T h a ’labah did not go. over. Ibn Hajar says
that nobody of the B. Suhaim, a subsection of Hanifah, aposta

6 _tized. However, among those who led the murtaddun were two
belonging to the tribe of Bakr: Musailimah b. Habib al-
Hanafi and Shuraih b. Dubai'ah b. 'Amr b. Marthad, nicknamed
al-Hutam, one of the members of the B. Qais b. Tha'labah.

Musailimah, according to one account, was among the 
deputation of the B. Hanlfah, which met the Prophet and- 
embraced Islam, while another account mentions that the

3 Isabah, I, 116.
4For examples, see: Kamil, II, 142-143; Hitti, History of the 
Arabs, 140-141'.

5Tabari, I, 1975-1976.
^Isabah, I, 116.
7Sirah,_II, 576; Tanbih, 2 39; Khalifah, I, 65; Futuh, 118; 
Ya'qubI, II, 87.
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deputation came to the Prophet having left Musailimah

g
behind with the camels and the baggage. Having returned
to al-Yamamah, Musailimah apostatized and gave himself out 

9as a prophet. He is reported to have sent a letter to 
the Prophet demanding recognition by Medina and speaking 
of his entitlement to equal rights. His letter reportedly 
runs: "From Musailimah.the apostle of God to Muhammad the
apostile of God. Peace upon you. I have been made a part
ner with you in authority. To us belongs half the land and

10to the Quraish half, but the Quraish are hostile people".
This letter gives some evidence of the tribal basis of the
authority which Musailimah attempted to establish. It
expresses MusailimahTs attempt to create an independent

principality in al-Yamamah and to reject at least the secular
authority of the Quraish. On the other hand, it reminds us
of the letter sent by Hawdhah b. 'All al-Hanafl to the
Prophet, for it suggests that Musailimah renewed Hawdhah*s
offer, albeit in a slightly modified form. Musailimah in
order to gather more supporters round him and make a strong
impression on them, employed saj1, i.e. rhymed prose, in
his "revelations", and is said to have imitated the early

-  11style of the Qur’an "with ludicrous effect, if we may
12judge from the sayings ascribed to him". Below is one of

8Sirah, II, 576; Tabari, I, 1738; ’Ibar, Ij,. 834.
9 Slrah, II, 576; Futuh, 118; Tabari, I, 1738; Tanblh, 239.

1 0 - * — * — — —Sirah, II, 600; Tabari, I, 1749; Kamil, II, 125; Ya'qubi,
II, 149.

■^Tabari, I, 1738.
1 2 *Nicholson, A Literary History of the Arabs, 183.
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his "revelations" followed by its Arabic text which gives 
an idea of its acoustic impression, "0 frog, daughter of 
a frog, croak as you want. Your upper part is in the water, 
while your lower part is in the mud. You cannot hinder the 
drinker, nor can you befoul the water. 3 c I)

> J jJ £ (yfX <J JXjk L? C *  U) (j I i iy iX U (jP
/ • I

y $ This style (saj 1)
was employed prior to the advent of Islam by Kahins or
soothsayers, who usually enjoyed a considerable politico-
religious influence even beyond the bounds of their respected
tribes. The Kahins often expressed themselves in obscure
and ambiguous language and claimed, like the poets, to
receive their revelations from a jinnl or shaitan (daemon).^
Some modern writers, however, deem that Musailimah, in his
religious teachings, may have been influenced by Christi-r 

15■anity, but what has come down to us is too little and from

too hostile sources for us to arrive at any firm conclusion.
On the other hand, Musailimah is reported to have imitated
the Muslim call to prayer, and prescribed fasting and three
formal prayers daily instead of the five prescribed by 

16Islam. Moreover, al-Jahiz says that Musailimah, before 
his pretensions to prophecy, travelled between the Arab lands

IS -Tabari, I, 1933-1934.
14 *See Blachere, Histoire de la literature Arabe, 188-195; 

Ryckmans, Les religions Arabes prdislamiques, 11-12; 
S.E.I., Kahin.

15For examples, see: Margoliouth, On the Origin and Import 
of the Names Muslim and Hanif, JRAS (1903), 491; E.I., 
Musailima, Watt, Muhammad at Medina, 136.

16TabarI, I, 1916, 1919, 1932.
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and these of Persia (bain dar al-'Arab wa dar al-'A.jam),
learning sorcery, astrology and tricks of magic, and then

17returned to his tribe and claimed prophecy.

Unfortunately, the contexts in which Musailimahrs 
extant "revelations" occurred are not always known to us. 
Since the B. Hanifah were primarily settlers in the fertile 
region of al-Yamamah, it is not surprising to find that many 
of MusailimahTs extant "revelations" are directed to settled 
people and none of them to nomads. In the following "revel- 
lation” , for example, Musailimah appeals to an audience of 
settled people, and swears by a number of agricultural 
occupations, encourages his followers to protect their 
fields, and gives.preference to them over the nomads: "By
the sowers pf the seeds,,.by the reapers of the harvest, by 
the winnowers of wheat ... verily you have been given 
preference over the nomads ... Protect your fields, and 
fight the attacker".^

The death of the Prophet provided Musailimah with the
excuse and opportunity to practice his authority over al-
Yamamah. He expelled therefrom the functionaries who had
been appointed by the Prophet, got hold of Habib b. Zaid,
one of the Companions of the Prophet, and cut him into
pieces because he refused to acknowledge his prophethood

19and to testify that he was the apostle of God. This

"^Hayawan, IV, 369-370. 
■^Tabari, I, 934. 
"^Diyarbakri, I, 177.
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action indicates that Musailimah felt it possible to resort 
to force in order to impose his will over al-Yamamah.

However, the available information about Musailimah 
indicates that he attempted to reconcile the' B. Hanifah 
with their traditional enemies, the B. Tamim. Al-Tabari 
reports, on the authority of Saif b. ’Umar, that Musailimah 
declared an area in al-Yamamah to be a haram, viz. an 
inviolable sanctuary. The B. Usayyid of Tamim used to raid 
the harvest crops in a certain area in al-Yamamah and then 
take refuge in the haram. After repeated raids, the B. 
Hanifah decided to pursue them into the haram. Musailimah 
stopped them saying: "I am waiting for a revelation from
the heavens about you and them". Then he announced that he 
had received the following: "By the black night, by the
long dark wolf, and by time, the B. Usayyid have not vio-1- 

nated the haram". The B. Usayyid repeated their raid and 
Musailimah again stopped his followers from attacking them 
in the haram, and claimed to have received the following 
"revelation": "By the black night, by the strong wolf, the
B. Usayyid have not picked, any [crop] soft or dry". When 
his followers told him that the B. Usayyid had. indeed cut
the ripe dates, he said to them: "Go back, as you have no

20 —  right". Unfortunately, al-Tabari offers no explanation
of Musailimah's lenient attitude towards the B. Usayyid.
It is plausible to suggest that Musailimah attempted to
reach a settlement with his neighbours, or that such was his

20See Tabari, I, 1932-1933.
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scheme. This assumption may be further reinforced by
Saif’s account, cited above, that Musailimah established a
haram,which might constitute "a nucleus about which may be

21gathered an indefinite number of tribes” under the «ggis 
of a holy person or family, to whom.they agreed to submit 
their dispute to arbitration. In another of his "revel
ations” , Musailimah lauds the B. Tamim and regards their 
defence as an obligation, .saying: ’’The B. Tamim are pure
and not submissive people. They are not to be compelled, 
nor ordered to pay a tax. We have to be their good neigh
bours and defend them. After our death, they will be

22entrusted to God".

A movement similar to Musailimah’s was also started 
by a woman called Sajah, who claimed to be a prophetess and 
a soothsayer. This was in the north of Peninsula among the 
Tamim tribe, in the neighbourhood of the Persian border. 
After Sajah and her followers were beaten by other tribes
men of Tamim, they decided to raid the B. Hanifah in 

- 23al-Yamamah. There are two basic accounts concerning
relations between Musailimah and Sajah. The first account
claims that Sajah renounced her claim to prophethood,
declared her belief in Musailimah and married him, after he

24had enticdd her sexually. This account should be viewed

21 Serjeant, Haram and Hawtah, the Sacred Enclave in Arabia, 
in Melanges Taha Husain, 50.

2 2 Tabari, I, 1933.
2 3 Tabari, I, 1908-1916; 1Ibar, If,- 873-874.
24TabarI, I, 1917-1918.
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with scepticism. It seems to have been fabricated in order 
to defame both Musailimah and Sajah because of their animos
i t y  towards Islam. It portrays a libidinous picture of 
them, and this contradicts the fact that Musailimah was 
fairly advanced in age, as well as contradicting other evi
dence regarding his teachings. Moreover, this account is 
not supplied with an isnad, i.e. chain of transmitters.

Al-Tabari says only that "it is an account narrated on the
25authority of someone other than Saif". On the other

hand, this account contains Musailimah's saying to Sajah:
"Do not you wish to marry me to devour the Arabs with my

26people and yours". That such a plan was even propounded 
is doubtful in view of the weakness of Musailimah, who 
could not unite behind him all of his own clan, let alone 
Sajah's repeated defeats before her arrival in al-Yamamah.

Another more convincing account is narrated by Saif,
one of the principal narrators of the Riddah movement. This

account shows that fearful of being occupied in a marginal

conflict with Sajah, Musailimah offered her half the harvest
of that year with a promise to offer her half of that of the
following year, in exchange for her departure. Musailimah

was afraid that Sajah's presence would offer an opportunity
to Thumamah b. Uthal and Shurahbil b. Hasnah, the leader
of the Muslim army despatched from Medina, to attack him

—  27and reduce al-Yamamah. Thus both sides failed to unite

Ibid., 1917.
Ibid., 1918.

27 Ibid. , 1916; 'Ibar, 1 1.,. 874.
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their efforts against Medina. There is no mention that 

Sajah's followers took part in fighting the army of Medina 
side by side with Musailimah. Nor indeed is there any 
information suggesting that there might have been any 
co-operation between Musailimah and the similar movement 
of al-Hutam in Bahrain.

• Musailimah even appears to have failed to attract 
Bakrites other than the B. Hanlfah, living at that time in 
al-Yamamah. There is no evidence in the accounts of the 
Riddah suggesting that any person of the B. Sadus, for 
example, joined Musailimah. On the contrary, there is a 
passionate elegy composed by Sawad b. Qarib al-Sadusi in 
which he considers the death of the Prophet to be a great 
calamity, warns his fellow tribesmen against the Riddah, 
and rejoicesr that they are steadfast in their faith. The 
verses concerned are:

now
0 Sawad, your misfortune/is great, and I 
think that it will continue to worsen.
A lth o u g h  m is f o r t u n e s  a re  a b u n d a n t,  I w a rn  
y o u  [ t h e  B. Sadus3 o f  an a f f a i r  C i * e * t h e  
R id d a h J  w hose  w in d  h a s  l i g h t n i n g  i n  i t .
If any people could have performed more 
than hoped for by their chief, you would.
Nothing more can be hoped for [than has been 
done b y  youj .28

O I JtjZr L& jLfUrf <X—~Juyv3oJ 1
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2 Q „ _ _ _ _ _ _Jabizadah, Husn al-Sahabah fi Sharh A s h ' ar al-Sahabah, I,
2 8 6 t 2 8 8 .
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Likewise, there is no mention of the B. Yashkur's partici
pation in the decisive battle of 'Aqraba*. Murrah b. Sabir
or Sabi al-Yashkuri, whose father is said to have been the

29sayyid of Yashkur, persevered in his faith and wrote a 
poem to Khalid b. al-Walid which contains the following two 
verses testifying to his disavowal of Musailimah, whom he 
describes as an unbeliever and a liar:

0 [Khalid] b. al-Walid b. al-Mughlrah, I 
declare to you my disavowal of the renegade 
infidel.
1 mean Musailimah the liar. By God, his 
company is more ill-omened than Nashir.^O

ifJ I Og — 1 ^ —a Chi I  ̂  ̂ I  ̂CjK ̂

j  I i ■ - I I 1 m <  h v  f  a  1 I  I j j  tJ .il.... > L s  l— 'J ) J  1.^ * 1 1 L n .  ̂ ^

’Umair b. Dabi' al-Yashkuri, who is described as one of the
31sayyids of al-Yamamah, is reported to have participated

- 32in the army of Khalid against Musailimah. 'Umair composed
a poem in which he reprimands both al-Rajjal b. 'Unfuwah
and Muhakkam b. al-Tufail who were among the most loyal and

valiant supporters of Musailimah, as well as reprimanding
Musailimah himself. On the other hand, he declares his
steadfastness in his loyalty to Islam. The verses concerned
are: -

2 9 Qita', 17; Isabah, III, 1007.
30Qita', 18; Isabah, III, 1007.
31 ' -Qita', 16; Isabah, III, 239; Balansi, 59.
39 1 * —Isabah, 239; Balansi, 60.
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0 Su'ad, daughter of Uthal, I suffer from 
prolonged nights due to the sedition of 
al-Rajjal.
This sedition, 0 Su'ad, is one of the 
calamities of life, like the sedition of 
the Dajjal (Antichrist).
He [al-Rajjal) tempted the people by 
bearing witness [that Musailimah is a 
prophet). But God is powerful and strong.
Musailimah1s utterance are not worth a 

shoe-lace or even his shoes.
My religion is the religion of the Prophet 
and there are rightly guided people like me 
in the tribe.
Muhakkam b. Tufail and men, who are not men 
t o ’us, have destroyed the people [of the 
tribe) .
Musailimah has overpowered them and they 
will never be able to guide him again [[to 
the right path] .
If I die rightly guided in G o d ’s religion, 
then I care for nothing e l s e . 33

1— 1 «i a. > ̂ JLJ J lk> J 1.I <_ ..■> ,i o I jjjjJ I o L*.
tv
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There is no evidence to show that any member of the B. 11j1 
joined Musailimah in al-Yamamah. The well-known 'Ijli poet, 
al-Aghlab, derides the relationship between Musailimah and
Sajah and portrays it as a lewd one. Below are some

. 34 verses:

3 3 Ibid.
3 4Tabaqat, 573; AghanI, XXI, 31-32.
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In support of the view that Musailimah even failed

to unite his own section Hanifah under his flag, we may
quote the letter of Suhban b. 'Amr al-Hanafi which he is
reported to have sent to Abu Bakr describing the attitude
of the people in al-Yamamah towards Musailimah's movement:
"The people here al-Yamamah] may be classified into
three categories: unbelievers led into temptation, believers

35 -wronged and defrauded, and sceptics in distress". Suhban 
is said to have recited the following verse in which he 
disavows Musailimah:

I declare my innocence to al-Siddiq []Abu Bak£j , 
and apologize to him for what Musailimah the
liar is pretending.36

fcv* W/

The most serious HanafI opponent of Musailimah in
al-Yamamah was Thumamah b. Uthal who, unlike Musailimah,
belonged to the most prominent subsection of the B.

- 37Hanifah. His personality was similar to that of Hawdhah.

According to Ibn Hisham, the Prophet wrote to Hawdhah and
— — 38Thumamah as "the co-regents of al-Yamamah". On this

3 5Qita', 14; Isabah,. II, 513.
36 T. . ,Ibid.
3^See Jamharat, 291, 293-294.
3 8 Sirah, II, 607,
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base, Watt says: "It is conceivable that Thumamah was

39leader of the nomadic part of the tribe" (i.e. the B. 
Hanifah). Barthold takes the account of ThumamahTs 
acceptance of Islam and his threat to cut off the food 
supply to Mecca from al-Yamamah, to imply that Thumamah was 
ruling the western part of al-Yamamah since this would be 
the most appropriate place to cut off trade between Mecca 
and al-Hajr, it being much less arable than the region of 

al-Hajr was, therefore, more suitable to nomadic l i f e . ^
It seems that both Watt and Barthold have not examined the
data about Thumamah thoroughly. Thumamah, in fact, belonged

41 -to the B. 'Ubaid b. T h a ’labah b. Hanifah who, by the con
sensus of ancient Arab historians, were the first to settle

— - 42in the fertile parts of al-Yamamah, after Tasm .and Jadis.
Yaqut mentions that the majority in al-Hajr belonged to the

43 -B. ’Ubaid. Thumamah, however, expresses his anti-
Musailimah stand in more than one fragment-.- He says, for 
instance, accusing Musailimah of being a liar and deriding 
his followers:

. Musailimah the liar, uttering rhyming speech, 
called me to renounce the faith and guidance.
How strange are the group who have followed 
him in the way of misguidedness, and how 
abominable is misguidedness!
Guidance and unity are far from the dwellings

39Muhammad at Medina, 133.
40Barthold, Musailimah, Bulletin de l'academie des sciences 

de russie, XIX (1925), 492.
41 Jamharat, 293.
42 -* Bakri, I, 83-84; M u ’jam, II, 208-209; ’Ibar, II, 46.
4 3 M u ' jam, II, 209.
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place is easy and w i d e . 44
of misguided people. The path to that far

In another fragment, Thumamah refutes Musailimah's claim to 
co-prophethood, accuses him of silliness and foretells his 
imminent defeat:

Musailimah, return to your senses and do 
not persist, because you have not been made 
a partner in the prophethood.
You have lied to God by claiming to receive 
a revelation and your whims are those of a 
fool.
Your people have led you to believe that 
they will protect you, but you will be 
deserted when Khalid arrives.
You will have no way out towards the sky or 
escape into the earth.45

It would appear that Thumamah did not enjoy a following as 
powerful as that of Musailimah, who was able to inflict a 
defeat upon Thumamah at Dhu Dawaran. This was an occasion 

celebrated by a pro-Musailimah Hanafi poet, who says
46boasting:

4 4 Isti'ab, I, 208.
45 -Balansi, 70.
46Mu1jam, II, 615.
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Thumamah, therefore, waited until the arrival of the Muslim
army which he joined and in which proved to be exceptionally
helpful. Al-Suhaili mentions that three thousand Hanafis

followed Thumamah, and that this polarisation weakened
_ 4 7Musailimah whose main support was from the B. Hanifah.

In dealing with the murtaddun Abu Bakr stood firm,
although the cause of Islam was at stake. He was firmly
resolved on the unconditional surrender of those who had
renounced allegiance, or war to the bitter end. He despatched
1Ikrimah b. Abl Jahl with an army to Musailimah, but the

48latter defeated them . and later defeated another army led
- 49by Shurahbil b. Hasnah. After this success, Musailimah

pressed forward to 1 Aqraba’ on the northern boundary of
al-Yamamah, leaving behind the landed estates and fertile

- 50countryside of al-Yamamah. Muhakkam b. al-Tufail is 
reported to have recited the following verses foretelling 
a severe struggle, when he heard of the approach of the 
Muslim army led by Khalid b. al-Walid:

I see that travellers bring us unwelcome news.
Do all the travellers tell lies?
If they tell the truth and the Muslims 
fight us, we and they shall have a long day 
[i.e. a protracted battle].

4 7A1-Rawd al-Unuf, IV, 253.
4 8Tabari, I, 1929.
40 ’Ibid., I, 1931.
5QIbid., I, 1939.r
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Inform Khalid b. al-Walid then, that death 
has its way in both easy and difficult times 
There is nothing in wars worse than injured, 
prisoners or dead falling between them.^l

lo l -> I U bSyJ I f

j j j  *1/-^

It was there in ' Aqraba* that a decisive battle took place.
Khalid crushed Musailimah and his supporters. The fighting
was more severe than the Muslims had experienced before.
A Hanafi says portraying the severity of the fighting:

I never have seen an army like the army of 
Muhammad, nor have I seen any army like 
ours when we met in the gardens.
Nor have- two sides more fierce in attack
and defence.
In Uba$ the swords were at a loss Csc., 
they were fighting so close that they 
could not strike at each other] .52

A Hanafi woman, portraying the heavy casualties on the side 
of Musailimah whom she wishes had never been born, appeals 
in the following words to Mujja'ah, who concluded the peace 
treaty with Khalid, to save them saying:

O Musailimah, no-one is left save the women, 
spoil to the cavalry and the camel-men.
Save the small children at the breasts of 
their mothers; they will be only hired 
men when they grow u p .
As for the men, they have perished in the

M  -Balansi, 6 6 .
5 2M u ’jam, I, 73.
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events of our stumbling time.
Would to God, your father was dead, and 
you ^Musailimah] among those long dead.
0 M ujja’ah the admirable, take care of us.
We have none to take care of us today 
but you.
We are in such a state that even the 
movement of a bird frightens us.^3
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Khalid made terms with the B. Hanifah who, eventually
accepted Islam and joined its fold. The victory determined
the fate not only of the B. Hanifah but of the Arabs in

general. Bernard Lewis considers the battle of ’Aqraba’

as the beginning of the Islamic conquest, he says: nThe
victory proved to the Arabs the capacity of the Medinese
government and the advisability of submitting to it. There-

54after a series of expeditions radiated in all directions” .

On the other hand, despite the fact that part of the B. 
Hanifah participated with the Muslim army in fighting 
Musailimah and his supporters, they would seem to have been 
taunted for a considerable time for having taken part in 
the Riddah. TAli b. Hawdhah al-Hanafi, in a fragment, 

endeavours to cover up the role of the B. Hanifah in the 
Riddah, claiming that their mistake was the same as that

qq -Balansi, 106.
54The Arabs in History, 52.
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of other tribes that were murtaddun, and wishing Musailimah 
not to have been born:

The tribes have accused us of committing 
abominable acts. We are only like others 
who disavowed.
We are not more infidel than 'Amir or 
Ghatafan, or Asad, nor more so than Sulaim 
and'their followers or Tamim or the people 
of al-Janad; no more than Dhu al-Khimar 
or his people at Suq al-Nujair or Suq 
al-Na<^ad.
We were people deceived, who looked on 
misguidedness as if it were right guidance 
itself.
We believed as our liar [Musailimah] did.
We wish he .had never been b o r n . 55
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Regarding al-Hutam, he was not a claimant to prophet- 

hood but a chieftain of the B. Qais b. T h a ’labah in Bahrain 
where there were non-Arab elements, especially Persians,

56since Bahrain had constituted a part of the Persian empire.
The most powerful tribe there was 'Abd al-Qais whose chief,
al-Jarud, was a pious Muslim and who managed to convince

57his tribe to remain loyal to Islam.

It is likely that al-Hutam was motivated by a Persian

Mu' j am,' II, 127-128.
56Putuh, 106-107; Mu'jam, I, 508.; 
57Futuh, 114; Aghani, XV, 255.
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conspiracy aimed at weakening the young Islamic state0 
According to most accounts, al-Hutam did not aim at achieving 
independence* Instead, he chose a son of al-NuTman b* al- 
Mundhirj named al-Mundhir to be ruler of Bahrain and to

o

establish a kingdom like that of Hirah which had been ruled
58 —by his forefathers* Al-Balansi mentions on the authority

of Wathimah that it was the Sassanian monarch who chose
al-Mundhir, appointed him to rule Bahrain and sent him with

59 -warriors of Bakr* Al-Bakri mentions that the Persian 
asawirah (cavalry guards) were under the command of al-Mundhir

Ĉ C\and took part in engagements against the Muslim army*
However, al-Baladhuri reports that those in Bahrain descended 
from Qais b. Tha'labah apostatized under al-Hutam* Together 
with these there apostatized all the Rabi'ah tribe with the
exception of al-Jarud and those of his people who followed

61 - - - him* Abu Bakr despatched against them al-tAla' al-Hadrami
o o

who marched at the head of Muslims* Having arrived at al-
Yamamah al^Ala', was reinforced by Thumamah b* Uthal with

- - 62 Hanifis of the B* Suhaim* A fierce battle ensued when al-o

Hutam was killed, his followers defeated and Bahrain brought
63again into the fold of Islam.

The surviving poetry concerning Musailimah1s movement 
is meagre, but the verses that have reached us concerning

c ; q  _  _  _Futuh, 114; Aghani, XV, 256-257; Kamil, II, 154; M u ’jam,
I, 5io*RQ _Balansi, 145*

60Bakri, II, 693*
^Futuh, 114*
62Balansi, 137*
63Futuh, 115-116; Tabari, I, 1968-1976; Kamil, II, 154-155;

M u ’jam, I, 510-5il*
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that of al-Hutam are almost negligible. It is observed that 
the majority of the surviving poetry concerning the Riddah,

‘ in general, was composed by poets or individuals who opposed 
the Riddah and persevered in their faith in Islam. It
may be rightly presumed that the loss of most of the rival 
poetry is due to the deliberate neglect or suppression of 
such material by the early Muslim historians. Such poetry 
may not have been attractive to tribal narrators because of 
its anti-Islamic nature.
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CHAPTER III 

THE MIGRATIONS AND ALLIANCES OF BAKR

Emigration throughout the Islamic Conquest

No sooner had the Islamic state finished with the
murtaddun and brought them back into the fold of Islam,when
it saw fit to direct its troops to conquer the neighbouring
countries in compliance with the call to Holy War, in
order to spread Islam outside the Peninsula and provide new
outlets for the warlike spirit of the tribesmen, who had
found, before Islam, the most congenial outlet for their
vigour in tribal warfare and plundering expeditions.
Certainly, the condition of the tribes which took part in
the conquest movement improved.. With respect to fertility
and resources, the neighbouring territories aroused their
desire for land and booty. Accordingly people, actuated
on the one hand by religious fervour and on the other by
economic motives, hastened to take part in the fighting.1
In his speech, after the battle of al-Walajah, Khalid b.
al-Walid addressed his army: "Do you not see the food, as
plentiful as flint? By God, were it not our duty to fight
for God against the unbelievers, and were it only as means
of livelihood, it would be right to lay our claim to these
fair fields, so that we show ourselves worthy of them and
give over our hunger and penury to those who prefer them,

2and who find burdensome that which you are enduring".

“̂See Futuh, 149.
2Tabari, I, 2031.* f *
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When 'Umar b. al-Khattab asked the messenger of 'Utbah b.
Ghazwan about the people in Basra, he replied that they

3were heaping up gold and silver. The conquerors, therefore,
preferred the occupied countries to their former lands and

founded military camps (amsar) such as Basra, Kufa and
Fustat, which in due course became cities. "These amsar
played a vital role in the establishment and consolidation

4of Arab influence in the conquered lands". Tribal dissen
sions were also shifted from the Arabian homeland to the 
new amsar, especially those of Iraq, Syria and Khurasan.
"As a general thing a whole tribe did not journey from home 
to settle down in corpore at one and the same spot, but 
fragments of the tribe were scattered hither and thither, 

fragments which could not exist of themselves. So in order 
to gain the necessary solidarity, they made a closer alliance
with fragments of related tribes belonging to the similar 

5higher group". The main tribal blocs were Azd, Qais,

Tamlm and Rabi'ah (Bakr and others). The Bakrites, on their 
side, took part in the conquest of Syria. In 13 A.H.,Abu 

Bakr ordered Khalid b. al-Walid, after the latter had 
reduced Hirah, to rush with part of the army to the relief 
of his fellow generals on the Syrian front and to leave the 
Iraqi front in the hands of al-Muthanna b. Harithah al- 
Shaibani. The warriors who were despatched with Khalid

^Tabari, I, 2386; Kamil, II, 206; Dinawarl, 124.
4 *Lewis, The Arabs in the History, 55.
5Wellhausen, (Eng. trans.) The Arab Kingdom and its Fall, 27.
6 Futuh, 349; Tabari, I, 2089; Kamil, II, 170. •
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- 7participated in the decisive battle of Yarmuk which decided 

the fate of Syria. Ibn Hajar reports that Ma d h ’ur b. ’Adi 
al-’Ijll was at the head of a cohort (kurdus) in this

Q
battle. However, they did not settle in Syria; they re
turned to Iraq where they participated in the decisive battle • 

- 9of al-Qadisiyyah in 14 A.H. It is worth mentioning that
in the battle of Siffin the Syrian army of Mu'awiyah was
composed mainly of Yemenites with a minority of Qaisites

10and was completely devoid of Bakrite elements. One can
detect from the accounts of the campaign which was led by
TAmr b. a l - ’As against Egypt that the majority of the four

11thousand warriors were Southern Arabs. Indeed Northern 
Arabs appear to be in a minority throughout the first cen

tury. When ’Abd al-’Aziz b. Marwan was appointed to Egypt 
in 65 A.H. he wrote to his father, the Caliph: ”0, Comman
der 6 f the Faithful, how can I stay in a country which

12contains no-one of my lineage"1.

The frontiers of Persia were the most formidable to 
the Arabs, and those which inspired in their minds the 
greatest respect and fear, so that they were loathe to

7See Tabari, I, 2090, 2121-2122; Kamil, II, 172; ’Asakir, 
I, 170.

8 Isabah, III, 806.
9See Tabari, I, 2305; Kamil, II, 180; Y a ’qubi, II, 164-165. 

10 ' -See Tabari, I, 3312; Siffin, 232-233; Sharh, V, 184; 
Dinawari, 183-184.

■^Ibn Taghribardi , al-Nujum al-Zahirah fi Akhbar Misr wa 
al-Qahirah, I, 6 ; al-Kindl, al-WulSh wa al-Qudah, 8 ;
Ibn ’Abd al-Hakam, Futuh Misr, 51; M u ’jam, III, 893.

„  _  ”” *Al-Kindi, al:-Wulah wa al-Qudah.
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attack them, and tended to avoid them out of respect for
the Persian state, and because of what was generally believed

13to be their power to subdue other nations. In spite of
this, we are told that Bakr and Rabl'ah preferred to take

14part in the conquest of Iraq and to settle there. The
reason is to be found in the fact that their abodes were
adjacent to Iraq and the Persian borders, and that they were
consequently well-acquainted with the frontiers. The
recollection of the battle of Dhu Qar was still alive in
their memories. Because of these factors it is said that
Rabl’ah was the most courageous of the tribes fighting the 

15Persians.

The proposal to invade Iraq came from Bakrite warriors. 
Even while- the Muslim armies were busy with the wars of the 
Riddah, some Bakrites were already making forays across the 
Persian borders. This they were doing without any direction 
from Medina. Al-Muthanna b. Harithah al-Shaibanl together
with some of his kindred were making forays from the direc-

- 16 — tion of Ilirah. Hitti says, Mal-Muthanna was no more than
a bedouin chief, and had not heard of or accepted Islam

17until after the death of the Prophet". However, we are 
told that al-Muthanna was one of the Prophet's Companions.

13See Futuh, 353; Tabari, I, 2159; Kamil, II, 181-182;
Fakhri, 56.

14 -’Asakir, I, 162.
1 5Tabari, I, 2223, 2339; Kamil, II, 190; ’Ibar, II, 918.
16 * - - _Futuh, 337-338, 475; Tabari, I, 2016, 2381; Waqidi, 3,

Dinawari, 117.
17Hitti, History of the Arabs, 155.
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18 _He embraced Islam^ in 9 or 10 A.H. His clan, the Banu

- 19Shaiban, did not apostatize, and he himself took part in
20the subjugation of Bahrain during the war of the Riddah. 

Another warrior was Suwaid b. Qutbah al-Dhuhll or, accord
ing to another account,Qutbah b. Qatadah al-Sadusi who was

21making forays from the direction of al-Khuraibah.
Al-Baladhurl reports that al-Muthanna presented himself before 
Abu Bakr, and asked him to be his lieutenant over those of 
his people who had accepted Islam in order to fight against
the Persians,and that Abu Bakr wrote him a covenant to that

22 _  • _  _  effect. When Khalid b. al-Walid went against Iraq, Abu
Bakr wrote to al-Muthanna to instruct him to receive Khalid

23and obey his word. When Khalid proceeded to Basra,

Suwaid or Qutbah joined him and together they reduced al- 
24Ubullah which was the most important inhabited centre in 

the area of Basra. It was the main port of Iraq for com
merce with India, and was known to the Arabs as the Indian

25land or the Indian seaport. At the same time, as mentioned
in the preceding chapter, some Bakrites joined the Persian

26army against the Muslims. Since Islam had replaced the

1 8 Isabah, III, 730-731.
19TabarI, I, 1975-1976.
2 0 Tabari, I, 1971; Kamil, II, 155; 'Ibar, II, 884.
2 1 Futuh, 337-338; 475; Tabari, I, 2016, 2381; Usd, IV, 

206; ’Isabah, III, 473.’
2 2 Futuh, 337.
93 _Ibid.; Tabari, I, 2018.
2 4Futuh, 338, 475.
2 5 TabarI, I, 2016, 2 0 2 1 , 2023, 2223, 2380.
2 6 Ibid. , I, 2032; 'Ibar, H,; 890.
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tribal relationship with a relationship based on membership
of one Muslim community, we find that Muslims of the Banu
1 Ijl.showed the greatest courage in fighting those of Bakr

27 —who joined the Persian army in Ullais,. Al-Muthanna, 
although himself of Bakr, boasted that he had inflicted a 
defeat on the Bakrite allies of the Persians at the battle 
of al-Khanafis and that he had laid waste their market-
i ~ • . 2 8place; saying:

I OS LyDj (JjfO 1 — ^ r / yiuS L^J L

O 1 ^  Lo ̂ — 4 1 Lpio
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Al-Tabari reports, on the authority of al-Sha'bi, that 
the majority of the army led by Khalid were of Rabl’ah and
Mudar. It consisted of 2,000 warriors. 8,000 warriors

- 29from the area between al-Yamamah and Iraq joined them.

This area included some Bakrite settlements. The 10,000
warriors were reinforced by 8,000 of Bakr under the command

- - -30of al-Muthanna, Madh’ur, Harmalah and Sulma and by those
who were with Qutbah. With their help Khalid defeated the
Persians and the Christian Arab tribes who allied themselves

- ' 31with them, at Kazimah, Walajah and Ullais, and in 12 A.H.
QO _

he reduced Hlrah. When Khalid left for Syria in 13 A.H.,

9 7 _  _Tabari, I, 2032; Isabah, III, 998.
2 8 M u ’jam, II, 474.
29Tabari, I, 2021.
3QIbid.; 'Ibar, II,. . 8 8 8 .
31 -See Tabari, I, 2023-2024, 2029, 2031,
32Ibid., I, 2019, 2044; Kamil, II, 163.
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- - 33he gave al-Muthanna command of the troops in Hirah. The

34latter went to Medina to request reinforcements. Unlike
Abu Bakr, the second caliph, 'Umar, allowed the former

- 35murtaddun to take part in the conquest. The first draught

sent by ’Umar to Iraq was of 1,000 warriors from Medina
- - 36and around, under the command of Abu ’Ubaid al-Thaqafi.

After the battle of the Bridge (al-Jisr) in 13 A.H., where 
the Muslim army had been defeated, a succession of rein
forcements began. Jarir b. 'Abd Allah came at . the head of

— 37the Bajilah and offered to go to Iraq. Then 700 warriors
belonging to Azd and Kinanah came to 'Umar, who ordered

38 —them to go to Iraq. He also reinforced al-Muthanna with
groups belonging to the tribes of Rabab, Khath'am, Hanzalah

- - 39b. Tamim, 'Amr b. Tamim, D abb ah and 'Abd al-Qais . Al-
Muthanna then won a victory over the Persian general Mihran

40at al-Buwaib on the Euphrates. The decisive battle of
- 41al-Qadisiyyah, which took place in 16 A.H., required more

reinforcements. 'Umar sent to al-Muthanna and to his
'amiIs (prefects) ordering them not to leave a single person
of any note or dignity in the land, whether warrior, poet,
orator, or chieftain, nor any man possessed of horse or

33 -  -Ibid., I, 2089; Dinawari, 117; 'Ibar, IT.,'—  900.
34Tabari, II, 607.
3^ Ibid., I, 2225.
3 6 Ibid., I, 2162, 2164; Futuh, 350.
3 ^Futuh, 353; Tabari, I,- 2183.
3 8Tabari, I, 2187-2188.
3 9 Ibid., II, 2188-2189.
4 0 Ibid., I, 2199.
41 - -Futuh, 358; Tabari, I, 2377.
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42weapons, but to send him off to Iraq. 'Umar chose Sa'd

b. Abl Waqqas as commander in chief and sent him at the
head of 4,000 warriors: 1,000 from Qais and 3,000 from 

43Yemen. Later, 'Umar reinforced S a ’d with 2,000 from Yemen
44 -and 2,000 from Qais, and Sa'd chose 3,000 from Tamim,

—  —  4^ —1.000 from Rabab and 3,000 from the Banu Asad. Al-Muthanna
was at the head of 12,000 warriors: 6,000 belonging to Bakr,
2.000 to tribes of Rabi'ah other than Bakr, 2,000 to Bajllah

_ a a _and 2,000 to Quda'ah and TaiJ . Then al-Ash'ath al-Kindi
47went to S a ’d at the head of 1,700 from Yemen. Those who

were with Khalid in Syria .returned and joined the army of
Sa'd; they were 6,000: 5,000 from Rabi'ah and Mudar, and

—  4R1.000 from Yemen dwelling in Hijaz. Thus those who took 
part in the battle of al-Qadisiy.yah numbered in toto over 
30,000.49

The above-mentioned table is of great significance.
It sheds light on the Arab tribes which later formed the 
nucleus of the new society of Kufa. It also confirms that 
the Bakrite warriors who had participated in al-Qadisiyyah 
and settled in Kufa outnumbered those from any one other 
tribe.

4 2Tabari, I, 2211; ’Ibar, IT,. 916.
43 ’ -See Tabari, I, 2217-2219.
4 4 Ibid.. , I, 2221.
4 5 Ibid.
4 6 Ibid.
4 7 Ibid., I, 2222.
4 8 Ibid., I, 2305.
40Ibid., III, 2222.
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50Kufa was built mostly in 17 A.H., for military and

51 - -geographical reasons. Al-Baladhuri reports that Sa'd
drew lots with two arrows between the tribes of Nizar and
the.tribes of Yemen, promising the left side, which was the
better of the two, to the one whose arrow was drawn first.
The people of Yemen had theirs drawn first; and they were,

52therefore, allotted the east side, i.e. the initial part 
of the settlement in Kufa based on tribal ground. Since 
Kufa at that time was no more than a military encampment,

_ 53its warriors were divided into a 'shar with respect to 
54their tribes, i .e ., tribesmen of related clans were lumped

together into divisions. This mode of organization was of
help in mobilization for war and for the distribution of
stipends ('ata?). When some of these tenths preponderated,
Sa'd reorganized the Arab tribesmen with respect to their
ancestors and allies. He entrusted this job to well-known
Arab genealogists who divided the people of Kufa into seven

- 55tribal groups called sevenths (asba'), or. as Massignon
56 —puts it "seven military zones". Al-Tabari reports that the

sevenths were as- follows:

1. Kinanah, together with its allies (Ahablsh 
and others), and Jadilah.

^ S e e  Futuh, 387; Tabari, I, 2481, 2485, 2486.
51See Khulaif, Hayat al-Shi'r fi al-Kufah ila Nihayat al-Qarn 

al-Thani li ai-Hijrah, 21-23.
5 2 Futuh, 388-389.
53 ' . . .Probably meaning not 'tenths' but 'numerous divisions', as 

against asba 1 which does seem to mean ’sevenths* and arba*
'fourths'.

5 4Tabari, I, 2491, 2495.
5 5 Ibid., I, 2495.
56 -Massignon, (Ar. trans.) Khifat al.-Kufah, 9.
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2. Quda'ah, Bajilah, Khath'am, Kindah, - 
Hadramawt, and Azd.

3. Madhhij, Himyar, Hamdan and their allies.
4. Tamim, Rabab and Hawazin.
5. Asad, Ghatafan, Muharib, al-Namir, Dubai*ah 

and Taghlib.
6 . Iyad, *Akk, *Abd al-Qais, the people of 

Hajar and al-Hamra’57 (Dailamites or the 
local non-Arab people).

Unfortunately, al-Tabari does not mention the last
seventh. Massignon infers that it is the seventh of T a i ’
since this is the only tribe which is not mentioned in the
above table. It had a share in the booty, and founded a

— 58distinct corps at the battle of Siffin. One may disagree 
with Massignon, however, since the tribe of Bakr is not 
mentioned either, though we find it together with its sister 
tribe Taghlib in a distinct seventh in 36 A.H. Moreover, 
we have seen that Bakr outnumbered any one other tribe at 
al-Qadisiyyah whereas Tai* and Quda*ah numbered 2,000, a 
fact which does not qualify Tai* to be a distinct seventh.
In this light, it is more likely that the unmentioned 
seventh was that of Bakr. This organization, however, lasted 
until the caliphate of 'All who appears to have modified 
it shortly before the battle of Siffin. One can infer that 
the modified organization was as follows:

1. Hamdan and Himyar.
2. Madhhij, A s h ’ar and TaiJ.
3. Qais and TfAbd al-Qais.
4. Kindah, Hadramawt, Quda*ah and Mahrah.

CO t
Massignon, (Ar. trans.) Khitaf al-Kufah, 10, 11.

5 9 Tabari, I, 3174.
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5. Azd, Bajilah, Khath'am, Khuza 1 ah and 
Ansar (helpers).

6 . Bakr and Taghlib.
7. Quraish, Kinanah, Asad, Tamim, Dabbah and 

Rabab .60

It is clear that this modification was based on tribal 

grounds. The first, second, fourth and fifth divisions 
belonged to Yemen, while the third, sixth and the seventh 
belonged to Nizar. In 50 A.H., Kufa was handed- over to 
Ziyad b. Abi Sufyan, the governor of Basra, who reorganized 
it. He divided it into quarters (arba') as follows:
Tamim and Hamdan; Ahl al-Madinah (Quraish, Kinanah, Azd,
Bajilah, Khath'am, Qais and Muzainah); Rabi'ah and Kindah;

61 - Madhhij and Asad, It would appear that Ziyad deliberately
compounded tribes belonging to both main groups, the Yemenite
and the Nizdrite, in every quarter, and that he put every

small clan or tribe in with a great tribe descending from
the same ancestor. This new organization lasted for the
rest of the Umayyad era. Arab sources make indications to
these quarters in the accounts of most of the events of the
Umayyad e r a .^2

In short, the Arab settlement in Kufa was based on 
tribal considerations from the beginning, Ziyad tried to 
decrease this tribal polarity but his procedures were not of

60 -See Tabari, I, 3174; Siffin, 132; Dinawari, 155; al-Nuss,
al-'Asabiyyah al-Qabaiiyyah wa Atharuha fi al-Shi'r
al-Umawi, 223.

61See Tabari, II, 131, 1382.
62 -For examples, see Tabari, II, 644, 1702.
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great effect on the social life of the city# because the

clans belonging to one tribe were together in one quarter,
i.e., Ziyad grouped ethnically related clans into larger
tribal divisions of roughly equal size. Each division was
granted a big lot of vacant land where members built their

6 3houses and, beside the great mosque, their own mosques.
Moreover, every tribe and sometimes even every clan, had its 

64own graveyard. Thus tribalism was still one of the main 
features of the social life in Kufa.

■ 65Basra was built mostly in 14.A.H. It was destined
as a camp to afford a control over the routes from the
Persian Gulf, from Iraq and from Persia, and to constitute
a starting base for the subsequent expeditions to the east
of the Euphrates and the Tigris, while at the same time it

66contributed to the settlement of the Bedouin. Our sources 
do not indicate which clans formed the population of Basra 
at this early stage. Its population quickly increased 
because of immigration from the neighbouring tribes of Tamim, 
Bakr and 'Abd al-Qais. Then, unlike Kufa, it was divided 

into five big tribal divisions called akhmas, where every 
khums (fifth) comprised several clans. These akhmas were 
as follows:-

1. Tamim, Dabbah and Rabab
2. Bakr

63 See, Nasab 20; Ansab, V, 217; Tabari, II, 532, 533.
See Ansab, V, 231-232; Isbahani, Maqatil al-Talibiyyin, 
138; Tabari, II, 614, 652, 653, 1702.

65See Futuh, 483; Tabari, I, 2377.
66E.I. (new ed.), al-Basra.
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3. 'Abd al-Qais

4. Azd

5. Ahl al-'Aliyah (Quraish, Kinanah, Qais
- 67and Ansar).

Shaban^. says that it was-Ziyad b. Abi Sufyan, governor of

Basra (45-53), who divided Basra into fifths,6 8 but we have
reports of the fifths as early as the battle of Siffin in 

69 -37. Al-'Ali says: "In the light of the alliance, mentioned 
by Abu ' Ubaidah during the governorship of Ziyad, between 
the Bakrite clans of Basra, one can detect that Bakr was 
constituted of eight great clans: Qais b. T h a Tlabah,
'Anazah, Taim al-Lat, 'Ijl, Dhuhl b. Shaiban, Yashkur, Dhuhl

70 —b. Tha'labah and Dubai*ahV. It sounds as if al-'Ali has
misunderstood., because ’Anazah and Dubai'ah were not clans
belonging to Bakr. The organization of Basra, however, was
not changed or modified during the Umayyad caliphate. It
would appear that Azd were a minority in the beginning, but
that their number increased in the later years of Mu'awiyah,
and under Yazid I's caliphate because of groups emigrating 

71to the city.

- - 72It is likely that Khurasan was conquered in 22 A.H.
After 'Umar had been assassinated the Khurasanis rose against

67 - -See Tabari, II, 584, 586, 720, 1381-1382; Siffin, 131.
68Shaban, Islamic History, A New Interpretation, I, 87; 

The 'Abbasid Revolution, 31.
6 9 SiffIn, 131.
7 0 Al-'AlI, Khitat al-Basrah, Sumer, VIII (1952), 292.
7 *Naqa*id, 729; Tabari, II, 450.
7^TabarI, I, 2682; Kamil, III, 14.
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their rulers. During 'Uthman's caliphate, successive cam
paigns were organized by 'Abd Allah b. ’Amir, the governor

- - 73of Basra, and Khurasan was reconquered in 31 A.H. In 45
A.H. Ziyad b. Abl Sufyan, the governor of Basra, appointed
'Umair b. Ahmar to Marw,- the latter being the first governor

74who settled Arabs there. Our sources do not mention the
number of these Arabs nor the tribes they belonged to. In
51 A.H. Ziyad appointed al-Rabi’ b. Ziyad al-Harithi to
Khurasan. He is reported to have sent with him 50,000 men

75 -from Kufa and Basra along with their families. Al-Tabari
reports, on the authority of ’Umar b. Shubbah that half of

76them were from Basra and the other half from Kufa. But
one may doubt this claim because during the governorship of
Qutaibah b. Muslim in 96 A.H., there were only 7,000 men from
Kufa, and there is no evidence in our sources that the Kufans

had withdrawn from Khurasan after the time of Ziyad b. Abl

Sufyan. The majority of the population were, however, from
Rabi'ah and Mudar at the beginning. The Azdites were in a
minority until the governorship of al-Muhallab b. Abi Sufrah 

77in 78 A.H. During the governorship of Qutaibah, the 
Mudarite bloc (Qais and Tamlm) made up the majority. The 
tribes and their members in Khurasan were as follows in 
96 A.H.: Ahl al-'Aliyah (Qais and others) (9,000); Bakr
(7,000); Tamlm (10,000); 'Abd al-Qais (4,000); Azd (10,000);

73 — —' Tabari, I, 2884; Kamil, III, 51.
7 4Futuh, 576.
7 5Tabari, II, 81, 155; Futuh,577.
7 ^TabarI, II, 81.
7 7Naqa>id, 276.
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Kufans (7,000); Clients (7,000) . 78

Since Khurasan was of the conquest of Basra and the
Arabs there were mostly Basrans, it was divided, like Basra,
into five divisions. When Asad b. 'Abd Allah al-Qasri moved
the Arab garrison from Baruqan to Balkh in 107 A.H., he did
not organize the tribesmen according to their fifths. Instead
he made them live alongside one another, so as to prevent
the emergence of 'asabiyyah, tribal solidarity, and the

79resultant factions and petty jealousies. The Kufans and .
Syrian reinforcements were a minority and were not settled
with the Basrans or divided among the fifths. It would
appear that Bakr outnumbered all other tribes in Harat to
the south of Khurasan. During their encounter with Ibn
Khazim after the death of Yazid I, the Bakrites in general

—  30flocked to their chieftain Aws b. Tha'labah in Harat. In 
the east of Khurasan the lands of the Bakrites and that of 
the Tamimites were interspersed; both tribes laid claim to 
some districts by right of first possession.

Tribal Blocs and Alliances

The above mentioned organization of the amsar was one 
of the reasons for the emergence of the great tribal blocs.
We have seen that the Bakrite clans were disunited before 
Islam, but now those Bakrites who had emigrated to a new 
misr were living in one khittah> and had one chieftain.

78See Tabari, II, 1290-1291; Futuh, 595-596.
7 9TabarI, II, 1490.
8 9Futuh, 583; Tabari, II, 491; Kamil, IV, 6 6 .
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Thus a feeling of tribal harmony developed between clans of 
the same bloc and tribal loyalty was increased. On the 
other hand, the closeness of the tribes and the incompati
bility of their interests made friction between them 
unavoidable, thus causing unrest and feuding. The loyalty 
to the clan (batn)was weak in comparison with loyalty to 
the tribal group. The most notable groups were Yemen, 
Rabi’ah and Mudar. One can detect from several accounts, 
regarding the events which took place in the era under study, 
that the tribe of Bakr was the most prominent tribe of the 
Rabi'ah group in Iraq and Khurasan. It dominated the other
tribes of Rabi'ah to the extent that the word Bakr sometimes

— 81became synonymous with the word Rabi’ah. The main tribes 
of Rabi’ah were Bakr, ’Abd al-Qais and Taghlib. While ’Abd 
al-Qais was a minority in Khurasan, Taghlib is not mentioned 
either in the akhmas of Khurasan or in the akhmas of Basra. 
Christianity had been wide-spread among Taghlib and their 
main abodes were in Mesopotamia. Bakr were joined in Basra

QOby ’Abd al-Qais who were but sparsely represented in Kufa.
The Rabi’ites were mostly headed by a chief of Bakr. It is 
fair to mention the personality of Malik b. Misma’ who is

x Q Odescribed by al-Mubarrad as "the chief of Bakr in Islam", 
while Abu al-Faraj reports that "Rabi’ah were congregating
round Malik as they had been congregating round Kulaib during

84 -his life time". When 'Abd al-Malik asked about Malik, he

81 —For examples, see: Tabari, II, 447-452, 49 3.
82Wellhausen, (Eng._trans.) The Arab Kingdom and its Fall,

39 8 ; Zaki, al-Hayat al-Adabiyyah fi al-Basrah ila Nihayat 
al-Qarn al-Thani al-Hijri, 79.

8 8Mubarrad, I, 229.
8 4Aghani, XXII, 339.
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was replied to: "If Malik became angry, one hundred thousand
men would be angered with him, without asking him the reason 

85for his anger". Another personality whose fame was equal
_  —  —  Q p.to that of Malik was al-Hudain b. al-Mundhir in Khurasan.

Although Rabi'ah and Mudar have the same descent as 
Nizar, the relations between them were on the most part, 
strained. In most cases, Rabi’ah took the side of Azd against 
its sister tribe Mudar, This happened in the civil strife 
after the death of Yazld I and in the strife which ended the 
Umayyad dynasty. Rabi’ah were jealous of the extent to 
which Mudar were exploiting the situation and holding the 
higher positions since the caliphate itself was held by 
Quraish. Regarding Tamlm (a Mudarite tribe) one must not 
forget that the relations between them and Bakr were strained 
before Islam. ’Abd Allah b. Khazim is reported to have said: 
"Rabi'ah always rages against God, since he raised up the 
Prophet from Mudar". A poet of Rabi'ah in Khurasan expresses 
the thoughts of jealousy they harboured towards Quraish,
when he recited:

Quraish have indulged in the pleasures of 
life, and used us to defend them in the 
difficult terrains of Khurasan. Would to 
God Quraish were trapped in the depths 
of a dark sea.^®

 ̂Lfcu *4 JS” Lt> c A-> lg 1 o
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8 5Ma'arif, 419; ’Uyun, I, 255; 'Iqd, I, 159, II, 287.
86See Tabari, II, 1290, 1291.
8 7 Ibid., II, 493; Kamil, IV, 6 6 .
8 8TabarI, II, 1580-1581.
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This tribal jealousy was one of the underlying motives
for the large number of Kharijites who came from Bakr.
Macdonald says: "It is probable, but as yet unproved, that

mingled with the political ‘reasons for their existence as a
sect went tribal jealousies and frictions; of such there have

89ever been enough and to spare in Arabia". The scope of
this study does not permit a thorough examination of the
causes that led to the emergence of the Kharijite movement,
its development and its doctrines. It must suffice to mention
some events and phenomena which show the major role played
by the tribal system in Kharijite history. Perhaps the first
important stand based on Jahili 1asabiyyah, which led to
strengthen Kharijite power later, was that of al-AshTath b.
Qais regarding 'All's representative in the arbitration. Al-
Ash'ath vetoed the nomination of Ibn 'Abbas saying: "No by
God, two Mudarites will not arbitrate in this matter until

90 —the Day of Judgement". When 'Ali explained the situation
to him and warned him against the nomination of Abu Musa

asal-Ash'ari, al-Ash'ath optedjlhis Yemenite ' asabiyyah ̂ against
the very aims for which he was fighting and said: "By God,
if they give a verdict we dislike, it will be more acceptable
to us if one of them is a Yemenite, than a verdict to our

91liking given by two Mudarites". It is known that the 
results of the arbitration played an important role in 
encouraging the Kharijites and strengthening their position

QQMacdonald, Development of Muslim Theology, Jurisprudence 
and Constitutional Theory, 24-25.

9 0 Siffin, 573; Ya'qubi, II, 2 2 0 .'
9 1 SiffIn, 573.
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in challenging 'All and refusing to accept him as the legal 

Imam.

In the beginning the Khawarij were composed of Bedouins
in particular, to the extent that, after their stand on the
arbitration, they were described as "Bedouins from Bakr and 

—  92Tamim". A close study of the best-documented revolts of
the Khawarij in the Umayyad period, reveals that most of
their leaders belonged to the tribe of Bakr, and especially
to the B. Hanifah and Shaiban. Among them are Najdah b.
'Amir al-Hanafi (after whom the Najdiyyah sect is named);
Nafi' b. al-Azraq (after whom the Azariqah sect is named);
Shablb al-Shaibani (leader and commander of the Sufriyyah
sect who disturbed al-Hajjaj, posed a threat to the whole of
Iraq, and was able to enter Kufa after inflicting defeats
upon many armies dispatched by al-Hajjaj who was eventually
forced to seek the help of the Syrian army to confront him);
and al-Dahhak b. Qais al-Shaibani (who conquered Iraq in
127 A.H. and was defeated and killed by Marwan b. Muhammad

in 128 A.H.). Wellhausen rightly observes that most of the
rebellions of the Khawarij in the later Umayyad period

93started from Mawsil and were inspired by the Bakr. On the 

other hand, the Kharijite poets known to us suggest that 
those who belonged to Bakr outnumbered the Kharijite poets 
of any one other tribe. Among the 65 Kharijite poets whose 
poetry was compiled by Ihsan 'Abbas in- his S h i 'r al-Khawarij, 
we find that 28 belong to Bakr.

Tabari, I, 3353.
9 3 Wellhausen, (Eng. trans.) The Religio-Political Factions 

in Early Islam, 79.
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One of the striking features of the tribalism and 
1asabiyyah of the Khawarij directed against the Quraish and
its rule, is that until the last years of the Umayyad dynasty

_ 9 4there was no Qurashi in their ranks. Al-Mubarrad reports
that Ibn 'Abbas entered into a dialogue with the Khawarij 
at Harura’.. He refuted their arguments and was about to 
drive a wedge between them when some of them began to tell 
those who seemed to be impressed by Ibn 'Abbas: "Do not
accept Qurashite arguments as valid against you; because 
this person belongs to the people about whom Allah says 'But,
they are a contentious people' ’ The
Bakrite Khariji poet 'Itban b. Wasllah or Asilah al-Shaibani 
exposes his 'asabiyyah in a poem intended for 'Abd al-Malik, 

in which he threatens the caliph with a hard battle if he 
does not satisfy the Bakrites in Iraq. He rejects the possi
bility that a member of Thaqif, i.e. al-Hajjaj, should remain 
as governor of Iraq. He also takes pride in Kharijite 
personalities belonging to Bakr. The verses concerned are:

Convey to the Commander of the Faithful a 
message, and I am a well-wisher and close 
to you only if you listen to me.

There will be no reconciliation so long as
a Thaqafi orator stands on the pulpits of
our land.
If you do not satisfy £the tribe of] Bakr 
b. W a 5il, you will face a difficult battle 
in Iraq.
No matter if Quraish are our enemies.
If they hit u s ;once, we shall hit them in 
turn _
If Marwan, his son, 'Amr, Hashim, and Habib 
belong to them [i.e. Quraish], then we have

^Mubarrad, III, 165.
9 5 Q ur’an, iXLIII, 58.
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Suwaid, al-Butain, Qa'nab, and Shabib, the 
Commander of the Faithful, belongs to us. 
And to us belong Sinan the Dreadful, Ibn 
'Umair and Murrah,
So look whom of them you can denounce!
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When Najdah b, 'Amir took possession of Yamamah and 

Bahrain, after his split from Nafi' b. al-Azraq, one of his 
followers composed a poem in which he boasts of the power 
of his people,and exposes his tribal partisanship against 
Mudar to which Quraish belonged. The verses concerned are:

Our soldiers wearing coats_of mail, subjugated 
to our authority from Busra to Dawmah.
If anyone vies for our rule, he will have to 
give up his own and stay behind.
Our swords have driven back Mudar al-Hamra’, 
as the day drives night away.^t
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96 -Bayan, III, 266; MarzubanI, 266; Muruj, III± 203; Dhahabi, 
III, 160; Damlri, Hayat al-Hayawan al~Kubra, II, 2i9; 
Baihaqi^ al-Mahasin wa al-Masawi' . 102; 'Abbas, Shi 'r 
al-Khawarij, 63-64.

9 7 „ _ _ „ _Al-Tayalisi, Kitab al-Mukatharah 1ind al-Mudhakarah, 6 .
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The Kharijite leader al-Dahhak b . Qais al-Shaibani 
is reported to have crossed the bridge of Mawsil reciting 

the following rajaz which expresses his deep desire to snatch 
the rule away from Quraish at a turbulent time. He sees 
himself as a spokesman for the B. Shaiban:

This is a fabulous horse carrying a fabulous 
old man who is experienced and has attended 
encounters. Shaiban have come across a rule 
which is on the verge of collapse. y

' 1 ■ — *") . V..I.9 L ' 1̂
1 . ^ 1 . -̂*1̂ U

When al-Dahhak b. Qais took possession of Iraq for a short 

period and was paid allegiance by 'Abd Allah b. 'Umar b.
'Abd al-'Aziz and Sulaiman b. Hisham, both of them Umayyads, 
a Kharijite Bakrl poet, Shubail b. 'Azrah, celebrated this 
occasion, considering it a victory of Bakr over Quraish, 
saying:

Do you not see that God has indeed bestowed 
the victory on his religion, and that Quraish 
have prayed behind Bakr b. W a ’il?^^

i j—* t i  ̂ I... i im.i l.y2̂ d  ̂ i* 11 I i *j ̂ ^

When Abu Hamzah, the Kharijite, inflicted a defeat upon the 

people of Medina in the battle of Qudaid in 130,^^^ he 
checked the captives and killed the Qurashites and set the 
Ansar free.^^*^

^Al-Azdi, Tarikh al-Mawsil, 70, 132.
99]
^Tabari, II, 2006.
Bayan, I, 343; Tabari, II, 1913; 'Asakir, VI, '286.

100,
1 ni — _ _ _ „Anon., al-'Gyun wa al-Hada’iq fi Akhbar al-Haqa’iq, III,
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All the Kharijite sects believed that the most noble
pious Muslim was the most suitable to become an Ijnam regard-

102less of his race, colour, or tribe. They maintained that
every dutiful Muslim was eligible to occupy the Imamate 
whether he was free, a slave, a Nabatean or a Qurashi,103 
rejecting the Qurashite descent stipulated by Sunnites and 

Shl'ites for the Imam. Notwithstanding this and the fact 
that Persia was in many cases the springboard of their 
■rebellion against the Umayyads and the Zubairids, they seldom 
chose a non-Arab to be their Imam. It is reported that when 
the Najdites dismissed Najdah, they gave their allegiance to 
Thabit al-Tammar, a non-Arab. They then had second thoughts 
and said: "Only an. Arab can lead us". Thabit himself chose 
an Arab called Abu Fudaik, 'Abd Allah b. Thawr to whom they 
gave the oath of allegiance.

Although there was a large number of Kharijite poets 
and some of them are reported to have composed a large 
number of poems, the poetry which has survived is no more 
than a few bits or fragments attributed to this poet or that. 
Many of their poems have survived in part only. The only 
surviving diwan of the Kharijite poets is that of al- 

Tirimmah b. Hakim al-Ta’i about whom Abu al-Faraj reports, 
on the authority of Muhammad b. Sahl, that he was: "A Qahtani 
KharijI Sufri poet from Yemen. He was biased in favour of

102 -  -  -  Al-Shahrastani, al-Milal wa al-Nihal, I, 107; Ibn al-Jawzi,
Talbis Iblis, 96; Hayawan, II, 102; Sharh, IX, 87.

108 ‘ _ _Al-Baghdadi, Usui al-Din, 275, 279; al-Shahrastani,
al-Milal wa aT^TEaT^ T7 107.104Anon., al-Mu§annaf al-Majhul, XI, 143.
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105 - - -Qahtan and the Syrians". The diwan of al-Tirimmah shows

clearly his strong bias for Yemen,to the extent that he
praised Yazid b. al-Muhallab who was renowned for his
crushing many Kharijite uprisings. Moreover, al-Tirimmah

frequently satirizes the- tribe of Tamlm in a bitter way,
despite the fact that they played a major role in supporting
the Kharijite movement. Pie says, for example, boasting of
his tribe and satirizing the tribe of Tamim:_

I am the son of the Banu Nafr ibn Qais ibn 
Jahdar, the sons of men who always renew the 
attack when the cavalry turns away in flight. 
Tamim among Qahtan, when the latter rise, are 
like a stone thrown into deep water at night, 
wh i ch di s appe ars.
If the Antichrist were to appear proclaiming 
his faith, Tamlm would strut and congregate 
round him. g
But where are Tamim on a day when troops of 
ours brandish the lances, troops which have 
caused men to journey and to h a l t . * ^
LIT W WV
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Salamah b. Sayyar al-Shaibani is reported to have
joined the ranks ‘of Shabib, on condition that the latter
provide him with thirty horsemen in order to take his
revenge on his maternal uncles of the B. 'Anzah,who let

107down his brother Fudalah when the latter revolted. 
Boasting of his revenge raid and claiming that the blood

int; _ _Aghani, XVII, 2.
IQ^Piwan al-Tirimmah b. Hakim b. Nafr al-Ta*I, 50-52, 130-131. 
1 0 7 T a b a r I ,  II, 893-894.
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of his tribe was nobler than theirs, Salamah says:

I waged an early dawn foray in the company 
of youths, who are men of war, who do not 
flee from the encounters, and are not 
without arms or defenceless.
The blood of the Yaqdumiyyun is not equal
to that of the B. . S h a i b a n .  1^8

 ̂laJU I <_A-aaiS'  ̂ t ^
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In the light of the above discussions, it may be 
said that ' asabiyyah and the tribal partialities were 
important factors which, intermingled with various other 
factors, gave birth to and kept alive the Kharijite movement, 
which played its most active role during.the Umayyad era.

Tribal'coherence, however, was not confined to clans 
of the same tribe in the same province, but sometimes covered 
all clans belonging to the same tribe in the provinces. 
Tribesmen of Rabi'ah in Iraq supported those of Mesopotamia 
during the tribal feuds between the tribes of Qais (Mudar) 
and Taghlib (Rabi'ah). Al-Baladhuri reports a dispute which 
arose between 'Ikrimah b. R i b 'I from Bakr and Asm!/ b. 
Kharijah from Qais in.Basra after 'Umair b. al-Hubab had 
been killed by Taghlib. Asma' threatened to wreak vengeance 
on both Bakr and Taghlib, and recited:

My hand is in pledge to you that Sulaim will 
stage a raid that will turn the temples of 
Bakr b. Wa*il white, and will leave the sons 
of al-Fadawkas in want, orphans and prey to 
tribesmen. 109

^ ^ ‘Abbas, Shi ' r al-Khawarij , 6 6 . 
1 0 9 Ansab, V, 327; Kamil, IV, 133.
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Having heard of the encounters between Bakr and ibn Khazim 
with Mudar in Khurasan, Malik b. Misma' is reported to have 
burnt some houses belonging to B. Tamim in Basra.

Beside the emergence of the great tribal blocs, tribal
alliances came to exist in the new amsar. The most prominent
alliance was that which held between Rabi’ah and the Yemen
tribes. Ibn Abl al-Hadld mentions the text of this alliance
in Iraq. He claims, on the authority of Ibn al-Kalbi, that
it was 'All who wrote it, and he tries to justify such a

111tribal alliance from the Islamic point of view. No other
sources confirm this account, but even if it is an unfair 
statement, it may have been based on a reaction to the state 
of tribal tension at that time. At the beginning of the 
Umayyad dynasty, a new alliance was made between Bakr (Rabi'ah) 
and Azd in Basra. Some of our sources mention the motives 

behind this alliance. Rab i ’ah was outnumbered by Mudar in 
Basra. The Persian Asawirah, the-Indian Zutt and Sayabijah 
had been affiliated to Tamlm (Mudar), increasing the numeri- 
cal status of Tamlm. Bakr had been unfriendly to Tamlm 
since before Islam, and were joined by ’Abd al-Qais. Towards 
the later years of Mu'awiyah and during the caliphate of 
Yazld I, the number of Azd had increased and they became 
powerful by supplementary emigration from the homelands.

Tamlm had an idea of entering into an alliance with them; but

1 1 0N a q a ’id, 731. 
1 1 ;LSharh, XVIII, 74.
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the proud Ahnaf, chief of Tamim, turned down the idea 
because he believed that whoever had taken the first step 
in this alliance would play the less important role in it. 
Therefore he waited for Azd to take such a first step.
Rabi'ah did not hesitate-to ally themselves with Azd in 
order to be.supported by them if need be. They sent their 
chief, Malik b. Misma', who appealed to Azd to renew some 
of the old alliances which had been made before Islam, such 
as the alliance between Baler and ICindah and the alliance 
between Tai# and Dhuhl b. Tha'labah. We are told that two 
copies were written to confirm and emphasize this alliance, 
but our sources do not mention the text of the agreement.
When al-Ahnaf rebuked Malik for entering into a tribal alli
ance which was against Islam, Malik reminded him of the 
alliance which had been made between Tamlm and the Asawirah 
and Sayabijah and accused him of being jealous of Rabi'ah

112because they had gained an advantage through the alliance.
Azd and Rabi'ah claimed that the root of their alliance 
could be traced back to the pre-Islamic period. This alli
ance, however, put right the tribal imbalance. Tamim held 
close to Qais, so Basra was divided into two, in which the 
new united Azd and Rabi'ah stood opposed to Mudar (Qais and 
Tamim).

Shortly after the death of Yazid I in 64 A.H., the new 

circumstances required the alliance to be renewed. The 

Umayyad dynasty had come into a tottering condition; civil

119 „  -On this alliance, see: N a q a ?id, 729-730; Tabari, II, 449- 
450; Ansab, IV/2, 105-106.
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strife spread like wildfire in the amgar. Malik b. MismaT, 

the chief of Bakr, was afraid that his tribe might suffer 
adversity since it was outnumbered by Tamim. He appealed 
to Mas'ud b. ’Amr al-'Ataki, the chief of Azd at that time, 
to renew the alliance between their tribes. 'Ubaid Allah 
b. Ziyad, the deposed governor of Basra, exploiting the
situation by exciting enmity between Bakr and Tamim, urged

_ 113Mas’ud to renew the alliance. We hear of this alliance
during the course of most of the events which took place
before the fall of the Umayyads.

Since the Khurasan! Arabs were mostly Basrans, the 
alliance between bakr (Rabi’ah) and Azd was also formed in 
Khurasan. Our sources do not give the date of- this agree
ment explicitly. It is likely t h a t •it was formed during the 
governorship of al-Muhallab (79-82 A.H.) for there :.is no 
mention in our sources of this alliance before his time.

Abu al-Faraj reports a dispute which arose between 'Abd al-
Qais and Azd during the governorship of al-Muhallab who

114interceded and paid bloodmoney to both sides. He also
reports that the tribesmen of Yemen and Rabi'ah were in

— 115alliance during the time of al-Muhallab and his son Yazid.
The Bakrite poet, Nahar b. Tawsi’ah, refers to this alliance 
in his elegy on alrMuhallab in which he says:

Qahtan were congregating round him [al-
Muhallab] , supporting him together with 
their allies, Bakr and Taghlib.

1. ̂" 1 i •Og jSj O 0 ti.J Ss L < j l >  t_‘LjItO

1 1 8 -  -Naqa*id, 729; Tabari, II, 449.
1 1 4 AghanI, XIII, 58.'
118 Ibid., XIII, 59-60.
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Shaban, however, seems to have ignored these reports, saying:
"We do not have enough information to enable us to tell which
clans of Rabi'ah were included with Azd. Only Taghlib is
mentioned as part of al-Muhallab's followers as allies
(ahlaf) along with the more general names of Bakr and Rabi'a.
This suggests that some tribesmen from certain clans of
Rabi'a, but who did not belong to the clans of the two
akhmas of Basra, Bakr and 'Abdulqays, might have found it
easier to enlist in the diwan to ally themselves with al-Azd

117and join Muhallab's campaigns".

We have references to this alliance in the revolt of
1 1 R —Qutaibah b. Muslim in 96 A.H., that of Yazid b. al-

Muhallab in 101 A.H., and in the civil strife at Baruqan
119in 106 A.H. In the later period, as misguided strife

(fitnah) had broken out between al-Kirmanl with Azd and 
Rabi'ah, and Nasr b. Sayyar with Mudar, al-Dinawarl reports 
that al-Kirmani asked 'Umar b. Ibrahim, a man descended from 
the Kings of Himyar living in Kufa, to send him the copy of 
the alliance which had been made between Yemen and Rabi’ah 
before Islam. Having received it, al-ICirmani read its text
before the chiefs*- of both parties, and they agreed to support

120each other. Al-Nuss, however, doubts the authenticity of
the text of this alliance as mentioned by al-Dlnawari and 
considers that the Yemenites fabricated it in order to incline

117 -Shaban, The 'Abbasid Revolution, 55.
11STabarI, II, 1290.
119Ibid., II, 1473.
120DlnawarI, 352-353.
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-  121 Rabifah to their side.

The alliance between Rabi'ah and Yemen came to an end 
in the early years of the ^Abbasid dynasty, when Ma'n b. 
Za'idah al-Shaibani violated it, by his bias against the 
Yemenites and by his atrocities against them. As a conse
quence, 'Uqbah b. Salm al-Hana’i al-Azdi began to discriminate

—  122 against the Rabi'ites who dwelt in Oman and Bahrain.

The emergence of tribal blocs and alliances left a 
clear impact on the work of poets who, in general, were 
influenced by tribalism to the point of negating their own 
individuality. Even the poets attracted by political parties, 
or those prostituted their skills for material benefit, 
failed to get' rid of the tribal loyalties. Therefore, the 
majority of the poets continued to serve the tribal interests, 
imitating the Jahill pattern of their predecessors. This 
phenomenon will be discussed in the next chapter, and in 
the second part of this thesis, which will be devoted to a 
study of four BakrI poets.

121 ' - -Al-Nuss, al-1Asabiyyah al-Qabaliyyah wa Atharuha fi al-
Shi'r al-Umawt, 296.

1 2 2Muruj, II (ed, Cairo,A.H.1346),197.
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CHAPTER IV

BAKRI POETRY IN RELATION TO THEIR POLITICO-TRIBAL ROLE FROM
AL-FITNAH AL-KUBRA TILL THE END OF THE UMAYYAD RULE

The Bakrites played an important role in most of the 
events which took place during the period between the thirties 

and the fall of the Umayyad dynasty in 132 A.H. Their role 
was of special importance in the Kharijite movement as we 
have previously seen. Clearly the period was rife with politi
cal and tribal discord. Extant records are inadequate for 
us to be able to determine the role of each individual tribe 
in the Great Sedition (al-Fitnah al-Kubra), which led to the 
murder of the third orthodox caliph 'Uthman b. 'Affan and 
resulted in the split of the Muslim community into disputing 
groups. The yawm of al~Waqit between Bakr and Tamlm took 
place during this time.'*' Although the Arabic sources do not 
mention the reason for this yawm, it can be explained in 
terms of the deep-rooted hostility between these two tribes, 
and in many ways it is reminiscent of the ayyam al-Jahiliyyah, 
that is to say the great early battle days commemorated in 
literature. The Bakr appear to have tried to fjsh in troubled 
waters. They aimed at gaining booty by shedding blood and 
holding hostages for ransom. Some Bakrite poets boast of 
this yawm in the same way as the pre-Islamic poets used to 
do. TUmair b. 'Umarah al-Taiml, for instance, derides some 
of the notables of the B. Tamim, who fled from the battlefield, 
accusing them of being cowards. He claims that B. Tamim*s ,

■̂ On al-Waqit, see: Naqa'id, 305-313; ICamil, I, 263-264; *Iqd
V, 182-185; ’Umdah, II, 215; Nuwairl, XV, 379-381.
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humiliating defeat was a divine punishment. On the other 
hand, he boasts of his powerful tribe having inflicted a 
severe defeat upon the B. Tamim, killing some and taking 
others into captivity in a- surprise raid, saying:

'Uwaif b. Q a ’qa' escaped us by running swiftly, 
While our people dragged down Dirar.
.O' 'Uwaif, if you have escaped the battlefield 
it is because you have always been a coward 

put to flight.
How many of your people have we left behind us 
killed and how many of you have we taken into 
captivity.
This is how God rewards Tamim and this is how 
He awards them disgrace and misfortune.
Malik b. Qais was saved from us by one worthy 
of trust who led him [to safety] in the deserts. 
'Athjal together with al-Ma’mum faced a bitter 
fate when they tried hard to flee.

And we left Hukaim killed on the battlefield 
and stripped’him of his waist-wrapper. _
We sent out a raid between Falj and Lasaf, 
trampling down the abodes.
They did' not become aware of us until they saw 
us flying our standards, marching through the dust.
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'Amr b. Khalid boasts that his fellow tribesmen humiliated 
the B. Tamim whom he mocks, portraying them, at the time of

3the encounter, as a she-camel that kneels down, saying:
^ Ld*J I j— w  1,. d L \j c,ddJ 1 U

^Naqa*id, 309-310; Marzubani, 242-243. 
^Naqa’id, 311; Kamil, I, 264.
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Yazid b. al-Jad'a* derides 'Awl b. al-Qa'qa' al-Tamimi and 
present a caricature of him as one who keeps his sword safe 
in his scabbard and takes to flight on his horse to save 
his skin, saying:

’Awl said: yesterday I sheathed my sword.
How strange is 'Awf who kept his sword sheathed.
.He was saved from being killed at al-Waqit by a 
tall horse prone to bite its iron bit.4

£
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The political attitude of Basra has been described as
5'Uthmanite, and Kufa as 'Alid. This unreliable generaliza-

tion arises out of the battle of the Camel (al-Jamal) .
After homage ha,d been paid to 'All in Medina, Talhah and
al-Zubair revolted against him. They departed for Basra and
took possession of it. 'All followed them into Iraq and

made for Kufa. The two forces met at the battle of the Camel
which was, however, not a contest between the two rival
cities as some writers suggest. Bor while the Kufans joined
’All, the Basrans were divided, part of them supporting the
revolt, part refusing to become involved, and part withdrawing

_ 7from Basra and marching to join 'Ali. The members of this
8 —last group were from Bakr and 'Abd al-Qais, the two R a b i 'ite

^Naqa’id, 310.
^ ’Iqd, VI, 248; Khulaif, Hayat al-Shi'r fl al-Kufah ila
Nihayat al-Qarn al-Thanl" li al-Hijrah, 52.
6Muir, The Caliphate; its Rise, Decline, and Fall, 249; 
Khulaif^ Hayat al-Shi'r fi al-Kufah ila Nihayat al-Qarn 
al-Thanl li al-Hijrah, 55.

7 _Tabari, I, 3178; Ibn 'Umar, al-Fitnah wa W a q 'at al-Jamal, 153. 
STabari, I, 3131.
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tribes of Basra. Al-Baladhuri reports that the B. ' Ijl,
a section of Bakr, removed from Basra to Kufa at the time

9of the battle of the Camel. This withdrawal of those
Bakrites to Kufa was due to the conflict which arose over
the distributing of stipends in Basra, in that they rejected

the proposition that the early Muslims should have special
10prestige and position. Shortly before the battle broke 

out, Shaqiq b..Thawr and 1Amr b. Marhum a l - ’Abdi together 
with their fellow tribesmen of Bakr and ’Abd al-Qais res
pectively deserted the army of Talhah and al-Zubair and 
joined the ranks of ’All. Some people present there are
reported to have said: "The winner is the one who is supported

11 —by these people". Al-Tabari reports, moreover, on the 

authority of Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyyah, that the majority
of those who joined ’All, other than the Kufans, were from

—  12 —Bakr b. Wa*il. It is said that Rabi’ah (Bakr and ’Abd
- 13al-Qais) constituted half of 'Ali’s army in the battle.

Some verses attributed to ’All have come down to us which
speak in glowing terms of Rabi'ah and describe them as being

14obedient to his cause. The verses read:

0-x*a LvuJ i Ct.,w a .,^  —C h
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9Ansab, IV/I, 187.
4 9 Tabari, I, 3131; Ibn 'Umar, al-Fitnah wa W a q ’at al-Jamal, 

i32.
4 4 TabarI, I, 3174.
1 2 ’Ibid., 3181.
1 3 Ibid., 3210.
14Ibid., 3145, 3185.
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This valiant adherence has led some writers to go as far
as to claim that Bakr in Basra belonged to the Shi'ite move- 

15m e n t . In all tribes, however, there were"elements that
went contrary to the tribe as a whole and we find indeed
that some Bakrites present at the battle were in the ranks

1 6of Talhah an.d al-Zubair.

Having won the battle, 'Ali entered Basra and was publicly
acclaimed there. He then returned to Kufa where he ruled
over all the Islamic provinces except Syria. Mu'awiyah,
as we know, refused to recognize 'All and the latter then
marched with the men of Iraq against the Syrians. The two
forces met in a fierce battle at Siffin. Khulaif minimises
the role of the Basrans in this battle and counts it as a

17contest between Kufa and Syria. However, we have already 

seen that most of the Bakrites in Basra had joined 'Ali and 
moreover there is a general agreement in the Arabic sources
that Rabi'ah, headed by Bakrite leaders, were the most loyal

_ — 18 and valiant supporters of 'Ali during all stages of Siffin.

The warriors of Rabi'ah were headed by Khalid b. al-
Mu'ammar, a Bakrite from Basra, and later by al-Hudain b.

19al-Mundhir, anothejr Bakrite from Basra. It should be

15 _ _ _For example, see: Zaki, al-Hayat al-Adabiyyah fi al-Basrah
ila Nihayat al-Qarn al-Thani.al-Hijri, 79, 87.:

1 8 See Tabari, I, 3179, 3195.
^Khu 1 ai f , Hayat al-Shi'r fi al-Kufah ila Nihayat al-Qarn 
al-Thani li al-Hijrah, 56.

1 o _ _
See Tabari, I,_3276, 3293, 3311, 3314, 3316, 3321; Dinawari, 
195, * 198; Siffin, 280, 327, 344, 345, 394, 458; Sharh, V, 
228, 233, 241, 242.

I Q — —Tabari, I, 3312; Siffin, 326-327; Sharh, V, 226.
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remembered that Bakr were located exclusively in Iraq with
no bases in Syria, while most other, tribes were divided
between the two provinces. We have a fragment attributed
to 'Ali, which glorifies and praises the valour and courage
of the Bakrite leader, al-Hudain. It also praises Rabi'ah
for being steadfast, brave and courageous when they met a

20numerous army, the fragment reads:
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When Mudar found that Rabi'ah were favoured by 'Ali 
they began to reveal their jealousy. Al-Hudain b. al-Mundhir, 
the leader of Bakr and Rabi'ah, made the matter worse. He 
recited verses in which he boasted of their close relation

ship with 'All, accused Mudar of having a deep-rooted hatred 

for his tribe, defied them to prove themselves as brave in 

war as his tribe and stated the opinion that they would never 
occupy the same position as his tribe:

When. Mudar saw that Rabi'ah had become closer 
to the Commahder of the Faithful ['AliJ - which 
is an honour - they exposed a deep-seated 
hatred for us which was hitherto hidden in 
their hearts.
Allah has chosen us for the grace that belongs 
to us, and chosen for you the plight you are in.

"You have to prove yourselves in fighting as we 
have done, or you have to acknowledge our 
superiority, and you will never reach us as long 
as the camel yearns .21

20 —  —  -  —  —Tabari, I, 3316; Sam'ani, al-Ansab, X, 48-49; Siffin, 325;
Jamharat, 298; Sharh, V, 227; 'Iqd, III, 362; 'Asakir, IV,
375.

91 _ „ _Ibn A'tham, Kitab al-Futuh, III, 164; Siffin, 348-349;-
Sharh, V, 244.
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The sources that have recorded the history of struggle 
between 'All and M u ’awiyah include a considerable amount of 
poetry. In the various encounters of Siffin and during the 
periods preceding and following them, the poets, in addition 
to their physical participation, played an important role 
by composing rajaz and qasid, for poetry was still effective 
propoganda in enhancing the valour and skill of warriors. 
Nasr b. Muzahim's Waq'at Siffin is probably the richest 
source of information in this respect. The poets are seen 
recording the events of the dissension, the heroic deeds of 
their groups, encouraging their supporters, boasting of 
their perseverance in the battles, deriding enemies and 
rejoicing in their misfortune, and in defending the rights 

of their leader, 'Ali or Mu'awiyah, as the case may be.
It seems as if poetry had become an equipment of fighting, 
depended upon like the swords and spears.

The Bakrites had no physical presence in Syria, as the 
bulk of their migration was to Iraq. Therefore, it was 
natural for them to support 'All, especially because the 
battle of Siffin was between the Iraqis and the Syrians and 
because the Bakrites were among the ardent supporters of 

'All in the battle of the Camel, as we have previously seen. 
Thus unlike the poetry of other tribes that took part in 
the conflict, the vast majority of the Bakrite poetry, that 

has survived, was composed by poets and warriors who were in
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the ranks of 'Ali and defended his claims. Huraith al- 
Hanafi, for example, is said to have launched his attack on 
1Ubaid Allah b. 'Umar, reciting the following rajaz in 
which he boasts of Rabi'ah's quick response to support 'Ali:

Rabi'ah have hastened to support the truth, 
and the truth is their law.
So, refrain because you are not going to 
leave the battle against the God-fearing 
party until you drink of [death'sj dreadful 
cup .22

1 Cunui LJ 1 CLi-yâxJ I Q I it]j III C* 1*) i_asYLs
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In one of his poems, Ibn al-Kawwa* al-Yashkuri complains of 
those of the Yemenite tribes, who were the principal suppor
ters of Mu'awiyah, that they had gone astray, that they had 
compromised their faith by siding with Mu'awiyah against 

'Ali, whom the poet describes as "the full moon", i.e. a 
guide to the truth. The. verses concerned run:

Who will carry to the tribes of Kalb and 
Lakhm the advice of one who feels most 
affectionately ... that you and all your 
brothers are like falcons which have strayed 
from the clear path.
You have sold your faith at the whim of a 
s1ave [ M u 'awi y ahj.
Your shaking hands with a slave has misled you. 
You stood against us with drawn swords, and 
you brought many a valiant one like stallions. 
And we marched in contingents around the full 
moon £/ A l O  whose brightness shines through 
the dust.23

2 2 Siffin, 337; Sharh, V, 234.
2 3 Siffin, 332.
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Al-Hudain b. al-Mundhir, in one of his poems, portrays the 
brutal lighting between the two sides. lie boasts of the 
perseverance of his fellow tribesmen in the battle, por
traying Mu'awiyah as fleeing from the battlefield and 
seeking the help of some of his followers:

The tribes of 'Akk, Lakhm and Himyar 
persevered in fighting against Madhhij 
until no blood was left unblended.
And Judham called: O ’ Madhhij, woe to you!
May God requite with evil whomsoever of us 
is the transgressor.
Do you not fear God, violating the sacrosant 
right sanctified by God.

We made Ibn Harb taste our stabbings and sword- 
strokes until he fled and withdrew.
And he ran away calling al-Zibriqan, Zalim,
Kuraib, and A n ' am. ^
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Similarly, 'Imran b. Hittan, in a fragment, rejoices in the 

humiliation to which Hammam b. Qabisah, the most abusive to 
'Ali, was subjected by 'Adi b. Hatim who deprived him of 
his flag,. saying:

94Sharh, V, 227.
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0 I-Iammam, you will recall that horseman 
for all eternity biting your thumbs for what 
you did.
From the clouds of dust a horseman came forth 
to you, powerful, excited and raising his voice.
When you heard his voice,_you escaped, saying:
'take the standard, 0 '.Adi b. Hatim.
You were robbed of your standard and perplexed...
And how great an insult is this to y o u i ' ^
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The story of Masqalah b. Hubairah, one of the prominent
leaders of Bakr, reveals the great sympathy of the Bakrites
for 'Ali and that they had bound their destiny with that of
the Iraqis against Mu'awiyah and the Syrians . Masqalah
bought the captives of B. Najiyah, who joined al-Khirrit b.
Rashid who had revolted against 'Ali, promising to pay a
million dirhams to 'All's treasury. But he was unable to pay

- 26the amount in full, and therefore he fled to join Mu'awiyah. 
Masqalah is reported to have composed the following verses 
in remorse for leaving 'All's ranks and for deserting his 
people:

I left behind the women of Bakr b. W a ’il, 
and set free the captives of Lu ’ayy b. 
Ghalib.
I deserted the best man C'AliJ, excepting 
Muhammad the Prophet , for a small fortune 
which, for sure, will be ephemeral.^7

9 SSiffIn, 453. 
oa * _  -See Tabari, I, 3435, 3439-3441; Kamil, III, 160-161; Sharh,

III, *144-14-5.
^^Muruj, II, 419.
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Na'im b. Hubairah is reported to have sent to his brother, 
Masqalah, a poetical message which makes a comparison of 
his position in Iraq and plight in Syria, reprimanding him 
and portraying him to be remorseful and hated because of 
his misdeed. The verses concerned are:

You were in the best summer and spring place, 
defending Iraq and you were known as the best 
of Shaiban, until you committed that act which 
you yourself despised others committing secretly 
or openly.
Had you put trust in God, in patience to truth, 
you would have cleansed our living and dead.
But you joined the Syrians, seeking the favour 
of Ibn Hind j^Mu'awiyahJ and this act has grieved 
u s .
Today, you are gnashing your teeth, in regret.
What you can say after all that has happened.
Now, all living persons hate you. God has never 
elevated a person indulging in disobedience.2^
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Mu'awiyah tried secretly to foment hostility between 
29Kindah and Rabi'ah, and then tried to subvert one of. the

Bakrite leaders in order to divide the tribe but he failed
30 -in this. According to one account, Mu'awiyah vowed that

he would capture the women and kill the warriors of Rabi'ah. 31

O Q _
Tabari, I, 3442; Kamil, III, 161; Sharh, III, 146.

2 9 SiffIn, 156.
3 0TabarI, I, 3276-3277; Siffin, 224.
31 * -Siffin, 331.
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In a fragment, Khalid b. al-Mu'ammar refers to this point, 
persisting in supporting 'All, challenging Mu'awiyah and 
resolving to fight him in order to consolidate the reign 
of the B. Hashim. The verses concerned are:

Ibn Harb ^Mu'awiyah] has vowed to enslave 
our women. Razor-sharp swords will deny 
■him his intention.
We will give the Banu Hashim the reign you 

'have tried to uproot. And this is said by
one who is not a liar.
If you do not want to violate your oath, then 
be ready for a war that will choke you.32.
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When the Syrians stuck the Qur'an on the points of their
spears to symbolize their appeal for peace and the orators 

of the Iraqi tribes expressed their opinions about this 

appeal, most of the orators of the Rabi'ah were from Bakr. 
They put their affairs in 'All's hands and their leader, 
al-Hudain, concluded his speech by saying: "If 'All says
'No', we shall say 'No', and if he says 'Yes' we shall say

33 - - -’Yes'". As a result, al-Najashi, the poet of 'Ali,
34eulogized the Bakrite leaders.

'Ali saw through the Syrian trick but was forced by
the pious party in his camp to accept a truce and arbitra

tion, and this was a driect motive for the rise of the

3 2 Siffin, 331; AAsakir, V, 34.
33'  -  -  -Dinawari, 202, Siffin, 555.
3 4 Siffin, 556-558.• *
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Khawarij as a political movement. The arbitrators did not
solve the problem. Instead, they in one way or another,
worsened the strife in 'Ali's camp. Mu'awiyah was able to
exploit the undermining of 'Ali's authority and seized the

35 -province of Egypt in 38 A.H. Mu'awiyah then began to 
foment such.disunity among the Iraqi tribes as could be 
exploited in his favour. He sent 'Abd Allah b. al-Hadrami 

to win support against 'All in Basra, with instructions to 
be accommodating to Mudar, and to cultivate Azd, but to
avoid Rabi'ah since they were wholly committed to the cause

- 36 _ __of 'Ali. The deputy governor of Basra, Ziyad b. Abi
Sufyan, summoned al-Hudain b. al-Mundhir and Malik b. Misma',
both of Bakr, and asked them for protection, since Bakr were
reckoned to be of those most loyal to the Amir al-Mu’minin,
'Ali. While al-Hudain agreed, Malik hesitated. Ziyad then
turned to Azd because he feared that Bakr would come to

37 -dispute among themselves. The attitude assumed by Malik,
3 8however, was to be expected. He was pro-Umayyad and he

- 39fought against 'Ali at the battle of the Camel. In the
same year, al-Khirrit b. Rashid revolted against 'Ali and a
certain Bakrite, Ziyad b. Khasafah, together with some
others of the tribe, voluntarily marched to fight against
the insurgents.49

3 5TabarI, I, 3391.
3 6Kamil, III, 156; Sharh, IV, 35.
3 7Tabari, I, 3414; Kamil, III, 156; Sharh, IV, 41.
3 8Tabari, I, 3414.
3 9 Ibid., 3179.
4 QIbid., 3418-3422; Kamil, III, 158.



'Ali was assassinated in 40 A.PI., and his son and

successor Hasan gave up the struggle and abdicated in favour
of Mu'awiyah, the founder of the Umayyad Caliphate.
Mu'awiyah was now acclaimed the new caliph by all except
the Khawarij. Al-Hudain b. al-Mundhir was among the Iraqi

41 -deputation who went to Syria. Ibn 'Asakir reports on the 
authority of Abu 'Ubaidah that after the assassination of 
'Ali, Mu'awiyah invited IChalid b. al-Mu’ammar, the leader 
of Bakr and Rabi'ah during the first phase of Siffin, and 
asked him: "How much do you admire 'Ali?" He replied: "By
God, I admire him for his bearing in anger, loyalty to his 
agreements, truthfulness in speech and justice in judgement". 
It seems that Khalid sensed in Mu'awiyah's question a dis
creet threat, challenge or reprimand. He is reported to 
have sent to Mu'awiyah a poetical message warning him not to 
go too far in his criticism, reminding him of Rabi'ah's 
steadfastness.. on 'Ali's side in Sif fin, and calling upon him 
to win them over, to stop deriding 'Ali and to ignore the 
past. The verses concerned are:

0 Mu'awiyah, do not act the fool with us 
because we will humiliate you on the critical 
day.
When you call upon the Rabi'ite, we shall 
respond with men who are used to dyeing the 
heads of their spears [with blood].
They answered when 'Ali called them for 
support, and made you suffer calamities at 
[the battle of] Sif fin.
So 0 [[Mu'awiyah] son of Harb, if you do us 
favours for such support we will be the readiest 
to answer when you have to call for support.
Have you not seen that I procured for you [the 
support of] Bakr b. W a ’il who were like serpents

4 1 'Asakir, IV, 374, 375. 
49 Ibid., V, 89-90.
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in Iraq.
If they £serpentsj bite someone, he says to 
his people: Do not worry. I do not think
that you will find a maker of charms capable 
of curing the bite .
And leave the old man ['All] who whether right 
or wrong has passed away. Because you cannot 
bring back what has passed away, nor can avert 
what is still to come.
You loved Iraq and its people when you were a 
Hijazi, but then you became a Syrian.^3
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Although Mu'awiyah showed magnanimity by avoiding to
the humilitation of those who had supported 'All, it seems
that the Umayyads had not forgotten the hostile attitude
assumed by Bakr towards them. During the era of their.
dynasty, they did not appoint any member of Bakr over Iraq.
When Hisham b. *Abd al-Malik sought 'Abd al~Karim b. Salit's

advice as to whom he would appoint over Khurasan and the
latter suggested Yahya al-Shaibani of Bakr, he received
this reply from Hisham: "Rabi'ah are unreliable in defending

44border fortresses". Hisham gave the same reply when 'Abd

43 - - -Ibn A ’tham, III, Kitab al-Futuh, 83-84; 'Asakir, V, 90.-
4 4  _ „ _ _ _Tabari, II, 1662; Kamil, V, 89; Dinawari, 342; Ya'qubi,

il, 392.
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al-Karim suggested Yahya b. al-Hudain. Some of the Umayyad 
caliphs and their governors were responsible to a great 
extent for inflaming tribal discords identified with poli
tics. Notorious examples of this tendency were Asad al-

- 45Qasri who was scandalously partial to the southern Arabs,
- 46 -Yazid b. al-Muhallab who relied on Azd, and Nasr b. Sayyar

who was flagrantly partial during the first four years of
his governorship, to the extent that he would not employ
anyone from outside Mudar in important posts and persecuted

- 47the tribes of Rabi'ah and Yemen. While the caliph al-
Walid b. Yazid was wholly committed to Qais and favoured

48 - 49its clans, his successor Yazid III favoured the Yemenites.
It is said that the last caliph, Marwan b. Muhammad, used
to excite enmity among the tribes, in that he favoured Qais

50and alienated Yemen. The tribal dispute over the higher 

positions had economic implications. The tribe on which 
any given governor relied shared with him in the government 
and privileges such as the disposal of offices and money.
When Yazid b. al-Muhallab was reappointed over Khurasan 
in 97 A.H., he is reported to have told his fellow tribes
men thetetthat he and his father had employed’ them in any

51position where wealth could be found. Such policies

45 _ _°See Tabari, II, 1497, 1587-1588; Kamil, V, 56.
46 - ’Naqa?id, 367.4,7 _ _ „See Tabari, II, 1664, Kamil, V, 90; Dinawari, 351; 

Y a ’qHbl, II, 399; 'Ibar, III, 207.’
48Tanbih, 280.
4 9TabarI, II, 1837.
5 0Tanbih, 283-284.
51 * -Naqa’id, 367.
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created division and were resented. When Salm b. Ziyad
gave Ibn Khazim a patent as governor of Khurasan the
Bakrites said: ’’Why should those j^MudarJ devour Khurasan

rowithout us” .

It was natural to find Mu'awiyah and his son Yazid I

favouring the Yemenite tribes, which constituted the majority
in Syria, because Mu'awiyah had relied upon them in his
conflict with 'All. However, the death of Yazid I in 64
A.H., was a herald of the actual outbreak of tribal feuding
in Syria, Iraq and Khurasan. His successor Mu'awiyah II
abdicated without nominating his successor but recommended

— —53that the caliph be elected by the shura (council), i.e. 
he reacted away from the hereditary system which was enacted 
by his grandfather, Mu'awiyah I. In Ilijaz, Ibn al-Zubair 
saw himself as a possible claimant to caliphate. The 

problem as to who should be entitled to the position of 
Amir al-Mu'minin, however, set the tribes against each other. 
Thus politics became identified with tribal interests and 
jealousies, and each tribal group pressed only for what 
seemed to be in its own interest. In Syria the Umayyads, 
who were supporte-d by the Yemenite tribes there, won the

_ 5 4battle of Marj Rahit against Mudar as represented by Qais.
In Kufa, the people revolted against the Umayyads. and

50 „Kutuh, 582.
53 - * - - -Abu Tammam, NaqaJid Jarir wa al-Akhtal, 6 .

„ 1 “ ' _On Marj_Rahit_see: Khalifah,_I, 326-327; Ansab, V, 136-
146; Abu Tammam, Naqa5id Jarir wa al-Akhtal, 15-17;
Tabari, II, 474-486; Kamil, IV, 63-65; Aghani, XIX,
i95-198; Tanbih, 266-267.
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appointed a certain Qurashi, 'Amir b. Mas'ud, who was con- 
firmed by Ibn al-Zubair. In Basra, the governor ’Ubaid 
Allah b. Ziyad failed to win the confidence of the tribes
men after they had paid homage to him as governor of the 
territory. As in Syria Mudar, represented by Tamim, 
demanded the recognition of Ibn al-Zubair, Ibn Ziyad saw 
fit to incline towards the Rabi'ah-Azd bloc, and thus gave 
Bakr bountiful rewards and took refuge with Azd. Conse
quently, Malik b. Misma1 renewed the alliance with Azd, 
especially after he was told that Tamim in Khurasan had 
supported the Qaisite, Ibn Khazim, against Bakr. Abu 
'Ubaidah reports that Malik's move was made on the recommen
dation of Ibn Ziyad who wanted to strengthen the support 
he was receiving from Azd against Tamim. He is said to 
have spent more than two hundred thousand dirhams to achieve 
this end. Tamim appointed 'Abd Allah b. al-Harith to Basra 
without having consulted Bakr and Azd, while Ibn Ziyad is 
represented as having wished M a s ’ud al-’Ataki, the Azdite 
chief, to assume responsibility over Basra unti 1 affairs 
had become more settled. Tamim, of course, did not accept 
this situation and they had support from another Mudarite 
tribe, Qais. Thus every tribal bloc was headed by a chief 
and a clash between them became inevitable. Mas'ud who 
was supported by Azd and Bakr went to the great mosque to 
receive the homage of the people, while Malik b. Misrna’ 
together with some Bakrites exploited the situation and 
burnt down several houses belonging to the Tamim as a

5oTabari, II, 466, 508, 530.



reprisal for the slaughter of the Bakr at Harat. When 
Mas'ud was killed in obscure circumstances the relation 
between the two blocs became even more strained. The new 
leader of Azd, Ziyad b. TAmr, formed a pact with Malik of 
Bakr against Mudar (Qais and Tamim) and forced them to sue 
for peace. The Basrans agreed upon the QurashI, al-IIarith 

b. 'Abd Allah, as governor of the territory. The latter, 
however, retired when Ibn al-Zubair sent his representative.0 
Thus Mudar won the advantage because they had demanded 
recognition for Ibn al-Zubair from the very beginning. 
However, the important conclusion to draw from this discord 
is that the most trifling excuse was sufficient for hostility 
to break out between the main tribes. They had become so 
accustomed to hostilities that it seemed a normal condition 

and none of them was willing to sacrifice any portion of 

its independence for the sake of the tranquillity of the 
state.

The troubles mentioned above had their repercussions
in Khurasan and other eastern provinces. Before breathing

his last, Talhah b. 'Abd Allah, the governor of Sijistan,
appointed as his successor a Bakrite of the B. Yashkur.
This appointment infuriated the Mudarites who expelled him,
causing friction between the two factions, each seizing

57control of its own city.

The governor of Khurasan was Salm b. Ziyad who tried to

qc ~ _On this discord see: Naqa'Md, 112-117, 721-744; Ansab,
IV/2, 97-123; Tabari, II, 433-459; Kamil, IV, 55-61;
Dinawari, 279-280, 295.

57 _ _See: Futuh,56o ; Kamil, W .4 3  .
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keep secret the news of the caliph’s death. When he found
that he could no longer do so, he appealed to the people
to pay him homage as governor of the territory. They agreed,
but soon renounced him and he found himself compelled to
escape, leaving behind as his deputy governor the Azdite 

58al-Muhallab. Since Azd were in a minority at that time 
in Khurasan, Bakr saw fit to exploit the situation. When 

Sulaiman b. Marthad al-Bakri met Salm b. Ziyad in Sarkhas
he forced the latter to appoint him as governor of Marw

_ _ _ _ _ - 59al-Rudh, Faryab, Taliqan and Juzajan. Salm was also forced
- 60to appoint another Bakrite, Aws b. Tha'labah, to Harat.

Mudar meanwhile found it humiliating to be ruled by Azd
and Bakr (Rabi'ah). When Salm arrived at Nishapur, where
Qais were predominant, he met the Qaisite Abd Allah b.
Khazim who asked him ironically: "Could you not find a
Mudarite instead of dividing Khurasan between Bakr b. W a ’il
and Mazun 'Uman (Azd)?” jXr'-S cj U|
I? O  U 0 oi A  Salm was forced to give him

a patent to govern the whole of Khurasan and a 100,000
61dirham subsidy. Ibn Khazim now returned to Marw. This

complicated situation made conflict between Bakr and Mudar
inevitable. Al-Muhallab withdrew from the contest and his

62tribe Azd did not take part because they were in a minor
ity. Meanwhile Ibn Khazim was confirmed by Ibn al-Zubair,

58Tabari, II, 488-489.
5 9 Ibid., 489.
6 0 t i* • jIbid.
61Ibid.; Futuh, 582.
62Tabari, II, 489; Kamil, IV, 66.
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but Ibn Marthad forbade the acceptance of this on the pre
text that Ibn al-Zubair was not a caliph,but only a refugee

63 - -in the Ka'bah. Tamim supported Ibn Khazim who did not
belong to them but to Qais which, together with Tamim,
belongs to Mudar. Bakr, however, were not^prepared to
leave Mudar to gobble up Khurasan. Consequently, Ibn
Khazim marched from Marw to Marw al-Rudh against Sulaiman

64b. Marthad and killed him. Ibn Kh’azim then went to
Taliqan where he inflicted another defeat on Bakr and killed

65'Amr b. Marthad, the governor of the city. The Bakrite
fugitives fled to Harat to Aws b. Tha'labah, and Bakr in
general now flocked to Aws and paid him homage provided that

-  -  66he would drive Mudar from Khurasan. The negotiations
opened between the two sides failed because the reply of
Bakr was: "either every last Mudarite is expelled from
Khurasan, or they are allowed to settle there on condition
that they surrender to Bakr all of their property, weapons,

67gold and silver". These conditions indicate the deep-
seated hostility between Bakr (Rabi'ah) and Mudar. Ibn
Khazim is reported to have said as a result: "Rabi'ah always
rages against God, since he raised up the Prophet from 

68Mudar". However, in the battle which ensued, Bakr suffered
69 -heavy losses in lives. Nahar b. Tawsi 1 ah probably refers 

to the misfortune inflicted on his tribe by Ibn.Khazim,

63 -Futuh, 583.
6 ^ Ibid.; Tabari, II, 490.
65T, . .Ibid.
8 8 Tabari, II, 491.
6 7 Ibid., 492-493,
6 8 Ibid., 493.
69 -Ibid., 496; Futuh, 583.
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in the following verse:

Before the rule of Banu Sulaim, we used to 
subject them [our enemies] to the greatest 
disasters.70

^ ̂ ^ oJ I u_. *̂1aw ( dll

Another Bakrite poet is said to have composed the following
verse in which he regrets that they could not avenge the

71killing of 'Amr b. Marthad:

These successive defeats weakened the Bakr in Khurasan, 
so they hastened to ally themselves with Azd when the latter 
increased in number in Khurasan during the governorship of 
al-Muhallab b. Abi Sufrah (78-82). As in Syria, these 
tribal rivalries had political implications, in as much as 
the Mudarites were directly opposing the authority of the 
Umayyads, preferring the rather loose authority of Ibn al- 
Zubair; the Rabi'ites, on the other hand, opposed the 
Zubairids, largely because of their fear and jealousy of 
the Mudarites.

In 66 A.H. al-Mukhtar al-Thaqafi revolted and took
Kufa. One of his zealous followers, al-Muthanna b.
Mukharribah al-'Abdl, was inspired by this success to demand

— 72the recognition of al-Mukhtar in Basra. The governor sent 
a force of Mudarites under the command of al-Ahnaf, the

70 „ _ _ _ _Zamakhshari, Asas al-Balaghah, II, 283; Ibn Manzur, Lisan,
qawara .

71TabarI, II, 491.
72TabarI, II, 680.
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chief of Tamim, who defeated al-Muthanna and the latter
withdrew and took refuge with his tribe 'Abd al-Qais.
Malik b. Mismar and Ziyad b. 'Amr came out with their tribes,
Bakr and Azd respectively against al-Ahnaf who represented
Mudar and wanted to liquidate al-Muthanna, the Rabi'ite,

- 73and impose his will on the tribe of Rabi'ah. Although
Malik and Ziyad had neither affection for al-Muthanna nor
sympathy for his cause, they supported him because of tribal

74solidarity and the affinity of Bakr to ’Abd al-Qais.
Dixon seems to have misunderstood the descent of 'Abd al-

75Qais and decided that this was a Yemenite tribe. Even
tually a settlement was reached, specifying that al-Muthanna

76should quit Basra. In the same year the Kufans revolted
against al-Mukhtar, accusing him of being a soothsayer and
doubting his relationship with Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyyah.

77Rabi’ah was led by two Bakrites m  the ensuing battle.

The Kufans were defeated and more than ten thousand fled
from Kufa to Basra wherein they joined M u s *ab b. al-Zubair

— 78and encouraged him to fight al-Mukhtar. It would appear 
that the majority of Bakr in both Kufa and Basra supported 
Mus'ab. Al-Mukhtar sent to every tribal khums (fifth) one
of his Kufan followers belonging to the same tribe. To Bakr,

- 79 however, he sent the non-Bakrite Sa'id b. Munqidh which

73 - -See Ansab, V, 244; Tabari, II, 682.
74 Ibid.
75Dixon, The Umayyad Caliphate, 52.
7 6 Ibid.; Ansab, V, 244.
7 7 Tabari, II, 652.
7 8 Ibid., 665, 667; Kamil, IV, 112; Dinawarl, 310.
7 9 Tabari, II, 726.
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indicates that Bakr in general were against him and in 
disfavour with him. Moreover, the Bakrite poet Suwaid b.
Abi Kahil later boasted that his tribe had killed al-Mukhtar; 
saying:

I wish I knew when the well-trained she-camel 
would travel to bear the news to the people of 

• the pilgrimage, that we have cut off the head 
of the liar, after stabbings and strikings that 
could rout a multitude.^0

' I I ^̂». !**■**> lit <5-—  ̂ ^
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Iraq was now under the command of Ibn al-Zubair. The 
tribal chiefs were ready to support whomsoever paid the 
most. When Ziyad b. 'Amr al-'Ataki and Malik b. MismaT 
al-Bakri received a letter from al-Mukhtar, promising them 

a reward in this life and the next if they would support his 
cause,they could not hold back their laughter and said:

Q i
"We shall not fight on credit, but for whoever pays cash".
TAbd al-Malik, the Umayyad caliph, took full advantage of 

this in his conflict with Mus'ab. In any case, the Bakrites 
were not prepared to accept the rule of the Zubairids. The 
relations between^ the two sides had not been good from the 

beginning. We have seen that Bakr stood against Mudar who 
demanded the recognition of Ibn al-Zubair in Basra. The 

chief of Bakr, Malik b. Misma', was pro-Umayyad. He con
fronted Hamzah b. 'Abd Allah b. al-Zubair, the governor of 
Basra, and dismissed him forcibly because Hamzah had imposed

8 9Dinawari, 314.
8 1 Ansab, V, 245; Tabari, II, 683.
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82strict controls on the allocation of public funds. This 

occasion was celebrated by the Bakrite poet, al-'Udail b. 
al-Farkh, in his praise of Malik, which sheds light on the 
strength of some tribal chiefs, especially when confronted 
by weak governors:

Whenever we fear an injustice by an amir, we 
call out to Abu Ghassan £i.e. Malik] who will 
form an encampment_ [with troops].
Whenever Abu Ghassan is refused his demand, 
he strives to assume command.
0 Banu Misma1, if it were not for God.and you, 
people would not have rejected such forbidden 
actions.&3
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When Mus'ab came to Basra he was welcomed and supported by
Tamim whose chief al-Ahnaf became one of his closest confi- 

84dants, Mus'ab was not pleased with Bakr, because they had
supported their sister tribe Taghlib against the Mudarite

85 ~Qais in Mesopotamia. The Bakrite poet, A'sha Rabi'ah
visited Abd al-Malik and found him reluctant to despatch an
army to fight Ibn al-Zubair. He satirized the Zubairids,
portraying them as misers unsuitable for carrying out the
tasks of the caliphate. He encouraged 'Abd al-Malik to
fight the Zubairids, being the rightful caliph. The verses
concerned are:

82See Ansab, V, 265; Kamil, IV, 118; 'Ibar, III, 71-72.
S3Ansab, V, 265; Aghani, XXII, 339; Kamil, IV, 118; 'Urndah, 

II, 76.
S4Tabarr, II, 750, 806.
S5Ansab, V, 318-319.
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The Zubairids' affair with the Caliphate is 
like the one who, in haste, wanted his she- 
camel to become pregnant and, as a result, 
made her sterile.
Or they are like a weak animal overloaded, 
and thus lost all its load.
Rise up to fight and do not neglect them.
How much have you abetted the misguided.
The Caliphate is your right not theirs, 
you remain its pillars and stays.
They ^Zubairids] have become a lock on the 
•wealth, so rise with your good luck, to unlock 
the doors.86

£ — 
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However, 'Abd al-Malik sought to instigate a tribal revolt 

in his favour in Iraq. He sent letters to the Bakrite chief, 
Malik b. Misma’, and others promising them rewards if they

against the virtual treachery of his entourage when he said:

Convey to Mus'ab a message from me - and you 
will not find a sincere adviser in every valley. 
Be sure that most of those you take as confidants 
are real ememies however close you drawuthem to

'Abd al-Malik sent in 70 A.H. Khalid b. 'Abd Allah to demand

w Pcn I ..o I li j I
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would support his cause.87 Suwaid b. Manjuf warned Mus'ab

you .88

8 6Aghani, XVIII, 134; 'Asakir, VII, 375, 376.
8 7Ansab, IV/2, 157.
^ A n s a b ^  V, 343; Abu Tammam, Kitab al-Wahshiyyat, 98;

Hayawan, V, 594.
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recognition for the Umayyads in Basra. Khalid took refuge 

with the Bakrite chief, Malik b. Misma', and they were 
joined by Azd under the leadership of Ziyad al-'Atakl, 
mainly because of the alliance between Bakr and Azd. Yazid 
b. Dahna> boasts that his tribe protected Khalid, and that 
his people were the best to support Quraish whenever 
'threatened:

And we gave protection to Khalid when 
men had seriously taken up arms 
[against himj .
Whenever Quraish are frightened and seek 
protection, we prove to be the best 
protectors. ̂ 9
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On the other hand, Mudar supported 'Umar al-Makhzumi, 
Mus'ab's governor of Basra.

The resultant battle of al-Jufrah lasted for 24 days.
Mus'ab sent reinforcements from Kufa to his governor, who
was able to suppress the insurrection, and Malik fled to
Yamamah, not returning to Basra until Mus'ab had been 

90killed. The Bajcrites were never to forget their defeat 
or to forgive Mus'ab. 'Abd al-Malik marched on Iraq and met 
Mus'ab's army at Maskin in 71 A.H. The leader of

— — Q9Bakr in Kufa, Dawud b. Qahdham, deserted the battlefield.

89 - -Marzubani, 509.
90 - _On al-Jufrah. see: Ansab, IV/2 , 155-157; Naqa’i<j, 749-750;

Tabari', II, 799-803; Kamil, IV, 128-129; Bakri, II, 387;
Mu'jam, II, 93.

91 — ~ _Tabari, II, 800; Dinawari, 318; Muruj, III, 112; 'Ibar,
III, 76.
Ansab, V, 334.
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Al-Ya'qubi says that the majority of those who deserted
- 93Mus'ab were from Rabi'ah (Bakr and 'Abd al-Qais). Al- 

M a s ’udi reports that Rabi'ah deserted M u s ’ab because the
latter had killed the son of Ziyad al-Bakri (al-Nabi’),

— 94 - _one of the Bakri chiefs. When ’Isa b. Mus'ab advised
his father to leave for Hijaz the latter refused, on the
pretext that he would not like to hear Quraish speak about

„ 95his having fled because Rabi'ah had deserted him.
The poet of the Zubairids, 'Ubaid Allah b. Qais al-Ruqayyat,
rebuked Bakr, he says in a poem: "Bakr ibn W a ’il did not
act faithfully in the cause of GodV. 93 u  P  ^

J  J  A  The Bakri poet, ’Ubaid Allah b. Ziyad b.
Zabyan, whose brother al-Nabi' was killed by Mus'ab, is
reported to have cut off Mus'ab's head and brought it to
'Abd al-Malik, boasting and reciting the following:

We obey kings as far as they do justice to 
us, but their killing is not forbidden to 
us, [if they do not do justice}. ̂

b-vb bj to ^

It would appear that 'Ubaid Allah's first priority was to
avenge his brother's death. He is described as one of the 

- 98futtak i .e.,exceptionally daring killers. It appears

93Y a 'qubi, II, 31.
94Muruj, III, 114.
95TabarI, II, 807.
96 * - -Ibid., 812; Diwan 'Ubaid Allah b. Qais al-Ruqayyat, 196.
97 - -Ansab, V, 332, 340; Anon., Musannaf Majhul, XI, 5, 'Iqd,

IV, 411.
93Muftabbar, 213.
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that tribal bias dominated his orientation. It is said 
that he later regretted not having killed the caliph, 'Abd 
al-Malik, when the latter fell prostrate on seeing the head 
of Mus'ab. Ubaid Allah said-:

I considered it but I did not act. Would 
to God I had acted and left his relatives ever 
.bathed in tears, bringing Bakr ibn Wa'il into 
a fire of revenge , and joining the prostrator 

■ in thanks fAbd al-Malikl to his fellow 
[Mus ' ab[j
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In another fragment, 'Ubaid Allah boasts of himself and of 
his tribe for taking revenge on Mus'ab for the killing of 
his brother:

As long as 'Ubaid Allah remains alive, he 
will continue to move around in spite of 
his enemy.

We have killed Ibn al-Zubair and cut off 1nn 
his head for'the head of al-Nabi* b. Ziyad.
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In a third fragment, 'Ubaid Allah arrogantly boasts that he 
avenged his brother by killing eighty members of B. Fihr to 
whom Mus'ab belonged, and declares his aim of killing another 
twenty, considering that to be a matter of pride for him , 
among the Bakrites:

99 'Iqd, IV, 411. 
■^^Mubarrad, IV, 44.
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Mus'ab presumed that I had forgotten fthe 
murder ofj Nabi’; and how miserable was 
what Mus'ab presumed.
By God,’I will never forget him as long as 
the sun rises, and as long as a star appears 
in the night.
You pounced on him unjustly and killed him.
You will be vanquished by the evil of a severe 
day of mine.
I have killed for him eighty of the tribe of 
Fihr b. Malik, youth and aged.
My hand is in pledge [to kill anotherJ twenty, 
or let me be wept by wailing women on a woeful 
morning.
Can I raise my head high among Bakr b. Wa*il 
while. I have not seen my sword dripping /“enough? 
blood.

Having crushed Mus'ab and his followers in Iraq, 'Abd 
al-Malik was able to concentrate his war effort against Ibn 
al-Zubair in Hijaz, whereas the Umayyad caliphate had been 
impotent to take any action against him for the past few 
years. 'Abd al-Malik's aims materialised when the commander 

of his expedition, al-Hajjaj, was able to kill Ibn al-Zubair 
after a siege of not less than six months. The Zubairids 
party which successfully competed with the Umayyads for the 
caliphate for a period of about nine years, was thus liqui
dated. The Zubairids strongly believed that only the most 
fit Qurashi was.eligible to rule; that 'Abd Allah b. al- 
Zubair was more fit for the caliphate than Yazid b. Mu'awiyah 
or even than Mu'awiyah himself; and that the hereditary form

A 5> bJ i ,ir> d-j-b C'.
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10:lMu'jam, IV, 530-531.
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-  102 of rule, inaugurated by Mu'awiyah, was illegal.

As expected, many Bakrite poets celebrated the defeat 
of the Zubairids. Moreover, it was an occasion exploited 
by some of them to laud the Umayyads as being having more 
right to the caliphate, Al-Ba'ith al-Yashkuri, for example, 
was delighted that Mus'ab, his son 'Isa and some prominent 
supporters of the Zubairids were killed. He boasts that 
his fellow tribesmen were instrumental in defeating the 
Zubairids, and extols the Umayyads' merits; saying:

When we realized that things had become 
inverted - that those in the forefront were 
about to be relegated to the rear, we waited 
for the command of God to be fully unfolded, 
accepting none but one of the Umayyads as 
ruler.
And it was we who killed Mus'ab, and the son 
of M u s ’ab - that member of the tribe of Asad - 
as weil as the Yemeni, the Nakha'i. And our 
eagle of death passed over Muslim.
It struck at him, so he fell slain.
We gave Ibn Sidan a sufficient cup of death 
which satisfied us, and the best of things is 
that which satisfies.^03
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In a poem, Sulaiman al-Hanafi rejoices at the uprooting of 
the Zubairids and the return of the Umayyad rule to Iraq.

102 -  —  -  _See al-Hufi, Adab al-Siyasah fi al-'Asr al-Umawi,
116-117;

103 — - -Ansab, V, 342; Anon., Musannaf Majhul, XI, 9; Tabari,
II, 810.
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He describes Ibn al-Zubair as a lunatic unable to shoulder 
the responsibilities of the caliphate, and accuses him of 
devouring the revenues of Iraq, The verses concerned are:

We prayed to the All-hearing [God] who answered 
our prayers and H e .is not deaf to the prayers 
of his servants.
He saved us from the unjust Banu al-'Awwam, 
and chose for us a righteous caliph from Banu 
al-Hakam.
He is an experienced striker whose sword is 
never turned aside, whose enemy becomes sub
missive and humble before him.
Ibn al-Zubair suffered from madness which could 
only be cured by an arrow to heal him of his 
insanity.
He wanted to rule but the affairs of the 
Caliphate left him hopeless, so that he took 
refuge in the corner of the House [i':e. al- 
Ka'bahj and the Holy Sanctuary.
He deceived us by reading the Book of God, 
while his belly did not leave dates enough 
even for the collector of dates.
He reduced the stipends of the Two Cities 
[Basra and Kufa] in order to devour them, and 
was not afraid of the punishment of the merciful 
God..104
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Al-Nabighah al-Shaibani in his praise of 'Abd al-Malik con
siders the uprooting of the Zubairids as a source of pride 

to ‘Abd al-Malik, and claims that the clan of A1 Abi al-'As

1-^Ansab, ^  3 7 3 ; Anon., Musannaf.. Majhul, XI, 76.
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is the best of Quraish, and that fAbd al-Malik is the 
inheritor of Quraish, i.e., he is the most eligible for the 
caliphate:

You removed from us TA1 al-Zubair, and if it 
were an Imam other, than you, people would 
not be pious.
Justly do you rule over the people of Islam 

and distribute booty amongst them , and you are 
sincere to God.
Now the A1 Abi al-’As have generous qualities. 
They are illustrious, noble and diffuse favours. 
They are the best of Quraish, truly the best 
of them.
They are earnest even when they are witty.
As for the Quraish, you are the inheritor.
You prevent them from sowing discord when they

The Zubairids, on the other hand, attracted some 
Bakrites who appear to have been of no considerable import
ance, as we do not find any impact of their alliance on 

the Zubairids during the fighting that decided the fate of

certain Bakrites who lamented M u § rab and 'Abd Allah have 
survived. In addition to portraying the great calamity 
caused by their death, these fragments contain some principles 
of the Zubairid .party such as their fitness and eligibility 
for the caliphate, their piety and priority over the

aspire to power.105

the latters in Iraq. However, a few elegiac fragments by

^ ^ Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 106-107.
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Umayyads. Na'im al-Shaibani, for example, considers their 
demise as a loss for both religion and life in this world; 
saying:

After M u s 1ab and his brother, all have 
disowned’this religion. So we have wept 
for the religion and the world because 
the religion and this world are things to ■ 
be grieved for. Every year he [Mus'ab] 
used to give us the stipend twice,*and in 
his rain [i.e. generosity] we enjoyed our 
summer and spring. __
G o d ’s greetings to the son of the Hawari of
the Prophet. God alone gives and withholds.
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’Amr.b. M a ’mar al-Dhuhli laments M u s 'ab and 'Abd Allah in 
an elegy, condoles himself, considers them to be better 
than TAbd al-Malik and that they were more eligible to the 
Caliphate than him:

By your life, in no way am I in need of the 
people, nor am I confused in my inclinations, 
nor unstead.
When M u s 1ab called me, I responded to him and 
said: ’Welcome to you'^
Your father is the Hawari and the sword of 
the Prophet.
By the grace of God, you have the best father 
among u s .
And your brother whose light is sought for 
guidance, was calling us from Mecca for Godly 
recompensation.
I did not have two faces, to turn a sick face 
to M u s ' ab 'and another to [’Abd al-Malik] the 
son of Marwan who turned renegade.
I acted faithfully to him and did not prefer
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106’Asakir, VII, 422.
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Ibn Marwan to him, nor did I seek closeness to 
'Abd al-Malik by anything that might pain the 

eyes ol Mus'ab. And, for the sake of God, X 
acted faithfully to Mus'ab until calamities 
struck him with their arrow. And how severe 
and straight their arrow was] _
If time has destroyed Mus'ab, and 'Abd Allah 
has been cut to pieces, everyone has to sip 
the cup of death, howsoever he tries to avoid 
it or be afraid of it.1 0 ?
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'Arfajah b. Sharlk, a member of the B. Qais b. Tha'labah, 
appears to have been shocked by the death of Mus'ab. He 

elegized him, praising his generosity, and ability, and 
cursing 'Abd al-Malik:

What about Ibn Marwan - may God blind him 
and may he not fulfil his desires and gain 
booty.
He Clbn-'Marwan] seeks salvation while his 
cavalry has killed a mighty and noble hero 
[i.e. M u s 1ab].
O son of the Hawari, how many are your 
favours which will preoccupy others if they 
endeavour to achieve them.
You were made to bear the responsibility 
and so you did endure every difficult affair.

10V'Asakir, VII, 422-423.
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The noble endures if he is made to bear 
responsibility .1°°
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Suwaid b. Manjuf, in a passionate elegy, portrays the great 
calamity caused by their death, the humiliation and the 

loss of direction that followed:

Tell this stubborn accuser that the nights 
have become too long, after Mus'ab and his 
brother, the refugee in the House £i.e. al- 
Ka'bah] .
Our noses have been hacked off.
And we have become like goats whose shepherds 
are absent, untended in the darkness and prey 
to wolves.
Time has attacked us with teeth and claws, and 
the Syrians have begun to strike our country 
[Iraq] with arrows sharpened to hit their mark; 
so shall I remain weeping for them as long as 
I am alive and I will continue to praise them; 
and for this I cannot be blamed.
Both faith and worldly affairs have been stricken 
by a grave calamity.
How great were they in the protection of the 
faithful - and what more is required after that. 
For them I pray to God and to them I raise my 
lamentations like that of the ever-wailing 
woman bereft of her child. The two cities 
[Basra and Kufa] are suffering sadness and 
humiliation, and the people of Mecca and Yathrib 
are humiliated.
The persons whom I wish were alive are replaced 
by those belonging to Dhu Kala', Yahsub, 1A k k , 
Lakhm, al-Sukun and a gang composed'of savage 
races and Slavic rabble.
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*0 8 Ansab, V, 343; Anon., Musannaf Majhul, XI, 11. 
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Although the support of Bakr was critical to 'Abd 
al-Malik's position in Iraq, it seems that he did not forget 
that Bakr nourished a traditional enmity towards Mudar. 

However, he suborned the tribal leaders with lavish sub
sidies and left it to them to ensure the compliance of their

110 -  -  -  followers. Thus Dawud b. Qahdham al-Bakri went at the
head of two hundred Bakrites to Damascus to make a public
profession of loyalty. When they left 'Abd al-Malik, the
latter was reported to have said: "None of these scoundrels
would have paid me^ homage but for the example of their 

111chief".

Bakr might have seen in the appointment of al-Hajjaj 
over Iraq as a triumph for Mudar. The Bakrite poet, al- 
'Udail b. al-Farkh, suborned the people of Iraq against the

110'Iqd, IV, 410.
111TabarI, II, 816.
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new governor:

Leave aside cowardice, 0 men of Iraq, for 
whoever fails to fight is humiliated and 
taken captive.
Al-Hajjaj has certainly unsheathed his 
sword, so be upright and let none desert 
[the f ightingj . ̂ 2  .

O 0— <J> l ^ J I  L
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Another Bakrite poet warned the Iraqis about al-Hajjaj's 
malice and tyranny:

Beware, beware, the lion [i.e. al-Hajjaj] 
is grinding his dog-teeth, and breaking against 
you sockets of arrows out of malice.

I C j L - h  L i b  t  d L /  L  c h - d j  I ^  I j 1 C j > -

When al-Hajjaj reduced the 1 ata? (stipend) from the
amount which had been approved by Mus'ab, he provoked a
rebellion in 76 A.H. led by 'Abd Allah b. al-Jarud who aimed

- 114at getting rid of al-Hajjaj. The Bakrites of Kufa, under
- - - 115the leadership of Ghadban al-Shaibani, joined in the

rebellion together with their fellow tribesmen of Basra. A
Bakrite poet is said to have composed the following rajaz
in which he lauds the leader of the insurgents, predicts
that even the caliph himself will be deposed, and boasts
that it were his people who killed Mus'ab and his son 'Isa,
who although being the bitterest enemies of the caliph,
belonged to the same Quraishite stock:

119 „ „Aghani, XXII, 340.113Majma', I, 24.
1 1 4 -  -Tabari, II, 874; Anon., Musannaf Majhul, XI, 281 .
115Tabaqat, 401.
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How worthy is ’Abd Allah to guide, and to 
lead a huge army, composed of the noble war 
heroes of the two Iraqs [i.e. Basra and KufaJ , 
to dethrone the mighty caliph.
They have put a chief in charge of their 
affairs.
What a noble and great leader he isj_
It was we who killed Mus'ab and 'Isa a n d ^ g  
how many of their heroes we have killed!

£ £ £
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Al-Hajjaj was brought to the verge of destruction, but was
rescued by his tribe Qais who decided not to allow a Qaisite
to be murdered and plundered. Ibn al-Jarud was killed in

117the. battle and his followers defeated. The Bakrite poet
A'sha Shaiban further angered al-Hajjaj by elegizing Ibn
T T 1 11 8al-Jarud.

Another revolt during the governorship of al-Hajjaj
was that of Ibn al-Ash’ath primarily directed against 

119al-Hajjaj, then at getting rid of the Syrians and the 
120caliph himself. Although the Iraqi tribes joined Ibn

al-Ash'ath, the revolt was not free of tribal 'asabiyyah.
One can infer that it was an effort made by Yemenites to 
break the Mudarite domination. Thus Ibn al-Ash’ath assumed

116 Anon., Musannaf Majhul, XI, 282.
117 - * - -Tabari, II, 874; ICamil, IV, 158; Anon., Musannaf Majhul,

XI, 287.
118AghanI, XVIII, 135.
1 1 9Tabari, II, 1054-1055; Ansab, VII, Ms, fol. 20. 
1 2 0 TabarI, II, 1057-1058.
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-  -  121  122 the title Nasir al-Mu’minin, minted money, defied
123the Quraish, and saw himself as a leader who would

124restore the ancient Qahtanite Kingdom. Due to the
alliance between Bakr and the Azdites, we would expect to
find the Bakrites strongly supporting the cause of Ibn al-
Ash 'ath. It is reported that the first who declared in
favour of deposing the caliph was the Bakrite, Tijan b.

125 —Abjar. Rabi’ah was under the leadership of the Bakrite
Bistam al-Shaibani who epitomized the regional feeling by
saying: "I would rather die with the Iraqis than live with 

126the Syrians". While the famous Mudarite poets kept
silent, the prominent poets of the revolution were the 
Yemenite A'sha Hamdan, and the Bakrite Abu Jildah al-Yashkuri. 
Earlier Abu Jildah was among those closest to al-Hajjaj who. 
had delegated him to ask for the hand of Umm Kulthum,

— 1 27daughter of ’Abd Allah b. Ja'far. When Ibn al-Ash'ath
revolted, Abu Jildah joined him and was reported to have
been among the fiercest in instigating rebellion against al- 

_ 128Hajjaj. He physically participated in the revolt and was
129killed in one of its battles. The tribal partiality of

1 2 1  -  -  -  —Tanbih, 227; Maqdisi, al-Bad' wa al-Tarikh, VI, 35.
122See Walker, A Catalogue of the Muhammadan Coins in the 

British Museum, I, 117; Kritzeck and Winder, The World 
of Islam, 95.

123See Tabari, II, 1075.
1 2.4 1 - - _Tanbih, 227; Maqdisi, al-BadJ wa al-Tarikh, VI, 35.
1 2 5Tabari, II; 1057.
1 26 *Ibid., 1089.
1 2 7Aghani, XI, 310.
128-nIbid.
129Ibid.
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Abu Jildah overcame his strong personal relationship with 

al-Hajjaj. The militant idea that governed his mind and 
transpired in his poetry considers sometimes that the revolt 
is a military conflict with al-Hajjaj while at some other 
times it shows that the conflict is with the Syrians them
selves. He was optimistic about the revolution and expected 

al-Hajjaj to be killed or defeated. He recited the follow
ing verses in this theme:

We have brought horses from Zaranj.
Hajjaj you have no way to escape from us.
Our spears will split your body open, 

or you will have to flee - for fleeing i Qnn'V'Am-'i ato -Fr'iV* ,!7aii 130

In a.poem, Abu Jildah instigates the people of Iraq in the 

battle of al-Zawiyah against the Syrians. He incites courage 
in an emotional way, reprimands the Iraqis for their cowardly

describes the Syrians as Christians defiling women who are 

shown as hopelessly crying for help; the verses concerned 
are:

By my life, the Syrians are cleverer in 
striking by lances, and more vehement in the 
protection of things that are feared to lead 
to disgrace.
They advanced on horses with bleeding throats 
when the hair of foreheads whiten because of 
the terrible encounter.
Hastily we fled from our sons, families and 
wives when we were confronted by broad swords. 
We became cowards although there is no refuge

I -T" 'jj ^

flight, and reminds them of the Syrians' advance. He

130 -Anon., Musannaf Majhul, XI, 329.
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from Death.
Shame on those miserly souls.
We left the plains of Iraq for them, and we 
fled on the powerful and tall A'wajite horses. 
So, tell the women to mourn for people other 
than us, for only barking dogs may weep over 
us. They cried for help for fear of being ex
posed to the spears of the Christians and their 
sharp swords. And they called us saying : 
where flee you who were angry at the exposure 
of our [women’s] anklets and ornaments. No 
one of you felt jealous for his wife, nor any 
did bachelor care for the maidens* [honour] .
y c LJ f h^.,1 L  ̂ b.t~ j I ^
LwcJ 1 ̂  lst-U I 0?°  ̂i 5 I wO I 1
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When Ibn al-Ash*ath was defeated in the decisive battle of 
Dair al-Jamajim in 82, Abu Jildah, in a fragment, expressed 

his deep sorrow for this defeat and blamed his countrymen, 
the Iraqis, who did not persevere in the fighting, and 
thereby deserted their religion and worldly position; the 
verses concerned are:

0 , all my sadness and sorrow, and the grief 
covering my heart for {[the defeat] we faced.
We have deserted both faith and earthly 
concerns, and abandoned our wives and children.

'Mu’talif^ 79; Aghani, XI, 311; Abu Tammam, Kitab al- 
Wahshiyyat, 29; Sbajari, 64-65.

dLb
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We were not such believers in religion as 
to endure when we were subjected to a test.
Nor were we people of earthly concerns to 
protect them even if we did not seek religious 
piety .

We left our houses at the mercy of the ignoble 
of 1 Akk, the Nabateans of the villages, and the 
A s h 'arites.132

i . l * J  i j — i , Lj

Iraq was now brought under the strict control of al- 

Hajjaj who continued to hold the governor of Iraq and the 
east until his death shortly before the demise of the 
caliph al-Wal'id b. 'Abd al-Malik in 96 A.H. The new caliph, 
Sulaiman, had been hostile to al-Hajjaj and his adherents,
especially towards Qutaibah b. Muslim, the governor of

— — 133Khurasan, because of their efforts to block his succession.
134Qutaibah realized that his deposition was imminent. He,

therefore, revolted and tried to win the support of the Arab
tribes for his cause. However, his appeal was to no avail,
and he went out of his mind and broke into abusive reproach

135of the tribes in a public address. From the very begin
ning, however, the Bakrites had been opposed to him simply 
because he was a Qaisite and a supplanter of the Azdite

1 39 -  -  -  _Aghani, XI, 312-313; Tabari, II, 1102; Kamil, IV, 200.
133 - ' -See Naqa!id, 353; Tabari, II, 1274, 1284.
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1 34  -
1 Tabari, II, 1284.
1 3 3 * -  - -Naqa’id, 354; Futuh, 594; Tabari, 1287.
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Yazid b. al-Muhallab. The Bakrite poet, Nahar b. Tawsi'ah,
received Qutaibah with the following satirical verses in
which he declared his preference of Ibn al-Muhallab over 
Qutaibah:

Khurasan was a land, where, when Yazid was
there, every door of prosperity was open.
But now it has received instead Qutaibah 
of the grasping fingers whose face seems 

• as if it were besprinkled with vinegar.

-'-eo j > I L,Oj  ̂  b v  ‘ b
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In another fragment, Nahar says preferring Ibn al-Muhallab 
over Qutaibah:

O Qutaibah, we said when you came to us:
You are indeed a_bad replacement for the 
praiseworthy Yazid. *^7

in ■ <£> ̂ O *̂y0 CJyO—xl J Jb 1. »■* /1 d 1 bis kX9 l»— ^

The Bakrite chief, al-Hudain b. al-Mundhir, had been con-
138cealing bitter hatred for Qutaibah in his heart. Azd

and Bakr had begun secret negotiations to mutiny against 
Qutaibah. They offered the leadership to the Bakrite, al- 

Hudain, who was farsighted when he decided to turn down the 
leadership in favour of the Tamimite chief, fearing that 
Tamlm, the largest and most powerful tribe in Khurasan, 

would stick to Qutaibah out of 'asabiyyah if they were

138 _ _M u ’talif, 193; Shu'ara', 537; ’Uyun, III, 155; Mu'jam,
I, 843; fIqd, II, 146.

:l'3 7 Shu,ara,, 537; Wafayat, VI, 290.
138’Asakir, IV, 375.
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1 QQchallenged by the Azd-Bakr bloc, even though they them

selves were displeased with Qutaibah, The mutiny was led 
by Waki' b. Hassan al-Tamiml and Qutaibah was easily dis
posed of. The Bakrite poets celebrated arrogantly the 
so-called victory. Nahar b. Tawsi'ah for example, boasts 
that his tribe shed Qutaibah's- blood, and castigates him 
as a tyrant:

When we found the Bahill, Ibn Muslim, had 
become a tyrant, we struck off his head with
a sharp s w o r d .  ̂ -40 

1 dl— 1 pLuw ^jl&UJl UĴ

Al-Hudain b . al-Mundhir boasts that his Azdite allies had 
killed Qutaibah, and thus assisted the Tamlmites to take 
their revenge. He says that Qutaibah was killed by the 
swords of two Azdites and a Tamimite who'is portrayed as 
ugly and weak. By this description al-Hudain refers to 
the Tamimite chief Waki'. This shows that the co-operation 
between Bakr and Tamlm was only a provisional arrangement 
arrived at for the sole aim of getting rid of the common 
enemy, Qutaibah, and that even during such a period of 
co-operation the Bakrite leader could not conceal his spite
ful feeling towards his traditional opponent. The verses 
concerned are:

Ibn Sa'd and Ibn Zahr struck alternatively 
with their swords at the head of the crowned 
hero [i.e. Qutaibah] . Banu Minqar could not 
avenge their blood-feud with Qais 'Ailan but

■^^Naqa’icl, 358; Futuh, 595; Tabari, II, 1289-1290.
1 4 0 - 'Naqa id, 364; Tabari, II, 1301.
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with the fhelp] of Azd ancl Madhhi j .
On that evening when we came with Ibn 
Zahr and you [Banu Tamim] came with flbn 
S a ’d] the dark-lipped, the one with_marked 
arms, the blackish deaf man of Ghudan 
whose forehead is like a blot of ink on 
a leather with scrawlings on i t .444

O Y U 1 yiUo
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Sulaiman now entrusted Iraq and the East to Yazid b.
al-Muhallab and Azd came to power but for a short while.

Sulaiman died in 99 and his successor ’Umar II imprisoned
Ibn al-Muhallab,because the latter did not deliver to the
treasury its share of the booty from his expeditions in

142Jurjan and Tabaristan. Having heard of ’U m a r ’s mortal
illness, Ibn al-Muhallab escaped from his prison and revolted
in Iraq against the new caliph Yazid II,who was indignant
with Ibn al-Muhallab,because the latter had ill-treated the

- 143family of al-Hajjaj. The cause of this revolt was trifling
therefore it was due merely to a personal hostility between
Ibn al-Muhallab and the new caliph. Wellhausen’s attempt
to find in this revolt a struggle between Azd-Rabi’ah and 

- 144Qais-Tamim is not borne out by our sources. Despite the 
traditional alliance of Bakr and Azd, the Bakrites were

1 4 1 Naqa’id, 362; Tabari, II, 1297.
4 4 2 TabarI, II, 1350; Futuh, 471.
1 4 3 Tabari, II, 1359-1360.
4 4 4 WeIlhausen, (Eng. trans.) The Arab Kingdom and its Fall, 

31! .
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tardy in offering their support in this case. Some Bakrites

supported the revolt because of lavish subsidies from Ibn
al-Muhallab, while others led by ’Imran b. Misma' joined
the revolt for selfish reasons; the governor of Basra having
not appointed ’Imran to the leadership of Bakr but one of
his cousins, Nuh b. Shaiban, who led the Bakrite khums

145(fifth) of Basra against Ibn al-Muhallab. Even Azd in
Iraq were divided in their support for the revolt. Al-
Mughirah al-'Atakl is reported to have led the Azdite khums

146 - -of Basra against the revolt. In Khurasan, Azd, Bakr
147and other tribes refused to support Ibn al-Muhallab.

They saw no reason to revolt probably because they were
satisfied with the policies of ’Umar II and the new caliph,
Yazid II, who had not so far changed the governor of the 

148province. Ibn al-Muhallab was defeated and killed at the
battle of al-’Aqr in 102 A.H. The Bakrite.poet, al- 
Nabighah al-Shaibani, thereupon celebrated the occasion, 
praised the caliph and his leader and congratulated him on 
his triumph. He says:

You have destroyed the contingents of the 
Azdite [ibn al-Muhallab] with an army leader 
who loves encounters.
When he meets and fights heroes, he kills 
or surrounds them.
With the swords he cuts down the mighty and 
powerful, and acts daringly whenever the 
flag is dyed [with blood].
You have exterminated the people's enemy

14 5 —Tabari, II, 1381.
146Tabari, II, 1381.
147See Tabari, II, 1390; Kamil, V, 30.
1 4R -Shaban, The ’Abbasid Revolution, 94-95.
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and forgiven others in order to spare
blood.

L+ijJ (_£ * D h i  C-4->lyaS 
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In 116 A.H., the Murji’ite al-Harith b. Suraij al- 
Tamiml revolted in Khurasan. He took most of the province 
with the exception of Marw and Abarshahr (Nishapur). When 
he advanced towards Marw, the Qaisite governor 1 Asim al-
Hilall realized that part of the population there, probably

- - 150part of the B. Tamim, were in league with al-Harith.
151The governor won the first encounter, but when he knew 

that he was deposed by the caliph, Hisham, and that Asad 
al-Qasri, who was reckoned a Yemenite had been appointed to 
replace him, he attempted to reach an agreement with al- 
Harith provided that .they would call upon the caliph to

152appeal to the Book of God and the Sunnah of the Prophet.
The Bakrite chief in Khurasan at that time was Yahya b. 

al-Hudain who prevented the governor from doing so on the
pretext that this.agreement amounted to a revolt against

- - 153 -Amir al-Mu’m i n m .  Yahya 1 s action was not taken on behalf
of the Umayyads. It must be viewed in the light of tribal
relations at that time. Both the rebel and the deposed

149  _  _  _  _Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 49-50.
1 50  -Tabari, II, 1568-1569.
1 5 1 Ibid., 1570-1572.
1 5 2 Ibid., 1576-1577.
153Ibid., 1577.
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governor came originally from Mu$ar, while the new governor 
was reckoned as being from Yemen and in alliance with Bakr. 
Thus it was to be expected that the Bakrite chief would try 

to play the two Mudarite sides a dirty trick in the name 
of the national interest. Yahya succeeded and al-Harith 
was defeated and withdrew to Marw al-Rudh',. The Bakrite 
poet, Khalaf b. Khalifah, seized this opportunity to praise 
the strength of his tribe and of its leader, Yahya, as well 
as to remind the Umayyads of the great role played by Bakr 
to protect their rule. He counts the favours of his tribe 
to the Umayyads in safeguarding their caliphate which was 
about to be snatched from their hands, and reminds them 

that it was his tribe that killed Ibn al-Zubair,and that it 
was his tribe that rendered Ibn Suraij's revolt in Khurasan 
to a failure and thereby safeguarded Khurasan. . He reveals 
the innermost desire of Bakr as a wish to be well-treated 
and trusted. He frankly calls upon Hisham, the caliph,to 
reconsider his attitude towards the tribes in the light of 
their services to the Umayyads. He calls upon the caliph 
to meet loyalty with loyalty. The verses concerned are the 
following:

The anxiety of your [my] heart yearns but for 
unity, and it is impossible for you to sleep, 
although you are not listening to a singer 
nor you are trying to listen to an entertaining 
singer.
We have safeguarded the rule of Umayyah. And 
we march proudly to prevent it from being 
terrorized.
We defend it and its rule, when we find that 
its hands are not capable of defence.
The old unity between us and Umayyah could not 
but break off.
Did we not snatch off the head of Ibn al-Zubair, 
and did we not wrest from him the power.
We kept the caliphate in the hands of those
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who deserved it [i.e. the Umayyads] , when 
people wrestled to snatch it .
We supported Umayyah with the mashrifite 
swords when they were about to be stripped 

of power.
To us belongs the one who united the people 
of Iraq._ _
Had Yahya been absent, the frontier [KhurasanJ 
would have been lost. We undid the plots 
of Ibn Suraij who had perfected them as far 
as he could.
He [Yahya3 is wise; his sayings are wisdom 
which unite when people want disunity.
In a blind moment when they had resolved to 
revolt , we wrecked the resolution of the 
violators.
Were it not for the leader of Wa*il, no chief 
would have been able to defend himself. 
Therefore, tell Umayyah to observe our favours 
and services which have not been evaluated.
Do you turn your attention from the killing 
of our chieftains, while we persevere in 
adhering to your rights!
Is the one, who did not sell you to buyers, 
like the one who found bidder and soldi? 
Despite your [Banu Umayyah] behaviour, Ibn 
Hudain could not have but carried out his 
responsibility and followed you.
Were al-Harith safe from the W a ’ilites, he 
must have terrorized you as he did terrorize 
others.
He was a proud and mischievous man who spread 
misguidance.
We saved Umayyah from the evil of the letter 
in which ' Asim obeyed [al-Harith] .
Were it not for the positions of our flags in 
the armies, the troops would have feared 
destruction.
Our old [allegiance] is continued by our new 
[allegiance] , but Umayyah refuse but to break 
off relations. These stores of our deeds bene
fit others; while we have never known them to 
be beneficial.
Then, where is loyalty to the faithful? 
Thankfulness is better than ingratitude.
Then, how is the_preservation of the good 
deeds of Banu W a ’il for the times of need ; 
since good deeds are exchanged between the 
people.
Do you not know that our swords quench the 
thirst for revenge and cure headaches?
When Ibn Hudain marches with the flag, he 
signals to the eagles and hyenas [to eat the 
corpses of the enemy] .
When Ibn Hudain marches with the flag, people 
of fortresses surrender. Ibn Hudain kindles 
the war, when he marches with his flag, while
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154Ma'add suffer a state of destruction.
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Hisham died in 125 A.H. His successor was Walid II
155who ruled in the Qais (Mudar) interest. The Yemenite

tribes and their Bakri allies were not happy with this
procedure. He further infuriated them by selling IChalid al-
Qasri, who had been for many years governor of Iraq, to
the Qaisite Yusuf b. 'Umar, the governor of Iraq, who tor-

156tured and killed him. This act sealed the caliph's
fate. The first to respond were the poets who inflamed 
the Yemenites by composing:.verses and attributing them 
falsely to Walid, such as the following verses in which the 
Yemenites are humiliated and portrayed as being cowards, 
slaves, base and despicable:

We are governing the people by force.
We bring them humiliation and punishment.
We have crushed the Ah'arites with the power 
of Qais.
How great was the punishment which will never 
be forgotten [by them].
Here Clies] Khalid, a captive in our hands.
Could not they protect him if they were 
[real] men.
If they were powerful tribes his favours 
would not have gone astray.1^7

155 „ ... _See Tanbih, 280; Abu Rahmeh, Harakat al-Shi'r fi Qabilat
Qais fi al-'Asr al-UmawI, 78.

156 -Tabari, III, 1780.
157Ibid., 1781.
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The Bakrite poet, Hamzah b. Bid satirized al-Walld ■> accusing 
him of having worsened the plight of the people and that

he had extinguished even the mere hope the people enter
tained during the time of Hisham:

Having claimed that the clouds of our poverty 
would clear away, you elevated us to the skies 
of greater poverty.
Would to God Hisham were alive and ruling us, 
and we were as we used to be expecting and 
coveting. 1-58
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In another fragment, Hamzah satirizes al-Walid,accusing 
him of irreligiousness, and portrays him as a drunkard who 
seldom comes to his senses, saying:

0 Walid the abominable, you have deserted the 
clear path and followed a deep and low road.
You have gone to extremes, violated, trans- . 
gressed, misguided and come out as a sinner.
You always cry 'bring1, bring1, 'bring1 and 
'bring' until you fell down insensible.
You are intoxicated and you do not wake up 
to bring reconciliation, although you have 
created many a dissension. 159

158 Irshad, IV, 148; Aghani, VII, 22; Tabari, II, 1783; Kamil, 
V, 112-113.

1 5Q -Kamil, V, 113.
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Eventually, the Yemenites in Syria are reported to 
have exploited the steadily increasing hostility between 
the caliph and some Umayyad amirs like Sulaiman b. Hisham 
and Yazid b. al-Walld b. 'Abd al-Malik, and came to the 
latter with an oath of allegiance. Yazid led the con
spirators and put an end to the life of the caliph in 126 
A.H., an occasion celebrated by the Bakrite poet, Khalaf 
b. Khalifah who considers, in a fragment, that the killing 
of the caliph was a proper revenge for Khalid al-Qasri. 
Khalaf revived a Jahilite belief that the bird called 
hamah that kept crying since the killing of Khalid had been 
quietened by the assassination of the caliph. The verses 
are:

The tribe of Kalb and the swords of Madhhij 
have quietened the unsleeping bird that 
shrieked during the nights [calling for 
revenge] .
We left the Commander of the faithful [slain], 
'avenging for Khalid, lying on his nose but 
not in prayers.
If you have cut down one of our necklace- 
holders [i.e. necks], then we have cut dow n 1 
for it many of yours.
And if you have diverted the attention of 
Khalid from the call_ to prayers , then we 
have diverted al-Walid from listening to 
the songs of the entertainers.
And if [Khalid] al-Qasri has gone on the 
voyage of death, then [al-WalidJ father of

^^Tabari, II, 1784.
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of al-’Abbas is not present as well. 161

This act opened wide the gate of civil war and led to
the downfall of the Umayyad dynasty. It gave fresh impetus
to tribal warfare. Those Bakrites in Yamamah exploited
the tottering condition of the state and revolted against
their Qaisite governor, ’All b. al-Muhajir, who escaped at

- 162the battle of al-Qa'. They further infuriated the Qaisite
- - 163clans by appointing one of the B. Hanifah over Yamamah.

Thus the two sides rushed into a number of battles which
- - 164bore a great resemblance to the ayyam al-Jahiliyyah.

Poets on both sides boasted arrogantly of the bravery of

their chiefs and their capability for shedding the blood.
Shaqiq b. 'Amr al~Sadusi, for example, praises al-Muhair
al-Hanafi who drove out ’All b. al-Muhajir, the governor of
al-Yamamah, and killed some of the governor’s men at al-Qa’.
The poet goes to the extent of claiming that al-Muhair’s
act was designed to acquire good‘reputation and to receive
rewards from God:

161Tabari, II, 1822-1823; Tanbih, 218; 'Iqd, IV, 463;
’Umdah, I, 324. 

1 6 2 Kamil, V, 119. 
1 6 3 Ibid., 119-120.
164See Aghani, VIII, 180-181, XXIII, 85-88; Kamil, V, 119- 

120; M u ’jam, III, 908, IV, 784.
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II you make peace with al-Muhair and his 
group, you will be saved from the enemies 
and terror.
He is the youth who acted gloriously in 

the battle day of al-Qa’, intending to earn 
both good reputation and [heavenly! recom
pense. 165
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Another poet boasts of the defeat and humiliation of the 
Qaisites in the battle- of al-Falj II, at the hands of the 
Bakrites:

We rose and hastened to fight Ka'b with 
broad swords, spears and horses covered 
by dust, swaying in their reins.
The sun did not set before we were driving 
Banu Ka'b like animals, by blows that remove 
heads from their places and stabbings 
[opening wounds] like the wide mouths of 
flowing water-bags.
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Likewise, a fragment by Jahsh b. Zaid al-Hanafi in which 
he boasts of the numerous casualities of the B. Ka'b whom 
he portrays as people who have deserted their daughters, 
claiming that his fellow tribesmen did not violate the 
honour of their enemy's womenfolk out of chastity and 
magnanimity:

1 6 5Kamil, V, 119. 
1 6 6 Ibid., 1 2 0 .
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We stopped the Banu Ka'b from acting 
aggressively as they faced indiscriminate 
strokes from our heroes ...
When we had equipped the army with broad- 
edged suraijite unbending swords.
Leaving their daughters behind they fled, 
but we did not violate their daughters' 
honour, because of shame, and not in fear 
of reprisals from them.
We indeed withdrew in chastity and magnanimity.
We sealed the lips of Ka'b in a battle which 
flooded valleys with blood from their mouths.
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'Amr b. al-Dharra' al-Hanafi, on the other hand, boasts that 
their spears put al-Muhajir's daughters under their power:

If we wish, our spears will couple us with 
women of our choice., as they have put al- 
Muhajir !s daughters under our mastery.
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Another poet rejoices the humiliation of Qushair at the 
hands of 'Ubaid Allah al-Hanafi who raided Halban, a well 
belonging to Qushair:

The B. Qushair faced an evil when they met 
'Ubaid Allah.
They met at Hilban a lion who never sleeps over 
revenge.
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1 6 7 Shajari, 46-47.
- j  0  g _______________________ ___ __  __

Tayalisi, al-Mukatharah 1 ind a'1-Mu.dhakarah, 6 6 .
169*-Kamil, V, 121.



Another Bakrite poet reviles Abu Latifah al-’Uqaili and 
certain other warriors of B. Qushair for their flight 
from the battlefield of al-Falj:

Abu Latifah, the hypocrite, the two Jafunites, 
and Tariq took to flight when they were encircled 
by bright swords.
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Normalcy returned to al-Yamamah only after the arrival 
of al-Muthanna al-Fazarl al-QaisI as a governor appointed 
by Marwan, the caliph. Al-Muthanna showed bias in favour 
of the B. ’Amir against the B. Hanifah. He punished a 
number of Hanafites and shaved their heads. A Hanafite poet 
refers to this treatment reminding the governor and his 
people of the humiliation they had been subjected to by 
the Hanafites in the past:

If you have flogged us then we already have 
struck at you with sharp swords.
If you have shaved some of our heads, then 
we have cut off the heads and gullets of 
some of you.

^  1 re Lĵ J  I lw 1$ L  LlvJ I q I

170 Ibid., 120.
171
* Ibid., 121.
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In Khurasan, the Mudarite ruler, Nasr b, Sayyar did
not recognize the usurper, nor his Yemenite representative 

172in Iraq. Nasr tried to assume a non-party position by
1 73appointing men of Bakr and Yemen to some sub-governorships. 

Bakr at first professed to be content with these procedures 
as appears from a poem composed by al-Mughlrah al-Jahdarni 
who was appointed to Quhistan. Al-Mughirah's poem shows 

the Bakrites to be loyal and faithful to Nasr. It praises 
him for his equitable treatment of the Muslims and for his 
elimination of feuds between them and for unifying them.
The poet declares that his fellow tribesmen have put their 
confidence in Nasr and that they are prepared to support 
him until the political climate becomes clear.1 Likewise, 
the poet reminds the Umayyads of the outstanding services 
of his tribe Bakr to them and pleads with them to evaluate 
his tribe and its services properly; the verses concerned are 
the following:

Having sworn allegiance to Nasr on behalf of 
all the Bakr and its allies, i say to him:
My hand is in pledge to you in respect of the 
Bakr of Iraq, chiefs and servants alike. I 
have done the thing firmly for the Muslims - 
the people of the country and the city dwellers. 
If your wishes are not carried out, swift she- 
camels will come £to assist you}, following one 
another,
You call the soldiers to swear allegiance, and 
you treated them with all justice. You estab
lished the domain of Khurasan for the Muslims, 
when the country CKhurasan] was about to be 
plunged into strife.
When the unity of the Muslims was restored, you 
distributed wealth among the deserving people. 
You protected and brought peace to the people

179 -Tabari, II, 1S45, 1847, 1849.173 Ibid., 1S47.
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174

of the^country and the dwellers on its 
borders.
For the soldiers in the East, you have become 
like a milch camel whose milk produce is 

devoted to them.
We will adhere to this [allegiance] until 
affairs come clear; and until Quraish reveal 
their concealed intentions.
If the powerful do injustice to the weak, 
we will come forward to fight spurring on 
the horses with their manes.
We will remain, as we always have been, 
faithful to Quraish, content with their 
alliance.
We will be satisfied by your shelter as a 
protector of theirs [Quraish1s]rule in 
Khurasan .
Your shelter is part of their protection.
We hope that Quraish in their efforts will 
do justice in some of their aims.
The lions [i.e. braves] belong to us, and 
the lions have manes on their shoulders.
Through you, our feet have been steadied after 
they were about to collapse down the ridge.
We have found you a favourable and merciful 
to us, like the mercy and favours of a mother.
We did not swear allegiance secretly, so that 
it could be disavowed easily like the marriage 
of the woman who hurried to her husband 
before her fingers were dyed.^-^^
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Ibid., 1847-1848.
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But the Bakrites1 passivity was of short duration because 
the Yemenite chief, ’ Ali al-Kirmani was not prepared to 
accept a Mudarite ruler who had no real legal status. He
manifested open hostility towards Mudar by calling for the

- 175vengeance for Banu al-Muhallab. The Bakrites who had
long been allied with Azd, joined al-Kirmani and extolled

176 - -him. Thus when Nasr tried to make up with al-Kirmani,
the latter proposed that Nasr be deposed,and a man of Bakr
be chosen as the interim governor until the caliph himself

177made known his decision!, Nasr reacted to this challenge
by arresting al-Kirmani who escaped from prison; and Azd

and Bakr gathered round him, while Mudar gathered round
178 —Nasr and active feuding became unavoidable. 'Umarah

al-Hanafi, in the following verses, refers to the strained 
situation in Khurasan, and foretells the dangerous results 
awaiting the warring factions there:

1 7 5 Ibid., 1858. 
1 7 6 Ibid., 1865. 
l7 7 Ibid., 1866. 
■^^Dlnawari, 351-352.
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Rabi'ah and their brothers in Marw are lacing 
grave events and dangers. Would God, who of 
the two princes ol Bakr and Mudar shall undergo 
a quick slaughter at Marw al-Shahijan, for - 
knowingly - committed sins, to become mean and 
failed.^^9
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About this time (126) Yazid III.died. His successor 
Ibrahim b. al-Walid was deposed by a revolt led by Marwan 
b. Muhammad who ruled in the interest of Mudar, especially

1 ROQais on whom he had to rely. Politics and tribalism
had become so closely connected that they could not be 
separated. Everywhere the Arabs divided into two hostile 
blocs: Mudar-on one side and Yemen and Bakr on the other.
The appearance of Abu Muslim al-Khurasani and his followers
in Khurasan was a surprise to both parties. The poetical

181 _appeal of Nasr to Rabi'ah (Bakr) was of no avail. Abu
Muslim took advantage of this discoi’d. In 130 A.H., he allied
himself with the Yemenites and Rabi'ah against Mudar who

182were fighting for the cause of the Umayyads. Nasr fled
and Khurasan became an easy prey to Abu Muslim who was

-100 _received in Marw by his new allies. In 132 A.H., Rabi'ah
together with the Yemenite tribes revolted in Iraq (Basra 
and Kufa) in favour of the 'Abbasids,while Mudar supported

179 _ „Marzubani, 247.
1 8 0 TanbIh, 283-284.
1 R1 —  _  _  _  _  _See Dinawari, 360; Diwan Nasr b. Sayyar al-Kinani, 28. 
182See Tabari, II, 1984-1986.
1 8 3 Ibid., 1992.
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184the governor of the Umayyads. The struggle lasted until

the defeat of Marwan and his followers at the battle of 
Zab in 132 A.H., the battle which was to decide the fate 
of the Umayyad caliphate for once and for all. The poet 
Khalaf b. Khalifahiis reported to have presented himself 

before the .new 'Abbasid caliph and recited the following 
two verses in which he ridicules the Umayyads,and goes to 
the extent of casting doubts on their faith:

If you forgive them [i.e. the UmayyadsJ,you 
have power over them.
And if you punish them,you will not inflict 
penalties on innocents.
Or if you censure them for their weakness in 
religion, their faith was that of the 
Samaritans. ^
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Another Bakrite poet celebrated the occasion and accused 
the Umayyads of being disobedient to God and His Prophet, 
saying:

O [house of] Umayyah, let the Hashimites 
succeed you [in Caliphate].
May God take your treasury in booty.
If the family of Marwan and al-'Asi have 
disobeyed God, so verily there were disobedients
t o  t h e  P r o p h e t l ^ S
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184 - - -Tabari, III, 22, Kamil, V, 164; Dinawari, 365.18^*'Iqd, IV, 487.
1S0Bayan, III, 258.
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INTRODUCTION

Jurji Zaidan writes that the poets of Rabi'ah, to which 
Bakr belongs, were during the Umayyad era, a mere eleven in 
number.^ This count is a gross underestimate, not based on 
a comprehensive survey of even the well-known sources such 
as the Aghani, al-Mu?talif wa al-Mukhtalif, Mu'jam al-Shu'ara' 
and others. It is possible to trace around 120 Bakri poets 
who lived in the period of the study and some of whose poetry 
has survived. Among them are the mukhaUramun who lived both 
in the Jahilite and the early Islamic period, like al-Aghlab 
al-'Ijli, or those who survived until the Umayyad period 
like Suwaid b. Abi Kahil. Most Bakri poets known to us, 
like 'Imran b. Hittan and Abu Jildah al-Yashkuri, spent the 
large part of their lives in the Umayyad era, while some of 
them lived both in the Umayyad and the early 'Abbasid period, 
like Hamzah b. Bid and Khalaf b. Khalifah.

Despite the many Bakri poets known, most of the diwans
and poetry known to the writers of early periods has not
survived as, for example the diwan of Suwaid b. Abi Kahil
whom Ibn Sallam puts with the poets of sixth tabaqah on a

_ 2level with 'Antarah al-'Absi. His poetry is reported to have
been read by Abu Nasr Ahmad b. Hatim before al-Asrna’i, and

diwan of al-Aghlab al-'Ijli who is reported to be the
-  4first poet who composed rajaz at the same length as qasid.

^Tarikh Adab al-Lughah al-'Arabiyyah, I, 276.
^Tabaqat, 127-128; Aghani, XIII, 29.
3Aghani, XIII, 102.
^Shu'ara’, 613; 'Umdah, I, 189; Aghani, XXI, 29.
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Al-Marzubanl mentions that Abu Hatim al-Sijistanx said:
"Ishaq b. ’Abbas requested the rajaz of al-Aghlab from al-
Asma’i who in turn requested it from me. I gave it to him

5 -and he extracted twenty poems from it". Al-Amidi tells
that he chose the poetry of al-Aghlab in his anthology of 

6raj a z . Commenting on the controversy about ascribing a 
poetical fragment, Ibn Manzur says: "Ibn Barri said that he
had found this fragment in the diwan of al-Aghlab as al-

- 7 Jawhari mentions".

Among the poets whose diwans were compiled by al-
—  ~  8 —Sukkari but have not survived is Abu al-Najm. Ibn al-Nadlm

says that Abu 'Amr al-Shaibani narrated the poetry of Abu
al-Najm on the authority of Muhammad b. Shaiban, the son
of Abu al-Najm, as well as on the authority of Abu al-Azhar,

- 9who was the grandson of Abu al-Najm. Ibn Khair mentions 
that the diwan of Abu al-Najm was amongst the books which 
Abu 'Ali Isma’il b. al-Qasim al-Baghdadl carried to Andalucia, 
and that it was contained in one volume and had been read 
in front of ’All b. D u r a i d . ^  Al-Amidi says that A ' s h a ;
Rabi’a h ’s diwan was in one volume. ^  Al-Amidi also describes

—  -  —  12the diwan of Nahar b. Tawsi 1 ah which was later mentioned
- - - 13 -by Ilaji Khalifah. Abu al-Faraj, on the other hand, reports

Muwashshah, 333-334. .
^Mu'talif, 22.
^Lisan, zawara.
^Fihrist, 225.
9 Ibid.

^Fahrasat Ibn Khair , 395.
1 1M u Jtalif, 13.
1 2 Ibid., 193.
13 _ _ „Kashf al-Dhunun ’an Asami al-Kutub wa al-Funun, 401.
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that he had read the diwan of Abu Jildah before Muhammad b.
-  _ _  14al-'Abbas al-Yazidi. It is to be understood from an item 

of information given by Yaqut al-Hamawi that the diwan of
’Imran b. Hittan was available in the third century of the

15 ~ - -Hijrah. The only surviving diwan of a Bakri poet of the
period concerned is, in fact, that of Nabighat B. Shaiban.

Likewise, none of the books devoted to the accounts 
of certain of the Bakri clans and their poetry has survived. 
Among the books used and mentioned by al-Amidi are: Kitab
B. Hanifah,48 Kitab B. 11 j 1 , 47 Kitab B. Qais b. Tha'labah,48

- iq 9 nKitab B. Dhuhl B. Tha'labah, Kitab or Ashlar' '■■■- B. Yashkur,
— — — 91 — - 99Ash'ar B. Abi Rabi'ah, and Ash'ar B. 'Awf b. Hammam.

Ibn al-Nadim, on the other hand, mentions in his
- - - 23Fihrist five diwans of Bakri clans. It is observed that

all of these diwans which include the poetry of the B.
Rabi'ah, the poetry of the B. Hanifah, the poetry of the B.
Dhuhl, the poetry of the B. Shaiban, and the poetry of the
B. Yashkur were compiled by al~Sukkari. Ibn Habib is also’

24reported to have compiled the poetry of the B. Shaiban.

14Aghani, XI, 310.
15Irshad, VI, 138-139. .
43M u ’talif, 194.
17Ibid., 71, 179.
18Ibid., 135.
19Ibid., 88, 91.
2QIbid., 41, 57, 154, 186.
21Ibid., 13.

Ibid.
23Fihrist, 222.
24Baghdadi, IV, 231.
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Moreover, what has survived of the poetry of the Bakri
poets is little more than fragments and small parts. Even
the surviving poetry of the well-known Bakri poets is meagre
such as that of 'Tsa b. Fatik, about whom al-Baladhuri says

25 -that he composed abundant poetry, and Samirah b. al-Ja'd
26who is reported to have composed numerous poems, as well as

Abu al— 'Attaf Jarir b. Kharqa5, who is said to have been a
27poet specializing in abuse.

The part of the study which follows, however, is 
devoted to a detailed examination of four Bakri poets,as far 
as is permitted by the poetry and other relevant information 

that have survived. All of them spent the larger part of 
their lives in the Umayyad period and their surviving 
poetry was mostly composed during that period. They are 
among the best known poets of Bakr in the period concerned. 
The information and poetry that have survived may well be 
sufficient for a fairly sound study to be based on them and 
their poetry; the same seems to be nigh impossible for 

other Bakri poets of theperiod because of the lack of 
information. On the other hand, these four poets belonged 
to the various major places where the Bakr was concentrated. 
Two of them spent most of their lives in Iraq, while the 
third spent most of his life in Khurasan, and the fourth in 
his original habitat in the badiyah from where he used to 
visit the seat of the caliphate.in Syria. Among them is

9S —Ansab, IV/2, 95.
26Muruj, III, 78.
2^Tabaqat, 304.
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TImran b. Hittan who embraced the Kharijite beliefs; without 

forsaking his tribal prejudices.
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CHAPTER V 

NAHAR B. TAWSI'AH

Nahar was a member of a Bakrite section, namely the
B. Taim al-Lat b. Tha'labah"^ who were desert dwellers in
pre-Islamic times and were, before Islam, in alliance with
the B. ’ Ijl b. Lujaim, another Bakrite clan, and a component

_ 2of the alliance of the Lahazim. This alliance, established 
before Islam, still existed in the Umayyad era in Basra 
and the B. Hanifah b. Lujaim joined it there,although pre
viously they had not been in alliance with the other Bakrite
clans as they had been city-dwellers in al-Yamamah, wherein

- 3their abodes were surrounded by non-Bakri elements.

Although Nahar was described as the most gifted poet
- - 4of the tribe of Bakr in Khurasan, our sources are inad

equate to give us a clear picture of his upbringing and 
the various stages of his life. What survives of Nahar's 
poetry is fragmentary and is linked to important political 
and historical events far apart in time. This may explain

why the historical sources are concerned with such fragments.
-  5It is related that Nahar's father was a poet, but I have

6been able to trace only two verses attributed once to him

XAnsab, V± 153; Mu’talif, 193; Sirah, II, 249; Aghani, XVI, 
19; Tanbih, 278.

2Naqa'id, 305, 728, 764, 1023; Aghani, XI, 316; Kamil, I, 
263; r iqd, III, 363; 'Asakir/ III, 81.

°Naqa*id, 728; Aghani, XI, 317.
^Shu 1ara’, 537.
^Mu'talif, 193.
6Ansab, V, 153.
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7and once to Nahar himself. It is said that Nahar's son

_ g
’Attab was a poet also,but I have found only two verses
attributed to him in which he boasts of his power and

9daring, they are:

L» 1 — 1 I C Of)—*£  O I.-o IS" jfO CA aAmJ i j  C1»0 oi)
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We do not know for certain when Nahar was born, nor
where. It would be far-fetched to imagine that he was born
in Khurasan; it is more likely that he was born and
brought up in Basra or its badiyah and from there emigrated
to Khurasan. This may be supported by the fact that the B.

Taim al-Lat b. Tha'labah, the section of Nahar, were among
10the famous Bakrite sections in Basra probably because 

their abodes,in pre-Islamic times,were closer to Basra 
than to Kufa,and thus their role in Kufa on the contrary 
was not a prominent one. Khurasan was among the conquests 
of Basra and mostly followed Basra in policies. The governor 
of Basra, for example, often used to appoint the governor 
of Khurasan.^ Moreover, this proposition that he grew up
in Basra may be reinforced by two verses which Ibn Hisham

-  12 -  attributes to Nahar, although al-Baladhuri attributes them
13 -to Tawsi'ah, the father of Nahar. The two verses may be

7Sirah, II, 249.O —Marzubani, 265.
9Ibid.

10See Naqa'id, 728; Tabari, II, 448.
■^For examples, see: Tabari, II, 17, 79, 172.
1 9 -1 Sirah, II, 249.
13Ansab, V, 153.
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traced back to the battle of al-Rabadhah in 65 A.II. After
the Umayyads had triumphed at the battle of Marj Rahit in
Syria over their opponents, the Zubairids, the caliph ' Abd
al-Malik despatched an army led by Hubaish b. Duljah al-
Qaini to Hijaz?in an attempt to crush Ibn al-Zubair. But
the army of the latter which was sent by the governor of
Basra was able to defeat the Syrian army, and Yusuf b.
al-Hakam al-Thaqafl and his son al-Hajjaj were amongst those 

14fleeing; thus Tawsi'ah or his son Nahar said, mentioning 
the escape of Yusuf and mocking him:

A long gallop saved Yusuf al-Thaqafi
after the standard had fallen.
Had they overtaken him they would have
fulfilled their need of him.
There is a protector for every victim

If the aforementioned two verses had really been 
composed by Nahar, then they would be the oldest extant 
examples of his poetry. Whether the two verses were com
posed by him or by his father, they add weight to the 
assumption that hq was in Basra before his departure for 
Khurasan. Our sources are also silent regarding the dating 
of his migration to Khurasan and of his settling there.
1Atwan says: "The earliest information which indicates
the existence of Nahar in Khurasan may be safely traced 
back to 82 A.H., for al-Muhallab b. Abi Sufrah died in

14 Ibid., 150-153; Tabari, II, 578-579.
1 5 -  iAnsab, V, 153; Sirah, II, 249.

missed.
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this year, and Nahar celebrated him in an elegy which became
widely known and was frequently quoted by traditional
sources; from this it may be inferred that Nahar had
migrated to Khurasan during the governorship of al-Muhallab

16or shortly before". It would appear that 'Atwan's
assumption is not based on a detailed examination of the
information on the poetry of Nahar in the sources which
concern themselves with him. ’Atwan also fails to date
certain verses composed by Nahar in Khurasan which can be
traced back to considerably before 82 A.H. It would not
be going too far to suppose that Nahar emigrated to Khurasan
in 51 A.H., for in that year Ziyad b, Abi Sufyan, the ruler
of Iraq, sent 50,000 men together with their families to 

17settle there , and most of them were from Basra as has been
mentioned. At the very latest Nahar must have been in
Khurasan by 65 A.H. Both al-Zamakhshari and Ibn Manzur 

cite a verse composed by Nahar in which he laments the 
power of his tribe before the B. Sulaim came to power in 
Khurasan, but neither author specifies either the occasion 

or the date when the verse was uttered but merely mention 

it in order to explain the meaning of a word. The verse 
i s :

Before the rule of Banu Sulaim, we used 
to subject them [our enemies] to the severest 
of disasters.18

ji

1 wJ 1  ̂ l,.i■ ■

16 ~ _'Atwan, al-Shi'r al-'Arabi bi Khurasan fi al-'Agr al-
Umawl, 280.

1 7Tabari, II, 81, 155; Futuh, 577.
1 8 — —Asas, II, 283; Lisan, Qawara.
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No member of the B. Sulaim was appointed as a ruler 
of Iraq throughout the entire Umayyad ora. Thus it is 

most likely that this verse is a fragment of a poem com
posed by Nahar after his emigration to Khurasan,since three 
members of the B. Sulaim were appointed governors over 
Khurasan during the Umayyad era, namely: Qais b. al-Haitham

- 19 „al-Sulami who ruled from 41-43 A.H. when Ibn 'Amir, the
governor of Basra, deposed him and appointed another
member of the B. Sulaim, 1Abd Allah b. Khazim whose first

2ogovernorship initially extended for one year, although
he later took power by force after the death of the caliph

-  -  21 Yazid b. M u ’awiyah in 64 A.H. The third member of the
B. Sulaim was Ashras b. 'Abd Allah who ruled from 109-

22 -  111 A.H. It is likely that the governor meant by Nahar
in his verse was fAbd Allah b. Khazim in his second term
of office. It is far-fetched to suppose that Nahar was
in Khurasan during the governorship of Qais b. al-Haitham,
and Ashras b. 'Abd Allah did not encounter the tribe of
Bakr in Khurasan,and was not fanatically against them,or
against other tribes to the extent that he is described

23as being "the complete man regarding respect". Moreover, 
’Abd Allah b. Kha&im during his second governorship 

crushed the tribe of Bakr in Khurasan, diminished their 
power and killed about 8 , 0 0 0 of their best warriors,after 
they had assembled from the whole of Khurasan at Harat,in

19 -See Tabari, II, 15, 17, 65.
2Q Ibid., 65, 66.

2 1 Ibid., 490, Futuh, 582.
2 2TabarI, II, 1504, 1527.
2 3 Ibid., 1504.
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24an attempt to continue the struggle against him. It 

would not be unreasonable to assume that Nahar himself 
took part in the fighting in Harat against Ibn Khazim 
because in his praise of Misma' b. Malik, he mentions that 
he was residing in Harat. Thus:

Leave Harat for many years and months have 
passed since you dwelt here.

Al-Mus'ab al-Zubairi mentions that when Abd al-Malik,

the caliph, appointed Umayyah b. 'Abd Allah b. Khalid b.
- - - — 26 Asid over Khurasan, Nahar praised Umayyah. And it is

related that Umayyah was appointed to rule over Khurasan 
97in 74 A.H.> , and lasted until 78 A.H., when 'Abd al-Malik

deposed him and joined Khurasan to the strong governor of
  ogIraq, al-Hajjaj; nothing survives of the praise poetry

of Nahar on Umayyah except two fragments consisting of
29three verses each. The information we have concerning

Nahar then jumps to 82 A.H., when al-Muhallab b. Abi Sufrah,

the governor of Khurasan, died and the poets composed many
poems celebrating him and Nahar joined in this by composing

30a poem of which only seven verses survive.1 Our sources 
do not supply any. information regarding Nahar during the 
first governorship of Yazid b. al-Muhallab (82-85 A.H.),or

24See Futuh, 582-583; Tabari, II, 488-496.9R — _ _ „Aghani, XVI, 19; Baghdadi, II, 485.
26 — —Al-Zubairi, Kitab Nasab Quraish, 190.
2 7 Tabari, II, 859.
2 8 Ibid., 1032.
29 ~ __ _See al-Zubairi, Kitab Nasab Quraish, 190; 'Asakir, III, 129.
Tabari, II, 1084.
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that of his brother al-Fadl (85-86), although Ibn Khallikan
describes Nahar as "the poet of al-Muhallab b. Abi Sufrah

31 -and his sons". When al-Hajjaj expelled the B. al-Muhallab
from Khurasan, imprisoned some of them and appointed the
Qaisite, Qutaibah b. Muslim al-Bahili, over Khurasan in 

32 -86 A.H., Nahar felt pessimistic about the measures and
33welcomed the new governor by satirizing him. In this 

context Abu 'Ali.al-Qali claims that Nahar went to Qutaibah 
while the latter was distributing the stipends ( 1ata’), and 
Qutaibah reminded Nahar of his earlier elegy for al-Muhallab, 
revealing that he was indifferent to Nahar and his poetry, 
and ordering that Nahar's name should be struck off the 
register of stipends. Nahar consequently stayed at home 
until Qutaibah had been killed in 96 A.H. and Yazid b.
al-Muhallab was re-appointed for a second term,and then

- 34Nahar went to him and praised him. It would appear that
this information is a creation of Abu 'All's imagination, 
as was at times his wont, for he claims that the informa
tion derived from the authority of Abu 'Ubaidah,while the 
latter, on the contrary, mentions something which contra
dicts Abu 'Ali’s claim. This is that Nahar was in Qutaibah's

— 35army at Farghanah shortly before the latter's assassination.

It seems that the truth is that, as Ibn Qutaibah mentions, 
Qutaibah was displeased with Nahar because the latter had 
satirized and mocked him,when he first came to Khurasan as

31 - -Wafayat, IV, 87.Q9 „See Tabari, II, 1138, 1178, 1182, 1209.
33 * -See Mu'talif, 193; Shu'ara', 537.
34 - -Amali, II, 198-199.
35 -See Naqa'id, 350, 359.
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governor. Thus when Qutaibah demanded that Nahar should 
be brought to him,Nahar fled; he then went to Qutaibah's
mother, obtained a letter from her to pacify her son and

— 36to gain Nahar's-reinstatement. To support Ibn Qutaibah's
statement, it is known that Nahar was among Qutaibah's
army when the latter invaded Bukhara and conquered Ramuthtin

37 _in 89 A.H. For these deeds Nahar praised him in a poem
O Q

of which only the following verse survives,portraying 
the severity of the battle at Kharqan:

f 1 * -j 15 bjJLJg <jlJ ^  ***

Nahar was also among the army of Qutaibah when the latter
— - - - 39invaded Tukharistan and killed Nizak' Tarkhan in 91 A.H.

Likewise Nahar was present when Qutaibah conquered Samarqand 
40in 93 A.H. During each of the aforementioned invasions, 

Nahar praised Qutaibah and glorified his heroism. It even 

seems that Nahar enjoyed close contact with Qutaibah, for 
Ibn Qutaibah mentions that ’when Qutaibah ordered him to be 
shown favour and this was delayed, Nahar met Qutaibah and 
remonstrated with him, saying:

You are well aware that awards are marred 
by delay.

.1 1 *- j ■* - ̂ I h. -a- I 1 f I  ̂ 1 ̂̂

And thus Qutaibah ordered that Nahar1s gift should be restored 
without delay. In 96 A.H., Nahar was with Qutaibah when the

36 —' S h u 'ara’, 537-538.
37 _TabarT, II, 1198.
3.8. Tt-.. ■,Ibid..
3 a r b i d . ,  1 2 26.
40X b i d ., 1 2 5 1 .
^ S h u ' ara’ , 538.
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latter invaded 1’arghanah. Alter the assassination ol
Qutaibah, Nahar turned his back on him, praised Qutaibah's 
successor who had overthrown him, described Qutaibah as 
being an oppressor and tyrant and praised the new governor 
Yazid b. al-Muhallab,who was re-appointed to Khurasan for 

a second time in 97 A.H. But Nahar could not accept Yazid’s 
embezzlement of funds from the treasury,nor could he accept 
Yazid's policy of fostering relations with the Syrians in 
Khurasan and certain people of Khurasan other than the
tribe of Bakr. Thus Nahar turned against him, threatened

43 -him and then satirized him. It would seem that Nahar
was not on good terms with Sa'id b. 'Abd a l - JAziz al~Umawi,
the governor of Khurasan (102-103),who imprisoned some of
the Yemenite chiefs who were in alliance with the tribe of
Bakr and tortured them. Thus Nahar expressed his joy when

'Umar b. Hubairah al-Fazari, the governor of Iraq, deposed
Sa'id and substituted him with Sa'id al-Harshi, especially
since the latter had enjoyed success in fighting the Turks

44 -from the very beginning of his governorship. Nahar says, 
drawing a comparison between al-Umawi and al-Harshi in which 

he slandered the first while praising the second:

Who will inform the youth of my people, 
that the arrows have been feathered perfectly; 
as it happened when God substituted Sa^id the 
effeminate QurashI for Sa'id Qal-HarshiJ45

42See Naqa'id, 350, 359.
4 3Tabari, II, 1312-1313.
4 4 Ibid., 1438.
4 5 Ibid., 1437; Kamil, V, 42.
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In 112 A.H. Nahar way a member ol' the army ol al- 
Junaid b. 'Abd al-Rahman al-Murri, took part in the battle 
of al-Shi'b at Samarqand,and was selected by al-Junaid to 
lead a delegation to Hisham b. 'Abd al-Malik, the caliph,

46to clarify the circumstances of the aforementioned battle.
We have no information regarding Nahar's residence in Syria
nor the kind of life he enjoyed there, but we do know that
he returned to Khurasan because he accompanied Asad b.
'Abd Allah al-Qasri, the governor of Khurasan, when the

47latter attended the festival at Balkh in 120. This is 
the final piece of information we have concerning the life 
of Nahar. It can be inferi'ed from this that he died after 
120 A.H. It is likely that his death took place before the 
final demise of the Umayyad dynasty in 132 A.H., especially 
since the last few years of their rule were rife with 
tribal and political dissensions which aroused even non
poets to compose poetry, and since tribal conflict then 
reached its zenith in Khur.asan. Although Khurasan was the 

birthplace of the 'Abbasid's revolution, nothing is recorded 
as having been composed by Nahar during this turbulent 
period.

Ibn Qutaibah describes Nahar as "the most gifted poet
„ _ _ 4gof the tribe of Bakr b. Wa'il in Khurasan", while Ibn

- 49Khallikan describes him as "a famous poet" , and as "the
- 50poet of al-Muhallab b. Abi Sufrah and his sons". Ma'n b.

4 6TabarI, II, 1544.
4 7 Ibid., 1638.
4SShu 1ara’, 537.
4 9Wafayat, V, 354.
50 Ibid.,IV, 87.
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Za'idah al-Shaibani appreciated Nahar's praise of Misma'
b. Malik,and preferred it to the praise of him by the

- 51famous poet al-IIusain b. Matir. It would appear that

al-Amidi (d. 370 A.H.)? having read the diwan of Nahar,
was fascinated by it, saying: "He has a diwan of a single

52volume which contains many good poems". It might be
deduced that Haji Khalifah (d. 1067 A.H.) possessed a copy
of the diwan of Nahar, since he mentions it in his famous 

53bibliography. We have no later information about the 
diwan of Nahar, and it seems likely that it was either lost 
or lies in some library awaiting the removal of the dust 
from it.

All the extant poems of Nahar consist of no more than 
fragments and 'Short selections scattered here and there in 
the historical and literary works. I have been unable to 
find any long poem by Nahar, and the longest fragment is only 
seven verses long. This is true for most of the poetry of 

Khurasan up to the end of the Umayyad era, namely that it 
has largely been lost to all appearances. One may deduce 
that the poets of Khurasan during this period rarely con
formed to the typical structure of the ancient Arabic poems. 
Thus the traditional prelude is only occasionally found in 
their poetry. Their poems deal mostly with the main subject 
directly, thus diminishing their length. The reason behind 
this may be the nature of Arab society at the time, when

_  _  —  -  See Mubarrad, IV, 187; Aghani, XVI, 18-19; Baghdadi, II,
485.

5 2 M u ’talif, 193.K O _  _  _  —Kashf al-Zunun 'an Asami al-Kutub wa al-Funun, I, 401.
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there were excessive internal dissensions and the Arabs 

were constantly in battle against their neighbours. Famous 
poets such as Nahar, Thabit Qutnah, Ziyad al-A'jam and al- 
Mughirah b. Habna’ were soldiers, physically taking part 
in battle, and their poetry resembles a short propaganda 
leaflet or poster defending the stance taken by their tribes 
in the civil struggle,or describing the outcome of the 
battles; moreover so much of their poetry has not survived 
that we do not have a single diwan for any of them.

In spite of the loss of Nahar's poetry, more of his 
verses have survived for us than of any other Bakrite poet 

of his era in Khurasan. Among these were al-Hudain b. al- 
Mundhir, Hajib al-Fil, Abu al-Barid al-Bakri and others.
In most of his surviving poetry Nahar is motivated by 
tribal solidarity and partisanship. This phenomenon is 
apparent in most of the famous Arab poets of Khurasan,who 
occupied themselves with tribal partisanship, and thus each 
of them was nothing more than a,mouth-piece for his tribe 
merely reiterating its interests. It is possible that 

this preoccupation with tribalism diverted their attention 
from describing their new surroundings in Khurasan.

Madh (praise-poetry) is the most prominent element in
the surviving work of Nahar. For example, he praised Misma'

54b. Malik, one of the famous Bakrite chiefs of Basra, when 
he was appointed over certain districts in Khurasan in

64 -Tabari, II, 822, 1125; Jamharat, 301.
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—72 A.H. He describes him as being generous, as an amir

who enables one to dispense with others. He glorifies his 
lineage and portrays him as the most outstanding of the 
entire tribe of Nizar. Nahar is fervent in his tribal 
praise. He recommends Misma 1 to grant favours to the mem- 
bers of the tribe of Bakr and to heal their wounds; especially 

poignant since 'Abd Allah b. Khazim had recently defeated 
the tribe of Bakr, and killed the best of their warriors.

Leave Harat, for many a year and month has 
passed since you dwelt here.
Leave for Misma'; he is the most generous 
and the best person to visit.
He will satisfy your needs if any land in 
Khurasan is unsuitable for you, or if any 
amir ill-treats you. __
He [Misma'] belongs to Banu al-Hisn, 'Amil 
b. Barih.
He does*not suffer from scarcity of bounty, 
nor is he one who gives only on being pressed. 
He is the one in whom heroes take refuge 
when throats are bloody with cuts [in war] . 
Nizar have entrusted him with their affairs, 
although their generous and noble chiefs are 
still alive.
So, Ibn Malik, do favours to Al Bakr and 
set the bone that is broken.56

He says:

5 5 —Tabari, XI, 822.
„Mubarrad, IV, 187; Aghani, XVI, 19; Irshad, IV, 97; 

Muhadarat, I, 158, Baghdadi, II, 485.
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Nahar rejoiced at the appointment of Umayyah b, 'Abd

Allah over Khurasan, firstly because the new governor was

from Quraish who were believed to stand apart from tribal
conflict in Khurasan; and thus the chiefs of the tribes
there, among whom was the tribe of Bakr, appealed to 'Abd
al-Malik, the caliph, to appoint a Quraishite governor
after Bukair b. Wishah al-Tamimi had become so high-handed
in the affairs of Khurasan,that even the tribe of Tamim
were divided amongst themselves,and the Arabs there felt
the dangers of a situation which threatened their very

57existence on the frontiers. Secondly, the tribe of Bakr 
in Khurasan were not prepared to accept a Tamlmite governor 
after the assassination of Ibn Khazim, in spite of the
fact that Tamim had been the tribe to defeat Ibn Khazim and

58 —kill him. This was because Tamim at the beginning had
supported Ibn Khazim in his conflict against Bakr,and this
had enabled Ibn Khazim to defeat the tribe of Bakr and
crush them. Thirdly, Khalid b. 'Abd Allah, the brother of
Umayyah, who was the governor of Basra at that time, appears
to have sided with the allies of Azd and R a b i ’ah, and
appointed some of the B. al-Muhallab and three sons of
Malik b. Misma', the most famous chief of Bakr in Iraq,

59to certain important offices. These points may explain 
why Nahar rejoiced at the appointment of Umayyah, kept close 
to him and praised him in the traditional manner by glori
fying his abundant generosity; he says:

57See Tabari, II, 859-860; Kamil, IV, 153; Ya'qubi, II,
324. *

58TabarI, II, 832-834.
5 9 Ibid., 822.
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Whenever yon ask Umayyah, he will give you 
the best of awards, and if you do not ask 
him, he will redouble his award.
He gives you cheerfully and smiling, while 
the one whose hands are contracted frowns 
and his teeth chatter.
So, enjoy the generosity of the hands of 
[Umayyah] ibn Khalid which if touched by a 
coward makes him give by force.

In other verses Nahar portrays Umayyah as giving 
generously when it has been requested while others hold 

back. He says that Umayyah gives without show,and likens 

him to the sea which gives water to everyone who comes to

Umayyah gives spontaneously to whomsoever 
asks him, while the niggardly withhold their 
money.
He is not avaricious towards those to whom 
he gives, while the base one is excited by 
gossip.
There are two kinds of rivers; one is 
plentiful of water for whoever comes to it, 
while the other is difficult and dry. *

w  f t
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With regard to the famous Qaisite governor of Khurasan 
Qutaibah b. Muslim, it would appear that Nahar, having 
formerly satirized Qutaibah and preferred Ibn al-Muhallab

it:

60 - - -Al-Zubairi, Kitab Nasab Quraish, 190; 'Asakir, III, 129.
61Ibid., 190.
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to him, and having been forced to flee from Qutaibah when 
the latter first reached Khurasan, later found himself 
compelled to praise him out of fear. Thus in his praise 
of Qutaibah he portrays him as if he were the best governor 

over Khurasan for the past, present and even the future.
He lauds his military ability especially since Qutaibah 
conquered Samarqand and Khawarizm in the same year. Thus 
he says:

No one, either since we were born or among 
Those who preceded or will succeed us, will 
be like Ibn Muslim.
No one will put more polythiests to the 
sword and none will bring to us more booty 
upon booty [than he hasj .^2

The personality of Qutaibah, his military ability and 
his continual invasions which were always successful, over
awed many Arab poets in Khurasan and even some of them who 
were markedly partisan, such as Nahar and Ka'b al-Ashqari.

the opponent of Qutaibah, but he says, praising Qutaibah 
and portraying the abundance of booty in his triumph over

The latter was a loyal supporter of Yazld b. al-Muhallab,

the Soghdians: 64

i ji— ^  ij (_j |c>—* ̂  s

1 ^ 1 r 1 ^ 1 c JlI loJi
LV IV

iV, 87; Amali, XI, 199.
63 - •Marzubani, 346.
64Tabari, II, 1252.

62 — — — — Tabari, II ̂  1251; Kamil, IV, 235; S h u ’ara', 538; Wafayat,
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In a fragment, Nahar rejoices at the deeds of 

Qutaibah when the latter killed the Turks left as hostages 
with him,after the Turks had killed Habib b. ’Abd Allah 

al-Bahili,who was sent by Qutaibah as a hostage to the
_ „ Q5 „ _king of Juzajan. Nahar reckons the killing of Habib as 

breaking the covenant and treachery,while he glorifies the 
judgement of Qutaibah upon the Turks he held hostage,and 
.likens his action to that of the Prophet against the Jews 
of the B. Quraizah and the B. al-Nadir, he says:

God guided you to a verdict on the Turks, 
similar to the verdict on Quraizah and al- 
Nadir.
The verdict by Qutaibah was not unjust, and 
it satisfied the thirst for revenge in our 
hearts.
I I  N i z a k  [the Turkish leader] has faced 
shame and disgrace, so, many a chief has 
been proved to be foolish in war.®®
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Nahar also rejoices at the conquest of Tukharistan and the 
killing of Nizak . Tarkhan,in a poem of which only the 
following verse survives:

By my life, how good was the campaign of 
the soldiers which fulfilled its need from 
Nizak. 67

6 5Ibid., 1225-1226.
66Ibid., 1226.
67Ibid., 1223; Kamil, IV, 226.
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It would appear that Nahar's great admiration lor 
Qutaibah, reckoned to be the most famous governor of 
Khurasan in the Umayyad era,and the one who made Transoxania 
accessible to the Arabs, made him rise above his tribal 
sentiments and partisanship and even forget his tribal 

lineage. Accordingly, he warned Qutaibah when the latter 
intended to revolt in Farghanah against the authority of 
the new caliph Sulaiman b. 'Abd al-Malik, advising him not 
to shut his eyes to the conspirators from Tamim whom he 
accuses of being oppressors; Azd whom he accuses of being 
treacherous; and he even admonishes the tribe of Bakr whom 
he accuses of making lawful that which is forbidden. Nahar 
goes beyond this to state that if Qutaibah does not elimi
nate the conspirators, he will face the same fate as Ibn 
Khazim,in spite of the fact that the latter was the bitter 
enemy of the tribe of Bakr. He says:

0' Qutaibah b. Muslim, be brave like a tiger 
and be prepared, because Tamim are trans
gressors and the offspring of transgressors.
Do not trust the rebels and do not be careless, 
because the warrior is not caught napping.
Do not have confidence either in Azd because 
treachery is their field, nor in Bakr to whom 
belong violators of the forbidden.
0 Qutaibah, I am afraid you will face the _ 
disgrace of a day like that of Ibn Khazim.
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The attitude assumed by Nahar, in the aforementioned

verses,is to a certain extent similar to that assumed by
Qutaibah himself who, when he felt the tribesmen of Khurasan
beginning to desert him after he had appealed to them for
support in his revolt against the new caliph Sulaiman,
made a speech in which he reproached all the Arab tribes
of Khurasan, humiliating them and reminding them of their
former shortcomings; none of the tribes escaped his recrimi-

69nations including his own tribe Qais. Thus one may safely 
assume that the speech of Qutaibah inspired Nahar to the 
aforementioned verses although he did not dare to call down 
the tribe of Qais. It would appear that Qutaibah found in 
the verses of Nahar a reiteration of his own thoughts,
therefore when he heard them recited he said to Nahar,

70’’you have spoken the truth".

However,Nahar's alienation from his tribe was only of 
short duration and was quickly banished,and it would appear 
that it represented nothing more than an emotional turmoil, 
which diverted him for a while from his tribal partisanship. 
In this respect Nahar displays a similarity to the Azdite 
poet, K a 1b al-Ashqari, who when he praised Qutaibah forgot
his former loyalty to the Azdite chiefs, i.e. the B. al-

71Muhallab and satirized them. However, Ka'b after the 
killing of Qutaibah repented of his poetry against Yazid b. 
al-Muhallab, apologized to him and described Qutaibah as

69See Futuh, 594; Naqa’id, 354; Tabari, II, 1287. 
^Naqa'id, 360.
71See Aghani, XIV, 299.
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a tyrant and oppressor. 72 Similarly Nahar after the killing
of Qutaibah turned his back on him, describing him as a 
tyrant and an oppressor,and boasting that his tribe took 
part in his assassination. Thus:

When we found that al-Bahill Ibn Muslim had 
become a tyrant, we struck his head with a

This new stance assumed by Nahar is completely in
harmony with that assumed by his tribe and their allies
against Qutaibah. This is because the brain behind the
revolt against Qutaibah and his assassination was the Bakrite

chief, al-Hudain b. al-Mundhir, who used his shrewdness to
break the alliance between the tribe of Qais and Tamim and
exploited the. tribe of Tamim, which was the most numerous
of the Arab tribes of Khurasan, against Qutaibah and thus
he made the crushing of Qutaibah's revolt easy by staging

74counter-insurgency. He boasted of the killing of Qutaibah 
and said:

Ibn Sa'd and Ibn Zahr one after the other struck 
with their swords at the head of the crowned

sharp sword.73

hero.75

Initially Nahar saw no harm in praising W a k i 1 b. Abl

72 Ibid., 292.
7^Naqa5id, 364; Tabari, II, 1301.
74See Naqa’id, 358-362; Tabari, II, 1289-1297; Kamil, V,

6-7.
75Naqa'id, 362; Tabari, II, 1297.
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Sud al-Ghudani, who led the revolt against Qutaibah and 
thus seized power in Khurasan, especially because both 

tribes, Bakr and Tamim, were united in their aim oT deposing 

of Qutaibah. However Naliar in his praise of Waki' slanders 
the B. 'Amr, Qutaibah's family, and deems their revolt to 
be the destruction of Arabs in Khurasan. He exaggerates 
•the role played by W a k i ', endears his personality to the 
people and thus glorifies his ability in taking responsibility 
over Khurasan,and his ability in destroying the concentrations 
of polytheists. He portrays the tribes as being re-united 
under the standard of Islam and giving their allegiance to 
the new caliph, Sulaiman b. 'Abd al-Malik, whom he describes 
as the Mahdi; he says:

Banu 'Amr wanted us to die unmissed, but 
instead their corpses were left unmissed.
The Syrians will be informed of_our battle 
which is credited solely to Waki', the 
Handhalite.
The people of Iraq have entrusted their 
affairs to a person who is capable of bearing 
the trust.
He has a black standard, on the frontier, 
which continues to rout concentrations of 
polytheists.
It fstandardj is blessed and guides the 
troops, like an eagle shaking its wings to 
strike.
It is the only flag still in obedience to 
al-Mahdi fi.e. the caliph] .
Thus the Muslims have agreed on the best 
thing that any people can agree upon; that
is religion which has no imperfection

^Naqa’id, 364.
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In this respect, Nahar mirrors the general views of his
tribe and allies, pleased with the caliphate of Sulaiman
who hated al-Hajjaj and men such as Qutaibah because they

77had attempted to block his succession to the caliphate.
Thus many of the poets of the tribe of Bakr such as Abu 
al-Najra al-’Ijli,78 Hamzah b. Bid ,7 9 A 1sha-Shaiban89 and
others praised Sulaiman especially because he had shielded

_ — 81Yazid b. al-Muhallab from the wrath of al-Hajjaj.

The governorship of W a k i 1 had barely lasted nine
months when Sulaiman deposed him and gave the governorship

— — — 82 of Khurasan to Yazid b. al-Muhallab, the governor of Iraq,
and thus the position of the tribe of Azd, the allies of
the tribe of Bakr, reached its zenith in Khurasan. The new
governor was among those praised by Bakrite poets in Iraq
and Khurasan due to the alliance between the tribes of Azd
and Bakr, and because Yazid at times respected the covenant
between the two tribes. He advised his son, Makhlid, whom
he installed as deputy over Jurjan saying: "Look at the

tribe of Ra b i rah, they are your followers and supporters so

7 7 Tabari, II, 1283-1284.
78Ibn Jinni, Sirr Sinarat al-I’rab, I, 272.
7 9 Aghani, XVI, 220, Irshad, IV, 146; ’Asakir, IV, 440.
S 0Aghanr, XVIII, 136; Marsuqi, 1778.
S1Tabari, II, 1208.
8 2 Ibid. , 1306.
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83 — _ —give them their rights". Abu 'Ali al-Qali quotes three

verses composed by Nahar in praise of Yazid, when the latter 

was reappointed over Khurasan, in which he lauds the gene
rosity of Yazid's father to the wronged, orphans and poor.
He again alludes to Qutaibah stating that he was indifferent 
to him and did not heed Qutaibah's aversion for him since 
God, the only Benefactor, was keeping Yazid and his brother 
Makhlid alive; he says:

0 Qutaibah, if my crime is that I praised a 
person who was unique .in glory... who was 
the father of every wronged and helpless one.
And the aid of the' helpless women who turned 
for help right and left. So, do whatever you 
like; if you wrong me God is my Benefactor, 
who keeps Yazid and Makhlid alive.^4
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Just as Nahar was motivated by tribal loyalty in his 
praise - poetry, this is likewise the feeling that motivated 
his surviving satirical poetry. The earliest surviving 
satirical verses of Nahar are the fragments composed by him 
against Qutaibah when the latter came as a governor to 
Khurasan in 85 A.H.,in place of Yazid b. al-Muhallab.
These proceedings displeased the Bakrites because they 
were in alliance with the tribe of Azd against Mudar 
from which Qutaibah1s tribe, i.e. Qais, was descended; and 
thus when al-Hajjaj summoned Yazid to Iraq, the latter con
sulted al-Hudain b. al-Mundhir, the most famous Bakrite 
chief in Khurasan, who suggested that Yazid should refuse

8 3Sharh, XVII, 25. 
8^Amall, II, 199.:
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al-Hajjaj's demands and write directly to the caliph to

at the appointment of Qutaibah, the Qaisite, over Khurasan 
and welcomed him by composing satirical poetry of which 
only two fragments have survived. In the first,Nahar makes

the clan from which Qutaibah came, as a clan amongst whom 
generosity has died while evil flourishes; thus he says:

0 Qutaibah, we said when you came to us: 
"You are indeed a bad replacement for the 
praiseworthy Yazldf
Al-Muhallab [father of YazidJ was not like 
your father.
How different your quality is, contemptible 
and mean I
What a difference there is between one who 
reached- [high position] by playing cymbals 
and one who reached fit] equipped with a 
sword amidst raging w a r . _
[You are] the cross-eyed one of Bahilah in 
whose reign generosity has died and evil 
flourished.80

Ibn Khallikan ascribes the aforementioned verses to 'Abd 
Allah b. Hammam al-Saluli. Ibn Khallikan, however, was 
not certain in his ascription and thus comments: "It is
said that these verses were not composed by 'Abd Allah b

85TabarI, II, 1141; Kamil, IV, 207.
^8 Shu_[ara' , 537; Wafayat, VI, 290; Anon., Ma.jmu'at al- 

M a ’ani, 171.

ask him to keep him in office. 85 Nahar felt displeasure

a comparison and hence prefers Yazid and his father to
Qutaibah and his father. He also portrays the B. Bahilah,

jj—'— s
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Hammam, but by Nahar b. Tawsi'ah, and only God knows" . 87 
It would seem reasonable that the verses should be ascribed

_ _ o n
to Nahar, for Ibn Hammam was a Kufan poet and did not 
emigrate to Khurasan; equally he belonged to the tribe of 
Qais and it is unthinkable that a Qaisite poet should prefer 
an Azdite governor to a governor from his own tribe.

In the second fragment,Nahar laments the blessing of 
the past when Yazid was governor and the doors of generosity 
had been flung wide open. He expresses his displeasure at 
the arrival of Qutaibah and portrays him in a humorous 
caricature, saying:

Khurasan was a land, where, when Yazid was 
there, every door of prosperity was open.
But now it has received instead Qutaibah 
of the grasping fingers whose face seems 
as if it were besprinkled with vinegar.
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Some sources link the above two verses with three other
~ 90verses and ascribe them to Malik b. al-Raib, but this is

manifestly false, since Qutaibah was appointed to Khurasan
91

in 85 A.H., while Malik died about 60 A. II.

8 7 Wafayat, VI, 290.
88See Fadil, 79;_Mubarrad, II, 276; Aghani, XVI, 31; Abu 

Zaid, al-Nawadir fi al-Lughah 4; Ansab, V, 191.
89 -S hu'ara’, 537; M u ’talif, 193; MUyun,_III, 155; 'Iqd, II, 

146;_Muljam, I, 843; al-Zawzani± Hamasat al-Zurafa’ min 
A s h 1 ar al-Muhdathfn wa al-Qudama*' fl~, 143; Ibn Abi ' A w n , 
Kitab al-TashbihSt, 71; a’l’-MaqdisI, al-Bad' wa al-Tarikh,
VI, 37.90 -See Futuh,579 ; Mu'jam, I, 843.

91See Tabari, II, 178; MarzubanI, 364.
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Although Nahar glorifies the role of Waki' in leading

the revolt against Qutaibah, Waki' failed to live up to

his people's expectations. He went beyond the limits set
by religion and was not satisfied with merely flogging a
drunkard but sentenced him to death. When he was reminded
of the statutory penalties, he replied: "I punish not by

92the lash but by the sword". He was a scandalously parti
san supporter of Mudar against Rabi'ah. He once made a 
speech in which he reiterated what Ibn Khazim used to say, 
namely that Rabi'ah was always raging against God since he 
had raised up the Prophet from Mudar. In the same speech,
he accused Rabi'ah of being cowardly and showing timidity 

93in battle. For such reasons, the Bakrites altered their 
opinion of him. The Bakrite chief, al-Hudain b. al-Mundhir, 
who had formerly suggested that Waki' would lead the revolt 
against Qutaibah, reminds the B. Tamim in a fragment that 
his allies, the Azdites, were those who had killed Qutaibah 
and supported the tribe of Tamim .in’seeking revenge. Al-
Hudain lauds these Azdites who killed Qutaibah while he

satirizes W a k i ' and describes him as having a disfigured 
face. He says:

Ibn Sa'd and Ibn Zahr one after the other 
struck with their swords at the head of the 
crowned hero.
Banu Minqar could not avenge their blood- 
feud with Qais 'Allan except with the help 
of Azd and Madhhij ...
On that evening'when we came with Ibn Zahr
and you [Banu Tamim] came with [Waki'J the
dark-lipped, the one with marked arms, the
dark deaf man of Ghudan whose forehead is like

Q9 _ _Naqa 1 i d , 364; Tabari, II, 1301. 
9 3Bayan, II, 237.
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a blot of ink on leather with scribbles on 
it. 94
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Nothing has survived of Nahar's satirical poetry on Waki' 
except the following verse in which he describes Waki' as 
more evil and wicked than Qutaibah:

We used to lament four misfortune] at the hand 
of the Bahill, but this Ghudani has proved to
be a greater evil. °
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Although Nahar eagerly supported the alliance with 
Azd and preferred the governor to be from them rather than 
from Mudar, he did not always support them unreservedly.
He inclined to them as long as they maintained the covenant 
between the two tribes, were loyal to Bakr and respected 
their rights. But when they departed from the covenant 
and neglected their duty towards the tribe of Bakr, then
Nahar swiftly turned his back on them by satirizing and
threatening them. In this he adopted the stance of his 
tribe, became its mouth-piece and gave their interests the 
highest priority. However the relationship between the two 
allies, Bakr and Azd, was not always sullied, and it would 

appear that the alliance itself was not always strong and

94 Naqa’id, 362; Tabari, II, 1297.
^NaqaJ id, 364; Tabari, II, 1301.
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they were obliged to renew it again and again either in 

Iraq or in Khurasan. Likewise every tribe appears Lo 
exploit the alliance for their own interests. Thus when the 
interests of the tribes were opposed, the poets of both 
tribes involved themselves in satirizing the other side and 
defending their own tribe. For example, Abu al-Faraj 
reports that when Rabi'ah allied themselves to the Yemenites, 
they and Azd used to group round Yazid b. al-Muhallab.
When R a b i ’ah felt that Yazid had set back their affairs, 
they provoked discord against him until he put matters 
right. Thus the Azdite poet, Thabit Qutnah, satirized the 
tribe of Bakr, accusing them of being skilled in inciting

96evil and withdrawing at times of difficulty. Thus he says:

fyj W*5,  ̂̂   ̂Ljb ^ LwJU i ijS j

When Yazid b. al-Muhallab was re-appointed over 
Khurasan in 97- A.H.,he favoured the Syrians there and 
depended on them and some others,neglecting the tribe of 
Bakr. Nahar was infuriated, changed his opinion of Yazid, 

and threatened him with a mutiny of Bakr if he did not show 

them favour again. He says:

We did_not expect of any amir what we expected 
of Yazid, but we are disappointed and for long 
we have been used, to abstain from the company 
of the niggardly.
If an amir does not give us our rights, we 
march against him like lions.
Now, Yazid, show us favour, and relieve us of 
the company of your servants.
When we come to you we see in you only 
aversion, although we greet you from a 
distance.
And we go back disappointed and unfavoured.

96 — —Aghani, XIV, 280.
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What is the reason for frowning and 
aversion.^7

US' IS U,

When Yazid b. al-Muhallab embezzled the wealth gained 
from his conquest of Jurjan, failed to pay the portion due 
to the treasury, displayed meanness and was imprisoned by 
’Adi b. Artah, the governor of Basra, on the order of the

grounds to support Yazid, especially since the new caliph

to power on the recommendation of his predecessors, Sulaiman, 
whose caliphate was appreciated by the Bakrites. On the 
contrary, the Bakrites later rejoiced at the crushing of 

YazidTs revolt. I have been unable to find a single verse 
composed by any Bakrite poet which elegizes the B. al- 
Muhallab in spite of the long-standing alliance which linked 
the tribe of Bakr with the tribe of Azd. Nahar portrays 

the standing of Yazid as an orator as humiliation to the 
pulpit. 1-Ie describes him and the Azdites in general as 
being afflicted with senility and blemished by meanness in 
old age. Thus he says:

- 98new caliph ’Umar b. ’Abd al-'Aziz, the Bakrites found no

was not fanatically loyal to any single tribe and had come

97,
98

Tabari, II, 1313; Kamil, V, 10; Sliarh, III, 267. 
Tabari, II, 1351.
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The pulpit wood, in which you stand carrying 
a stick in your hands, has endured humiliation. 
When you approached old age, I saw you su.ffaring 
from what the aged of Azd suffer, i.e. insanity 
and avarice.
Whoever wishes to find fault with al-Mazun will 
find shame in y o u . ^
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Also the Bakrites could not bear Asad al-Qasri's desertion 
of them and his favouring the Yemenites, and thus they were 
irritated by this. The Bakrite poet, Abu al~Barid, having 
praised Asad and considered him the best king,^^^ turned 
his back on him, rebuked the tribe of Azd in general and 
accused them of breaking the agreement of alliance first 
ratified in Basra during the lifetime of Malik b. Misma’ 
and M a s ’ud b. ’Amr, which laid down that both tribes should 
have equal rights and support each other; saying
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Likewise Nahar did not appreciate the manner in which the 
Yemenites, who had grouped themselves round Asad, swarmed 
to receive presents on the festival day. He accuses them 
of disappearing at difficult times while they were numerous 
at times of festival. He criticizes them in a poem of which

99Naqa'id, 368.
100See Tabari, II, 1490. 
1 0 1 Ibid., 1497.
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only the following verse has survived and this verse 
represents the last extant verso of his poetry; he says:

Your numbers decline if you are called to a 
war to be recompensed Conly by Godj, while 
you turn up in great numbers during festivals.

oJ ̂ . S'

The aforementioned two types of poetry, i.e. praising 
and satirizing, encompass most of the surviving poetry of 

Nahar. Unfortunately I have been unable to find any frag
ments of other types of poetry composed by him except two 
elegiac fragments and certain meagre fragments of fakhr 
(boasting) poetry. In the first of the elegiac fragments 

he elegizes his brother *Itban, whose date of death' is 
unknown to us; He shows himself to be changed in state, 
says his pride has been wiped away and that he is without 
helpers after the death of those whom he used to consult 
when faced by misfortune. The verses run:

O ’Itban, I was a man of position until I was 
afflicted by the loss of you - fortunes do 
decline. I was difficult to handle, cared for 
nothing and looked from the outer angle of 
my eye £by reason of pridej .
Then I straightened my sight and crushed 

my pride.
And I lost my friends during whose life I used 
to give or retain as I desired.
Whose advice shall I seek if I face a calamity, 
and with whom will I seek refuge?!
A day must come once when I shall be mourned, 
lying in shroud, unable to hear.103
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1 09  -Ibid., 1638; 'Asakir, II, 461.
1 09 _ _ ~Manazil, 412; Marzuqi, 952.
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In the second fragment Nahar specifically elegizes al- 
Muhallab b. Abi Sufrah who died in 82 A.H.,at Marw al-Rudh, 
after- ruling Khurasan for four years. In this fragment 
Nahar heightens the calamity generated by the death of al~ 
Muhallab. Thus invasions which had procured wealth have
ceased and generosity has died. He glorifies the role of
al-Muhallab in the conquests when he spurred on his horses 
over rugged land, the horses not fearing stab wounds but 
returning safely, achieving triumph and smeared with blood. 
He also portrays al-Muhallab as being dear to all the Arab 
tribes in Khurasan and supporting the tribes of Qahtan and 
their allies from Bakr and Taghlib; equally he was a refuge 
for the tribes of M a Tadd who were ready to ransom him with 
their fathers and mothers. The verses which depict this run

After al-Muhallab, wealth-procuring campaigns 
have vanished and bounties and generosity have 
died.
They [bounties and generosityJ_have remained 
fixed to his tomb at Marw al-Rudh and have stayed 
away from both east and west.
When it is asked: ’who is the benefactor of the 
people', we say:- ’It is he' and we do not 
hesitate.
He opened to us lands plain and rugged, with 
horses that advance like successive flight of 
sand grouse.
He used to expose them [horsesj to piercing as 
if to cover them in purple dye. Qahtan were 
congregating round him, supporting him together 
with their allies, Bakr and Taghlib.
And both the M a ’addite tribes used to take 
refuge in his flag.
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Theyransomed him with themselves, and 
their mothers and fathers.3-04
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It would appear that this emotional commemoration is exagge
rated by Nahar,and that he was not motivated by a genuine 
admiration of al-Muhallab's military ability,since the latter 
did not achieve remarkable victories in Khurasan. However 
it would seem that Nahar was driven by tribal orthodoxies 
since the alliance between his tribe Bakr and the tribe of 
al-Muhallab, the Azd, was formed in Khurasan during the 
governorship of al-Muhallab who keenly supported it.

Of the fakhr of Nahar what has survived is very meagre, 
and what there is is dominated by tribalism and expresses 

the partiality, which dominated the feelings of most poets 
of the Umayyad era. Nahar boasts of the killing of Qutaibah, 
attributing it to his tribe; and making use of the first 
person plural pronoun 'we', he says:

When we found the Bahili Ibn Muslim had 
become a tyrant, we struck his head with a 
sharp sword.

0 Shu'ara’, 538; Tabari, II, 1084; Kamil, IV, 197, 235; 
Tanbih, 278; Wafayat, IV, 87, V, 354; Amall, II, 198-199; 
Mu'jam, IV, 506; 'Iqd, III, 298; Lubab, 31.

1 05 -  -Naqa’id, 364; Tabari, II, 1301.
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In one of the fragments in which Nahar satirizes Yazid b. 
al-Muhallab, he boasts of the might and power of his tribe 
who refuse to accept injustice from any amir, saying:

If an amir does not allow us our rights,

When al-Junaid al-Murri selected Nahar to be the head of a 

delegation to the caliph Hisham, formerly under Saif b. 
Wassaf who now feared to go, Nahar composed the following 
fragment in which he boasts of his power and ability to put 
himself in danger. Even boasting of himself, Nahar does not 
forget his tribal loyalty. Thus he boasts of his tribe 
describing them as people who had been accustomed to take 
part in delegations since the reign of 'Uthman, the third 
caliph, and even before. He also portrays them as the 
people of the old and new glory, saying:

By your life, you did not favour me when you 
delegated me, but you did expose me to dangers. 
You invited people for this responsibility 
but they were afraid to undertake it, while I 
am a person who ventures upon dangers.
I believe that unless God protects me I will 
be carrion for beasts or birds that circle 
over corpses.
I am the companion of ’Arak whose death is easy 
to you and still you have given him letters to 
carry.
Although he is a nearer relative to you, I 
have the greater rights to the gifts of the 
caliphs.
During the reign of 'Uthman and even before we

we march against him like lions.106

<0

1O0TabarI, II, 1313; Kamil, V, 10; Sharh, III, 267.
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were delegated and we are people of glory,
old and new.^-^

<_JL)

t i L J U .

Ibn Qutaibah and al-Mubarrad ascribe a fragment to Nahar,in 
which he casts aside tribal sentiment, rejects tribal boasting, 
and declares that he belongs to Islam which makes people 
equal,and that piety not ancestry is the criteria for 
measuring nobility and esteem. The verses run as follows:

My parent is Islam beside which I have no 
other when they boast of Bakr and Tamim. 
Either tribe supports one claiming descent 
from among its members in order to link him 
up with those of noble descent.
But there is no nobility in descent - even 
though such origins are noble - only the

On the aforementioned verses al-Nuss comments, saying:
"Amongst the voices half-heartedly raised against tribalism, 

is that of Nahar who preferred belonging to Islam to belonging

pious man is noble. ̂ 8

1 0 7 Tabari, II, 1545.
^0 ^Mubarrad, III, 179; Shu'ara', 537.
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109 -to the tribe of Bakr or Tamim". 1Atwan, followed al-
Nuss, says: "Nahar in the aforementioned verses was
motivated by reason, perspicacity and open-mindedness,
casting aside his emotions and freeing himself from tribal- 

110ism". It would appear that these two writers took lor
granted that the verses were composed by Nahar although
al-Marzubani ascribes them to the Kharijite poet from Bakr,

-  -  -  111 ’Isa b. 1 Atik al-Khatti. There is not the slightest
evidence within these verses that they were composed by
Nahar, and they even display deviations from the norm when
compared to Nahar’s surviving, strongly tribalist, poetry.
Whereas when they are compared to the surviving poetry of 

~  112'Isa, where Islamic features are dominant, these verses 
exhibit no such incompatibility.

In conclusion, it can be argued that Nahar was the 
poet of Bakr in Khurasan who defended them and was their 
mouth-piece. His personality was fused with the personality 
of his tribe and thus he did not see any harm in praising 
those whom he had previously satirized, or satirizing those 
whom he had previously praised,because the views of his 
tribe superimposed themselves over his own views. From 
another point of view his poetry mirrors the reality of the 
tribe of Bakr in Khurasan and its relation with other Arab 
tribes there; the Bakrites were rarely on good terms with

109 - Al-Nuss j al-1Asabiyyah al-Qabaliyyah wa Atharuha fi
al-Shi1r al-Umawi, 375.

110 -  -  -  -1Atwan, al-Shi'r al-’Arabi bi Khurasan fi al-'Asr al-
Umawi , 2 S 7 .

^^^Marzubani, 25S.
112 bee ’Abbas, Shi'r al-Khawarij, 12-15.
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the Mudarite tribes and their relation even with their 
allies, the Azdites, was not completely devoid of turbulence. 

Had Nahar’s diwan survived, it would have cast light on his 
personality and that of his tribe to a deeper and more 
comprehensive extent. The description of Nahar by Ibn 
Qutaibah as being the most gifted poet of the tribe of Bakr 
in Khurasan is specific and imposes limits on Nahar's fame, 
for the Bakritesin Khurasan did not produce any poet who 
would vie with the master poets of the Umayyad era such as 
Jarir, al-Farazdaq, al-Akhtal, al-Ra'I and others. The 
surviving verses of Nahar indicate that he did not follow 
the traditional artistic constraints of the ancient Arab 
poetry which were slavishly followed by the famous poets of 
his era other than in Khurasan. He did not employ extended 
poetical imagery nor did he probe its limits; he immediately 
gives the reader the idea he wants to convey without 
repeating it in more than one poetical image,as famous poets 
used to do. However it should not be forgotten that the 
surviving poetry of Nahar is fragmentary and it is unjust to 
describe the artistic merits of Nahar merely on the basis 
of such fragments while his diwan is lost. We can be safe 

in assuming that his diwan would have displayed his poetical 
technique and creativity more effectively than the fragments 
from which we are now forced to make the basis of our 
aesthetic judgment.
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CHAPTER VI 

AL-'UDAIL B. AL-FARKH

The information we have on the life of al-'Udail is 
scant and at times self-contradictory; moreover the poems 
or parts of poems that have come down to us are few in
number. With the exception of the short account by Ibn

1 —  2 Qutaibah, the brief chapter by Abu al-Faraj on al-'Udail,
and the seven poems selected by Ibn Maimun in his Muntaha 

3al-Talab from the poetry of al-'Udail, the remainder of
the sources which mention al-'Udail suffice to give only
a very meagre account of his life and poetry, some of the
latter merely repeating the information supplied by Ibn
Qutaibah or Abu al-Faraj without adding further details.

- -4Al-Baghdadi confines himself to repeating the information
given by Ibn Qutaibah, whilst other sources merely mention

al-'Udail without adding anything about his life or poetry.
Among those is al-Tayalisi who merely says "al-'Udail the 

5famous poet".

Among modern commentators who have concerned them
selves with al-'Udail is Lewis Cheikho who gives a chapter 

6to the poet. With the exception of the claim by Cheikho

^Shu'ara', 413-414.
2AghanT, XXII, 327-343.
3 - -Nuri al-Qaisi edited these poems_together with some frag
ments by al-'Udail in his Shu 1ara' Umawiyyun which is 
devoted to collecting the available poetry of certain 
poets of the Umayyad era.

^Baghdadi, II, 367-368.
5 — — —Kitab al-Mukatharah 1ind al-Mudhakarah, 42.
^Shu'ara* al-Nagraniyyah ba'd al-Islam, 213-228.
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that al-'Udail was Christian, he merely copies some of the 

points contained in the AghanI without any detailed analysis 
although the accounts given by the AghanI are sometimes 
contradictory. Cheikho also cites some verses attributed 
to al-'Udail from some other sources.

' The majority of our sources are in agreement that 
the name of our poet is al-'Udail, but al-Zabldl says: 
"Al-^'Udail b. al-Farkh, a well-known poet. In some copies
it is 'Adll without the letter T,L" and this is the correct

7 - -form". Thus the name of our poet, according to al-Zabidi
is "'Adi". However, al-Zabidi's claim cannot be substan
tiated because the genealogists, among whom Ibn al-Kalbl 
was the most prominent, mention him as al-'Udail and because 
al-Zabidi does not supply the reader with evidence for 
his judgement. Moreover, al-Zabidi's work is of a late 
date when compared to some of the other commentators con
cerned with al-'Udail. Ibn Qutaibah mentions that al-'Udail 

was known by-the laqab (nickname) of al-'Abbab which was
o

the name of his dog.

None of the traditional sources mentions a kunyah
for al-'Udail. Al-'Udail himself does not mention sons in
. 9his poetry, but he does mention in a fragment, his wife

and daughters, who were robbed of their ornaments, as we 
shall see, by a client of al-Rajjaj when al-'Udail escaped

^T a j , 'adala.
^Shu'ara', 413; Baghdadi, II, 368. 
9AghanI, XXII, 336-337.
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from al-Hajjaj. Abu al-Faraj reports that al-'Udail had

eight brothers amongst whom were Aswad, Sawadah, Shamlah
-  10or Salamah and al-Harith who were both poets and knights.

Unfortunately, I have been unable to trace any verse 
attributed to them, with the exception of one verse attri
buted to Sawadah who composed it when his cousin 'Amr
struck him with a sword and severed his leg, the verse runs 

11as follows:
we p

Al-'Udail was a member of the B. 'IJ1 b. Lujaim, one
of the most eminent sections of the tribe of Ba k r . His

- 12 - mother was called Darma". She was from the B. Shaiban
about whom it is said: "None of the Arab tribes is mightier

- 13than Shaiban nor has more allies than them". Al-'Udail
feels strongly about his noble descent from both his father 
and his mother, and says:

Not only does my mother belong to Shaiban, 
but I as well am a white 1 Ij1i of good 
descent.

hoJ 5 ^ i  ̂Cj O® O  ̂

The abodes of the B. 11j1 extended roughly from Hirah
- 15to al-Samman before the advent of Islam. It would appear

1 0 Ibid., 327.
1 XIbid., 328.
1 9 Ibid,, 327.
1 3 Kamil, I, 254.
1 4 AghanI, XXII, 326, 339; Ma'ahid, I, 26. 

See above p .38.
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that the B. 11j1 were on good terms with their neighbours

the B. Shaiban ol Bakr, because in most of their ayyam
before Islam,they supported each other and fought side by

- 16side against the B. Tamim o.f Mudar, and others. Amongst
the most notable battles of which the Bakrites boast is
the victory at Dhu Qar over the Persians. Both the clans
of ’Ijl and that of Shaiban played a prominent role in the
latter battle in which 'Ijl were led by Hanzalah b. Sayyar
who refused to submit to the demands of the Chosroe, while
Hani’ b. M a s ’ud, the leader of Shaiban, was about to flee

17into the desert with his kindred. Because of Hanzalah’s
steadfastness, some of our sources refer to him as the
leader of the whole Bakr tribe and they glorify the role of

1 ft’Ijl and its performance in the battle.

The B. ’Ijl embraced Islam shortly after the yawm of
— 19al-Shayyitan,which took place around 9 A.H. ’Ijl itself

was an important participant in the Islamic conquest amongst
other sections of Bakr, especially in the conquest of Iraq,
to the extent that they fought under their own standard in

20the battle of al-Buwaib in 14 A.H. After this conquest, 
some of the B. ’Ijl settled in Iraq, Basra and Kufa, while 
the majority remained in their former abodes. The ayyam 
of Bakr, in general, and. of the B. ’Ijl in particular, their 
old history, and their famous men, provided al-'Udail with

16For examples, see: Naqa’id, 47, 144, 781, 1019.
l7See Naqa'id, 640; 'Iqd, V, 262-263.
18 — — — —Naqa 3id^ 641; Ishtiqaq, 346; Tanbih, 207; Bakri, III,

1042; Kamil, I, 199; 'Iqd, V, 263; Jamharat, 294.
19 - -See al-Jumard, Ghurrat al-'Arab; Yazid b. Mazyad al-

Shaibani, 42-43.
20 “

Tabari, I, 2192.
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material for his boasting poems since he descended from 

a famous clan of the famous Bakr tribe.

We have no information whatsoever in our sources which 
enables us to determine either 'Udail's date of birth,or 
his date of death with precision. With regard to his place 
of birth and where he was brought up, our sources make 110 

direct references. Abu al-Faraj reports, on the authority 
of Muhammad b. Sallam, that "al-'Udail came to Basra and
praised Malik b. Misma* who rewarded him. He stayed with

-  21Malik and remained in Basra until his death". This state
ment raises two questions: where did al-'Udail come to

Basra from? and when did he come to Basra?. It is most 
probable that al-'Udail was born and brought up among his
clan around Dhu Qar which was a watering-place for the tribe

-  22of Bakr adjacent to the Sawad of Iraq. This assumption
is reinforced by what Abu al-Faraj relates that when al-
’Udail and his brothers took their swords to kill their
cousin 'Amr, their mother said to them: "I take refuge
with God from your evil". Her son Aswad replied: "What
are you afraid of regarding us? By God, if we strike our

swords on this Hinw (i.e., Hinw Quraqir), they will not
23rise up against u s " . The aforementioned Hinw is Hinw

- - 24 - - 25Dhu Qar which is a night's walk from Dhu Qar. Al-'Udail
mentions Dhu Qar more than once in his poetry; for example,

01 _  „Aghani, XXII, 343.
99 -Bakri, III, 1042; Mu'jam, IV, 10.
99 _ _Aghani, XXII, 327-328.
24Bakri, III, 1059; Mu1jam, II, 349.
25Mu'jam, IV, 10.
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the following verse which is directed to one Salma who
left Dhu Qar: the verse itself appears to be part of a
prelude to a poem only four verses of which survive. It 

26runs:

j It j Lj 1 j las U j la (_£ 3 I j 1 O h

It is not far-fetched to suppose that al-rUdail took 
part in the battle of the Camel in the ranks of 'Ali, 
especially as we know that 'Ali stayed at Dhu Qar on his
way to Basra, and that there the Bakrite clans joined his

27 28army, especially men from the B. 'Ijl, namely the clan
of al-'Udail. Regarding the battle of Siffin in which al-
'Udail took part, a fragment of a poem composed by him has
come down to us in which he, as the ancient Arab poets were
wont to do, portrays the bravery of his opponents, the
severity of the fighting between some of 'All's supporters
and Mu'awiyah's Ghassanid supporters,and the defeat of
Ghassan without injury to any of 'All's supporters. In the
verses he assures us, as do other Bakrite poets who took
part in the battle of Siffin, of his loyalty to 'Ali. The
relevant verses are as follows:

I will never forget Ghassan's steadfastness_ 
at the hill, even if I live as long as Shamam 
[/the mountain] casts its shadow.
They are chiefs and leaders when people 
gather for the fierce battle.
When we marched to them, they engaged us with 
high spears and bloody swords.

26 -  -  -S h u 'ara’, 414; Aghani, XXII, 328.
27 -Ibn 'Umar, al-Fitnah wa Waq'at al-Jamal, 146; Kamil, II,

96 .
28Ansab, IV/I, 187.
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When the battle became fiercer, they came 
back but could not kill anyone dear to us .
We are satisfied with the noble and stead
fast old man pAliJ, who belongs to a large 
tribe.2 9

I 1 lo I ■ ^  L» t’y Lutp k ) J 1 *-A#ui

1 *v I.. .S . 11 wL<p  ̂ ^ 3  ■••'SlI1 1 I o  I d o  b  <j c U ,
j 0̂ viJ 1 b ^   ̂ IjJ—v b  b  -̂̂ >^-1 1 L^^kv d 1 «Jl£ b^wAj^ b
C5°
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From the meagre information on the life of al-'Udail, 
it would appear that he lived a traditional Bedouin life and 
remained relatively untouched by Islam. He believed in vio
lence and power as a means of achieving his demands without 
paying regard to the rule of the state or the requirements of 
Islam. Among his characteristics was a strong individualism 
which made him prefer his own interests to those of others. 
■This can be shown by. what Abu al-Faraj relates that when one 
of his cousins called 'Amr married another cousin without 
asking his permission, al-'Udail and his brothers took their 
swords and went to kill 'Amr who was accompanied by his 
slave Dabigh. They did not heed the appeal of 'Amr but 
insisted on fighting. As a result, four of the brothers of
al-'Udail were killed, Sawadah lost his leg, and al-'Udail

30received a blow on the head but later recovered. It is 
not reported to us whether al-'Udail went to the authorities 
to seek redress, however we are told that he concealed his 
hatred and insisted-on seeking revenge from Dabigh and not 
from 'Amr. This feature of revenge-'Seeking is tribal and

o q  . „  „ „Ibn A ’tham,' Kitab al-Futuh, III, 303; Siffin, 445-446.
30AghanI, XXII, 327-328.
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pre-Islamic, indeed Islam prohibits it though it has never 
succeeded in suppressing it. If we investigate the pre- 
Islamic battle-days, we find that revenge was their most 
prominent feature. The phenomenon of revenge-seeking was 
still strong among the Arab tribes after Islam, especially 

in those Bedouin tribes which had not settled in cities.
It would appear that after his brothers had been killed, 
al-’Udail was reluctant to seek revenge from his cousin 
'Amr for fear that his cousin's relations would seek revenge 
from him if 'Amr was killed, but Dabigh was a slave,and to 
satisfy his desires for revenge, al-'Udail sought to kill 
Dabigh, who escaped to Syria.0 But it happened, as we 
are told,' that Dabigh and al-'Udail were going to perform 
the Hajj in the same year. When al-'Udail was told of this 
he began to spy on Dabigh. Disguising himself, he exploited 

a favourable situation and killed Dabigh treacherously in 
Wadi Ilunain near al-Ta’if. He boasts of this treacherous 
action and says:

Did you not see that I struck at Dabigh 
with the sword and although it was revenge 
I did not quench my thirst.
On the night of the full-moon, I attacked 
him, in Wadi Hunain with a polished white 
sword.32

i * ■V'k j b i j  ̂ C  b  *— ■■ i ^
t j -- -ifr-yo J L  jL > v j 1 1q ^ 4  b  0 ... ■ ■■ ■ j  k-V-vJ I d_b_) t C O

3 1 Ibid., 328. 
32 Ibid., 329.
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Although in the above two verses he boasts of the killing 
of Dabigh, he deems that his thirst for revenge has not 
been satisfied. There is no reason for this haughtiness 
except for the fact that Dabigh was a slave and the killer 
was a pure Arab. A l - ’Udail was not unique in this respect. 
When he satirized Jurthumah al-Jillani and portrayed the 
b. Jillan as having no glory either in ancient times or 
the present:

I am satirizing the B. Jillan, who were unknown

Jurthumah replied to him by these two verses in which he
mocks him for satirizing the nobles and generous, i .e. the
B. Jillan, while he would not seek revenge except from
Dabigh, who according to Jurthumah, was of little worth and
thus al-’Udail was ignoble because he boasted of killing a

34slave, the verses are:

Al-'Udail at this stage of his life, i.e. before he 
moved to Basra and settled there was extremely fanatical 
regarding his close relations in the clan of 'Ijl. In his 
sentiments, al-'Udail could not rise above the narrow tribal 
fanaticism which caused antagonism among families belonging 
to the same clan. It was as if he was a vehicle for discord

to glory, in olden times or new .33
f w f:

Os?-!? *̂3  ̂ O  ^

J*-. jo

*3^ [r.

33Ibid.
34Ibid.
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and stirred evil. Abu al-Faraj relates, on the authority 

of Abu 'Amr al-Shaibani, that a man of the B. 'Ukabah, the 
family of al-'Udail, cut off the nose of a certain Jabbar, 
one of the B. al-Taghiyah, who were from 'Ijl. Al-'Udail 
glorifies the action of his relations and by caricature 
ridicules the man with the severed nose in his verses. He 
makes use of the plural pronoun 'We1 as if he wants to show 
that the action of his relations bestowed honour on the 
entire family of the B. 'Ukabah,of which he was a member.
He says:

Do you not see Jabbar and the cartilaginous 
part of his nose with holes which need to be 
moved down when he wishes to clear his nose.
Verily we cut off his nose, so whenever his 
nose appears, he feels others are his enemy 
[[because they laugh at himj . 35

It would appear that the B. Ukabah and the B. al-
Taghiyah were not on friendly terms. In addition to the
severing of Jabbar's nose, Abu al-Faraj mentions that one
of the B. 'Ukabah hacked at the arm of W a k i 1, one of the B.
al-Taghiyah, and cut it off, Al-'Udail again exploits the
situation and boasts of it, attributing the deed to himself,
and mocking Waki' with the fact that this action dealt a
blow to his pride. Thus he calls upon Waki' to content

himself with feeding the camels and to stay inside with the
women,because of the shame his severed hand had brought 
him. He says:

35Ibid., 337.
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I left Waki' with his hair turned white, 
his right hand spoilt and his pride crushed.
So, go on feeding dusky young camels with 
it and eat with it the food of the mean and 
stay inside the chambers [with women].

 ̂ i ■ ■■■ •>*** ̂  -1 L*" lo

j s

' This venting of anger and the bragging and mockery

in his verses,against the men of the B. al-Taghiyah,infuri-
ated them,and they demanded the cutting off of 'Udail's 

3 7nose and hand, although he was not the one responsible 
for the original acts; this seeking of revenge from a 
relation of the one who had committed the outrage is a 
marked feature of the pre-Islamic tradition and was expressly 
forbidden by Islam,but nevertheless remained a prevalent 
feature among tribes in the badiyah and even in the cities, 
especially when the central authority was weak and allowed 
the rise of tribalism. It would appear that al-'Udail was 
chosen because he was the poet of his family and their 
spokesman in denouncing the B. al-Taghiyah. It seems that 
the family of al-'Udail did not have sufficient strength to 
protect him and his father from the B. al-Taghiyah and that 
they had to seek refuge with 'Ufair b. Jubair, one of the 
B. Qais of 'Ijl. He tried to make peace between the two 
related clans and ordered al-Farkh, the father of al-'Udail, 
to acknowledge the rights of the B. al-Taghiyah. When al- 
Farkh accompanied by Hassan, Waqqaf and Dinar, all from 
the B. 'Ukabah, went to the B. al-Taghiyah to sue for peace, 
the latter exploited the situation, seizing al-Farkh and

36Ibid., 338.
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making off with him towards Basra. In reprisal, the B. 

'Ukabah seized a man of the B. al-Taghiyah. As a result, 
'Ufair found himself in a situation to intercede and al- 
Farkh was released. Al-'Udail uses this episode in one 
of his poems in eulogizing the B. Qais wherein he portrays 
them as generous and powerful,while he satirizes the B. 
al-Taghiyah, describing them as 'ignoble' and 'base'; 
features prominently mentioned in the satirical poetry of 
that era. Al-'Udail says:

The B. Qais b. Sa'd, since the time of Dhu 
al-Qarnain, are used to bestow benefits and 
to protect. _
They have rescued Hassan forcibly with spears 
pointing [at them], since you [[the B. al- 
Taghiyah] are mean of spirit.
You committed treachery with Dinar and Hassan, 
as well as with al-Farkh who submitted himself
to you.38

* iojj I (_£ O t ^  ■ *** f lo
|p ioyj |p ̂  b.oJ i ̂  llJ 0̂—I.....,,.— mmj |p L-Ŵ > Ip 1,'iSŷ‘yKV I
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In another fragment, al-'Udail mentions that he was 

in debt to the B. Qais and that he was on good terms with 
them. Thus when al-Farazdaq was granted favours by the B. 
Qais and al-'Udail was not, he threatened to satirize them. 
He says that he was on the point of composing a satirical 
poem against them but was prevented, by their former favours 
In this respect, he acts as though he had a greater claim 
to the favours of the B. Qais than al-Farazdaq, because 
he and the B. Qais had common ancestors. He says:

38t. . .Ibid.
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Is it just that al-Farazdaq should obtain 
what he requested, while my hands are empty 
of gifts.
I would present a satirical poem to the B.
Qais- b. S a Td that would break their bones 
[when they read it_7 .
I intended to compose such a poem but I 
am held back because of the relations 
between us,and the favours for which I have 
been unable to express my thanks.39

lJ  p ivf C
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It would appear that the aforementioned fragment was 
one of the last to be composed by al-'Udail before his 
departure for Basra,and settling there. Our sources specify 
neither the date al-'Udail departed for Basra, nor the reason,
but it is possible to infer this from his poems and the other

\

available information concerning him. Abu al-Faraj relates, 
on the authority of 'All b. Shafi', who said: "I met al-
Farazdaq on his departure from the B. Bakr b. Wa'il and I 
asked him: 'Oh Abu Firas, who is the poet of Bakr amongst 
those you have left behind?’ He replied: 'Umaim Ban! ’Ijl, 
viz. al-'Udail b. al-Farkh" . 4 9  This statement can be traced . 
to 50 A.H. when Ziyad b. Abi Sufyan, the governor of Iraq 
was pursuing al-Farazdaq, because the latter was satirizing 
the B. Fuqaim and the B. Nahshal. They made an appeal to 
Ziyad against al-Farazdaq, and he fled from the hand of 
Ziyad to Syria. Al-Farazdaq then went to the abodes of 
Bakr and found security among them, and as a result he 
praised them. Al-Farazdaq left them in 50 A.H. and took

3 9Basriyyah, I, 251; Shajari, 6 6 . 
4 0 Aghani, XXII, 340.
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refuge with Sa'id b. al-'As, the governor of Medina. 41

This statement indicates further that al-'Udail was amongst 
his clan in the desert in 50 A.H. But it would appear that 
al-'Udail departed for Basra shortly after al-Farazdaq had 
departed from the tribe of Bakr. This can be shown by 
what is related by al-Baladhurl, namely Qarib b. Murrah 
al-Azdi and Zahhaf al-Ta’i, both Kharijites, revolted in 
Basra when Hajjar b. Abjar, one of the Bakrite chiefs of 
Kufa and a relation of al-'Udail, happened to be there.
The Kharijites beat Hajjar but rescued by Shaqxq b. Thawr 
who prevented h'im from being killed. Al-'Udail mentions 
this event in one of his fragments when he praises the B. 
Thawr, saying:

You £"ShaqiqJ saved Hajjar b. Abjar after he 
was exposed to the assault of the Harurites.
To the B. Thawr belongs the highest part 
of the glory of Iraq.^2

indicating that al-'Udail departed in this year for Basra, 
which was a centre for the pre-Islamic kind of poetry at 
that time. The most prominent poets in Basra, such as al- 
Farazdaq, Jarir, Dhu al-Rummah and al-Ra'i al-Numairi were 
fanatical proponents of the old qasidah genre. The Mirbad 
of Basra where the poets used to recite their verses before 

an audience was a fascinating place for the Bedouins, who

Al-Tabari mentions that this revolt took place in 50 A.H., 43

4 1 TabarI, II, 94. 
4 2 Ansab, IV/I, 150-151. 
4 3 Tabari, II, 90.
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found in it the atmosphere of their traditional culture.
Prominent poets saw themselves as students at the feet of
the ancient poets,and al-Farazdaq confesses that he was
influenced by famous pre-Islamic poets, such as the three
Nabighas, Abu Zaid al-Mukhabbal who emigrated to Basra,

44Imru’ al-Qais, Tarafah, 'Abid and others. Because of his
having taken these models, al-Asma'i claims that ''nine-

45tenths of the poems of al-Farazdaq were plagiarized".
It is also claimed that Jarir plagiarized some of al-

46Farazdaq's ideas. From another point of view, the division 
of Basra into five areas, each inhabited by clans of the 
same tribe, led to the development of great tribal blocs, 

such as Qais, Tamim and Bakr. This had a great influence 
on the psychology of the poets, and inspired them to compose 
many poems in praise not of sections or clans, but of their 
tribes,as entities and to boast of their old glories. 

Competition in Basra was no longer between clans of the 
same tribe, as it had been sometimes in the badlyah, but 
between whole tribes. Thus the 1asabiyyah of the poet was 
no longer limited to his clan, but extended to compass an 
entire tribe or even to a grouping of tribes with common 
roots. The tribes continued to take pride and refuge in 
their poets, who acted as spokesmen and defenders of their 
honour, and protected them from the attacks of others.
That this function was entrusted to the poets by their tribes 
is an indicator of the high status of poets within their

Diwan al-Farazdaq, II, 159.45Muwashshah, 16 7.
46Ibid., 168.
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tritoes. The poets did, indeed, enjoy high esteem, and
their tritoes were not reluctant to support them when they
sought help. The literary sources indicate fairly: clearly

47how high the position of the poets was. This seems to
explain why, when al'Udail came to Basra, he praised Malik 

48to. Misma', the chief of Bakr and Rabi’ah, atoout whom it

was said: "Rabi1 ah were congregating round Malik as they
49had congregated round Kulaito during his lifetime". It 

would appear ̂ .that Malik was fascinated by the poetry of 
al-'Udail and bestowed honour upon him and invited him to 
live in his house. He may have seen al-'Udail as the poet
promised to Bakr in Iraq.

Although al-’Udail remained in Basra until his death, 
the information we have concerning his life there is not 
consecutive, but episodic. Thus the information we have 
about al-'Udail jumps from 50 A.H.,to the period of the 
rule of the Zutoairids over Iraq (64-71 A.H.). Abu al-Faraj
reports on the authority of Ibn 'Ayyash that Hawshato b.
Yazid al-Shaibani and 'Ikrimah b. Rib'i, both from Bakr, 
were competing with one another in hospitality, feeding 
guests and slaughtering camels in the encampment of M u s 'a b . 
When 'Ikrimah outdid his competitor, al-'Udail praised both 
of them, boastingthat the two.of them belonged to his tribe 
of Bakr,and showing no preference for either since they 
were both Bakrites. He estimates them to be higher in 
position than any other chiefs, higher even than the Aqyal

4 7  „For examples, see: 'Aghani, VI, 49, VIII, 280.
4 8AghanI, XXII, 343.
49 Ibid., 339.
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(Kings of Himyar). Thus he says:

TIkrimah the generous and Hawshab belong 
to u s .
They are two youths who have not been 
surpassed in eminence.
They are_two youths whom no chief, nor even 
Qail of A1 Himyar has reached.50

W t i t s *
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It seems that M u s 'ab was extravagant and that poets
reproached him for this, criticizing him especially when
he married ’A'ishah, daughter of Talhah, and Sukainah,
daughter of al-Husain, paying a bride-price of five hundred

51thousand dirhams for each. Amongst these poets was Anas 
al-Laithi or ’Abd Allah b. Hammam who sent a poetical appeal 
to ’Abd Allah b. al-Zubair saying:

Convey to the Commander of the Faithful 
a message from a sincere advisor who does 
not seek to deceive.
Their bride price is a full million while the 
leaders of the army sleep hungry.

1—c. L—»*>- I C- I O Lm/ ^  \— S t U 3 IfaJ i

Consequently, ’Abd Allah dismissed his brother and appointed
- 53instead his son Hamzah b. ’Abd Allah the ruler of Basra.

The latter was youthful, self-interested and had delusions 
of grandeur. He reversed the liberal policy of his uncle

50 Ibid.. , 342.
51 Ibid., III, 361.
52Ibid.
53Ibid.
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M u s fab and put a tight curb on public expenditure. This 
infuriated public figures in Basra who could do none other 

than come into confrontation with him,and appeal to Malik 
b. Misma' who made Hamzah stand down as governor and dis-

of this event and praises the leadership of Malik, repre- 
senting him as the best of Ma'add whom none could defy and 
glorifying the B. Misma* which was Malik’s family. He 
describes them as the most noble of the tribe of Wa'il; 
Bakr and Taghlib together, and portrays the people as 
rejecting that which is forbidden for fear of God and the 
B. Misma’, He says:.

Whenever we fear an injustice from an amir, 
we call to Abu Ghassan [i.e. Malik],who will 
pitch an ["armed] camp.
You see people coming in great numbers to his 
doorstep.
According to his wish, they come with or without 
armour.
No-one in the whole of Ma'addis like Malik, 
most illustrious in competition, and most 
venerated.
0_Banu Misma', you1 have been the noblest of 
W a ’il, and of its finest essence ever since
their origin.^5

i■ ■ ■ i 01 f ^  ^  o  o  ̂ [ I o I
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missed him from Basra in 68 A.H. 54 Al-'Udail makes mention

^  J?* Lf*

Malik was not prepared to accept the rule of the

64 -  -See Ansab, V, 265; Kamil, IV, 118; 'Ibar, III, 71-72.
66 -  -  -  -Ansab, V, 265; Aghani, XXII, 339; Kamil, IV, 118; ’Umdah,
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56Zubairids, because he was pro-Umayyad. When the caliph 

'Abd al-Malik sent Khalid b. 'Abd Allah b. Asid as an envoy 
with instructions to foment rebellion against the Zubairids, 
the Bakrites,under the leadership of Malik, and their allies 
the Azd,under the leadership of Ziyad b. 'Amr al-'Ataki, 
joined the cause of Khalid. But the Zubairid governor of
Basra, 'Ubaid Allah b. Ma'mar, was able to suppress the

— ™ 5 7insurrection and consequently Malik fled to T h a j . When
M u s 'ab was killed in 71 A.H. and the rule of the Zubairids
in Iraq was overthrown, Malik returned overjoyed to Basra.
Arrogantly, he made his she-camel lie down on the carpet
of Khalid b. Abd Allah, the Umayyad ruler in Basra. This
occasion was celebrated by al-'Udail who composed a poem
only one verse of which has survived:

You made your she-camel kneel_on the carpet, 
in spite of the dislike of Khalid's enemies.

tv p e
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After this event, the information we have concerning 
the life of al-'Udail jumps to the incident between him 
and al-Hajjaj who was appointed to Iraq in 75 A.H. At this 
point, the available accounts diverge as to the cause of 
the antagonism which broke out between the poet and al- 
Hajjaj and which resulted in his fleeing Basra,and wandering 
from one place to another out of fear that al-Hajjaj would 
do violence to him. According to one account, when al-'Udail

_Tabari, I 3414.^7 * _  ~  _Tabari, II, 800; Dinawari, 318; Muruj, III, 112; 'Ibar, 
III, 76.

58Ansab, IV/2, 165.
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killed Dabigh, the latter's master appealed to al-Hajjaj
seeking retaliation. Al-'Udail fled from al-Ifajjaj and
went to Byzantine lands where he took refuge with the

emperor who gave him security. Al-'Udail further incurred
the anger of al-Hajjaj when he composed poems mocking his
inability to reach him. On this account al-Hajjaj wrote
to the emperor: "Either you return him,or I will invade
you with an ar.my whose head will be with you, while its tail
is still with m e " . The emperor consequently returned him
to al-Hajjaj who reminded him of his defiant poems, but
al-'Udail recited to al-Hajjaj verses in which he portrayed
al-Hajjaj's ability and excellent leadership. Al-Hajjaj
accordingly released him and took upon himself the respon-

- 59sibility for paying the blood-wit of Dabigh. This account 
is not to be trusted, since it would be difficult to imagine 
al-Hajjaj being willing or able to rush into the decision 
to invade a foreign land without consulting the caliph, 
especially since the reason behind the decision was a 

trifling one, the situation in no way endangering the sta
bility of the Islamic state. Iraq at that time did not 
even possess a common border with the Eastern Roman Empire. 
Moreover, the killing of Dabigh took place before al-'Udail 
departed for Basra, i.e. before 50 A.H. when al-Hajjaj was 
not the governor of Iraq. Furthermore, the most ancient 
of the sources which have come down to us giving informa
tion on al-'Udail is the kitab al-Kamil by al-Mubarrad,who

mentions the flight of al-'Udail and his peregrinations
60from one place to another, without mentioning either the

5 9 Shu'ara’, 413-414; Aghani, XXII, 329-330.
6 9Mubarrad, II, 99.
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Roman lands or the Byzantine emperor. Al-Jahiz relates,

on the authority of Abu ’Ubaidah,that there was some

disagreement between al-'Udail and al-Hajjaj who threatened
61al-'Udail who then fled; he likewise does not mention

either Byzantium or the emperor. The first to mention
al-'Udail's fleeing to the Byzantine emperor is Ibn 

62Qutaibah , but without naming the source of his narrative.
It would appear that Abu al-Faraj was fascinated by this
part of the narrative in Ibn Qutaibah's book and that he
accordingly elaborates on the story, naturally not
mentioning his source, nor a chain of transmitters (as he
usually does), but he stops at saying at the beginning of

63the account: "They said" without specifying who the 'they' 
refers to. Moreover, the surviving poems of al-'Udail 
are completely devoid of any mention of the Emperor ., or his 
lands, instead they contain information which indicates 

that al-'Udail wandered from place to place, as when he 
says:

Here I am [broughtj to you, having found the 
world narrow after roaming everywhere. ^

IV w P &
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It seems that this account was constructed in such 
an exaggerated way so as to provide an example of the violent 
and tyrannical nature of al-Hajjaj. Such a picture of 
Hajjaj is a distorted one even though his tyranny is

Bayan, I, 391.
69 -Shu'ara’, 413-414.
6 3 AghanI, XXII, 329. 
64 Ibid., 341.
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depicted by literary authors,and historical sources.

However, there are two further accounts which comple
ment each other which may be linked to the relationship 
between al-Hajjaj and the tribe of Bakr from the very 
beginning of his governorship over Iraq. The Bakrites of 
Iraq were unwilling to accept as ruler over them a man like 
al-Hajjaj who belonged to the tribe of Qais, especially as 
they were the most vocal opponents of the Zubairids, and 
it was upon them and their allies that the caliph 'Abd al-
Malik depended,‘when he sent his envoy Khalid b. 'Abd Allah

65to foment rebellion in Basra. Moreover, most of the
Bakrites deserted the army of Ibn al-Zubair at the battle

66which decided the fate of the Zubairids in Iraq, while
Mudar, from which Qais (the tribe of al-Hajjaj) came,

6 7supported Ibn al-Zubair from the very beginning, after
the death of the caliph Yazid b. Mu'awiyah. Thus we are
not f.ar from the truth when we suppose that the appointment
of al-Hajjaj was considered by the tribe of Bakr and Azd
as being an act of defiance against them. After one year

of his appointment when al-Hajjaj reduced the stipend approved
by Mus'ab, he provoked a revolt led by Ibn al-Jarud who was

6 8supported by the tribe of Bakr. The Bakrites were equally
strong in their support of the revolt of Ibn al-Ash'ath

- 69against the governorship of al-Hajjaj. It would seem 
that we rarely find a Bakrite poet who praised al-Hajjaj,

6 5 Tabari, II, 799.
^ S e e  Ansab, V, 334; Ya'qubi, II, 31; Muruj, III, 114.
67See above p ,126.
^Tabaqat, 401; Anon., Musannaf Majhul, XI, 282.
69See Tabari, II, 1057; 1089.
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on the contrary they opposed him; for example, Qatadah al-
Yashkurl warned the people of Iraq against al-Hajjaj and

70portrays him as full of spite, he says:

*^L»J I Lh X L  ̂j  ® *-u>- j  i

Another Bakrite poet, 'Itban b. Wasilah al-Shaibani, 
threatened the caliph TAbd al-Malik with a confrontation 
if he did not satisfy the desires of the tribe of Bakr, and 
he also demanded that al-Hajjaj should be dismissed from 
office,or there would be no peace between the two sides:

There will be no reconciliation so long as a 
Thaqafite orator stands on the pulpits of 
our land.
If you C'Abd al-MalikJ do not satisfy Bakr 
b. Wa'il, you will face a difficult day inIraq.71

p
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In this light, it might be the case that al-’Udail was 
not pleased at the silence of the people of Iraq,when al- 
Hajjaj had threatened them in his famous speech at the 
beginning of his governorship. Al-'Udail calls upon the 
people of Iraq in the following verses to leave cowardice 
behind and to fight, since he who does not fight would be 
humiliated and captured. He mocks them and portrays them 
as fledgling birds and likens al-Hajjaj to a falcon looking 
here and there from a vantage-point. The verses run as 
follows:

70Majma!, I, 24.
^Bayan, III, 266; MarzubanI, 266; Muruj , III, 203; Dhahabi, 

III, 160.
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Leave aside cowardice, 0 men of Iraq, for 
whoever fails to fight will be humiliated 
and taken captive.
Al-Hajjaj has certainly unsheathed his 
sword, so be upright and let none desert 
[the fighting] .
People fear him so much that their hearts 
have become like the young sand-grouse 
caught in the ([hunter's] net.
He [al Hajjaj] is like a falcon which watches 
from a vantage-point,while birds flee from it.

Uu i (' j ^ is [ ̂ 1  ̂ L* 1 1 c
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Although in their outward form,these verses can be taken

as praise and as glorifying al-Hajjaj's power over the
people of Iraq, especially since al-'Udail does not mention
the enemy against whom he calls upon the people to fight,
but al-Hajjaj's sensitivity was such that he was infuriated
whenever he heard poems in which he felt revolt was being
fomented or rebels supported. We are informed that when he
heard the aforementioned verses of al-'Udail recited, he
asked those around him: "What do you think?" They replied:
"He [al-'Udail] has praised you." He said: "No, he is

73inciting the people of Iraq against me". He then ordered
al-'Udail be summoned, but, forseeing or refusing the

74summons, al-'Udail fled. In support of al-Hajjaj's
hypersensitivity it is reported that when Jarir praised

75him with the following verses:

7 2Aghani, XXII, 340-341.
7 3 Ibid., 341.
74* Ibid.7^ _ _ _Diwan Jarir b. 'Atiyyali al-Khatafi, I, 33.
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Al-Hajjaj said to him: "You have allowed the people to dare 
to oppose me, 0 son of the Unclean". Jarir replied: "By God, 
oh Prince, what you have thought never occurred to my mind

exploit the antagonism between al-Hajjaj and his opponent 
Yazid b. al-Muhallab, or to foment dissension between the 
tribe of Azd and Qais, especially since the Bakrites were 
the allies of Azd in Iraq. And Yazid b. a-Muhallab was among 
the personalities who were given much praise by Bakrite

  y y  _  y  g

poets such as Nahar b. Tawsi'ah and Hamzah b. Bid.
Al-'Udail had, therefore, to take refuge with Yazid and 

accordingly praised him and satirized al-Hajjaj. He says:

If al-Hajjaj has closed his door with 
niggardliness, the door of the Azdi youth 
is open with graciousness.
He is a youth who never cares about the 
dwindling of his wealth, when even the 
hands of the gracious hesitate.
His hands are such that one of them allows 
what it contains to be plundered out of 
graciousness, while the other overpowers and 
wounds the enemies.
The poor coming to him are sure that shortly 
they will become rich.
He has instructed the guard at his door to 
attend to the seekers of bounty. They 
[guards] call them [seekers] and the free man 
pleased with \_the call of] the free.
'Come all of you to partake of the gracious
ness of the amir whose favours are diffused

Shu'ara’, 537; M u ’talif, 193; Wafayat, VI, 290.
7 8AghanI, XVI, 209-210; al-'Askarl, al-Masun fi al-Adab, 

134-135; Irshad, IV, 148; 1 Asakir ,TV] 441.

before now".76 Al-'Udail, however, either attempted to

76 Iqd, I, 123.
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among the people.’
He is not a coarse fellow of the Thamud 
in whose palm is ill-disposed and 
determined against liberality and 
graciousness.79
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Such a comparison between al-Hajjaj and Yazid surely brought 
great harm to al-Hajjaj, and such satire, based on the pref
erence for one person over another in a comparison was the 

most socially wounding and was called hij a ’muqdhi 1 (slander- 
satire).

We are told that when ’Umar b. al-Khattab, the second
caliph, released al-Hutai’ah, the famous satirical poet,
from his prison he said to him: ’’Never return to slander-
satire". When al-Hutai’ah asked: "What is slander, O
Commander of the Faithful?" ’Umar replied: "Slander-satire
is saying such-and-such people are better and more honoured

than others, and constructing a poem praising some people
80and satirizing others whom you consider your enemies” .

This genre of satirical poetry was frequently composed by 
the poets of the Umayyad era. One of the most famous verses

7 9Aghani, XXII, 330-331. 
8 ° ’Umdah, II, 170.
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which was widely current among people is the following, 

composed by Jarir satirizing the B. Numair:

Cast down your eyes because you are from 
Numair, you have not attained the stature 
of either K a rb or Ki l a b . ^

U 'yS X, < LustS" ̂ ls  ̂ ^

Al-'Udail does not stop short at accusing al-Hajjaj of 
meanness,but goes beyond this to discredit the tribe of 
Thaqif, from which al-Hajjaj was descended. He links Thaqif 
to Thamud in ancestry and thus places them in the category 
of non-Arabs; in this he is following a current trend in 
the Umayyad era. It would seem that the policies of al- 
Hajjaj and his reputed violence and tyranny was the reason 
that caused the tribe of Thaqif to be exposed to a campaign 
of vilification and discredit regarding its ancestry, and 

that this campaign also led to the fabrication of many
accounts which link Thaqif with names hateful to both Arabs

— — — 82 and Muslims, such as Thamud and Abu Righal. Some
narrators went to the extreme and claimed that Thaqif was
non-Arab, forging hadiths of the Prophet to reinforce their
views. One of these hadiths is the following: "There are
tribes considered as Arabs which are not: Himyar from

84Tubba’, Jurhum from Azd and Thaqif from Thamud. The 
Bakrite poet, Shabib b. Shaiban, says about al-Hajjaj:

81 — — — —Diwan Jarir b. ’Atiyyah al-Khatafi, I, 31.oo _ __ _ _
See Ansab, I, 25, 260; Aghani, IV, 302; Inbah, 90-91; 
Subh, I, 343.

^Ansab, I, 4; Aghani, IV, 307; Inbah, 90.
84 -Ansab, V, 197.
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Slave, bastard, of Thamudite descent.
Nay, it is said that the father of their
forefather was of Yaqdum.85

Another poet, Ahmar b. Salim, says satirizing al-Hajjaj:

Thaqif are a remnant of Thamud and they have 
' no noble forebear of Qaisite d e s c e n t .^6

L Id

It would appear that Yazid b. al-Muhallab was fascinated 
by the aforementioned verses of al-'Udail which glorify his 
generosity and place him in a higher position than his 
opponent al-Hajjaj; at the same time Yazid calculated the 
difficulties that such verses would arouse, and thus awarded 
al-’Udail fifty thousand dirhams and some horses, saying to 
him: "You have exposed us to danger and you have risked' 

your neck (lit. blood). By God, al-Hajjaj will never reach 
you while you are in my care. So flee to Najd, and take

  Q rj
care not to be trapped in al-Hajjajrs net". This event 
brought the wrath of al-Hajjaj on Yazid, and he saw in it 
an eagerness for rebellion in al-’Udail. Accordingly he 
heatedly pursued al-'Udail who fled to his clan 'Ijl. But 
al-Hajjaj insisted on the return of al-'Udail and sent one 
of his clients at the head of an army to gain his return. 
Nevertheless, he managed to flee far away. In this situation 
the client of al-Hajjaj found himself obliged to take revenge

RS -’Asalsir, I, 232.
86 Ibid.
87Aghani, XXII, 331.
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on al-'Udail by seizing his camels, burning his house and

'Udail recalls this event in a poem in which he mentions 
the morality of the last action and describes his female 
dependants as enjoying a life of ease, as illustrated by 
their dyed fingers, their plump legs and their cherished 
beauty. He portrays them as appealing to the caliph for 
rescue, but in vain. The verses concerned are as follows:

You stole the ornaments of my daughters, and 
did not leave a golden bracelet, necklace, 
or even earring.
Thus at sword-point carefully brought-up young 
ladies were divested of their ornaments.
They are destitute of ornaments, but in their 
cheeks is the beauty of free women: you can 
see their l>innah-dyed fingers.
You took off the anklets from their strong 
ankles, which now are like the trees of a 
thicket left unwatered.
They did not appeal to their mother or father. 
They sought instead the help of the Commander 
of the Faithful, but he did not respond.89
Us> u* I L* ^ 1 * * *

Al-'Udail having ventured such a distance imagined that he 

had been saved from the hand of al-Hajjaj,as a great expanse 
of desert separated him from his persecutor. He felt secure, 
but it was only for a short time. Speaking of his inaccess
ibility to al-Hajjaj, he composed the following verses:

robbing his wife and daughters of their ornaments. 88 Al-
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0 0 Ibid., 336.
89Ibid., 336-337.
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There lies between me and the hand of 
al-Hajjaj, preventing him from reaching me, 
a broad expanse of land that only excellent 
camels can traverse.
Wastelands looking alike, as though their 
mirages were clean sheets in the hands of 
washer-women.
If they [[camels'] are made to travel to 
reach me , they will be kept away by deserts 
of changing mirages and dark p a t c h e s . 90
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He mocks al-Hajjaj's threat of casting him fettered into 
prison, and says that his legs are tough and would not be 
harmed by fetters; he says:

He has threatened me to imprison me and 
fetter my legs, but my legs are tough rightqi 
through [[i.e. not to be pained by fetters^].

aMt LloJ I CL/̂xm  ̂ 1°""̂ ̂ ̂  ^ <̂ ”1

These emotions which dominated al-'Udail and his 
imagined security did not last long, because al-1-Iajjaj was 
informed of the aforementioned verses which bore the stamp 
of defiance to his authority. It was no simple matter to 
escape the wrath of al-Hajjaj even if the desert did form 

a barrier between him and those who had escaped from him.
It would appear that al'Udail felt the heat of the pursuit 
of al-Hajjaj and began to travel from one place to another. 
He did not remain in a single place without imagining the

90 - - -Mubarrad, II, 99; Bayan, I, 391; Shu^ara', 413; Shajari,
199; Asas, I, 47; XshtioLaq, 115; 'Asakir, IV, 62; Lisan,
basata; Aghani. XXII, 329; Ibn Duraid, Kitab Jamharat al-
Lughah, II, 137; al-Qaisi, Shu'ara’ Umawiyyun, I, 301.

91 - - _Ibn Qutaibah, Adab al-Katib, 3 76; Baghdadi, II, 366.
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avenging spirit of al-Hajjaj pursuing him. Fear began to 
dominate him and he recognized the strength of the desire 
for vengeance and the single-mindedness of al-Hajjaj. Al- 
’Udail therefore portrays his feelings in such a way as to 
arouse sympathy and humour; he portrays himself as weak, 
lacking strength and full of fear at the thought of being 

seized by the hand of al-Hajj'aj which, as al-’Udail says, 

if it should extend to the enemy would make them swim in 
blood:

So frightened am I with fear of al-Hajjaj, 
that I have become like a donkey that 
breaks wind even though the iron is still in 
the fire.
He £al-Hajjaj] is strong and illustrious.
Bitten by his claws, his wicked enemy swims 
in a flood of blood.
On being branded the donkey can break wind, 
but he should not while the iron is still 
in the fire.92
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It would appear from the surviving poems that al-'Udail 
found himself obliged to implore al-Hajjaj to forgive him, 
and to apologize to him in a manner which reminds us of 
the apology of al-Nabighah al-Dhubyani to al-Nu'man b. al- 
Mundhir in the pre-Islamic period. Al-'Udail attempts to 
avoid responsibility for his satirical and taunting verses 
directed at al-Hajjaj. He belittles himself and exaggerates 

in portraying his fear of al-Hajjaj to the extent that

9 2 A1-Jahiz, Kitab al-Mahasin wa al-Addad, 97; al-'Askari, 
Kitab Jamharat al-Amthal, II, 124.’
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he makes it seem that even the mention of al-Hajjaj 
terrifies him. The following verses.illustrate this:

You know that my tongue holds back from 
you, while I defame all others.
I will bear any misfortune that is beyond 
your generosity to bear.
I am haunted by the fear of al-Hajjaj to 
such an extent that I feel as though a

■ broken bone were sharply grating in my 
heart.

■ Whenever al-Hajjaj is mentioned I conceal 
a fright that sends a shiver through my 
crooked b o n e s . 93
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In another poem, al-’Udail claims that he was innocent 
of what had been falsely attributed to him and thus he did 

not acknowledge what had been attributed to him. He describes 
the transmitter of his poems against al-Hajjaj as being a 
damned enemy of the Muslims. He says:

Much has been said that is wrong and there 
are false assumptions, with which I have 
no concern.
These are sayings of men and women who 
speak without ascertaining what they say.
What you have been told has been- related q .
[to you] by a damned enemy of Muslim unity.
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93 - - _ _Aghani, XXII, 329; al-Qaisi, Shu 1ara’ Umawiyyun, I, 301.
q a _ _ _Al-Qaisi, Shu’ara; Umawiyyun, I, 320-321.
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It would appear that despair dominated the personality 

of al-'Udail7and the spirit of al-Hajjaj seemed to hover 
near him in every place, and he sought to put an end to 
this life of fear and uncertainty, especially as he was no 
longer young and could not bear the continuous traumatic 
tension. Abu al-Faraj reports on the authority of Hammad 
al-Rawiyah that when al-Hajjaj hotly pursued al-'Udail, the 
latter was at his wit's end and went to Wasit. He there 
disguised himself and, taking a piece of paper, went before 
al-Hajjaj amidst wronged supplicants and says, surrendering 
his fate to the hands of al-Hajjaj:

Here I am brought to you, having found the world 
narrow after roaming everywhere.
Had I__been at Thahlan or the two branches 
of Aja mountain, I would have thought that 
you would, unless you desist, see me.95

^ L—5o JS clJI Y 1 -3 1 UI l_&

According to another account given by Abu al-Faraj,on 
the authority of Abu 'Amr al-Shaibani, when al-Hajjaj hotly 
pursued al-'Udail, the latter felt unable to stay in one 
place and sought refuge amongst his tribe Bakr b. W a ’il 
while they were in the badiyah, amongst whom were the B. 
Shaiban, B. 'Ijl and B. Yashkur. He complained to them about
his affairs and said to them: "I am being killed. Will you

surrender me easily when you are the mightiest of Arab 
tribes?" They replied: "No, by God, but al-Hajjaj cannot
be opposed. All we can do is to ask for you to be restored

q q — -a Aghani, XXII, 341.
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to us as a favour from him. If he accepts our appeal all 
will be well, if not we will protect you and appeal to the 
Commander of the Faithful for you to be restored to us1'. 
Consequently, the chiefs of the tribe of Bakr assembled
in the presence of al-Hajjaj and by subterfuge secured the

96 -freedom of al-'Udail, who when standing before al-Hajjaj
recited a poem in his praise from which the following is a
verse, portraying his despair at his ability to escape
from the wrath of al-Hajjaj:

If I_were in Salma Aja and its valleys,
Hajjaj would find a way to reach me.97

o ^ o **‘‘b  ̂  ̂ <—u5" ̂is

It would appear that the second account is more
reliable because Hammad has been accused by himself and

98 - - -others of fabricating accounts, while Abu 'Amr al-Shaibani
99is considered trustworthy and reliable. It would be 

strange to imagine that al-'Udail would surrender so easily 
without first taking refuge or consulting his tribe, since 
it was a frequent occurrence that tribes defended their 
poets; this is shown by the fact that when Yazid b.
Mufarrigh al-Himyari was imprisoned by 'Abbad b. Ziyad, the 
Yemenites were infuriated, went to the caliph, Mu'awiyah, 
and asked him to put an end to the imprisonment of their

9 6 Ibid., 331-332.
9 7Mubarrnd, II, 99, Bayan, I, 391; Aghani, XXII, 332; 

Shu'ara', 414; 1Asakir, IV, 62.
9^See Tabaqat, 40-41; Aghani, VI, 88-95; Irshad, IV, 140.
99 - - - - -Al-Asad, Masadlr al-Shi'r al-Jahili wa Qimatuha al-

Tarikhiyyah, 447.
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poet and the caliph responded to their appeal. 100 From
another angle, al-'Udail himself mentions that his tribe 
defended him, favoured him and supported him because he was 
of high stature among them. He says:

If you ask the two sons of Nizar, they will 
testify to my_nobility and my place among 
the sons of W a ’il.
The B. Bakr, noble and numerous, favoured me. 
They strutted behind me and assembled in 
tribe after tribe.101

In another poem, al-'Udail mentions that the generous 
men of the tribe of Bakr were favourably disposed towards 
him, saying:

Every generous and wealthy man of Wa*il 
is favourably inclined towards m e .102

This assumption may be strengthened by the fact that al-Hajjaj 
did not settle his court in Wasit,before crushing the revolt

ening revolt in Iraq during his governorship. Al-'Udail in 
praising al-Hajjaj does not mention the crushing of Ibn al- 
Ash'ath, but does mention the crushing of the revolt of 
Qatari b. al-Fuja?ah, the Kharijite, which took place in 
78 A.H. He says:

• 108of Ibn al-Ash’ath in 82 A.H. This was the most threat-

100Tabari, II, 193.
101Aghani, XXII, 334.
108 _ _"Al-Qaisi, Shu'ara’ Umawiyyun, I, 315.
103

See al-Ma'adidi, Wasit fi al-'Agr al-Umawi, 75-79.
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You killed both the sons of 'Ubad, so they 
[/their followers^ became weak and bereft^
And you meted out the same fate to Qatari 
despite his men and horses.*04

(Jj— 1 2>J 1 U O Lp W I Lp*J I 21
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The assumption may be also reinforced by the fact that none

of our sources mentions the account of Hammad except Abu
105 -al-Faraj. Furthermore the account of Abu ' Ubaidah, which

u_ "1 Ois mentioned by al-Jahiz, is reasonably similar to that 
of Abu 'Amr al-Shaibani. Similarly the account by al- 
Mubarrad, although he does not mention a source, says: "Ke 
[al-'UdailJ was brought to al-Hajjaj". It would be
reasonable to suggest that Hammad wove a story around the 
two aforementioned verses,in which al-'Udail portrays his 
despair at his ability when compared by al-Hajjaj ' s;, 
especially since the first verse would give the impression 
that al-'Udail surrendered of his own volition.

However, the information about al-'Udail in Basra 
after this event now goes no further and we know nothing 
more about him. Our sources are silent even as to the year 

of his death. Abu al-Faraj narrates on the authority of 

Muhammad b. Sallam that al-'Udail was a companion of al- 
Farazdaq and that they would accompany each other. When 
al-'Udail died, al-Far.azdaq elegized him in the following 
verses:

1 0 4Aghani, XXII, 332-333.
1 0 5 Ibid., 341.
4 0 6 Bayan, I, 391.
"^^Mubarrad, II, 99.
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No woman of former times since has borne 
such a man as a l - 'Udail.
He devoted himself completely £to his tribej, 
and through him they opened the doors of 
prosperity.

11 CO 05 lli— tljxJ I CO Lĵ
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When we know that the last event mentioned in the
poetry of al-'Udail is the crushing of the revolt of Qatari4^

110m  78 A.H. and that al-Farazdaq died in 114 A.H., we can 
safely assume that the death of al-’Udail occurred between 
the two dates.

Abu al-Faraj describes al-'Udail as a poet of few
111 — verses (muqill), and at the same time Abu al-Faraj relates

on the authority of 'Ali b. ShafI' who said: "I met al-
Farazdaq on his departure from the tribe of Bakr b. W a ?il
and asked him: "Oh Abu Firas, who is the best poet of Bakr
amongst those whom you have left behind?" He replied:
"Umaim BanI ’Ijl - i.e. al-'Udail - but he is a poet whose

112verses are lost". This statement can be traced back to

50 A.H., shortly before al-'Udail’s departure to Basra as 

we formerly mentioned. Although al-Farazdaq does not mention 
the reason for the loss of al-'Udail's verses,he does guide 
us to an important phenomenon which can be investigated.
Those poets of the badiyah and of the tribes who did not

1 0 8Aghani, XXII, 343.
109 Ibid., 333.
448See al-Fahham, al-Farazdaq, 204-205.
11:LAghanI, XXII, 327.
112 Ibid., 340.
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settle in the famous cities of the time,like Basra and Kufa?
did not enjoy the detailed care of transmitters of the
poetry. Thus our information and sources concerning them
is scant,while information about even the less worthy of
poets who resided in cities or migrated to and from cities
is mostly adequate. Abu al-Faraj himself was aware of this
phenomenon as he stated in a speech about the poet ' Abd
al-Malik al-Saluli that: "What made this poet undistinguished
was that he did not leave the land of al-Yamamah, nor did
he seek any connection with the caliphs or any other 

113governors". But we usually have adequate information
concerning those poets of the badiyah who used to migrate
to and from the cities and to praise caliphs, amirs or chiefs.
Among these was the Bakrite poet, Nabighat B. Shaiban,
who was residing in the same area as al-'Udail was, and
Hamzah b. Bid al-Hanafi who was from Yamamah, and whose fame
among transmitters was due to his approaches to governors
through his poetry, especially those to al-Muhallab b. Abi

114Sufrah and his sons. Thus the lack of attention paid
to these poets who resided in the badiyah and remaining far 
from centres of activity,may enlighten us as to the reason 
for the scarcity of their surviving poems and why they have 
been considered as poets of few verses (muqillun) , although 
some of them did in fact produce a great many verses. The 
description of al-'Udail as a poet of lost verses is 
reasonably accurate with regard to the poems,which survive 
from the time before his departure for Basra. It would

113Aghani, XXIII, 169.
114AghanI, XVI, 202.
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appear that of the seven poems of al-'Udail selected by 
Ibn Maimun,which make up more than two-thirds of his 
surviving poetry when number of verses is considered, six 
were composed in Basra while the seventh is most likely 
to have' been composed also in Basra, because in it he boasts 
of Rabi'ah as a tribal group which was true in the Basran 
ambience. When we recognize that these seven poems, which 
consist of 2 2 2 verses, were but a selection from the poetry 
of al-'Udail chosen by Ibn Maimun, we can cast doubt on the 
proposition that al-'Udail could possibly be considered 
a poet of few verses. From another angle, as previously 
mentioned, a l - ’Udail spent a not inconsiderable amount of 
time being pursued by al-Hajjaj and this may have caused 
the loss of some of his poems. Moreover, our sources con
tain signs which would indicate that parts of the poems
of al-’Udail have been lost; for example reference is made

- 115to him satirizing the B. Jillan, and yet what remained is 
only one verse which says: ‘

I am satirizing the B. Jillan who were 
unknown to glory, in olden times or new.

uJ

117It is also said that he used to compose rajaz , and yet
what survives of his arajiz are only two fragments. The

118first begins with the hemistich :
" j k ^ O 0 j * J ^

115Aghani, XXII, 329.
1 1 6 Ibid.
ll7Shu'araJ, 414.
ll8 Ibid.; Aghani, XXII, 328.
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and only seven hemistichs of this survive even though Ibn
119Qutaibah says that it consists of many. The second

fragment which he addressed to al-Hajjaj has only two 
hemistichs which survive. They are:

He has threatened to imprison me and fetter 
my legs, but my legs are tough from inside 
[[i.e. - not to be pained by f e t t e r s [ )  .

1 6— {>-*>' !? W **59̂

It is only fair to mention in this context that the B. 'Ijl,
the clan of al-'Udail, begat a group of the most famous
composers of rajaz in Islam, amongst them al-Aghlab who

121was the first to lengthen it and liken it to the ode;
and Abu al-Najm the composer of the best urjuzah up to his

122 —  time. Thus it is related that al-Asma'i said: "One of
the Arab transmitters was once asked: 'Who are the most
gifted composers of rajaz?' He replied: 'The B. .'Ijl, and
then the B. Sa'd '".123

However, the surviving parts of the poetry of al-'Udail 

would indicate that he was conforming to the traditional 
genres of poetry of the time, even though I could find 

no trace of elegiac poetry. Had his diwan survived we 
would probably have found elegies on Bakrite and Rabi'ite 
chiefs such as Malik b. Misma', who respected al-'Udail and

119 -Shu'ara', 414.
120 - - -Ibn Qutaibah, Adab al-Katib, 376; Baghdadi, II, 366.
121 — — —x Shu'ara’, 613; Aghani, XXI, 29.
■**2 2 Shu' ar a', 604; Aghani, X, 151; al-Maimanr, al-Tara3if 

al-Adabiyyah, 55.
122 -  -1 Aghani, X, 152.
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allowed him to live with him. Moreover, it is inconceivable 

that al-'Udail would have kept silent over the death of 
Malik in 71 A.H.

The two most prominent types of poetry found in the 
surviving verses of al-'Udail are praise and boasting. When 

we investigate the figures who appear in his poems of praise, 
w<£ find that with the exception of al-Hajjaj and his son 
Muhammad, they all belong to the tribe of Bakr. He praised 
the B. Qais, 'Ikrimah, Hawshab and Malik b. Misma', all from 
the tribe of Bakr. Although he was motivated by personal 
interest in his praise for the B. Qais, as they had rescued 
his father from the B. al-Taghiyah, his praise for the 
afore-mentioned Bakrite chiefs was motivated by his feeling 
of loyalty to the Bakr tribe as a whole, since none of them 
was from the clan of the B. 'Ijl, his clan. With regard to 

his praise of al-Hajjaj, this was not motivated by liking 
as much as by fear of al-Hajjaj. He, to the best of my 
knowledge, only praised al-IIajjaj in one poem which he recited 
before al-Hajjaj when he was brought before him; he begins 

the poem with the following verse in which he portrays his 
despair; because of his inability to escape the wrath of 
al-Hajjaj:

If I were in Salma Aja and its valleys,
Hajjaj would find a way to reach me.

pis

^^Mubarrad, II, 99; Bayan, I, 391; Aghani, XXII, 332; 
Shu'ara* , 414; 'Asakir, IV, 62.
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It seems that al-'Udail was successful in his praise

of al-Hajjaj, and knew the right way to approach him. Al-
Hajjaj used to claim that obedience to the caliph was
obligatory by quoting the Qur'anic verse:"  ̂ L* '

125(listen and obey), to such an extent that he considered
that obedience to him was equally obligatory. It is once
said that he claimed: "If I order a man to enter a certain

126door and he does not, his blood would be lawful to me".
Thus a great number of the poems in praise of al-Hajjaj, 
which portray the people's fear of his strong personality 

were not natural responses to genuine emotion, but a response 
to a policy of terror followed by al-Hajjaj}and actively 
implemented by him in order to silence the voice of his
opponents. It should not be forgotten that most of the
poems composed in praise of al-Hajjaj, and which exaggerate 
his abilities in exercising power and in spreading terror 
amongst his people?were recited before him and would indicate 
his fascination with such types of praise. As a consequence 
of this policy, the poets went to great lengths to add 

religious tags to their poems on al-Hajjaj, describing his 
enemies as hypocrites and unbelievers. For example al- 

Farazdaq says:

Whenever al-Hajjaj fights a hypocrite, he ^ 27
envelops him with a continuously cutting sword.

125Qur1an, LXIV, 16.
^2 ^Hayawan, III, 15-16.
127 — —D l wan al-F ar az d aq ‘ I, 417.
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Jarir portrays the hatred of hypocrites for al-Hajjaj 

whereas religious people love him, saying:

Every hypocrite conceals hatred towards you, 
while every religious man favours y o u . 128

tti-J-Lc- O O U  JS ho  ̂L,£>.*»■■■ <■! 1 tHJ

The poets also went to great lengths to add fear- 
inducing characteristics to the personality of al-Hajjaj, 
thus planting terror in the minds of the people. Therefore 
he is portrayed in many verses as the sword of God being 
drawn through the necks of the opponents of the ruling class 
supported by G o d ’s help. Further they glorified his endea
vours to maintain security throughout Iraq and to crush

129msurgence. Al-Farazdaq for example says:

ĵJ 1 ^ 1 l u  ^ jO-Ls ̂  lŷ sJ I  ̂I jJ I

Jarir says :”*'33

When Laila a l - 'Akhyaliyyah praised al-Hajjaj and went as
131far as to describe his might in the following verse:

fl w c
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Al-Hajjaj was fascinated and said: ’’What a person? By God, 
nobody has touched on my characteristics since I entered 
Iraq except her".'*'32

128 —Dtwan Jarir b. ’Atiyyah al-Khatafi, II, 20.
199  _ _Diwan al-Farazdaq, II, 137.
130 - - - -Diwan Jarir b. ’Atlyvah al-Khatafi, I , 9.
1 31 —  -  —Diwan Laila al-Akhyaliyyah, 121.
132Amali,I} 86-87.
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All the aforementioned features which al-Hajjaj 

appreciated when he was being praised, would appear to be 

in the mind of al-'Udail,when he composed his poem in 
praise of al-Hajjaj. Thus he portrays him as the one who 
guided people after they had gone astray, who ruled according . 
to the Book of God whilst others oppressed, and who was the 
sword of the caliph from whom he gained strength over his 
enemies. He likens him to the famous leader Khalid b. al- 
Walld, glorifies his endeavours to maintain security and 
crush the rebellion of Qatari, the Kharijite leader, and 
exaggerates the power of al-Hajjaj, saying that human beings 
and jinn obey his words. The verses which depict these 
features are as follows:

He [al-Hajjaj] built the dome of Islam.
He is like a Prophet who guides the people 
after they have gone astray.
While others do injustices, he rules 
according to the law of God, judges 
according to the Book [Qur'an] and is wise.
He is the steadfast friend and sword of 
the Commander of the Faithful.
Every Imam has a companion and a steadfast 
friend.
Through him, God has helped the caliph 
against them [his enemies], and consolidated 
a rule which was about to vanish.
You are Khalid, the sword of God upon the 
earth, and whenever you assault, you are 
helped by God. _
You assaulted the Murran of Iraq., so that 
its sides became easy to ride and walk upon.
You killed both the sons of 1Ubad, so that 
they [their followers] became weak and 
bereft.
And you meted out the same fate to Qatari 
despite his men and horses.
Whenever my she-camel reaches the door-steps 
of al-Hajjaj; she comes to the best host and 
dwelling.
You see that both the Jinn and the human-beings 
obey the orders of al-Hajjaj.^33

1 3 3Aghani1 XXII, 332-333; Mubarrad, II, 99; Bayan, I, 391; 
Shu'ara', 414; 'Asakir, IV, 62; Baghdadi, II, 366.
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It would appear that al-Hajjaj was charmed by the 
aforementioned verses and said to al-'Udail: "This is more 
appropriate [than what you said before], you have been

that al-Hajjaj said to al-'Udail after hearing his poem: 
"Save yourself, spare your blood and never repeat what you 
have done; what was between me and killing you was shorter

We do not know for certain the reason behind aliUdail's 
poem in praise of Muhammad b. al-Hajjaj. But there are 
indications in the poem which may possibly show that 

Muhammad had taken part in interceding with his father in 
favour of al-'Udail. This indicates that Muhammad had saved 
al-'Udail from choking, restored his lost power, and had 
done what al-'Udail had considered would never be done for

him. He says:

134 -saved", and he gave him his stipend. Al-Jahiz mentions

than the claw of a bustard". 135

1 3 4 Aghani, XXII, 333.
1 3 5Bayan, I, 391.
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You have let my tongue speak [in your favour] 
after it was checked, and you have returned to 
me my lost strength.
You have done what I myself aspired to, but I 
kept it secret [as being an impossible dream]] . 
And a secret is to be safeguarded.136

c

fSr

On the other hand, he may have been motivated to praise 
Muhammad through his desire for favour,or through a fear 
of al-Hajjaj so strong that he was to praise even his son. 
However in this poem al-'Udail undoes what he said in his 
satirical poem about al-Hajjaj. Whereas formerly he con
sidered Thaqif to be non-Arab and to belong to Thamud, now 
he glorifies the tribe of Thaqif ? claims that it is the 
fount of all the great men of old,and describes Muhammad 
as inheriting the glory of his forefathers,and he glorifies 
the ancestors of Muhammad on both paternal and maternal 
sides. He says:

They [she-camels] intend to reach the quarters 
of Thaqif, to whom - if they want to take pride 
belong great people, from old times.
They intend to reach the illustrious man, who 
is like a sword, from whom Abu ’Aqxl has 
inherited indestructable glory.
He is a generous man who was given birth by 
an illustrious woman who has noble children.
She belongs to the clan of S a ’d known for

its glory and h o n o u r . ^ 37

*

0

136 - - -Al-Qaisi, Shu'araJ Umawiyyun, I, 318.
137Ibid., 317-318.
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Whereas he had described al-Hajjaj as being mean, the 

fathers of Muhammad among whom was al-Hajjaj were now des
cribed as being generous. Al-'Udail portrays Muhammad as 
the giver of hundreds of camels, one who deserves thanks 
and who puts aside meanness. He says:

How many of your forefathers,through whom 
prayers for rain were made, rewarded in abun
dance and were known for their good.
And how many are those who have received 
generous awards from you and are not pursued 
by ignominy or reproach.
You are the one who gives a hundred camels
and short-haired horses, followed by illustrious
and strong guards .
You are the seeker of glory difficult to
achieve, and the one who renounces miserliness 
which is disgraceful.
The Lord of the throne has awarded you what He
has blessed His beloved - wit h . -

Al-'Udail does not stop at this, but goes as far as to des
cribe Muhammad as being more generous,at a time of drought, 
than a bay of vehement waves would be; he even sees him as 
a spring which leaves destitute those untouched by his 

favour. He says:

No tumultous bay, with its vehement waves 
upon waves, is more generous than you 
fMuhammadJ, when asked, in a year of drought

He is the Lord of the Prophet and the Almighty.
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138Ibid., 318.
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when the healthy she-eamels became lean.
You are the spring overflowing with rewards 
and whoever is denied these awards is 
deprived [indee,dj . **-39

11 O tj 1 1 ‘■'Bi0 **
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Having considered al- 1Udail's praise poetry, we may 
now assess his boasting poetry. Most of his surviving 
poems of this genre were composed after he had settled in 
Basra,when he was not occupied with boasting about his 
closest relatives, as he formerly did in the badiyah, but 
he went beyond this to boast about the entire tribe of Bakr, 
and even extended it to the tribe of Rabl'ah. This attitude
could be expected since the tribe of Bakr encompassed

other Rabl'ite tribes in Iraq. The leader of the tribe of 
Bakr, Malik b. Misma*, was also the leader of Rabi'ah, and 
Basra witnessed the formation of great tribal blocs such 
as Bakr and Tamlm, as has already been mentioned. It is 

reasonable to state that boasting was among the traditional 
types of poetry closely linked to 1agabiyyah and the 
tribal spirit, because it is the echoes of the pride of the 
tribe in itself and its belief in its superiority and
priority over other tribes. Most of the boasting poetry
which has come down to us from the Umayyad era is charac
terized by strong tribalism. If the poet wanted to boast 
of himself, he usually did not neglect to praise his tribe 
and to boast of it, thus the two tendencies, individualism

139 Ibid.
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and tribalism,could come together in the same poem. The 
full expression of individualism portraying the pride of 
the poet in himself, his feelings of independence from his 
tribe and his ability to dispense with the tribe,did not 
find its way into Arabic poetry until the 'Abbasid era.
Thus al-Mutanabbi says:

I do not derive honour from my tribe, they derive 
honour from me and I take pride in myself, not 
in my forefathers.140

Since boasting poetry in the Umayyad era still had its roots 
in the tribalism inherited from the pre-Islamic period, it 
is natural to find that it concentrates on the same virtues 
and glorious deeds which had been boasted of by the pre- 
Islamic poets. Many of the pre-Islamic ideals continued 
to be held in high esteem among poets, especially among 
those who were dominated by bedouin haughtiness.like al- 

'Udail, who whenever they desired to boast slavishly 

followed the example of their predecessors. Thus when al- 
'Udail boasts, he ascribes the reason for it to his fore
fathers, and says:

Not only does my mother belong to Shaiban, 
but I as well am a white 1Ijlite of good 
descent.141

It seems as though he derives the elements of his personality 

from his ancestors. He sees himself as the most noble poet

140 - - - -Diwan Abi al-Tayyib al-Mutanabbi, I, 322.
141Aghani, XXII, 326, 339; Ma'ahid, I, 26.
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of W a Jil, i.e. Bakr and Taghlib, on both his paternal and 
maternal sides, and his nobility is known through his fore
fathers and thus he says:

In descent, I am the noblest poet in Wa'il 
ttribe].
I belong to the most illustrious paternal and 
maternal uncles.
And I belong to a father by whom I rise and 

through whom my nobility is known, who is 
■ generous, a chief, and of excellence.

d m  A^ 131 tw I
^ Ukao 1

In another poem he boasts of his generosity and stature, 
but he sees them not as personal achievements but as having 
been inherited from his ancestors. Thus:

These are positions acquired for me by my 
father, and whoever acquires such positions 
will not be dispraised.

£ P

Al-'Udail was filled with admiration for his tribe Bakr, 
and he sings the praises of the nobility of its clans,and 
considers their old deeds and might as worthy vehicles for 
boasting; he says:

The horsemen of Lujaim still enjoy the 
reverence of Al Ilawdhah - the exalted, the 
daring, the crowned - before whom people 
prostrated, and who were the bearers of all 
nobility.
The clan of Hanzalah - whose spears are poison 
for the horsemen and bring quick death - are

142 -Al-Qaisi, Shu'ara* Umawiyyun, I,.306.
143Ibid., 315.
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such people, who, having drawn swords, believe 
that they £swordsJ are right and have not been 
drawn in vain.
If I take pride in them, then their old history 
is abundant in honour, fit for the tongue to 
speak of.
They are the sons of Tha'labah, whose ideals teach 
gentleness to the gentle and erase the ignorance 
of the ignorant.
To Yashkur belongs ancient nobility, and their 
forefather if mentioned, was not obscure.
And if the good deeds of the B . Qadar are 
mentioned, then their past will show that they 
have preserved all nobility. 44

Al-'Udail was deeply aware of the history of his tribe and 
their victories which he lauds. It is worthy of note in 

this context that boasting of the old battle days of the 
tribe was among the most prominent themes employed by the 
poetsjduring the Umayyad era,and was used to such an extent 
that it would not be an exaggeration to assume that the 
poetry of every tribe,in that era?contains a record of its 
victorious battles from earliest days. The most prominent 
victory of the tribe of Bakr was the battle of Dhu Qar 
over the Persians and those Arab tribes who followed them. 

The Bakrite poets composed many poems lauding the heroism

Lf>—1 J C I

144AghanI, XXII, 334-335.
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of their tribe in the aforementioned battle, among them 

A'sha Rabi’ah who says:

On the day of Dhu Qar in which the tribes 
took part, we remained steadfast assisting 
[our kindred] .
They [the Persians] came in a grandly equipped 
and terrible army whose contingents were 
crowded close together and crushing.
They came [’to inflict a calamity], but the 

darkness ended with our swords still drawn^
. They all fled and took refuge with al-Nu’man 
b . Zur 1 a h .
We came to fight this army like the sand 
grousj^goming to the spring water of a small
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A l - TUdail in one of his poems portrays his tribe as the 
doers of every noble deed and considers the aforementioned 
battle day of Dhu Qar, in which they despoiled the heroes 
of the Persians, to be the most excellent of all battle- 
days. He says:

We have been warmed by every fire kindled for 
noble deeds - indeed we it was who kindled 
the fire.
There is no day of honour more noble than the 
day of Dhu Q a r .
We brought in their weapons and the horses 
were formidable in appearance when we took the 
arm of every horseman of the Chosroe.146
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145 -Naqa'id, 646.
14^Shu1ara’ , 414; 'Iqd, V, 266.
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In another poem, al-'Udail boasts of the horsemen of the 
tribe of Bakr who defeated the army of the Chosroe at the 
battle of Dhu Qar, describing them as paying no heed to 

their opponents. The verses concerned are:

On the day of Hinw Quraqir £i.e. Dhu Qar}, 
we mobilized true horsemen who did not heed 
their opponents, to fight the Chosroe and 
all those gathered about him.
Our horsemen have a cheerful and bright 

day victory whenever they seek a 
confrontation.

iv e PO 11 .*• I 15” l(j £LjT>J j .s .̂*•** Lip
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Al-'Udail boasts of the victorious battles of the tribe of 

Bakr in pre-Islamic times over Mudarito tribes such as Qais, 
Tamim and Asad. He exaggerates to such an extent that he 
goes beyond historical accuracy in claiming that the 
Bakrites killed Zaid al-Fawaris of al-Rabab. But we must 
remember that the poet is a poet first and foremost, and 
not an historian. His historical facts may be true, but ‘ 
he is at liberty to use those facts in any way he pleases 
to enhance his own art. Boasting of the heroism of the tribe 
of Bakr and of some of its victorious battles over some 
Mudarite tribes, al-'Udail says:

We made a morning raid of death on Asad at 
al-Liwa,and annihilated the enemy.

147 _Al-Qaisi, Shu'ara’ Umawiyyun, I, 293,
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And we killed the tribes of Yarbu' and 
Darim and captured Hajib and 1Iqal.
At the battle-day of al-Shayyitain we 
heavily pressed upon rAmr and killed 
numerous people of Sa'd.
Andjwe met al-Rabab and killed Zaid al- 
Fawaris with the spear, so he fell down 
from his excellent, brisk horse that 
swiftly moves over the rugged ground.
And from all the clans [afna’1 of Qais, 
we captured their nobles and wealth.
If I calculate the deeds of my people, it 
will be clear that they are above all 
other beings in magnitude and deeds.

A noticeable phenomenon in this context is that the
surviving poems of al-’Udail show that he did not boast of
victorious battle-days of the tribe of Bakr over other

Rabl’ite tribes, especially the tribe of Taghlib, even

though Bakr and Taghlib opposed each other in the war of
al-Basus,when the antagonism lasted for forty years with

149intervals of fierce battle-days. On the contrary, al-

'Udail boasts of the old glory of Rabi'ah, their might and 
their patience in battles. He says:

I take pride not in a remote stock, but in 
the nobles who are most numerous.

148 Ibid., 307.
140 -  -  -  -On al-Basus see: N a q a ?id, 905-907; Aghani, V, 34-64;

Ma'arif, 605-606; Kamil,' I, 214-222; 'Iqd, V, 213-222; 
Nuwairi, XV, 396-399.
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I take pride in Rabi’ah the wealthy, who 
are higher than others in dignity.
In hard battles, you will find them with 
shining faces, hitting the enemy h a r d . ^ ^

I >-j  ̂ ^
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A l - ’Udail in another poem boasts of the generous men of Wa'il, 
i.e. Bakr and Taghlib, who favour him and afflict their 
enemies while they restore those who seek refuge in them; 
he says:

Every generous and wealthy man of Wa'il is 
favourably inclined towards me.
They crush the bones of some and set the 
broken bones of others who take refuge in 
them.151

I lo i O I l—v jCrb— I

In another poem, a l - ’Udail specifically boasts of the tribe
of Taghlib. He lauds their generosity, glory and might.
He commends their attack on al-Nu’man b. al-Mundhir who was
on good terms with the tribe of Bakr and even entrusted the
chief of Bakr with his arms and family, before surrendering 

152to the Chosroe. Likewise, he commends the killing by
Taghlib of the two sons of Qatam, one of whom was Shurahbil 
who was supported by the tribe of Bakr,against his brother 
Salamah who was in turn aided by the tribe of Taghlib? at

160 - - -Al-Qaisi, Shu1araJ Umawiyyun, I, 306.
151Ibid., 315.
152See Naqa'id, 639; Kamil, I, 199, ’Iqd, V, 262.
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the battle-day of al-Kulabl, after the death of
- - 153their father al-IIarith b. 'Amr al-Kindi. He boasts of

the killing of the Ring of al~Hirah, 'Amr b. Hind, who
decided in favour of the tribe of Bakr against the tribe

154of Taghlib in their dispute, and was killed by the famous
- 155poet of Taghlib, 'Amr b. Kulthum. He also boasts of some

chiefs of Taghlib such as Abu I-Ianash who killed Shurahbil 
-  -  1 56b. al-Harith; Muhalhil who led the tribe of Taghlib

against the tribe of Bakr in the long battle of al-Basus; 
and of Kulaib and his assembly and power, portraying him as 
tyrannizing over even Rings and crushing the pride of 
tyrants even though Kulaib was killed by the Bakrite chief, 
Jassas, and this killing of Kulaib was the cause of the war 
of al-Basus involving the two sister tribes of Bakr and 
Taghlib. He says:

And if you want to take pride in Taghlib, 
daughter of W a ’il, mention the honours of 
generosity and natural disposition.
And to the mighty Taghlib belongs over
whelming, clear arid ancient glory.
They [Taghlib] attacked al~Nu!man £Ibn 
Mundhir], Ibn Muharriq, and the two sons 
of Qatam, with might and pride.
They are the people who killed Ibn Hind 
while their spears prevented the enemy 
from reaching the water to quench their 
thirst .
And to them belongs Abu Hanash in whose hand 
was the fore-part of the strong spear.
And to them belongs Muhalhil, the poet, 

and Kulaib the generous, if honours are to

153See Dabbi, 427; Naqa’id, 452; Kamil, I, 226, Aghani,
XII, *209, Nuwairi, X V , *406.

154 ~ ~ «Al—Tibrizi, Kitab 'Shark al-QasaJ id al-'Ashr, 108.
^  p . g     - .    — ................ ................................ ................................ ................................ ................................

Shu'ara’, 234.156Dabbi, 430.
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be mentioned.
He [Kulaib] renounced the company of the 
abused.
His assembly was not^held in contempt, by 
the Revelation [Qur’an].
He tyrannized even over Kings, and did not ^  
leave alone anyone mad with pride or haughty.
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There is no doubt that the above verses can be 
explained in the light of the emergence of great tribal 

blocs, such as Rabi'ah and Mudar,in the cities during the 
Umayyad era, where each tribal bloc consisted of different 
clans of the same ancestry. We have seen that the tribe 
of Bakr encompassed other Rabi'ite tribes in Iraq and the 
Bakrites supported the tribe of Taghlib against the tribe 

of Qais in Mesopotamia. The emergence of great tribal 
blocs made certain poets go beyond narrow tribal affinities, 
and widen the limits of their 'asabiyyah to embrace those
tribes from the larger stock. Al-Qutami, the TaghlibI poet

. 158says for example:
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159Al-Farazdaq as another example says:

157 -  -Aghani, XXII, 335-336.
1 R R „ -  _  „Diwan al-Qutaml, 293. 
^ 9 piwan al-Farazdaq, I, 158.
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Boasting about the battle days of the tribe is closely 
linked to boasting of the power of the tribe, its ability 
to defy other tribes, and the number of its people. The 

dependence of the tribes on the number of their people is 
a marked feature indicating deep rooted tribal affinities 
in the spirit of the people in the Umayyad era, since this 
indicates the measure of power that the tribe could exer
cise in the balance of political power. These features 
frequently occurred in the poetry of the Umayyad era, 
especially in the poetry of tribes which had a long tradition 
of Bedouin life, such as Bakr and Tamim. Among the best 
poetry after this manner is the saying of al-Farazdaq:160

Al - ’Udail boasts about the power and might of his tribe in 
more than one poem. In one of these poems, al-'Udail por
trays his tribe as defending the dreaded frontiers and 
despoiling the leaders of the invaders, who either surrendered 
their armies to the tribe of Bakr or abandoned them to be 
killed in battle. He says:

^ k i," 1 Lip lo-ft) biŜ
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Whenever the'call for war and recompense 
is made, we defend the feared frontiers.
How many a chief,invaded us, only to return

160Diwan al-Farazdaq, IX, 30, 32.
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to his people naked, driven off, and saved 
from fighting.
He reached his people without booty, leaving 
his army captured and humiliated or killed 
and cut to pieces.^6^
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In another poem al-'Udail boasts about the power of 
his tribe portraying them as advancing to the frontiers, 

afflicting their enemies, casting other tribes out of the 
fertile land, giving support to kings and crushing the 
armies that invade them, allowing their corpses to be eaten 
by birds. He says:

We go to the frontiers in battles to defeat 
the enemy and capture booty.
You should be aware that to us belongs the 
good land, the generosity flit. firej of 
Rings, and good pastures.
We expelled the tribes from this good land, 
attacking them with an army as thick as a 
forest.
It four army] is called to war incessantly 
and goes far away in its marching. It is 
like a deep-black darkness.
And how many kings have we humiliated.
And how many armies raided us with plenty of 
horses, only to be killed and injured.
We put fthe corpses of] their heroes to be 
eaten by eagles, ignoble birds eaters of
human dung .-^2
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162Ibid., 315-316.
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In a third poem,al-’Udail portrays the relationship between 

the horses and the horsemen of the tribe of Bakr which is 

so close,that the horses became aware that the Bakrite 
horsemen are the true knights who are ready to fight either 
as horsemen or foot soldiers, who advance striking out at 
the enemy when the contingents retreat. The verses that 
depict this are:

The horses are aware that we alone are their 
riders when they see fighting in the morning 
raid.
And we are the chargers, if chased, and we 
are attackers in the duel.
When contingents abstain [from fighting] , we 
strike with our swords to slaughter the 
heroes of the enemy.
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Al-’Udail makes a link between the number of people in his 
tribe and the extent of its power. He portrays the tribe 
of Bakr as defying all human beings and even the jinn; the 
verses run as follows:

We outnumber the pebbles, and ours is an 
ancient glory which was never confused.
To whoever compares the old nobility and 
honour, [we say] in merit we challenge 
both jinn and human beings.
We are the people most deserving of glory

IRS Ibid., 306-307.
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and generosity.
Whenever chiefs are counted, we exceed them.
We exceed in exalted nobility, and we are 
the first to come forward when the call for 
war is made .^®4
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Boasting of generosity is a highly regarded virtue 
for desert people and this feature frequently occurs in the 
poetry of the Umayyad era. The poets enjoyed exaggerating 
the generosity of their tribes in times of drought; al- 
Farazdaq, for example, says:’*'^
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A l - TUdail excels in this respect. He frequently portrays 
the tribe of Bakr as being at the peak of generosity in lean 
times, and thus their pots are always boiling with food in 
winter; he says:

Our pots boil during the winter [to feed the 
guests], and we stand steadfast under the 
bright swords [in battles^]. ̂ 66
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Al-'Udail derives pleasure in showing the generosity of the 
Bakrites?who feed with great bowls full of meat at a time 
of severe drought,when the horizons of the sky have become

164 Ibid., 292.
16 5 ___Diwan al-Farazdaq, II, 28i aa---- =— =------------kAgliani, XXII, 326.
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red out of the drought. He says:

While youths speak of beautiful women, I 
would praise, and I do not fear to be belied, 
the crowned and raised heads of Bakr.
They are noble hosts, who labour to entertain 
guests when pastures are stricken by drought. 
When the horizons of the sky are coloured a 
blackish-red due to drought, you will find 
great bowls [of food] around their houses, 
for whoever spends the night in their abodes. 
Meat of fat camels overflows these bowls. 
Whenever a bowl is empty, it is filled with 
pieces from the camels' humps.167
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In another poem, al-'Udail also says in portraying the
generosity of his tribe at a time of drought:

In a year of severe drought, in which the 
skies are coloured with darkness, and in a 
sterile winter, we feed people from the 
meat of the camel’s hump.
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This all-embracing admiration of the tribe of Bakr 
by al-*Udail, and the fusing of his personality with the 
personality of the tribe,affected al-’Udail and made him 
claim that the tribe of Bakr was over all other tribes,and 

even he defies human beings and jinn in honour and virtue;

167 - - -Al-Qaisi, Shu1ara’ Umawiyyun, I, 291-292.
168lbid., 316.
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he says:

These are my people; whoever compares them 
to his people shall find it hard to attain 
[their staturej .
The branches of our nobility have reached 
the skies.
It [nobility] is great and its outward 
branches refuse to bow down.
To whoever compares the old nobility and 

• honour, [we say]:
In merit, we challenge both jinn and human
beings.1^9

In another poem a l ~ 'Udail portrays the tribe of Bakr 
as being over all other creatures to the extent that none 
can defy him in this respect; he says:

If I calculate the deeds of my people, it 
will be clear that they are above all other 
beings in magnitude and deeds.
If I speak to the boastful, I do not leave 
any pride for him to take.170

He also says:

If the nobles compete for superiority, you 
will find us the most exalted, like the peaks
of the mountain.

169Ibid., 292.
170 Ibid., 307. 
l7 1Aghani, XXII, 334.
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These then are the salient features of the surviving
poems of al-'Udail. They cast light on the different stages
of his life in the badiyah and Basra,and they indicate that
al-'Udail was the poet of his closest relatives in the
badiyah but his emigration to Basra widened the horizons
of his tribal affinity, and thus he became truly the poet
of the tribe of Bakr, and even of Rabi'ah. He was loyal to
his tribe in political and tribal situations, and because of
this he tasted the bitterness of being pursued. In general,
al-’Udail slavishly followed his predecessors both in the
form and content of his poetry. Al-Farazdaq alleges that

172al-'Udail plagiarized verses. This statement of al-
Farazdaq contains grains of truth,and al-'Udail was clearly 
influenced by other poets and imitated them; his verse:

And we are the chargers, if chased, and we 
are the attackers in a duel.173

* . * d Ijp-1 " o, I i d 1 U  o [yl3 civ Oy i I d 1 LaJ I

— — 174is close to a verse by al- A 1sha Maimun b. Q a i s :

yvwCw b ts 1" Lc O It ell ili.< Ldks O 1 IjjJ B

A 1 - ’Udail’s verse in al-Hajjaj:

Had I been at Thahlan or the two branches of 
Aja mountain, I would have thought that you 
would, unless you desist, see tne.^^

[/“' O-'iSU' 0; ̂ 1 L>. i J ^3 C AS*jjds

179 Ibid., 340.
173 _ _ _Al-Qaisi, Shu 1ara? Umawiyyun, I, 306.
174 - -Diwan al.-A'sha, 63.
175 -Aghani, XXII, 341.
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can be identified with a verse by Muhammad al-Numairi who 
176says:

Another verse by al-'Udail in al-Hajjajj runs:

People feared him until their hearts became 
. like the young sand grouse caught in the 

hunter's n e t . ^
w<■ LkeSd l  ̂I d̂ X lA-̂

_   178can be identified with a verse by Jarir also in al-Hajjaj:

Lt̂-J I AJ I UraftJ I *"  ̂uT^ b>-j

Regarding the following poetical image in which al-'Udail 
use the istidarah tashbihiyyah:

No tumultous bay, with its vehement waves 
upon waves, is more generous than you, when 
asked, in a year of drought when the healthy 
. she-camels become lean.-^^

3 J i Ocp■̂■~-wf f O i ^

1 i'.U Lig CX X^ b>- L*-voJ I 111_________ c_ i I___..mJ duo Xjja b^w

the verses have close similarities to a saying of al-Nabighah
— — — 180 al-Dhubyani in praise of al-Nu'man b. al-Mundhir:

u/ u/ fi
* V i»  i^J-J L »  | * ̂  1 (2w m ^  X  1  ̂^0 y-J L . h W  b *  1 O  I | ^ d J  ̂ lo<^

O  ICf C - 1 jti Lbj>- d-X <„ -. *~»-J O d Xio~>

U   ■m'»̂  X I llu r t , . . .■ h b t „  dLti) b̂ *̂

176 -Mubarrad, II, 103, 206; Bayan, I, 391.
177Aghani, XXII, 341.
^7^Dlwan Jarir b. 'Atiyyah al-Khatafi, II, 45.
179 - - -Al-Qaisi, Shu'ara* Umawiyyun, I, 318.
^^Diwan al-Nabighah al-Dhubyani, 22-24.
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However, exaggeration is a feature of the poetry of 

al-’Udail; he exaggerates in portraying his fear of al- 
Hajjaj and the ability of al-Hajjaj, and in portraying those 
he praises. His exaggeration reaches its zenith in his 
boasting poetry and this is to be expected, for boasting 
is motivated by self-delusion, pride and a belief in o n e ’s 
own superiority. One of the most excessive examples of 
his exaggerating is the following verse:

To whoever compares the old nobility and 
honour, [we say]:
In merit, we challenge both jinn and human 
beings.181

W  £  W

LvA'Ap-fcsj) dJ 1 ^ Uas 'ii 1̂ 1 U .a?-

The aforementioned verse is close to the following verse by 
al-Farazdaq:

U»L*J co (,Ĵ  1*3 nj i UJ

Al-'Udail excels in painting a poetical picture, especially 
in his satirical fragments which have survived, in which 
he draws a caricature stressing the humiliation and baseness 
of his opponents, such as his satirical verses about Jabbar 
.and Waki’. The images of al-’Udail are close to the every
day Bedouin experiences and are thus close to the senses 
and this is not surprising, for he was raised in the badiyah. 
Thus he likens himself to a donkey,, the generous to the sea, 
the horse to a spear, al-Hajjaj to a falcon, and Salma to 
a gazelle.

181 _ _Al-Qaisi, Shu1ara* Umawiyyun, I, 292.
i go — —Diwan al-Farazdaq, I, 223.
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With exception of fragments by a l - ’Udail, his poems 

selected by Ibn Maimun indicate that he followed his pre
decessors with regard to the construction of the poems.
He begins them with a traditional prelude as a lead into

183his main theme. For example, in his poem in praise of 
Muhammad b. al-Hajjaj, he begins by describing the women 
who deserted him because of his white hair, then he speaks 
of his she-camel which bore him on his journey to Muhammad 
to whom he attributes qualities of generosity, power and so 
on. In conclusion it should perhaps be said that his 
surviving poems are completely devoid of the hunting scenes 
which frequently occur in old Arabic poetry.

183 — — —See Al-Qaisi, Shu'ara* Umawiyyun, I, 316-319.
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CHAPTER VII 

NABIGHAT B. SHAIBAN

The information we have concerning the life of al- 
Nabighah is meagre,and can give only an inadequate inter
pretation of his life. With the exception of the short 
chapter dedicated to al-Nabighah by Abu al-Faraj which is, 
for the most part, devoted to the relationship between the 
poet and certain Umayyad caliphs and amirs, the information 
supplied by the few other sources does not go much beyond 
the mere repetition of some of Abu al-Faraj's statements, 
and the citing of the poet’s nickname (laqab) and name, a 
short-appraisal of his poetry, and quotations from some of 
his verses to illuminate the meaning of certain old words.
Of the modern writers who concern themselves with the study 
of poetry during the Umayyad era, some do not mention the 
poet at all, while others content themselves with citing 
a few verses by the poet, within the content of a discussion 
of political poetry in the Umayyad era.'1' However Lewis 
Cheikho does devote a short chapter to the poet, although
most of the chapter is in fact merely a recital of certain

2of the poet's verses from various sources. It seems that 
Cheikho did not pay much attention to the details of the 
accounts of the poet, nor did he investigate them seriously,* 
and thus his work contains errors which make the short study 
inadequate. Regarding the editor of al-Nabighah's diwan,

See al-Shayib, Tarlkh al-Shl’r al-Siyksi ila Muntasaf al-
Qarn al-Thani, 206-207; al-HEfi, Adab al-Siyasah fi al-
'Asr al-UmawI, 151. 160.. , _ _ _
See Cheikho, Shu'ara’ al-Nasraniyyah b a ’d al-Islam, 137-
162.
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he limits himself to merely copying what Abu al-Faraj says 
about the poet, without adding further detail and without 
an examination of the accounts by Abu al-Faraj himself, 
although these sometimes contain errors as we shall see.

The traditional accounts are in conflict regarding 
the name of our poet, his father and some of his forefathers. 
According to some traditions, among whom the most notable
are Muhammad b, Habib and al-Amidi, his name was 'Abd

-  -  3 _  „Allah b. Mukhariq. Al-Suyuti mentions, on the authority
4of Ibn Duraid,that his name is Jumal b. Su'danah. Cheiko

— 5claims that many traditions call him Mukhariq? but contrary 
to his normal procedure he does not mention any of his 
sources. Moreover, I have been unable to trace in the 

sources upon which he depends for his chapter, or in any 
other sources, information which would lend support for his
claim. It would appear that the name of the poet's father,

-  6 i.e. Mukhariq, as is mentioned in some sources, has confused
Cheikho and as a result he has been unable to distinguish 
between our poet and another called Mukhariq b. Shihab 
al-Mazini, who was a member of the tribe of Tamlm. He, there
fore, attributes‘to al-Nabighah certain of the verses
composed by the aforementioned Mukhariq, saying that they

_ 7were derived from the work of al-Dinawari, whereas in fact

°Ibn Habib,Alqab al-Shu'ara' (Nawadir al-Makhtutat, series 
7), 321; M u ’talif, 192.

^A-Suyutl, al-Muzhir fi 1Ulum al-Lughah wa Anwa'iha, II, 
456 .

5 _  _  —Cheikho, Shu'ara’ al-Nasraniyyah ba'd al-Islam, 137. 
6 Mu ’talif, 192; Aghani, VII, 106.
^Cheikho, Shu'ara’ al-Nagraniyyah ba'd al-Islam, 161.
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—  —  —  8al-Dinawari does not specify who this Mukhariq was. Had

Cheikho consulted the book of al-Hayawan by al-Jahiz, he
would have found these same verses attributed to Mukhariq

- 9 -b. Shihab, no relation to al-Nabighah. However the poet
himself does not give his name in his poetry, and as such
it is impossible to give a decisive judgement as to his
actual name, although one may prefer the narration of
Muhammad b. Habib because he is from an earlier period
than Ibn Duraid, whose book, moreover, upon which al-Suyutl
claims to have depended, contains no mention of the name
of al-Nabighah. Muhammad b. Habib, furthermore, was
amongst the most famous narrators of the second generation
in Kufa,and he took his narrations from Ibn al-A’rabl and
Abu 'Amr al-Shaibani, who are considered to be trustworthy.
He specialized in assembling the poetry of various tribes,
among them the poetry of the tribe of Shaiban, ̂  the tribe
of our poet, Al-Amidi agrees with him, and both his book
and that of al-Amidi are devoted to the names of poets.
In addition, the manuscript of al-Nabighah1s dlwan shares'

11his view.

The laqab Nabighah was given to a group of poets of
-  -  12whom eight are mentioned by al-Amidi. The most famous 

of them are: Al-Nabighah al-Dhubyani, al-Nabighah al-Ja'dl,
and al-Nabighah al-Shaibanl, The ancient Arab critics and

g  _  _

Dinawari, 197.
9Hayawan, V I , 369.

1 0 * _  _See al-Asad, Masadir al-Shi’r al-Jahili, 252,268,448,556.ii _ — _    =-------------' ' 1 ’See Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 1.
12See Mu’talif, 191-193.
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linguists are in conflict regarding the interpretation of
this laqab,and the reason behind i t . Some of them argue
that a man may be called Nabighah if he began .to write

13poetry when he was advanced in age. Accordingly, one 
amy deduce that the period devoted to the composition of 
poetry by al-Nabighah would be short. This view can be 
refuted by some verses of al-Nabighah which portray youth 
and vitality. We cannot ascribe a date to all his poems, 
but Abu al-Faraj narrates, on the authority of al-'Utbl,
that al-Nabighah devoted himself to the praise of the caliph

14 _’ Abd al-Malik. He visited the caliph al-Walid b. Yazid
15(125-126 A.H.), and recited one of his poems before him.

This would imply that he composed poetry during a period
of between fifty and sixty years which can in no way be
considered a short period - a fact which casts doubts on
the aforementioned interpretation of the laqab Nabighah.
It is also said that the laqab Nabighah was applied to a
poet who had not inherited poetical talent, but recited
poetry and excelled in it,and thus his poetry was like water

16flowing from a spring of an unknown source. This view 
would be acceptable except for the fact that this laqab 
has not been applied to the many poets who did not inherit 
poetical talent, such as 'Antarah, Hassan b. Thabit,and 
Jarir, the last a contemporary of al-Nabighah. Moreover,

13 - -Ibn Duraid, Jamharat al-Lughah, I, 319; al-Suyuti, al-
Muzhir fi 'Ulum al-Lughah wa Anwariha, II, 433; Lisan,
nabagha; Baghdadi, I, 287.

14AghanI, VII, 106.
1 5 Ibid., 1 1 0 .16 _ _ _Al-Jawhari, Sihah, nabagha; Lisan, nabagha; Taj, nabagha.
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one of the forefathers of al-Nabighah, called 'Amr al-

17Muzdalif, was a poet so that the inheriting of talent is 
not excluded. Another interpretation of this laqab is
that it derives from the saying,
i.e. the pigeon coos, but this is an attribute not confined 
to the Nabighahs. Many poets would recite their poetry and 
sing it and the relationship between singing and old Arabic

(it spouts forth water and he spouts forth poetry), i.e. 
his poetry ceaselessly gushes from him as water gushes 
from a spring. It may be understood from the saying of Ibn 
Wallad that poets with the laqab Nabighah were known for 
their prolific poetry,but this laqab was not applied to 
other poets who were prolific. All the aforementioned 
explanations are unsatisfactory,and they appear to be nothing 
more than later semantic rationalisations to explain the 
use of the laqab as applied to some poets. It may indeed 
be that the word Nabighah had a meaning during the Jahiliyyah 
different from that of the Umayyad era, since the meaning 
of the word seems to change over a period. Our poet mentions 
in one of his poems that he is 'Nabighah al-Bakri'; he says 
boasting of himself:

Both the enemy and friends say that the2
poems of Nabighah al-Bakri are exalted.

poetry is well-known.. Ibn Wallad

17Mu*talif, 13.
■^Baghdadi, I, 287.
1 9 Ibid., 116-117.
20 -  -  _  Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 3.
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Unforunately the poem from which this verse is taken con
tains no indication which would help to date it. Likewise 
we do not know whether he composed it after he had become 
known as Nabighah, or whether he himself was the first to 
use the name Nabighah in this aforementioned verse,although 
he claims that his laqab Nabighah was constantly on the 
tongues of people. It may not be far from the truth to 
suppose that the poet called himself Nabighah out of 
admiration for al-Nabighah al-Dhubyani, or alternatively 
that he was called Nabighah because of certain similarities
between the two poets. Al-Nabighah al-Dhubyani rarely

21 _ _praised men other than kings as he says, and as his Diwan
shows. Likewise our poet's Diwan indicates that he praised
only caliphs or Umayyad amirs. Then again, both of them
frequently inset gnomic verses within their poems. For
this quality, Derenbourg deems that al-Nabighah al-Dhubyani
was one of the poets called fuhul,since the word fahl is
by extension applied to all those who express an .idea in

22a brief sentence, even in prose. Moreover, in the poetry 
of our poet there are signs of influence by al-Dhubyani; 
as, for example, his saying:,

If I do not aid my companion by doing good, 
my enemy will not be harmed by my h a t e . 23

, q |OrJ Qji Ufr La o  ̂ ^ ̂ L o I

- - 24is identified with that of al-Dhubyani:

21 —  —  -  _  _Diwan al-Nabighah al-Dhubyani, 171.
0 9  -  -  -  -  -"Le Diwan de Nabiga Dhobyani, 12-13.
23 - - - -Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 117.
24Cheiko, Shu'ara* al-Nasraniyyah ba'd al-Islam, 726.
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And his verse in speaking of the abodes of his beloved who 
left him:

I stood in her abode asking it in the evening:
It did not answer me for traces do not s p e a k .  ^

Likewise his verse about generosity and the respect of 
guests:

Do not save the night's food for tomorrow; 
every coming day brings its food.2?

Finally, one who reads the diwans of both poets is struck 
by the fact that both appear as tasks,which the poets, 
laboured over and.were anxious not to hurry over. Thus we 
frequently find that they build their poetical images in 
a manner which did not lend itself to quick and direct 
expression, but instead they were eager to investigate the 
qualities of the various parts of the image,to the extent

^ Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 90. 
or -  -  -  -  -Diwan al-Nabighah al-Dhubyani, 2.
27 — — — ~Diwan Nabighat. B. Shaiban, 42.
2 « - - - _ _Diwan al-Nabighah al-Dhubyani, 232.

- - 26is close to the' saying of al-Dhubyani:

is to a certain extent an echo of al-Dhubyani’s saying:

^  *ap J5J j  I *>■ U LaIp hi .it.J ^,jfj L>w c.M.lg

28
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that the reader can feel the effort exerted by the poet,and
his miraculous ability at drawing the full potential from
his word usage. In furnishing the details of his poetical
image with partial images which are knit together and
strengthen each other, the poetical image as a whole thus
emerges as if complete and without defect. Moreover,, there
is a great similarity between some of the poetical scenes
of both poets. For example,the hunting scene where al-
DhubyanI likens his she-camel, tiring after a long journey
in the desert, to a wild bull. He then leaves the she-
camel and begins to investigate the qualities of the bull,
such as its caution, power, noise, abode and colour. Then
he describes it under difficult conditions, when the cold
and rain force it to spend the night protecting itself
beneath an arta tree. Hardly had the dawn broken, when it
faced by an agile professional hunter accompanied by his
lean hungry dogs eager and skilled in the hunt. A contest
then takes place between both sides and the poet paints the
different stages of the struggle,which results in the triumph
of the bull, after it has killed some of the dogs while
others are frightened, the bull fleeing like a flaming

29comet, sprightly and filled with power. Thus the poet 
digresses in describing the parts of his poetical image, 
and is not satisfied until the entire image is painted in 
detail. This long digression causes the poet to tell us a 
story, full of life and motion, all to set off the portrait 
of his she-camel when she was exhausted. He even reverses

29  -  -  -  -  -See Diwan al-Nabighah al-Dhubyani, 236-239.
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the simile7in the last verse,by saying that the bull resembles 
the she-camel and not the other way round. The hunting 
scene portrayed by al-Nabighah al-Shaibanl in one of his 
poems in praise of al-Walid b. 'Abd al-Malik, the caliph, 
is to a groat extent comparable with this scene in regard 
to the stages of the story and its elements, although the 
image of the latter is more compact. Both scenes, moreover, 
employ the same metre. Furthermore, both of the poets have 
words in common such as:

tcJUJfj t .jUst as al-Dhubyani ends 
his image by reversing the^simile, so does al-Nabighah al- 
Skaibanl. His verses are:

Slender from fatigue, she has become like a white 
spotted wild bull with a camoised nose.
It spent its night under the arta tree in a 
curving tract of sand put in motion by the winds. 
When darkness vanished, it came across a thin 
and lean man from Dawmah, who came early in the 
morning, seeking to hunt down a wild animal.
He incited dogs, that did not show cowardice, 
as well as their puppies, that were dusky and 
lean with flapping ears.
It ran right and left borne by, and bearing, its 
solid hoof, disquieted by its fear of the hunter. 
When it came near their []the dogs 0 mouths: and 
was engaged by brave dogs accustomed to the 
chase; as the fast dogs approached, it turned 
back to fight like a strong angry lion.
Moving its ‘tail, it repelled the harrying dogs 
and left them injured or cast aside.
It struck and killed the forward runners, while 
thbse behind were reluctant to [return to] their 
master.
Then it turned away quickly like a bright star.
Its running was swift like the fire kindled 
in darkness.
I liken this wild bull to my strong and submissive 
slender she-camel,for whose any belly-girth is 
loose. ^

80 -  -  -  -Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 26-28.
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I do not maintain that our poet was no more than an imitator 
of al-Nabighah al-Dhubyanl, but he was a bedouin poet and 
strictly followed the old methods in the construction of his 
poetry and poetical images, as we shall see. It would 
appear that he was influenced by al-Nabighah al-Dhubyani 
more than other poets. One can conclude that the traditions 
recognize this and thus give him the laqab Nabighah, or that 
he himself felt this affinity and called himself Nabighah.
This may possibly give an alternative explanation for the 
laqab of our poet,which has eluded some old linguists and 
critics.

However, al-Nabighah was of the B. Shaiban b. Tha'labah, 
the most powerful and prominent section of the tribe of 
Bakr. The eminence of the B. Shaiban over and above the 
other Bakrite clans is reflected in the record of their 
activities as provided in the accounts of their ayyam.and 
in the Islamic conquest; as well as in the occasional 
statements made by the genealogists and other early scholars.
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Ibn Sallam, for example, says; "It used to be said 'If
you belong to Bakr, boast of Shaiban and of their great

31numbers, and fight alongside them’". It would appear 
that they were virtually proverbial for their power by the 
time of the advent of Islam. After the Prophet’s capture 
of Mecca, he marched out of the city with an army of twelve
thousand men, one of whom said; "Even if we were to

_ 32encounter the B. Shaiban, we would not be concerned"."1
The B. Shaiban seem to have occupied districts West of the
Euphrates between al-Ubullah and Hit, but they were found
especially in the central parts of this zone, in the area 

- 33west of Hirah. It seems that they were on good terms 
with their neighbours the Bakri B. ’ Ijl. These clans suppor
ted each other in many battle-days both before and after 
the advent of Islam. Amongst the most notable battles of 
which the Bakrites in general, and the B. Shaiban in 
particular, boast is the victory over the Persians at Dhu 
Qar.

The majority of the B. Shaiban enbraced Islam around 
349 A,H.; after they had inflicted a severe defeat upon the

tribe of Tamim,in‘ the battle-day of al-Shayyitan. The 
B. Shaiban played an important role in the Islamic conquest 
and especially in the conquest of Iraq and the east,as we 
have previously noted. Part of them settled in the conquered

31 ’ Umdali, II, 192.
3 ^A1-Waqidl, Kitab al-Maghazi, 889.
^ S e e  above, pp. 45-46.
34 - -See al-Jumard, Ghurrat al-'Arab, Yazid b. Mazyad al-

Shaibanl, 42-43.
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lands but the majority remained in their former abodes, 
where most of them enjoyed a bedouin life. Their old 
history and notable men provided al-Nabighah with material 
for his boasting poems.

The few sources which mention al-Nabighah supply no
information whatsoever which may enable us to determine his
date of birth with precision. With regard to the place he
was born and where he was brought up, the sources give no
direct references. They, indeed, go no further than men-

35tioning that he was a Bedouin, Therefore, it is likely 
that he was born, brought up and lived permanently among 
those of his clan who did not emigrate to the new amsar, 
but remained in their former abodes. Likewise, our sources 
are silent as to the year of his death. The poet seems to 
have lived long. He mentions his old age and white hair 
in more than one poem. For example, he says in his poem 
rhyming in 'L' in the praise of Yazid b. rAbd al-Malik:

0 my son,listen as this is the advice of an 
old man who has experienced the world for many 
long years.36

In another poem, he portrays himself as being an old white-
haired, strengthless and debilitated person; nevertheless,

37pleased with the ability of his sons; he says:

3 5Aghani, VII, 106.
3^A1-Buhturi, Kitab aI-Hamasah, 160; Cheikho, Shu'ara* al- 

Nasraniyyah b a ’d al-Islam, 153.
<37 _ _ _ _Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 124-125.
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Unfortunately, the poem from which these verses are taken
does not contain any indication which might help to date
it. The final piece of information we have concerned the
life of al-Nabighah goes back to the caliphate of al-Walid
b. Yazid (125-126 A.H.),in front of whom he recited one of

38his poems in which he boasts of his tribe. It can be 
inferred from this event that he died after 125 A.H., when 
al-Walid was acclaimed caliph. It is likely that his death 
took place before the final demise of the Umayyad dynasty 
in 132 A . H e s p e c i a l l y  since nothing is recorded as having 
been composed by him during the turbulent years,which 
followed the assassination of al-Walid,and paved the way 
for the downfall of the Umayyad dynasty and the opening of 
the 'Abbasid era.

Al-Nabighah1s Religion

Abu al-Faraj says about al-Nabighah: "In my view he
was a Christian because I have found in his poetry mention
of swearing on the Gospel, monks and other oaths which the

39Christians swear". Al-Safadi says about him: "It is
said that he was a Christian". Abu al-Faraj on the other

3 SAghani, VII, 110.
39 Ibid., 106.
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hand relates,on the authority of al- 1 Utbi, that when 'Abd 
al-Malik intended to depose his brother 'Abd al-’Aziz as 
crown prince and replace him by his son al-Walid b. 'Abd 
al-Malik, al-Nabighah visited him and recited him a poem 
in his praise,in which he urged him to pursue his inten
tions. When 'Abd al-'Aziz was informed of this he said: 
"Verily the son of a Christian has come into a constricted
entrance and put himself in a dangerous place. By God, if

41I seize him X will dye his foot with his blood". It
would appear that certain modern writers have been influenced
by these statements and thus they consider the poet to be a
Christian, among them are Huart who says: "Amongst the
desert poets who were Christians 'Abd Allah b. al-Mukhariq,
called the Nabighah of the B. Shaiban, who swore by the

42Gospels, the monks and all the usual Christian oaths".
And Cheikho who considers the poet to be Christian,and 
accordingly devotes a chapter to him in his book Shu’ara* 
al-Nasraniyyah. The aforementioned statements can, however, 
be refuted and cannot lend support to the view that the 
poet was a Christian. Al-Safadi does not express a firm 
opinion on this point and his statement indicates that he 
was not sure. Thus he begins by saying: "It is said".
It is not far-fetched to imagine that he is referrring to 
Abu al-Faraj when he says: "It is said". I have been unable 
to find any other tradition which refers to this matter 
apart from Abu al-Faraj who belonged to a period earlier 

than al-Safadi; the latter citing some of the information

41Aghani, VII, 106-108.
49 Huart, A History of Arabic Literature, 54.
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and verses mentioned by Abu al-Faraj.43 The statement of
'Abd al-'Aziz, if it is true, must not be taken for granted, 
as it was spoken by a man who was infuriated with the poet 
who had encouraged the caliph to depose him#and thus it 
may be taken as merely an insult, and in any case it refers 
to the mother of al-Nabighah. The statement of Abu al- 
Faraj is merely a personal point of view and is not suppor
ted by a chain of transmitters. It may be close to the 
truth to suppose that Abu al-Faraj had not seen or read 

diwan of the poet. The verses by the poet which Abu 
al-Faraj cites,in his book,are merely fragments of poems and 
give no indication that the poet was a Christian. It would
appear that Abu al-Faraj gained his view from al-Nabighahrs

44saying m  a poem devoted to the praise of 'Abd al-Malik:

It is clear that the poet in the aforementioned verses does 
not swear by the Gospel, monks or the usual .oaths of the 
Christians,but simply swears by the Lord of the pious monks. 
This does not make him a Christian unless he means Jesus 
by ’the Lord*, but the verses do not categorically imply 
this. Moreover, some traditions attribute the poem,from 
which these two verses are taken, to a Muslim poet called 
A'sha B. Shaiban.4^

However, in al-Nabighah's diwan there are clear

43 - - -See Cheikho, Shu’ara* al-Nasraniyyah b a ’d al-Islam, 138.
^Aghani, VII, 107; Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 108.
45 —Anon*, al-Musannaf al-Majhul, XI, 240.

wU ^ 1 ̂.JL*
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indications that he was a Muslim. For example, he mentions 
that sometimes he is fascinated by pleasure but that Islam, 
white hair and piety make him relinquish it. He says:

Pleasures delight me but I relinquish them 
and God veils them from me.
And Islam, whiteness of hair and piety 
prevent me; for in age and Islam there is 
a protection for a man [from committing

In one of his poems, he testifies that God is one without 
any partner and that his belief in this and his fear of God 
prevent him from drinking the pure wine,which delights its 
drinkers; he says:

Except for [my fear of] God who has no partner, 
who is the Lord of beings; the Possessor of 
the throne, I would have fetched to me in the 
early morning a glass of wine whoso excellent 
odour arouses pleasure.
A glass of this pure wine is exchanged for 
clean camels of rough skin. 7

In another poem, he confesses that al-Walid is the caliph 
of God through whom prayers for rain are made:

He is the caliph of God through whom prayers 
for rain are made, whose character has never 
been polluted by treachery.48

46 - -Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 17.

sins].
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47Ibid., 22.
4R Ibid., 28.



Moreover, there are indications in his poetry that he was
fanatically anti-Christian. When the caliph al-Walid b.
'Abd al-Malik destroyed the Church of St. John in Damascus,
which had been shared by Muslims and Christians, in response
to the plea of Muslims who had felt apprehensive at hearing

49 -the monks at prayer, al-Nabighah praised him in a poem 
in which he speaks well of his deeds, even casting doubt on 
the sincerity of the Christians towards their Muslim 
fellow-citizens, mocking their voices in prayer and expressing 
his joy that Muslims will no longer hear such voices again;

The Christians publicly pray for us to gain 
victory, but God alone knows what is concealed 
within them.
You have uprooted their Church from inside our 
Mosque, thus its stones have been carried off 
the face of the earth.
Whenever religious men CMuslimsJ supplicate 
God, we receive replies from Bishops.’
Their non-Arab voices, when they play their 
qurbah is like the morning chatter of the 
swallows.50

t ^ 1 L„* dJJ drf-3** Uo J h L-jJ (_£, Uoi) 1 t  o
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From one angle, he adopts some of the Bedouin traditions 
inherited from the pre-Islamic period as we shall see when 
we speak of his poetry of fakhr and madb- From another 
angle, he assimilates some pure Islamic concepts,expressing

he says:

w

Also there are indications of ambivalence in his poetry.

Y1  ̂ ho co U hi aJ 1  ̂ h 151 Cw U

49 - _ „ „ _Ibn Kathir, al~Bidayah wa al-Nihayah fi al-Tarikh, IX, 145.
50 - - - -Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 52-53.
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them in terms close to the Qur?an, to the extent that one 
may feel that he had placed certain Q u r ’anic verses by his 

side and then attempted to re-unite them in verses,which 
bear the same meaning and Qur’anic words, For example, he

And I say, when I see someone's death, "Nothing 
is lasting except my Lord".
He knows the inward secrets, the Lord of 
gracious state.
He is the Beginning and the End, the Generous, 
the Clement.
His decrees cannot be repealed, the Great 
Endower and the Forgiver of sins.
Oh man, are you doing good deeds !
Eor after death verily you will be resurrected, 
and he who does good works or makes unintentional 
mistakes [doing good];will be recompensed for them 
on the day when secrets shall be revealed.
I see both wealth and misfortune brought into 
being by the decree of God.
Verily if difficulty harms those afflicted by 
it, ease, as we are promised Cin the Qur’an"], 
shall follow.51

These verses closely resemble a religious exhortation 
derived from the Qur'an, and they refer to Qur'anic verses

says:

- LfrJ Ctdc) —  >'■> 1
dJ L ,So L LJJ t I L J 1

d    o ‘S>. I
JoLcut q L«;^ 1 'iif

1.J li^ ^ 1 Lm' ^ ■ ll I J  ̂ Q
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i 52 „such as: " 53,, n 54,, 55

5 1 Ibid., IS.
^ Q u r ’an, LV, 26.
5 3 Ibid., LVII, 3.
5 4 Ibid., XL, 3.
5 5 Ibid.r LXXXVI, 9.
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, and56" ". In one of

his praise poems addressed to Yazid b. 'Abd al-Malik, al- 
Nabighah begins with a group of wise maxims and concentrates 
on the death-concept?which is frequently mentioned in the 
Qur'an such as:"*7"

ft W ^
" and which is frequently mentioned by the 

poets of the Umayyad era,as a result of the spread of asceti
cism, preachers of Islam and devotees, all of which made 
spiritual life part of artistic experience and affected it. 
Al-Nabighah composed these verses in the manner of a reli-

59gious exhortation which refers to Qur’anic verses such as:
n }60„

and61" He pleads for a brotherhood in the
cause of God,considering it as one of the good deeds which 
will not perish as man perishes. He says:

Every calamity afflicting a clan will be followed 
by prosperity.
And tell the one who tries to avoid death, 
obviation is of no use to you.
Do not cry for the dead for no weeping can 
bring the dead back to life.
The mountains and every being and wealth will 
perish.
A person with a chronic disease, who is a burden 
on his relatives and of no use, may live long ; 
while chief of the clan dies, despite efforts 
to ransom him.
Every brotherhood in God wi l l .survive, and no 
worldly brotherhood will last.8^

 ̂1 ' 1 jltw t^w —I/** ^
w W
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o6Ibid., XCIV, 6. 57Ibid., XXXIX, 30,
58Ibid., XXIX, 57, 59Ibid,, XCIV, 6.
6 0 Ibid., IV, 78. 6 1 Ibid,, L, 26.
6 9 -  -Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 41.
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All the above features strongly support the view that al- 
Nabighah was a Muslim^and that he was influenced by the 
Qur’an,which has a clear and traceable effect on his poetry; 
thus we are forced to conclude that Abu al-Faraj conjectured 
that he was a Christian on the basis of inadequate data and 
not having read his diwan.

The Diwan of al-Nabighah

Ahmad Naslm edited the diwan of al-Nabighah in 1932 
in Cairo. He depended on a manuscript deposited in Dar al- 
Kutub (No. 86 literature "sh") and written by Muhammad 
Mahmud b. al-Talamld,who is well-known as al-Shinqiti (d. 
1927). The diwan consists of 20 poems most of which are 
long, the total number of verses being 1163. Despite the 
great efforts made by the editor, especially in the 
explanation of difficult words which are many in number, 
because the poet was a Bedouin and derived his vocabulary 
from the desert, nevertheless some elements escaped his 
attention: Firstly, in the introduction concerning the life
of the poet he limits himself literally to copying the 
details supplied by Abu al-Faraj without examination, although 
some of them conflict with the information supplied in the 
poetry. Secondly, he does not refer to the origin of the 
manuscript written by al-Shinqiti, nor does he describe the
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manuscript on which al-Shinqiti depended. Thirdly, it seems 
that he did not pay any attention to sources other than the 
Aghani,and thus he does not indicate the different readings 
as between the manuscript and other sources: He does not
even show the difference in the readings between the Aghani 

and the manuscript. Among these differences, the word
which is in verse no. 22 of poem no. 13 in the

diwan occurs in Amali ai~Murtada® 3 as ' (j i)t WkjLCh iS

the correct form. The word ' ' which is in verse
- - -64no. 47 of poem no. 10 occurs in Amali al-Murtada as

t ola>U~»\ t i.e. in the nominative case. The word ’
in the verse no. 35 of poem no. 11 occurs in al-Mu* talif 
wa al-Mukhtalif® 8 as 1 . The word which is in

-  -  66 verse no. 90 of poem no. 10 occurs in Tarikh Ibn 'Asakir
as C> ! which is a mistake because the poet addresses
his speech to the caliph and not to himself. Regarding
the differences between the Aghani and the diwan,they are
numerous although Abu al-Faraj cites only fragments from
just five of the poet’s poems. Amongst these differences,

v* W f
the word * ' in the first verse of the poem no. 15

f

occurs in the Aghani® 7 as ' ' . The second hemistich
of the verse ho. 42 from the same poem is 1

while it is in the Aghani® 8 as ' which is
more accurate. The first hemistich of verse no. 44 of the

® 3V o l . I, 630.
64Vol. II, 268. 

Mu'talif, 192.
® ® 1Asakir, III, 322. 
6 7Vol. VII, 107.
6 SVol. VII, 107.
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same poem is 1 while it occurs in the
Aghani®® as ’ . Fourthly, since the editor
did not draw on sources other than the manuscript, he did 
not supplement the diwan with verses attributed to al- 

Nabighah and cited in other sources if they were not recor
ded in the manuscript. Thus, for example, there are some

- - 7 0fragments mentioned by al-Bulituri in his Hamas a h . Fifthly,
the editor does not supplement the diwan with indices of
proper names and place-names mentioned in the poetry.
Sixthly, there are certain misreadings, in the manuscript,
which have escaped the scrutiny of the editor. Thus, for
example, the word ’ } which has no sense in the

71 a/ icontext of the verse, the correct form being ' —
* t*

Likewise the word7^ T ’ which should be ' ', and the
word73 ’ 1 which should be ’ ' , the name of a
Roman fortress conquered by the army of al-Walid b. Abd

74al-Malik in 88 A.H.

On the other hand, Cheikho edited parts of the poetry
of al-Nabighah,depending on the Aghani and on a manuscript
of the diwan lodged in the Eastern Library, copied from the
manuscript in the' Egyptian Library, called al-Khidiwiyyah,

75and containing 20 poems, Cheikho also depended on certain 
other sources and added to the diwan seven fragments v/hich

6 9Vol. VII, 107.
7®A1-Buhturl, Kitab al-Hamasah, 58, 155, 227, 234.

_ _ _ "’TDiwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 25.
7 2 Ibid., 1 0 2 .
7 3 Ibid., 52.
74See Tabari, II, 1191-1192.
75Cheikho, Shu’ara* al-Na$raniyyah ba'd al-Islam, 147.
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- 76he claimed to have been composed by al-Nabighah. 

Unfortunately four of those so attributed were not com
posed by al-Nabighah. The two fragments mentioned by al-
— —77 — — — —78Dinawari were composed by Mukhariq b. Shihab al-Mazini

and not by al-Nabighah, contrary to the assumption made
by Cheikho. One of the fragments which he attributes to
al-Nabighah, is in all the editions of the Lisan al-'Arab,

-79upon which he depended, attributed to al-Taghlibi and 
there is no excuse in this case for Cheikho's error. 
Regarding the fragment which he, depending on M u ’.-jam al-
Buldan, attributes to al-Nabighah, is in fact the opening

— — —80 verse of a poem attributed to al-Nabighah al-Dhubyani
and is likely to be correctly attributed so, because the
place-names mentioned in it, namely al-Bananah, Sudair and

— 81Uqur, were all abodes of the Ghatafan to which the tribe 
of Dhubyan belonged. However, we do not know the writers 
of the manuscripts, on which Ahmad Naslm and Cheikho depen
ded, nor do we know their date.

It would appear that the diwan of al-Nabighah in its 
present state does not include all the poems composed by 
the poet. It i s ‘unreasonable to suppose that the poet only 
composed twenty poems when he was composing poetry for at 
least fifty years as has been mentioned. We are told that 
the poet devoted himself to panegyric of the caliph 'Abd

7 6 Ibid., 143, 160-161.
77Dinawari, 197.
7 ^Hayawan, VI, 369.
79 * -Lisan, namaya.
SO — — — _ _Diwan al-Nabighah al-Dhubyani, 192.
81See Mu'jam, I, 335, 742, III, 61.
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82 — — 83al-Malik, but there is in his diwan only one such poem.

- 84Among the fragments cited by al-Buhturi, there are three
which appear to be parts of three lost poems, because 
their rhythm differs from that of the poems,in the diwan, 
which have the same metre. The poet mentions more than once 
that he had composed satirical poems. He says in one of his 
poems that many of the proud and the spiteful would be 
apoplectic when they heard his narrators reciting his 
satire:

And many a rancourous proud one is seen as if 
they were being throttled,when my narrators 
recite my poems.85

In another poem,he mentions that he overcomes his enemy by 
his satirical poems, saying:

God's gifts of poetry and power to me, which 
enable me to overcome enemies, make me 
immune.
People of judgment should not fear uncouthness 
in me, and I do not spare the proud and haughty.

In a third poem he declares that he is well aware of the 
defects of his enemies,and that he kills whoever vies with 
him in satirical poems of high merit,which are known

Q 9 _ _Aghani, VII, 106.Q Q _ _ _ _Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 101.
04 _ _ _Al-Buhturi, Kitab al-Hamasah, 58, 155, 234.
85 — — — —Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 3.
86Ibid., 21.
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everywhere. He says:

If anyone's face shows enomity, verily I am 
well-aware of the shortcomings of the enemy.
I afflicted and killed the person who provoked 
me, with illustrious fpoemsj which have 
journeyed abroad and are still current.

w €> w

(J|/̂  ^ y"*’*? ^  jj 1 O  0-ya3 ts d —4J

In a fourth poem, he says that he makes those who satirize
him as breathless as the over-loaded camel panting up a

88slope. He says:
ob-SscJl

Despite these obvious indications, his diwan is completely 
devoid of satirical poetry which may indicate that the poems 
of this genre have been lost. However one may conjecture 
that part of his poems may have been lost, because he was 
a Bedouin and did not reside in the city,although he fre
quently visited Umayyad caliphs and amirs in Syria,to 
praise them and receive his reward. The poets of badiyah 
did not gain the special attention of the transmitters of 
poetry, unlike those of the cities, and consequently infor
mation and verses concerning them are usually scant,when 
compared to city poets such as those of Basraand Kufa. 
However, what has survived of his poetry does, to a certain 
extent, enable us to study his poetical career.

S7Ibid., 31.
ss — —Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 36.
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A General Account of the Poetry of al-Nabighah and of Its 
Most Salient Features

It is possible to divide the poetry in al-Nabighah1s 
diwan into three major traditional types: Madh, fakhr and
descriptive. It can be seen that his diwan is completely 

devoid of elegiac poetry although all the caliphs and amirs 
whom he praised and from whom he received favours died 
before him. There is no obvious reason for this except 
that one can suppose that his elegiac poetry has been lost, 
or that the poet refrained from the composition of this 
type of poetry, or that he was eager to receive favours from 
them when alive but quick to forget them thereafter.

With regard to his satirical poetry, his diwan con
tains only a few verses in which he boasts of himself. His 
satirical verses do not refer to those whom he satirized 
or exchanged satire with. I have also been unable to find 
any verse by any poet satirizing him. He recognizes the 
impact of satire on the tribal society in which he used to 
live. Thus he says:

Every injury is cared for and cured, but the 
injury of satire does not heal.
It afflicts the heart; it causes injuries 
which, like death, have no curing medicine.

f  I I ^ I I r t f  ^  Ir * *5 l$ 'm' P

In one poem he accuses those whom he satirized of being

89Ibid., 42.
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base or despicable (lu?ama?), a characteristic frequently 
mentioned by the satirical poets of the Umayyad era to the 
extent that no tribal satirical poem was able to avoid 
mentioning it. This characteristic, according to the lin
guists, is the opposite of generosity and nobility;and a 
despicable person is one whose origins are base and whose 
spirit is mean, but this word gained in the Umayyad era an
extension of its meaning which comprised a variety of bad

90 -qualities regarded with displeasure. Al-Nabighah also
portrays them as cowardly and prostrate when they hear his

. 91voice:

In another poem he portrays himself as being able to 
humiliate his enemies; likewise he portrays them as surrounded 
by baseness as the head of the palm-tree is surrounded by

Despite the meagreness of his satirical verses, one may 
assume that he did not imitate the satirical poetry, based

J U  mXS ■«*>■«.**> 1 mi 1 t jit lii (_J b ^  i b  laJ

V  . *1 I L*J 1 ^ t It 1 3  I
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the palm leaves:92

90 - -Al-Nuss, al-1Agabiyyah al-Qabaliyyah wa Atharuha fi al-
Shi'r al-Umawi, 507-508. 

9^Piwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 36. 
9 2 Ibid., 125-126.
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on slander and harming the honour of others, which was a 
widespread type of satire in the Umayyad era;especially 
in the satirical poetry of the famous three polemic poets, 
i.e. Jarir, al-Farazdaq and al-Akhtal. It would appear 
that the reason for this is that the poet was a conserva
tive Bedouin living in an environment which was an 
extension of the environment of the pre-Islamic poets,who 
mostly did not value this type of trifling poetry and only 
rarely took it up themselves. As for the poets of the 
cities, they enjoyed a life in a society whose taste had 
changed, and to a certain extent whose social life had also 
altered and inclined to the pursuit of pleasure^including 
listening to poets exchanging satirical verses in the mar
kets and assemblies, and poets displaying their skill in 
dishonouring their opponents. Al-Nabighah frequently 
visited Syria but the environment of Syria did not witness 
the intense satirical battles seen in Iraq. Also the 
environment of Syria was not favourable for poetry at that 
time because the majority of the population were of Yemeni 
origin^and they did not excel at handling North Arabic.
Most of the poetry composed in Syria and Damascus was 
composed by poets who used to visit Syria from other coun
tries, in order to praise the Umayyads and to receive their 

93 -gifts. Al-Nabighah was one of these. He mentions more
than once that he does hot utter slanders in his poetry;

94he says for instance:

Q9 _ _ _ _ „See Daif, Tarikh al-Adab al-'Arabi, al-'Asr al-Islami, 165-166.
94 - -Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 21.
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In another poem,he mentions that his poetry casts aside the 
spiteful without containing slanders; he says:

In my poetry I say what is reasonable, I do 
not utter obscenities and my poetry wards off 
wicked enemy.

1 i 3 li>JI (3^^ Mi ^

As far as the love-poetry is concerned, it occupied 
a not too insignificant portion of the poetry of al-Nabighah. 
Most of his love poetry falls into the category of naslb.
His eagerness to follow the traditional structure of the 
poem leads him to devote some verses to naslb in the vast 
majority of his poems. The description of ruined camps, is 
part of the nasib but it is not meant for its own sake. It 
is an embodiment of the poet's grief over the departure of 
his beloved. Likewise, the description of the scene of the 
departure,which is another essential element,is only a 
means to revive the memory of the agony felt. It is signifi
cant that al-Nabighah often mentions the departure and 
sometimes portrays the scene of the departure. In addition 
to his imitation of the ancient structure of the poem, it 
may be that his frequent journeyings and his unsettled 
life made it possible for him to know a number of women, 
from whom he soon had to depart. We have no information 
concerning the women mentioned by al-Nabighah in his 
poetry, nor do we know for sure if they really existed or 
if they were merely a creation of the poet's imagination, 
as was certainly the practice of many old poets. However, 
it may be added that he mentions Salma or Sulaima in six

Ibid., 118.
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96poems, while he hardly mentions other names more than 

once. Unless one assumes this to be a conventional name 
for an imaginary love> one may be encouraged to think that 
al-Nabighah knew this woman. However, it seems that al- 
Nabighah, in his love-poetry, is subject to two interrelated 
inclinations: the sentimental that leads him to express
his ardent love and love-pains with vividness and truth, 
and the technical inclination that leads him to curb his 
emotions, to take care of the technical aspect, which he 
could not ignore, being one of those poets who subject their 
poetical art to a fine and conscious craftsmanship. This 
technical aspect almost overlays the sentimental aspect in 
his love-poetry. It might seem that his love-poetry was 
not the echo of a true emotion, like other poets who did 
not depend on their poetical talent alone but employed 
their technical experience to produce polished verse.

Although al-Nabighah lived in a period that witnessed 
the currency of two new kinds of love-poetry, viz. the 
licentious trend and the platonic trend, it seems that he 
was not influenced by either of them. Instead he continued 
to follow the traditional line. His poetry is not free 
from the dominant feature of Jahili love-poetry, namely 
the description of the tangible aspects of the fair sex, 
while ignoring the psychological and emotional aspects. His 
love-poetry is almost a portrayal of bodily beauties of 
woman, without taking any account of her internal world, 
wishes, whims and anxieties as related to reflections of

96  -  -  -See Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 1, 12, 19, 83, 89, 116.
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the restrictions imposed 011 her by a conservative society. 
Likewise, the poet makes no display of his internal person
ality and emotions, unlike both the platonic and licentious 
love-poetry which explore these aspects. Al-Nabighah1s 
method in his naslb is not different from that followed by 
the ancient poets. He sometimes opens his poem by mentioning 
the scene of the departure of his beloved, only then to 
enter into naslb. One such example is his poem in praise 
of al-Walid b. 'Abd al-Malik. He opens by describing the 
departure of beloved women and the effects on him. He then 
proceeds to describe their bodily beauties, likening their 
teeth to hail and lightning, and describing their eyes as 
languid, their noses as high. He portrays their skins as 
pale as a result of an excessive use of perfume that indi
cates their rich and easy life; he says:

The company has departed and therefore my 
heart was carried off [with them] when they 
journeyed away, without stopping or alighting 
nearby.
Inside the camel-litters there are women 
whose eye sockets are white.
When they smile they show teeth like hail 
which are beautified by a blackness in the 
gums.
Their sweet front teeth would please hearts 
if they were offered; they are like the 
lightning and are neither long nor short. 
Their eyes are languid but not ill, their 
noses are high but neither thick nor flat. 
Their skins are radiant, covered with scent 
and smooth and pale. *

*JJ f A" Us 
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The traditional love-poetry goes mostly on these lines, i.e. 
a description of the departure of the beloved, then a 
detailed description of the bodily beauties of the woman, 
in which the poet employs his technical expertise to 
exaggerate her beauty and even the beauty of the things 
associated with her like her necklace and anklets. He 
presents an ideal picture of his beloved, taking advantage 
of similies derived from his surroundings. This portrayal 
of the tangible reality of woman may be considered a result 
of the social conditions of conservative Bedouin society,, 
that did not permit prolonged meetings between men and 
women. Therefore, a man's vision of a woman was usually 
limited to her material existence. This was a general 
pattern to which the poets adhered, although they differ 
in some marginal details due to differences in thoir 
poetical vision as shaped by different factors. This 
sensuous description, on the other hand, often concealed a 
strong and suppressed carnal desire,that led the poet to 
concentrate on the more seductive attractions of women.

The Descriptive Poetry of al-Nabighah

Al-Nabighah was particularly fond of descriptive 
poetry. He was especially concerned with the description 
of ruined habitations, rains, the desert and some of its 
animals. His description occurs mostly in his poems' 
traditional preludes, and he rarely devotes whole poems 
to this kind of verse, following the tradition observed 
since the Jahilite period, of considering description as a
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part of the structure of the qasidah which consisted of 
various related types. It appears that al-Nabighah1s 
fondness for this poetical type, in addition to his fond
ness for imitating and following slavishly the ancient 
structure of the poem, led him to lengthen the descriptive 
element and bring it in more frequently, to the extent that 
rarely is any poem of his diwan devoid of this poetical 
type.

It is expected of a Bedouin poet enslaved by the 
traditional structure and subjects of the poem to spare a 
considerable part of description to ruined abodes. In his 
descriptive verses of these abodes, al-Nabighah frequently 
mentions their names. This practice had psychological 
dimensions for the ancient poets, because their experience 
with ruins of abodes was a part of their nomadic life, since 
they used to put up at a place so long as its water and 
pastures lasted, then move to other places, leaving behind 
some of their acquaintances and memories, griefs and yearn
ings. Whenever they returned to that place or passed by 

it, they could see only silent remains and relics, which 
suddenly revived their memories. Thus they used to halt 
at such places, going through the scant ruins which awakened 
their dormant feelings as they could see in them faint
indications of times past beloved to their memory. Al- 

98Nabighah says:
w
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Al-Nabighah does not stop at mentioning the names of places 
alone, he mentions, as well, the name of the woman in whose 
former abodes he had halted. For instance, al-Nabighah 
mentions Salma, Hind, al-Rabab and others. This is natural 
because the description of the deserted camps was not meant 
for its sake. It is an opening to the nasib, in which the 
poet mentions the woman with whom he no longer has a 
relationship because of her departure. Little surprise that
he is weeping over the times he enjoyed in the company of

- 99his beloved. For example, al-Nabighah says:

In another poem he says:'*’"

101In a third poem he says:

In his description of the remains of abodes affected by the
passage of time, rain and wind, al-Nabighah does not go
beyond the traditional description, such as to liken the

102traces of the abodes to an old garment:

103or to liken them to an old piece of writing:

" ibid, , 82. 1 0 0 Ibid. , 9 3 .
1 0 1 Ibid., 130. 1 0 2 Ibid., 3.
1 0 3 Ibid., 54.
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Al-Nabighah frequently mentions or describes the remnants 
that are usually left behind, at the departure of the 
Bedouin, such as tent-pegs, old cooking-pots and the trench 
dug around the tent. For example, he says likening the 
remnants to an old piece of writing:

[The remains are} the trench, cooking-pots, 
tent-pegs and heaps of compacted sand, like 
old and obliterated writings. *04

j 1  j

In another poem, al-Nabighah portrays a vivid and lively
picture of the fire-trivets, Having described their colour,
he likens them, surrounding the ash, to affectionate a%? ar

105bending over their weak offspring, saying:
w c
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Al-NabighahTs description of the abodes and the relics is 

usually accompanied by a description of rain and wind, v/hich 
is a recurring phenomenon in the. Jahili poetry. Perhaps, 
al-Nabighah was more faithful to this tradition than most 
of the Jahiliyyah poets. Relics and traces of abodes are 
always associated in his poetry with rains or winds, or both. 
It would appear that in this relationship of noises,the
poet has found an acceptable poetic image in which the
roaring rains over the abodes are to be equated with power

1Q4 t, . , 0 105t1 . .Ibid., 24. Ibid., 55.
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of passing time, to obliterate the traces of his beloved 
ones. Al-Nabighah does not simply mention the rains and 
their effect, but continues to paint a picture whose recur
ring elements include continued heavy rains and roaring 
noises. Likewise, he exaggerates in his portrayal of the 
effects of rain. For example, he says:

The traces of their abode are laid waste,its 
dust swept away by the wind.
It is still subjected to a torrent and a strong 
downpour of rain, whose water sounds like 
thunder.
It is pouring from cloud blackish, heaped 

UP> simaki and vociferous which seem to 
confine its rain to the area over their abode.
Its rough and copious torrent levels mounds 
to plains and splits pebbles.
It has laid waste the traces of the remains of 
the abode, and changed it.
Thus are all its marks obliterated and effaced.
0 '̂*“*"*̂ ^ vb ̂  ̂ 1/"* **" Oj?  ̂ I j 1 hXJ I JlS

 ̂ C-a-vI-ua-uS - J-uurt (_J |
j I cJ i t it*51« <i-> ts" 1 dJ jd 15, Cjg-"**’
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After the description of rain, al-Nabighah usually 
portrays the abodes as being full of tall plants,and 
blossoming wild flowers,and other things consistent with 
the uninhabited abodes, since the inhabited areas do not 
have such tall plants which are usually grazed by the 
animals. Thus the picture of tall and dense plants indicates, 
in a poem, uninhabited places. For example, in one of his

poems al-Nabighah describes the dense plants, especially

106 Ibid., 24.
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arbiyan and shaqiq which covered the whole surface of the 
former abodes. He says:"^7

li/ £
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Like his predecessors especially Zuhair b. Abi Sulma, 
al-Nabighah does not portray the abodes as dead ruins devoid 

of any signs of life. Instead, he revives in them a new 
life, different from their previous life when they were 
inhabited by human beings. He portrays them as the lively 
habitat of various kinds of animals, such as wild cows, 
deer and other animals. For example, after painting the 
noise-picture of the rains, he says:

It is inhabited by wild cows, flocks of ostriches, 
herds of wild asses both those pure of menstrual 
discharge and the stubborn newly pregnant.

fcUv C

In another poem, he portrays the animals which have inhabi
ted the abodes after the departure of their former 
inhabitants; the gazelle feed their offspring, the wild
bulls roam, the ostriches are followed by their offspring,

109m  utmost activity and joy. He says:

1— U  C li Cl* 'y&j bL> bo c ia It'J-b

107Ibid., 104. 108Ibid., 24.
109 Ibid., 92-93.
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The poet's eagerness to mention animals, as the only 
substitute of the beloved ones who used to inhabit those 
abodes, is a natural and expected result .of the vacuum 
caused by the departure of the dwellers, as the afore- 
mentioned animals live usually in places uninhabited by 
humans. On the other hand, it offers us the poetic image 
that occupied the poet while he was describing places beloved 
to him. Thus the scene of the relics and traces is a 
coherent picture and its elements are connected by cause 
and effect. The change in the signs of the abodes is 
connected with the rain that produces the plants and grass 
and, in effect, attracting the animals.

In some of his poems, al-Nabighah associates the 
description of the traces of the abodes with the descrip
tion of the departure of the dwellers. Sometimes he opens 
his poem by describing the departure, giving a vivid 
picture of that moment, and in his mind follows the track 
of their travel. For example, he says:

The company has departed and therefore my 
heart is carried off [to them] since they 
journeyed away, without stopping or alighting 
nearby.
They drove on chiding excellent camels in the 
foreparts of whose necks there is no defect 
or bending.
They swim through the mirages, with their lead- 
ropes relaxed.
When I think they are tired by the journey, 
they still advance swiftly.
In the litters, there are women whose eye- 
sockets are white.
When they smile they show teeth like hail
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which are beautified by a blackness in the 
gums. H O

i. . . .  119 I. •̂jC' L^sJ |̂ «aw ^jS 1q <!'■ k  fĉ=k'i
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It is evident from his poetry, that al-Nabighah 

frequently travelled,as many names of places in the Peninsula 
and Syria occur in his poems. It is said that he frequently 
travelled to the B. Umayyah whom he used to praise. This 
may be the reason why his poems are full of descriptions of 
his journeys, deserts crossed, she-camels ridden, and 
other desert animals. He frequently boasts of passing 
through dreadful deserts, of which he portrays such a pic
ture as to show it as an example of a desert difficult to 
pass. However, most of al-Nabighah's description is 
devoted to animals, especially to she-camels. It would 
appear that he held she-camels in great esteem. In the 
majority of his poems he devotes verses to the description 
of them,- whenever he speaks of his travels, he describes 
them. He may halt at relics and may find no means to • 
relieve his sorrows except to ride his she-camel and 
journey in the desert. He may boast of some of his nomadic 
virtues, such as his bravery in passing through deserts, 
and turn then to describe his she-camel. Al-Nabighah always 
portrays his she-camel in an . idealizing manner, and 
ascribes to it attributes that show it to be an excellent 
one. He uses in his description difficult words of strong
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j ars (sonority). It seems to me that the usage of such 
difficult words is not because of the Bedouin origins of 
the poet, but that he uses them deliberately to emphasize 
the strength of the she-camel. One of the examples of 
such is this poetical image, full of such attributes of 
his she-camel; it is powerful, firmly-built, fleshy, used 
to travel and bear hardships:

heads of other travellers were inclined from 
side to side because of the length of the 
journey,and they dozed because of the journeying 
at night.
I was carried by a she-camel, strong, firmly- 
built, full in flesh, with greatly elevated 
cheeks, large in the middle, of known lineage 
and eight years of age.
She is used to journeys, tall, excellent, 
resembling a he-camel in disposition.
All her feet are chafed yet powerful in step.
She moves her thick tail with clumps of hair 
like the excellent feathers of a bird; and no 
urine or dung clinging to it.
As she outran others in journeys,the plaited 
fore-girth left its marks on her [back],like 
the marks left on £the walls of ] a well by its 
rope.
Slender from fatigue, it has become like a 
white spotted wild bull with a camoised nose.

09 'ii 0 I 0?®̂ C?® rt t ■ lo  ̂ ■̂*1*̂ ' —9

Sometimes, al-Nabighah goes on to liken his she-camel to a 
wild bull or ostrich, and exploits that occasion to describe,

I have crossed [a far-extending desert] while

^11 Ibid, , 25-̂ 26 .
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in detail, these animals. The Jahili poets and their
followers frequently adopted this technique to describe
the animals of their environment. Zuhair b. Abi Sulma, for
instance, likens his she-camel to an ostrich, then goes on
to describe the ostrich itself. Again, he goes on, in the
same poem, to liken his she-camel to a wild bull and goes

too far in his description, detracting from the images of
112his mount in the process.

In one of his poems, al-Nabighah likens the galloping
of his she-camel to the running of an ostrich,and proceeds
to describe the latter with attributes.and in circumstances
that compel it to run more swiftly than usual. He portrays
the ostrich as frightened, with no offspring to worry about;
it is so cautious that even the faintest noise makes it
flee, Al-Nabighah does not stop at this, but proceeds to
give another word-picture in which he likens his she-camel
to a rough wild bull which, out of fear of a skilled hunter,
is inciting its mates to flee swiftly. The bull also is
over-cautious and any faint noise puts it to flight. In
its running it proceeds like a stone thrown from a mangonel,
or like an arrow ’shot at a distant point. The verses depic-

• 113ting these images are as follows:

t J 1 1 ^  iii ^  i.£  O  ^  I  li ^  | t j d  l i

^■^See Shi'r Zuhair b. Abi Sulma, 127-130. 
^^°Diwan Nabighat B, Shaiban, 65-68.
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It may be noted that the poet does not form these poetical 
images simply to complete the description of his she-carnel, 
but to satisfy his artistic inclination to describe some 
of the scenes of his environment, with which he lives and 
to which he reacts. On the other hand, this description of 
the ostrich and the wild bull, fearful and cautious of even 
the slightest of noises, may be interpreted as a portrayal 
of the desert life,where the nomads are left prey to raiders 
and at the mercy of nature. They are always fearful of 
sudden misfortunes. Thus the poet may be comparing his own 
situation to that of the animals.

The hunting scene follows the description of the
wild bull. It is one of the most marvellous images of the
desert. It ought to have been the main subject of some of
the poems, but it seems that the ancient traditions of
poetry did not permit this, and the poets were constrained
to pursue indirect techniques to describe it. They had to
describe the she-camel, then liken it to the wild bull and
proceed to portray the hunting scene, offering us a lively
story that moves from one scene to another. The poet
usually puts the bull at a decisive moment in a game of
life and death. It is the high-point of the powerful instinct

114for survival and the hunting instinct of its opponents.

114 See above,p.289.
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It is observed that the conflict between the wild bull

and the hunter and his hunting dogs always ends with the
successful escape of the fleeing bull, and the death of some
of the chasing dogs. This phenomenon is ascribed to the
fact that the description of hunting scenes, in al-Nabighah's
poetry, occurs only in poems devoted to panegyric or
boasting. Al-Jahiz remarks: "It is a habit of the poets
to portray the killing of the bull by the dogs, if the

poem is an elegy or exhortation; and to portray the death
115of the dogs, if it is a praise poem". Thus the hunting

scene is usually made to conform with the poetic theme.
It is usually the last part of the traditional prelude, to 
be followed by the main subject of the poem.

There is no other significant description in the poetry 
of al-Nabighah. However, he mentions wine a little and in 
different ways. Thus he likens a woman’s saliva to wine, 
as the ancient poets were wont, and likens himself to a 
drunkard because of the departure of those he loves and, as 
a result, describes wine in a few verses, mentioning its 
effects on the drinker. In one of his poems, he says that 
it is only the fear of God that prevents him from drinking 
wine. Then he goes on to describe its effects:

Except [for my fear ofj God who has no partner, 
who is the Lord of beings; the Possessor of 
throne, I would have brought to me in the early 
morning a glass of wine whose excellent odour 
arouses pleasure.
A glass of this pure wine is fair exchange for 
clean camels of rough skin.^-16

115  -Hayawan, II, 20.
*1 *i /•* _Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 22.
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In another poem, al-Nabighah praises wine and its effect, 
saying that it is worth the money paid for it. The verses

Many of the predecessors of al-Nabighah, like 'Antarah, ' Arnr 
b. Kulthum and others mention such themes. However, al-

He frequently mentions that his religion prevents him from 
indulgence in pleasure. His verses in praise of a glass of 
wine occur in the prelude of a poem devoted to boasting of 
the pride of his tribe, and it seems that it was an ecstasy 
of pride that led him to make use of wine and praise it.

On the other hand, in his poem praising al-Walid b.
'Abd al-Malik after the conquest of the Roman fortress,

113Tyana, in 88 A.H; , there are verses describing the 
Umayyad Mosque, which al-Walid built on the foundations of 
St. John's church in Damascus. These verses are of signifi
cance, not only because they are among the earliest verses 

on the said mosque, but also because they may contain the 
only description recording the construction of the said

concerned are: 117

Nabighah was not concerned with the description of wine.

117Ibid., 86.
11STabari, II, 1191.
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mosque shortly alter it was built. Notwithstanding the 

poetic exaggeration, they may be considered as a historical 
document, in which the poet fails to employ his usual crea
tive ability to paint a poetical image as he was wont to 
in respect of things related to the desert. His descrip
tion of the Mosque is simply a recording of the various 
materials used to build it, as well as mention of its 
decorations and lights; of these verses are the following:

Today the true pr.ayer is evident, and the 
true book [Qur*an] of God is known in it. 
Chrysolite and sapphire are sparkling in it. 
Quick lime and pure gold are laid in it.
You see its pictures [hangingU from the 
direction of Qiblah, colourful decorations 
gleam in i t .
Its embellishment seems to weaken the sight, 
and the eye-ball seems to be stricken.
[it has] a tomb which [even] birds seem 
unable to reach, and its high niches are 
roofed by ebony.
They [niches] have golden oil-lamps, whose

To sum up, most of al-Nabighah1s descriptive poetry 
is about things a Bedouin is accustomed to in the desert.
It is not strange that al-Nabighah excels in this poetical 
type, as he was brought up in the desert and had ample 
experience of his environment. His descriptive poetry bears

lights illuminate Lebanon and al-Sif,
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119 _ _ _Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 53.
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witness to his excellent talent in exact portrayal of 

scenes.

The Fakhr Poetry of al-Nabighah

A tribal and Jahill character\is dominant in most
of the surviving fakhr poetry of the Umayyad era. The poets,
in general, continued to be the upholders of the Jahili
tradition in life and imitators of Jahill ideals. Although
most of the famous poets were born in Islamic times,they
were nevertheless brought up and nurtured in environments
controlled by Jahill rather than Islamic norms. Thus their
poetry and especially the genre of fakhr reflects many
Jahili practices and notions. As this phenomenon dominates
the fakhr poetry of the cities, it must have been even more
dominant in the fakhr verse of the poets of the badiyah,
such as al-Nabighah, whose life style did not undergo great
changes and remained more or less as it was before Islam.
The Bedouin clung to their old traditions, undeterred by
any effective authority. With the exception of tax-collectors,
who used to come at specified times to collect tax and zakat,
the Bedouin rarely felt any official presence in their 

120areas .■

Despite the recurrence of Islamic themes and exhorta
tions in his poetry, as we have seen, al-Nabighah1s fakhr 
poetry is almost identical to that employed by the Jahill 
poets. It would appear that he even believed in some of 
the Jahili social duties abolished by Islam, or assumed to

120 -  -Qasim, Shi'r al-Bagrah fi al-'Agr al-Umawi, 39.
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have become the duty of the State rather than of the indi
vidual. Boasting about his own good qualities, he declares 
that he will never forsake the blood revenge; he says:

I break the enemies1 heads by vehement 
punishment.
And as long as I live, I shall not overlook 
the seeking of revenge.

L Cl .ih£ U j  bj ̂  C Lp ̂  1 Cl̂ U Lft> t

In another poem, he portrays himself as being helped by God
122to accomplish his revenge:

^9 dJL) I j  ^ 5 ^ ̂

In a third poem, he even seems to be preaching the philos-
123ophy of blood revenge:
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Out of his tribal prejudices, al-Nabighah believes 
that it is wise to hurt an enemy provided he is not your 
blood-relative: 424

I f Ow O Ip

Al-Nabighah frequently portrays himself as a challenger, 
therefore his self-praise is always accompanied by a mention 
of his enemies. Likewise, he frequently lauds his own 
power and courage. These characteristics were seen as a

1 91 _ „  _Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 118.
122 Ibid., 21.
1 2 3 Ibid., 36.
124Ibid., 31.
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source of pride to the Bedouin. Since they lived under the
open sky, they defended themselves and did not leave their
defence to someone else. Ibn Khaldun observes about them:
"They do not sleep at night, live alone in the deserts,
proud of their power, confident in themselves. Power has

125become their character and courage has their nature". 
Al-Nabighah, in one of his poems, portrays himself as 
inspiring awe, one whose enemies submit to him, by feeling 
his presence and out of their fear of humiliation at his 
hands. Then he proceeds to liken himself to a lion, feared 
by other lions, and that no-one might speak ill about him 
except an impostor, one who is envious or an outlaw. He

In another poem, al-Nabighah boasts about his gentleness 
with his friends and his ability to humiliate his enemies. 
He portrays himself as a horseman, warrior, steadfast in 
the battlefield, killing heroes and dispelling the fears 
of his comrades,in the battle,on his strong lively horse. 
H e •says:

I act gently to whoever I befriend out of my 
good humour, and to whoever I antagonise, I 
apply to his eyes burning collyrium.
In every intense grief, those who feel rancour 
cannot bear either my confirmation or an

says:.126
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125 ' Ibar, I, 219.
126 - - - -Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 36.
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annulling of affairs.
Verily I am even more patient if demise is 
feared, and none remain except those of pure 
disposition.
In war when they persist with their swords 
after their spears have broken, I strike the 
head of the hero with my sword.
I dispel the cover of fear and death from my 
comrades - when the swift steeds are summoned 
to raise the dust - by a rushing horse whose 197 
stepping hoof breaks and crushes the pebbles.
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There is another characteristic that al-Nabighah, like 
most of the pre-Islamic poets, frequently mentions and 
boasts about. This is his courage in passing through 
deserts and journeying in unknown and frightening regions, 
travelling alone riding a strong she-camel. This poetic 
phenomenon, although it is a tradition created and followed 
by ancient poets, may be an indication of the poet’s mascu
linity and personal courage. Thus the poet ascribes to 
his desert such attributes that make it difficult to pass 
through. He chooses for his journey a she-camel, to which 

he attributes exaggerated power and endurance, indicating - 
metaphorically - his own power and strength. There are 
many examples of this poetic phenomenon in the diwan of 
al-Nabighah. For example, in one of his poems, he boasts 
of passing through a certain desert,and describes particulars
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which might frighten anyone thinking of a journey through

that extensive desert, with only a little brackish water
and devoid of any population, where even the small sand-
grouse finds no water to drink. It is a desert full of
mirages that make its mountains look like swimmers in a sea.
Al-Nabighah does not stop short at this account, but
portrays, as well, the state of other travellers who have
ventured to journey' through that desert, whom he left
behind; their necks and heads bent, seeming like men struck
dumb. They had nothing left except their souls and breath,
due to the long and difficult journey. Their she-camels

128had become lean and over-tired.

It seems that al-Nabighah was full of self-admiration 
and pride about his poetical talent. Verses boasting of 
his talent occur frequently in his poems. This phenomenon 
was common in the famous poets of his time,who used to 
compete in praising the caliphs, amirs and governors to win 
the lion’s share of the available rewards and gifts. 
Al-Nabighah himself refers to this competition; in one of 
his poems devoted to the praise of Yazid b. 'Abd al-Malik 
he says:

On this [she-camel] I betake myself to a king 
from al-A'yas, illustrious, whose forehead 
shines like a light, so that he may hear 
excellent verses of wonderful poetry; and' I 
will praise him where praise £o’f poets] is 
contended for.1^9

128Piwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 25-26.
129 - - - -Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 49.
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Moreover, the poets were aware of the public admira
tion of their poetry. Their poems contain many indications
as to this matter. Al-Farazdaq used to call his poems

- - - 130"al-qawafi al-shawarid" , i.e. poems current travelling
everywhere through the countries. He boasts of the wide-

131spread acclaim his poems enjoyed. He says, for instance:
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His contemporary Jarir boasts as well that his poems enjoyed
132wide appreciation. He says:
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Likewise, al-Nabighah boasts of the wide currency of his 
poetry:

My poetry is all of two kinds: the first I 
improve, and the second is current in all 
lands.133

ûslsjs oillt -e-; I 0 *̂2?

In another poems, he boasts of satirical poems that humili
ated his enemies, portraying them as journeying from one 

place to another:

130 Naqa'id, 125.
131 - -Piwan al-Tarazdaq, I, 104.
1 3 2Naqa’id, 6 S8 .
^ O Q ^ ^ ^° Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 39.
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I afflicted and killed the person who 
provoked me, with illustrious UpoemsJ which 
travel and are still current.134
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In a third poem he claims that both his enemies and friends 
acknowledge the high standard of his poetry;

Both the enemy and friends say that the poems 
of al-Nabighah al-Bakri are exalted.135
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Like the well-known satirical poets, who used to boast 
that their poetry was a means to humiliate their enemies, 
al-Nabighah boasts, time and again, that his poetry is a 
weapon to humiliate the enemy or to protect him from their 
evils. For example, he says;

And many a rancourous proud one is seen as if 
they were being throttled,when my narrators 
recite my poems.136

In another poem, he says;

I disperse 'someone's ignorance by patience and 
piety.
And if he seeks to satirize me then my satire 
will obstruct him.
In my poetry I say the reasonable, I do not 
utter obscenities and my poetry wards off the 
wicked enemy.137
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Ibid., 31.
Ibid.
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One might expect that al-Nabighah, as a Bedouin poet, 
had to respondto the partisan role, and that he could not 
have escaped the tribal loyalty that turned the poet into 
a spokesman for his tribe, sparing much of his poetry for 
it. The tribal poet had to defend his tribe, glorify it 
and laud its heroic deeds. Most of the famous Umayyad poets, 
whether they belonged to the cities or the bawadi, could 
not escape this obligation. The poet still enjoyed the 
function and position enjoyed by the Jahili poets. Abu rAmr
b. al-'Ala* says: "To the Jahili Arabs, the poets were like

138the Prophets in other nations". It would appear that
this phenomenon was an outcome of the socio-political life 
of that era. Umayyad policy is based on the exploitation 
of the tribal conflicts to the advantage of the dynasty, 
and intensified the discord between the various tribes and 
groups, contributing to the continuation of the production 
of different species of poetry, that solely tend to glorify 
and elevate the position of the group to which the poet 
belonged, or to defend the group against the attacks by 
poets of other groups. The poet still continued to declare 
himself to be the poet of his tribe, their mouthpiece and
to maintain that their defence is one of his prime duties.

139Al-Farazdaq, for example, says:

The Kharijite poet al-Tirimmah b. Hakim says:

138 — — _ _ _ __
Al-Razi, Kitab al-Zinah fi al-Kalimat al-Islamiyyah, I, 95,

139 - -Diwan al-Farazdaq, II, 152.
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I defend the honour of Qahtan, for I am the 
son of those who inhabit their torrent-bed 

■ where they have their settlements.
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Likewise, al-Nabighah expresses his deep loyalty to his trib 
He says, after boasting of some of their noble deeds:

These are my thoughts and my thanks and 
they are a people, who deserve my purest love 
without deceit. 1

In another poem, he considers the honour of his tribe as 
his own honour; saying that his wealth is not difficult for 
them to obtain:

My people never find my old or newly acquired 
wealth difficult to obtain,because of a duty 
through which I protect my honour.142
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In a third poem, he portrays himself as taking delight in 
praising his tribe:

Every day, I cheerfully praise my people, 
but I do not cheerfully censure them.143

^  1 c— Jj f

In order to shoulder the responsibility of being a 
tribal citizen, the poet had to respond quickly to any

140 _ _ _ „ „ __ „Diwan al-Tirimmab b. Hakim b. Nafr al-Ta'i, 51, 130.
1 4 1  “ I I  1  ' IDiwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 89.
142Ibid., 117.
143Ibid., 21.
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attack on his tribe. II lie failed he was unworthy ol the
honour of his title, i.e. the poet of the tribe, and his
tribe would look at him in contempt and derision. When
Jarir went to extremes in satirizing al-Ba'ith and his clan,
the B. Mujashi', while al-Farazdaq maintained silence
because he had taken a vow to abstain from satirical poetry,
the women of the B. Mujashi' kept reproaching him, for
refraining from the defence of his clan, until they succeeded
in inciting him to respond to Jarir and to defend the honour 

144oi his clan. Al-Nabighah mentions repeatedly his defence
of his tribe. In one of his poems, he. declares,after taking
pride in many of the chiefs of his tribe, that he defends
the tribe by his poetry against whosoever attacks i t . He
says:

These are my relatives, if those who defend 
will refrain, I will defend them by excellent 
poems which pass through chests, wounding and 
piercing.145
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In another poem, he threatens whomsoever endeavours to 
defame his tribe; saying:

Whoever is occupied with doing evil to my 
people, I will give him a wound which will 
not heal .146
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144 - _SeeJTaqa’id^ 126-127, 181; Tabaqat, 327-329; al-Zuhairi,
Naqa'id Jarir wa al-Farazdaq, 72-74.145 1  _Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 39,

146 Ibid., 22.
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It will be noticed that al-Nabighah's partiality, in 

his boasting poetry, does not go beyond the B. Shaiban.
He even claims, in one of his poems, that B. Abi Rabl'ah, 
one of the branches of Shaiban to which he belonged, are 
more exalted than all other Bakrite clans. He says:

I have found that Abu Rabi'ah rise above [the 
other clans ofj Bakr, just as Banat Na'sh rise 
over the country.

I have been unable to find any verses by any city-dwelling 
Bakri poet giving preference to one clan over the other 
clans of Bakr, as al-Nabighah does in the aforementioned 
verse. For example, the Bakri poet Khalaf b. Khalifah 
boasts of his clan but does not prefer it over other clans 
of Bakr. Khalaf counts it as one of their virtues that 
they struggle for the good of other clans, and that enmity 
to any personality of the tribe is directed against all.

The aforementioned verse of al-Nabighah may be interpreted 
in the light of the fact that he lived among his clan in 
the badiyah,where tribal groups were left to live in small 
independent units, each struggling for its own interests 
that might be in conflict with the wider interests of the 
parent tribe. On the other hand, the Bakrites who migrated 
to the new cities, lived together in one area of each city,

147Ibid., 21.
14S - - -Lubab, 365; Marzuqi, 1774.
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although they belonged to different clans. Therefore the 
circle of tribal loyalty expanded there,and the partisan
ship for the clan weakened as compared with partisanship 
for the parent tribe or the root. Moreover, we have no 
information indicating that al-Nabighah used to visit Iraq? 
where the Bakrites formed one of the major rival tribal 
blocs in Kufa and Basra. As far as concerns Syria which 
al-Nabighah used to visit, there was no mentionable 
presence of the Bakrites, as we have previously seen.

However, al-Nabighah's boasting of his tribe is based 
mostly on the virtues of the desert, forced by nature on 
the Jahill society. These virtues - such as generosity 
and courage - retained their importance in the tribal set
up of the Umayyad era, especially because the majority of 
the Umayyad poets belonged to the tribes with deex^-rooted 
Bedouin traditions such as al-Farazdaq, Jarir, al-Akhtal, 
and unlike the more civilised and settled tribes such as 
those of Yemen, in general, which could not produce such a 
big number of talented poets. Moreover, many famous 
Umayyad poets were brought up in badiyah. Some of these 
poets continued to live there and used to travel, from time 
to time, to the cities. Naturally, these poets were 
strongly influenced by the environment of the badiyah.and 
its values, despite their visits to the cities and attending 
the courts of the governors and the caliphs. The virtue of
generosity was considered as an instrument to achieve the

- - 149nobility. Hatim al-Ta’i says, for example:

149 „ _ _ _Diwan Hatim al-TaJi , 8 .
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They frequently boast that they present to the guest the
best of their food. For example, Mudarris b. R i b 'i boasts
that he provides his guests the meat of the camel-hump and 

150says:
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Similarly, al-Nabighah says:

We give our guest a meal at midday from the 
top of the camels' hump, and we give him 
sufficient in the evening from the camels' 
hump cut into pieces.151
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The Jahill poets and their imitators frequently sing 
the praises of generosity especially during drought and 
famine, because in difficult times everyone tends to save 
himself and conserve his wealth, and therefore such a 
virtue should be glorified. Al-Nabighah does not stop at 
referring to drought in his boasting of generosity. He 
goes further and illustrates the effects of drought, and 
makes use of animal-imagery in painting his poetical image 
of the situation. In one of his poems about his tribe, he 
portrays a situation in which the camels have become weak, 
their fur matted, when snakes and lizard have died in their 
holes because of the drought, but nevertheless his tribe 

continues distributing food cheerfully to whomsoever seeks 
their favour, and offering the best of the camel-meat to

150.. - ■?-Marzuqi, 1694.
-  -  _Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 21,
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their guests in a time when only hunters manage to find 
food for themselves:

If the eyes of the camels become weak because 
of the drought, and their hair is stripped off 
because of clouds which bear no rain, and their 
eyes sunken, they can eat only grass which is 
hollow within, and their hair has become matted 
and does not bristle, and moreover the drought 
kills even serpents and all the snakes in 
their holes, and lizards who can no longer 
expose their tails to the hunter; at such a 
time they have an abundance of food, while 
there is none to fill the stomachs of those who 
do not hunt.
We give buckets of wealth in our liberal hands 
to the seeker of wealth, and to those who take 
refuge in us.
We give our guest [pieces] from the hump' of the 
camel for lunch, and for dinner, cut up pieces 
of the hump which satisfy him.
When a seeker of sustenance inquires of them, 
they fill his hands [with wealth].152

Al-Nabighah not only glorifies his own courage in 
battles, he lauds, as well, the power of his tribe, which 
is a virtue frequently praised by the Jahill poets, when 
every tribe was almost a primitive state occupying a certain 
geographical area,and depending on itself for defence.
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Battles were the only means by which a tribe could prove 
its supremacy and power. Likewise battles were the only 
means to absorb the energies of the members of a tribe? 
and enable them to establish a history of their glories.
The Jahili traditions continued to have a powerful impact 
on the minds of the people both of the cities and of the 
badiyah, especially during the period of turmoil and law
lessness, when people used t.o revert to their old habits 
and tribal rivalries, as happened in the wake of the death 
of Yazid b. M u ’awiyah in 64 A.H.,and the assassination of 
al-Walid b. Yazid in 126 A.H. This phenomenon was more 
evident in the badiyah. The relative liberty enjoyed by 
the Bedouin during' the Umayyad era helped them to continue 
the old tribal life without any tangible change that should 
have taken place as a result of Islam. They continued to 
follow many of their old ways of life, undeterred by any 
official control. The periods of the colla,pse of authority 
in the cities encouraged them to practice the life of 
plunder, invasion and robbery which they were used to in the 
Jahilite period. Battles and raids, ignited by quarrels 
over waters and pastures, were a common matter. Poetry 

continued to be the tribal propaganda and portray an awe
inspiring picture of the tribe,and its ability to crush 
all its enemies. Glorifying the power of his tribe and 
its ability to defeat enemies, al-Nabighah says:

We take upon ourselves every burden and 
bloodwit, and we strike every leader of the 
army.
Whoever opposes us, we wound grievously in 
the open not in the darkness.
They have ventured on their destiny, armed
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153with weapons which are not bad.
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In another poem, he sings the praise of power of his tribe, 
reviving some of the old traditions and notions of the 
Jahiliyyah. He describes the lively horses by which they 
despoil the enemies of wealth. He proceeds, then, to 
describe the courage of his tribe in battles. Zealously 
he revives the memory of the Jahili bloody encounter and 
invokes Jahili pride. He shows pleasure in tormenting his 
enemies and taking their chiefs into captivity. To him 
courage is cruelty and wanton violence, although such 
practices and ideas were anathema to Islam. He says;

You see horses around their houses, 
horses which are lively and fine-haired.
They are not blemished by the dust colour 
of wolves nor by being dappled.
At night, they reply to one another neighing, 
they are lively and either shrill or 
resounding [in voice] .
With them they gather the wealth of the enemy, 
and with them they hunt all wild animals.
Their rumps bleed with the stabbing of spears 
and with the vehemence of their advance.
In battle, 'they march between two lines of 
horses mobilized.
We wet our spears in the [blood of] our enemy, 
and we split the heads of those we have not 
slain.
We slew them with our hands grasping Rabi'ite 

swords which are light and swift.
With them they [the tribe] rise and come fotth 
in the confusion of battle, and capture every 
man equal to the chief.154
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Beside this, al-Nabighah was conscious of the well- 
known people of his tribe. Poets of the Umayyad era 
frequently boast of the personalities whose glories con
stituted a part of the pride of their tribes. It will be 
noted that the majority of the personalities, boasted of 
by these poets, belonged to the pre-Islamic period. The 
currency of this kind of boasting may indicate the strong 
tribal partiality rampant in the society of the Umayyad 
era. Every tribe used to claim that its record was the 
best. Stories about famous Jahili horsemen and chiefs have 
been told in a highly exaggerated form. Abu al-Faraj 
reports that the * nobles of Kufa used to assemble on its 
outskirts exchanging ancient boastirig-poems and taking pride 
in the old glories of their respective tribes. One of 
them was ’ Amr b. M a ’di-Karib al-Zubaidi who used to invent 
stories about his fabulous courage and the battles he 
participated in during the Jahiliyyah. When his fabrica
tion was discovered, ' Amr claimed that he had invented

155such stories to terrorise the Ma'addites. The Umayyad

155 -  -Aghani, XV, 223.
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policy of exploiting tribal rivalries contributed to the

emergence of certain types of stories and poetry,that aimed
at glorification of the respective tribe of each poet.
Boasting of ancient pride took place even at the courts of

some of the Umayyad caliphs and amirs and was encouraged 
156by them. Therefore, poetry, by the passage of time,

became the most important means of propaganda for the tribes 
competing for political influence. Al-Nu'man b. Bashir
al-Ansari, for instance, boasts that Dhu al-Qarnain and
- - - 157Hatim al-Ta’i belonged to his tribe; saying:
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Even the Kharijite poet al-Tirimmah b. Hakim takes pride in 
some Jahilite horsemen and personalities of Tai’, such as 
'Amir b. Juwain, 'Aws b. Sa'd and Hatim:

To us belong cavalries and illustrious chief
tains - the loftiest of Ma'add; know it!
And men all of whom are held in high estimation 
like 'Amir the son of Juwain in his lineage, 
or like Aus the son of Su'da, the Lord of 
the Arabs.
Or like the man Hatim when he said: 'That
which m y  two hands have siezed I give as 
plunder to^the people on the battle-day of Dhu
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156 -  -  -See Aghani, X, 153-154, Tabaqat, 578-579.
157Al-Himyari, Muntakhabat fi Akhbar al-Yaman, 48.
^°^Diwan al-Tirimmah b. Hakim b. Nafr al-Ta’i , 54, 128- 
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Likewise, al-Nabighah in one of his poems boasts of a
number of the notables of his tribe. All of those, with
the exception of al-Muthanna b. Harithah (who played a

159major part in the conquest of Iraq), and Masqalah b. 

Hubairah al-Shaibani (who released the captives of B.
f\Najiyah and fled to the ranks of Mu'awiyah), are either 

pre-Islamic or those who witnessed Islam but did not embrace 
it. Among them are Mafruq b. 'Amr, known for his raids on
the B. Tamim and on the Sawad after the assassination of

- 161 al-Nu’man b, al-Mundhir, Hani* b. Qabisah who led the
_ _ _B. Shaiban and their allies in the battle of Dhu Qar,

Bistam b. Qais whom Abu 'Ubaidah describes as "the knight
_ 16 3of Rabi'ah", * Awf b. Muhallim who was the chief of his

family and had a famous qubbah in which the hungry, the
164 -destitute,and the frightened took refuge, and al-Hawfazan

- - 165who was one of the Arab jarrarun. He says:

Proud and strong chiefs of the B. Shaiban 
have driven the enemy away from me.
From them when the exalted vie with one 
another and when the generosity and standing 
of men is mentioned, Mafruq and Harithah b. 
rAmr are the most eminent and ancient of 
glory.
And the two Hani's dominated the B. Nizar, 
and those who resided in their land were 
ruled by_them.
And Bistam subjugated and through al-Muthanna 
the Persian army was destroyed.

4^ S e e  above,pp. 82-83.
160See Tabari, I, 3435, 3439-3441; Sharh, III, 144-145.
4^4Marzubani, 471.
162

See above pp. 48-49,
Umdah, II, 192.

164Muhabbar, 241, 349;
165Ibid., .249-250.
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And rAwf, the man of generosity, who faithfully 
kept every covenant, when others abrogated 
their covenants.
And the gentle one, Abu Harb b. rAwf, in whose 
refuge the fetters [of captives] were 
loosened.
And verily al-Hawfazan was penetrating in war, 
the chief of men who led and was followed.
And Abu Thabit, Yazid, the* freer of captives, 
after him another Yazid belongs to us.
And consider Abu al-Wajlhah amongst the 
numerous stars [who belong to us], this is 
auspicious.
From them [the stars] are Qabisah, Ibn Dhu al- 
Jaddain, Ashras, al-Mahabbah and al-Sharld.
And ' Amr and al-Aghan, the leader of people, 
and each one of them was a leader through his 
lineage.
And Ibn al-Qarim dominated and he was a chief, 
a warrior for whose war the fire had been 
kindled.
And Ibn al-Husain bestowed liberally and was 
generous; and Hazhaz in time of distress was 
a man of generosity.
And Masqalah who bestowed favours and supplied 
those who came to him.
He released the captives of Samah after being 
enslaved, when the delegations delayed in 
freeing them.
All of these were pure, completely devoid 

of fault, when others became impure.[because 
of faults}.166
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In a nutshell, al-Nabighah, in the light of his
boasting poetry, seems to be very proud of his self and
full of admiration for his tribe, fanatically.prejudiced, 
a self-appointed guardian and advocate of his tribe. His 
boasting ideals are derived from the still-strong Jahili 
notions. Seldom do we find him boasting of Islamic notions,

The Madh Poetry of al-Nabighah

Poetry of praise encompasses the major part of the
diwan of al-Nabighah. Of the twenty poems which make up
his diwan, nine are devoted to praise. It will be noted
that all of the latter are in praise of some Umayyad caliph
or amir. Abu al-Faraj says about al-Nabighah: "A Bedouin
poet, he used to visit the Umayyad caliphs, in Syria, to

167praise them, and. thus they gave him abundantly1'. This
statement is general and loose. Prom one angle, there is 
no poem in the diwan of al-Nabighah which" indicates that 
he praised any of the Umayyad caliphs before 'Abd al-Malik, 
the fifth caliph, and the only poem, in his diwan, in 
praise of 'Abd al-Malik can be traced to the last days of 
his reign. The poet composed it after 'Abd al-Malik had

167Aghanf, VII, 106.
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decided in 85 A.H.,to depose his brother 'Abd al-'Aziz from

the position of crown-prince and place his son in his
168 _stead. in this respect, al-Nabighah is in complete

harmony with other Bakrl poets who linked themselves to the
caliphs, since none had praised any Umayyad caliph before
rAbd al-Malik, This may be interpreted in light of the
fact that the Bakrites were the most faithful of people to
'All,and the most vigorous opponents of Mu'awiyah as we

169have previously seen. Some of the Bakrite poets, among
whom were A'sha Rabi'ah and al-Nabighah, began to associate 
closely with 'Abd al-Malik during the reign of the Zubairids 
over Iraq. This was because the Bakrites, in general, and 
their allies, the Azd, were not satisfied with the Zubairids 
as has been previously mentioned, and thus many of their
poets celebrated the killing of M u s 'ab b. al-Zubair in 72

170 -A.H. Prom another angle, al-Nabighah praised only three
of the Umayyad caliphs, namely 'Abd al-Malik and his sons
al-Walid and Yazid, and two amirs namely Maslamah b. 'Abd
al-Malik and 'Abd al-'Aziz b. al-Walid. It would appear
that Cheikho misunderstood when he imagined that the poem
in praise Of 'Abd al-'Aziz was composed by the poet in

- 171honour of 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz. In this poem there is
an indication that the praise was directed at 'Abd al- 'Aziz, 
the poet says:

16^See above,p. 113.
■*-7^See above, p p. 136-141.
^ ^ C h e i k h o , Shu' ara * al-Nagraniyyah ba'd al-Islam, 155.
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0 son of Umm al-Banin, you are the chief 
of the people and you are the one who has 
attained success and recompense [from God].

The Umm al-Banin mentioned in the above verse was the wife 
of al-Walid.173

The traditions do not mention why the poet did not 
praise Sulaiman b. ’Abd al-Malik, the caliph. But it is 
possible to link this with the poem in which the poet 
praised ’Abd al-'Aziz;. It would appear that the poet com
posed this poem after al-Walid had intended in 96 A.H., to
depose his brother, Sulaiman, as crown-prince and to

174appoint his son in his stead, because there are indica
tions in the poem that the poet was among those involved 
in supporting the attempt of al-Walid. Thus he describes 
’Abd al-'Aziz as a caliph, an Imam of the faithful and 
their commander; saying:

I rode a strongly-built, easy to manage, 
mature and mighty she-camel.
On its way to 'Abd al-'Aziz it does not 
taste sleep.
It continues to journey both evening and 
morning.
He is the third caliph of God, Imam of the 
Believers and an amir.175
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1 79 —  _  _  —Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 124. 
173Tabari, II, 1270.
174Ibid., 1274.1 7R _ _ „ _Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 122^-123.
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The views expressed in the aforementioned verses were
sufficient to infuriate Sulaiman. It seems that al-Nabighah
recognized the danger of what he did and he did not visit
the new caliph. There is no record of him ever paying a
visit to 'Umar b. 'Abd al-'Aziz,and this may have been
occasioned by the fact that the poet had infuriated the
father of the caliph when he had urged 'Abd al-Malik to

176depose 'Umar's father as crown-prince. From another
angle, ’Umar was a pious and religious caliph who did not 
relish the praise of poets nor did he lavishly finance 
them. Abu al-Faraj relates on the authority of Abu ’Amr 
al-Shaibani concerning the relations between the poet and 
the caliph, Hisham b. 'Abd al-Malik, that: "When Yazid b.
'Abd al-Malik crushed the revolt of Yazid b. al-Muhallab 
(in 102 A.H.), al-Nabighah visited the triumphant caliph 
to congratulate him,and he praised him through a poem (as 
found in the diwan) from which these three verses are taken:

You have forged close ties with your brother 
the crown-prince.
And the reward for these Jfties] is with God.
We hope he will be our Imam and likewise in 
the reign of al-Walid we have hope.

• Hisham, al-Walid and all wish for your 1 „
demise, but may they be a ransom for you.
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When Hisham came to power, the poet visited him to praise him 

but Hisham drove him away and swore that he would not receive

176AghanI, VII, 106.
1 7 7  _ - - „ - „Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 50; Aghani, VII, 109.
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any of his favours. Thus the poet stayed away from court
until the caliphate of al-Walid b. Yazid when he resumed
his visits and praised him in abundant poemstand the caliph

178rewarded him with numerous favours. One may have doubts
about the truth of this narration. Abu al-Faraj does not 
mention, as he was wont, the chain of transmitters said to 
have related this statement from Abu 'Amr al-Shaibani,but 

stops saying: "Abu 'Amr said . . ."« Then again there is an
obvious contradiction between the third verse and the other 
two verses. While the poet rejoices and is full of hope 
at the proceedings when the caliph had demanded that his 
brother should be his crown-prince and his son should 
succeed thereafter, we find him in the third verse portraying 
Hisham and al-Walid as fierce opponents of the caliph, 
desiring his quick demise. It is hard to accept that the 
caliph would have been pleased to hear a poet denouncing 
his brother whom he himself had appointed,and his son

179whose age did not exceed fourteen years old at that time.
It is ridiculous of -Cheikho to think that the one meant by

— — 180 al-Walid in the above verse is al-Walid b. 'Abd al-Malik,
the brother of the caliph, since this al-Walid had died
in 96 A.H., i.e. six years before the composition of the
poem. It is not far-fetched to suppose that the third verse
was a later addition to the poem in order to justify the
expulsion of the poet by Hisham; one can even imagine that
the three verses were inserted into the poem,because

17SAghani, VII, 108-109.
179 - — —Al-Walid b. Yazid was born in 88 A.H. Tabari, II, 1192.
-I o r )  „  _  _Cheikho, Shu'araJ al-Nagraniyyah ba'd al-Islam, 142,
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directly preceding them are verses lauding the generosity 
of the caliph which run:

And you have revived lifeless stipends and 
except through God the stipend should not 
be revived.
And in all the tribes from Ma'add and Yemen 
he tYazidJ has a favour.181
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and immediately following the three verses are verses which 
continue in praising the generosity of the caliph which 
go:

The courtyard of your father was full of 
people and abundant with comfort in drought, 
when the quarters are not visited.
Meanness may not be feared in your promises 
when the promised time of meeting is at 
hand.182
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One may envisage two possibilities. Either the poet did 
not visit Hisham or he did visit him and the latter drove

_ isohim away, ’especially because Hisham was miserly and
also had a low opinion of the tribe of Bakr in particular,

184and of Rabi’ah in general. Although certain Bakri poets, 
such as Abu al-Najm al-'Ijli and Nahar b. Tawsi'ah, visited 
Hisham on certain occasions, our sources do not furnish us

1 8 1 — — — —Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 50.
182 Ibid.
1 8 8A1-Zubairi, Kitab Nasab Quraish, 164. 
184See Tabari, II, 1661-1662.
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with any poem in praise of Hisham by any of the Bakri poets, 

also we have no information concerning the praise of any 
Bakri poet directed to Hisham. It would seem that they 
recognized the attitude assumed by Hisham towards their 
tribe,and thus they refrained from praising him.

As for the claim of Abu al-Faraj that the poet visited 
al-Walid b. Yazid, the caliph, and poured abundant praise 
upon him, this statement cannot be taken unchallenged. The 
diwan of al-Nabighah does not lend support to the claim 
of Abu al-Faraj and it is moreover completely devoid of any 
single poem in praise of al-Walid b. Yazid, the caliph. 
Al-Bakri imagined that the'poem by al-Nabighah from which 
this verse is taken:

The previous four ^caliphs] who were our 
Imams gave descent to you and thus your 
reign is not unjust.

d!5ui.o d, I 15 t (H LjJ

was composed in praise of al-Walid b. Yazid. He even goes
beyond this and says making comment on the aforementioned

verse and on al-Nabighah: "Al-Nabighah, a Bedouin poet,
used to visit the kings of the B. Umayyah in Syria and the
one he most praised was al-Walid b. Yazid who is described
in this verse, because paternally he was descended from
three caliphs and the mother of his father, Yazid, was the
daughter of Yazid b. M u ’awiyah, who were caliphs. The poet
does not say 'five' to preserve the intonation of the 

185verse". It is evident that the poem from which the

1S5 —  —Al-Bakri, Simt al-La’ali, II, 901-902.
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aforementioned verse is taken was composed in praise of

—      130Yazid b. ’Abd al-Malik, as mentioned in the diwan, and
— — 187as al-Amidi says. Moreover the poem contains a verse

which annuls the statement of al-Bakri, the verse is:

You are the son of ’Atikah, of good fortune, 
the mother of kings who are the sons of 
illustrious, of noble children.188
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'Atikah mentioned in this verse is the mother of Yazid b.
189'Abd al-Malik. The four caliphs meant by the verse

are:Yazid H a n d  his father 'Abd al-Malik, and Yazid I and his
father Mu'awiyah. On the other hand, Abu al-Faraj relates,
on the authority of Muhammad b. Sallam7that al-Walid b.
Yazid was fascinated by one of al-Nabighah's poems, thought
it contained praise directed at him and asked that the poet
should recite it before him, but the poem was boasting of
al-Nabighah's tribe and thus al-Walid said to him, "Had you
been fortunate, it would have been in praise of us, not in

- 190praise of B. Shaiban". One may be inclined to accept
such a narration from a linked chain of transmitters,and 
one may be inclined to believe that the poet deliberately 
did not praise al-Walid;because the Bakrites in general were 
not pleased with him because he showed partiality towards 
Mudar,and especially the tribe of Qais against the Bakrites

^ ^ Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 71. 
187M u ’talif, 192,1 QQ _  _  _  —Diwan Nabighat B, Shaiban, 77. 
1S9TabarI, II, 1174.
190AghanI, VII, 110.
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and their allies the Azdites. Thus certain oi the Bakrite 
poets satirized him, amongst whom was Hamzah b. Bid who says

Having claimed that the clouds of our poverty 
would clear away, you elevated us to the skies 
of greater poverty.

— ycx' I ̂  lowuw I.. 1$ b 1

The Bakri poets also celebrated the assassination of al- 
Walld considering it as revenge for Khalid al-Qasri,who was 
reckoned to be a member of their allies, the Azdites, thus 
Khalaf b. Khalifah says:

We left the Commander of_the Faithful 
[slain], avenging for Khalid, lying on his 
nose but not in prayers.192

However the poetry of al-Nabighah in praise of the 
Umayyads indicates that he was nothing more than a trumpet 
sounding out their propaganda. In this poetry one may find 
most of the elements upon which the Umayyad party was based, 
and these elements were broadcast by some of the caliphs 
and their provincial governors. They financially supported 
certain poets to'act as mouthpieces for their cause. If we 
leave aside the Zubairid movement which was of short dura
tion, and the Kharijite movement which rejected public 
opinion and did not gain widespread support, we find that 
the population was divided into two factions: firstly,
those who supported the B. Hashim and known as the Shi1ah,

191Irshad, IV, 148; Aghani, VII, 22; Tabari, II, 1783; 
Kamil, V, 112-113.

192Tabari, II, 1784.
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and secondly those who supported the Umayyads, attributing
to the Umayyads certain religious qualities which the
Shi*ah attribute to their Imams; to this point Ibn al-
Hanafiyyah makes reference when he says: "The members of
two Arab houses are taken by people as an object of worship

1 93instead of God: we and our cousins the B. Umayyah".
The parties of the Umayyad era were established on the basis
of the right of certain persons to the Imamate or the
Caliphate. The Kharijites believed that the caliphate
should revert to all Muslims who should appoint, as caliph,

194the best and ablest. The Zubairids believed that only
the Quraish had rights to the caliphate and that it should 
be conferred upon the best and ablest of the Quraish,and
thus they rejected Yazid's inheritance of the caliphate

- 195 -after the death of his father, Mu'awiyah. The Shi'ah
believed that the caliphate should be confined to the B.
Hashim of Quraish,because they were of the house of the 

196Prophet.. For the Umayyad party, which was the governing
party, it was established on the pretext that an Umayyad 
caliph, i.e. 'Uthman, was unlawfully killed and that the 
members of• his house, represented by Mu'awiyah, were his 
avengers and inheritors. They believed that they were the 
most fitting of the Quraish for the caliphate. They were 
of an .ancient glory exceeding that of the B. Hashim, and

S a 'd , V, 68.
194 - -Al-Shahrastani, al-Milal wa al-Nihal, I, 107, Ibn al-

Jawzi, Talbis Iblis, 96.
195 - - - - -See al-Hufi, Adab al-Siyasah fi al 'Asr al-Umawi, 116-

117.
196 - - - - -See al-Shayib, Tarikh al-Shi'r al-Siyasi ila Muntasaf

al-Qarn al-Thani, 155-156.
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they claimed that they were the inheritors of the Prophet)
and thus they considered themselves as the ones who had

197the most right to rule over the Muslim society. The
members of this party used to laud the Umayyad caliphs and
placed them in a high position. They were considered to
be the caliphs on earth of God and his Prophet)and thus
obedience to them and support of them was mandatory. We
find tendencies evident in the speeches of certain governors
and leaders such as the speech of Ziyad b. Abl Sufyan, well-
known as al-batra'. in which he claimed that Mu'awiyah and
his governors ruled with authority from God and obedience

198to their will was mandatory. Ibn 'Abd Rabbih relates
on the authority of Ibn 'Ayyashwho said: "We were together
with 'Abd al-Malik when he received a letter from al-Hajjaj
in which he lauded the caliphate, claiming that the skies
and the earth were not established except by the caliphate,
and that the caliph is preferred by God over the angels,
devotees, prophets and messengers, because God created
Adam by His hand, made the angels bow down before him,
placed him in paradise, then sent him down to earth, made
him His caliph and made the angels his messengers". 'Abd
al-Malik was fascinated by this letter and said: "I wish
I had some Kharijites with me so that I could use this letter

199to counter their argument". According to these and
similar concepts, the opponents of the Umayyads and those

197 _ _ ~ „Al-Shayib, Tarikh al-Shi'r al-Siyasi ila Muntasaf al- 
Qarn al-Thani, 202; al-Hufi,' Ad'ab al-Siyasah fi al-'Asr 
al-Umawt, 14-16.

198See Tabari, II, 73-76.
199,Iqd, V, 51.
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who revolted against them were accused of being infidels 
and heretics. Thus political problems were enveloped by 
religion. These concepts and the like were deeply embedded 
in the hearts of the poets who used to praise the Umayyad 
caliphs and amirs. They were well-aware of the political 
propaganda which they played their part in spreading, to the 
extent that one may imagine that they did not neglect to use 
every opportunity to convey the message to others. Conse
quently the traditional panegyric,which deals with personal 
qualities, was modified to become political poetry, in which 
propaganda elements were mixed with personal qualities and 
tribal praise, in general concentrating on the right of the 
Quraish as opposed to other tribes, and the right of the 
Umayyads within the Quraish. Al-Nabighah makes frequent 
mention of this feature. In his praise of 'Abd al-Malik 
he lauds his forefathers, considering them to be the best 
of the Quraish and likewise he considers 'Abd al-Malik to 
be the inheritor of the Quraish, who restrains them when 
they clamour for power, retains his favour amongst them,and 
aids them although they have not given him his due support. 
It seems that the poet is here referring to the insurgencies 
led by some of the Quraishites such as that of Ibn al- 
Zubair and of 'Amr b. Sa ’id,known as al-Ashdaq,and others 
when he says:

The generosity of al- A'asi is manifest in 
him, with the same clarity as the appearance 
of dawn.
The Al Abi al-'Asi have generous qualities, 
they are illustrious, noble and confer 
favours,
They are the best of Quraish, truly the best 
of them.
They are earnest even when they are witty.
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They are the most mighty [of the QuraishJ and 
the most patient of them when people in battle 
are frightened.
As for the Quraish, you are the inheritor. You 
prevent them from sowing discord when they 
aspire to power.
You have kept your favours which they did not 
acknowledge.
You have assisted them while they did not aid 
you.
You are the inheritor of a fine disposition. 
Verily gratitude is a profitable treasure.
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In his praise of al-Walid b. 'Abd al-Malik, al-Nabighah 
portrays the Umayyads as the loftiest of the Quraish,and 
the best of them on the scale of glory and says:

If the Quraish contend for superiority they 
are its noblest, and since the days of yore 
they are the best of them in g l o r y . 201
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In another poem, he considers him to be the stay of Quraish 
and none of them can vie with him in glory:

If the Quraish with their ancient glory vie 
with you, you will surpass them and you are
their s t a y . 2 0 2

200 -  -Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 107^108.201 Ibid., 29.
202 . _ _Ibid., 115.
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In one of al-Nabighah's poems in praise of Yazid b. ’Abd 
al-Malik, he considers Yazid’s forefathers to be the elite 
of the Quraish and glorifies his paternal and maternal 
lineage. Likewise he prefers him over all of the Quraish, 
and claims him to be devoid of any defect.

On this (she-camel] I betake myself to a king 
from al- A'yas, illustrious, whose forehead 
shines as a light.
He is Yazid, the good; of growing goodness; he 
increases [in goodness’] whenever it is required. 
[I betake myself] to the noble and lofty of the 
Quraish, who are like a peak from which dense 
clouds are removed.
Although the Quraish have established goodness 

of old, they have no establishment like yours. 
Your branch originates from the top of the 
tree of al-Nab’, and is so lofty that the tree 
of al-Sara’ cannot attain its height.
Your ancestors are the best of the Quraish, 
and_they are devoid of any fault, and Banu_al- 
A ’asi are the best of the dwellers in Tihamah, 

just as the best mountain is that which con
tains H i r a ’ . 2 0 3

As a consequence, al-Nabighah declares more than once that 
the caliphate is a right conferred upon them alone and that 
there is no injustice in this. He says addressing Yazid:
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The previous four [caliphs] who were our Imams
gave descent to you.and thus your reign is not 
unjust. 4
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Likewise he praises 'Abd al-'Aziz b. al-Walid, saying:

He is the third caliph of God, Imam of the 
believers and amir. A magnanimous king, he 
was given life by kings.
He is the shining full-moon which has concealed 
the stars.
They are the people in whom the caliphate 
originated; it begins with them and it revertsto them.206

In the aforementioned verses, al-Nabighah refers to the 
legality of inherited principles in the caliphate which was 
created by the Umayyads. It seems that al-Nabighah, like 
Jarir, always made a quick response to the caliphs' wishes 
to appoint their sons as heirs-apparent. Thus when 'Abd 
al-Malik intended to transfer succession from' his brother 
'Abd al-'Aziz to his son al-Walid, al-Nabighah recited 
before him a panegyric from which the following verses are 
taken,in which he urges the caliph to pursue his aims. He 
tries to tempt 'Abd al-Malik by citing the precedents for 
his action, namely the prophet Dawud and Al Marwan who 
appointed their sons; he says:

Your son is most entitled to the kingship of
his father; and his uncle should he disobey

204Ibid., 76. 20.5Ibid., 123.
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you_will be rejected.
Dawud was just, so follow his model, and 
Al-Marwan were faithful to God; they were 

the most excellent, so follow their model 
and live well and exert yourself for the 
sake of the present and the future as they 
did.206
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He also revealed his delight at the appointment by Yazid of 
his brother Hisham,who would be succeeded by al-Walid b. 
Yazid;considering this deed to be rewardable by God in the 
hereafter; he says:

You have forged close ties with your brother 
and he is the crown-prince.
And the reward for these ties is with God.
We hope he will be our Imam and likewise in 
the reign of al-Walid we have hope.
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When al-Walid b. 'Abd al-Malik intended to appoint his son 
as crown-prince, al-Nabighah also responded quickly and 
praised 'Abd al-'Aziz describing him as a caliph, amir and 
Commander of the Faithful, although 'Abd al-'Aziz never 
came to power as caliph. He says:

He 'is the third caliph of God, Imam of the 
believers and amir.2^8
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2Q6Ibid. , 108. 20,7Ibid. , 50.
20SIbid., 123.
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Al-Nabighah goes beyond this when he claims that al-Walid 

has a divine right to be honoured and respected:

Verily al-Walid, the Commander of the Faithful, 
has the right from God to be preferred and

He also claims that the caliphate of Yazid has been decreed 
by God. This concept and the like gained widespread support 
among poets, especially Jarir, who used to go to the 
Umayyad caliphs to praise them and receive rewards. The 
Umayyads themselves used to broadcast this view in order to 
circumvent the questions of the people about the legitimacy 
of the caliphate,and to prevent them from attempting to 
transfer the caliphate to others. Thus, according to them, 
God has determined that they should be His and His Prophet’s 
caliphs, and that none should reject the decree of God. Al- 
Nabighah says in praise of Yazid:

God who revealed to the bees, has bestowed 
upon you sovereignty and piety and charity.210

In another poem, al-Nabighah mentions that the,decree of God 
and His Will demanded that Yazid should crush the 
revolt of Ibn al-Muhallab, establish his reign and give 
life to the stipends after they were about to vanish, he 
says:

You have given them sovereignty, by the will 
of God, just as the sky has been raised over

exalted.

209 Ibid., 51. 210.Ibid., 76.
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the earth.
And you have revived dormant stipends>and 
except through God the stipend should not be 
revived.211
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Consequently, al-Nabighah frequently attributes religious 
qualities to the Umayyads which give them the qualifications 
to rule the community;and which make their caliphate a 
necessity for the survival of the community both spiritually 
and materially. In this respect, al-Nabighah approached 
the view points of the poets of the Shi'ah who used to 
attribute every religious virtue to their Imams. Thus al- 
Nabighah considers the Umayyads as the caliphs of God and 
Imams . and that through them the Faithful are rightly- 
guided and prevented from going astray; such a view refers 
to the concept of al-Mahdi which was widespread among the 
Shi’ah. For example, al-Nabighah describes al-Walid as the 
Commander of the Faithful through whom prayers for rain may 
be addressed, and describes the Umayyads as those who guide 
people to the path of truth:

My [she-camel]intends to reach al-Walid, the 
Amir al-Mu’minin, although long is the journey 

and between us lies al-Tabas.
He is the caliph of God*through whom prayers 
for rain are made, whose character has never 
been polluted by treachery.
The B. Umayyah lead their followers to the 
path of truth.
And he who is doubtful about this is con
founded. 212

91 1 Ibid., 50. Ibid., 28.
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In another poem, al-Nabighah describes al-Walid as the one 
who has guided the Quraish after God had guided them, 

portraying al-Walid as the inheritor of the leader of 
Quraish, i.e. the Prophet:

Verily you are the one, after God, who 
guided them when they had laid a stake with 
you on the gaming-arrow.
You inherited their leader, you won their 
stake and you overcame vehement adversaries 
whose dispute did not dismay y o u .213
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He also considers 'Abd al-Malik as a favourite of God and 
sincere to Him:

Justly do you rule over the people of Islam 
and distribute the booty,and you are sincere to G o d ,214

Yazid who was known for his pleasure-seeking to the extent
that it is said that his maid Habbabah used to appoint and

21 Sdepose some of his officers without his authority, is 

nevertheless depicted by al-Nabighah as being granted piety 
from God. He portrays him as spending the entire night

213Ibid., 116.
214 Ibid., 106.
215 _ _ _ _See Majid, al-Tarikh al-Siyasi li al-Dawlah al-1Arabiyyah,

II, 271-272.
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praying reciting Qur’anic suras which so dominated his 
feelings that he frequently wept:

He is awarded gentleness, chastity, generosity 
and intelligence superior to all.
The Lord has granted him piety and goodness; 
he has an ascetic origin.
He spends his night moaning, weeping and 
supplicating God; fervently bowing and 
prostrating himself with tears flowing from 
his eyes.
He weeps when he stands reciting suras 
after surat al-Anfal.

Most of the Umayyad caliphs and amirs were known for 
their partiality for one tribe over others. Thus tyranny 
was usually transferred from one side to another according 
to the wishes and inclinations of whoever was in power. 
Notwithstanding al-Nabighah frequently glorifies their 
justice and defends them from charges of tyranny often
levelled at them by the Shi'ah and the Kharijite poets.

— 217For example, he says in praise of Yazid b. 'Abd al-Malik:

He describes the judgment of Maslamah as devoid of pre
judice and injustice:

His judgment is straight without deviation.
It is devoid of injustice or prejudice.
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Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 68-69
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Likewise, he describes 1 Abd al-'Aziz as being pious and

In addition to the qualities oi justice, piety, right 
guidance and being the best of the Quraish which al-Nabighah 
attributes to the Umayyads, we find him from time to time 
blackening their opponents. For example, in his praise of 
al-Walid; he accuses the opponents of the caliph of being 
spiteful and treacherous. He rests his case upon the 
Qur'an and says that they were those meant by the Qur’anic

has threatened them because they are impure idolators:

May your enemy be overcome; they will be 
killed through their malevolence.
And if they intend treachery [against you]? 
they will stumble.
They do not see nor hear ^correctly!; if you 
rescue them from dissension they will revert 
to it again' ,

They are those whom God has threatened; they 
are polytheists and he who does not incline

just:

If they seek piety, he is just and pious, 
and if they seek injustice, he is no 
tyrant.219

verse: (jf ̂  f? He also claims that God

to you is unclean.^21
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91 0“ Ibid., 123.220Qur'an, II, 171.
y V 1 m .  ^  »+r+ mPi wan Nab i ghat B. Shaiban, 28.221^-
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In his praise of 'Abd al-'Aziz he accuses the Umayyads' 
opponents of pride, proximity to Satan and breaking of 
the covenant:

No human being should assail their rule.
Naive is the one who seeks their sovereignty.
It was sought by the violators of the 
covenant who were uprooted and by the friends 
of Satan who were destroyed.^22

O 1 ls— 0 ̂  ̂ ^
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He also claims that those who defy Maslamah and threaten 
him will never attain his position:

They never will reach you and their utmost 
effort will not touch you, until the camel 
passes through a needle's eye.223

This picture painted of revolts against the state,and
the accusation that they are infidels rejecting obedience
to the caliph supported by God-given right, was spread
abroad by the Umayyads and their governors. In this fashion
they legalized the killing of those who revolted against
the state. For example when al-Hajjaj crushed the revolt
of Ibn al-Ash'ath, he tracked down those who had joined
the revolt and he who confessed to being an infidel was

224freed,while those who refused to confess were killed.
The poets who praised the Umayyads frequently accuse their

222
223
224

Ibid., 123.
Ibid., 100.
Iqd, II, 176-177.
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opponents of being infidels, hypocrites and irreligious 
traits. When Jarir praised ’Abd al-Malik he addressed

225Ibn al-Zubair accusing him of being a hypocrite, saying:

Al-Farazdaq likens Ibn al-Zubair to Musailimah the liar 
of al-Yamamah:

i *■—' ̂ ^  U9 (_£ Jl) I O Lu ŝlI I

Al-Nabighah expresses his joy at the crushing of the revolt 
of Ibn al-Zubair, accusing the Zubairids of being irreligious 
while describing 'Abd al-Malik as being sincere towards 
God:

You have removed from us A1 al-Zubair.
Had they been in power, they would not have 
been pious.
Justly do you rule over the people of Islam 
and distribute booty, and you are sincere 
to God .227
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When Yazid b. ’ Abd., al-Malik crushed the revolt of Ibn al- 
Muhallab, al-Nabighah congratulated him and glorified his 
power and considered Ibn al-Muhallab- as the enemy of the 
Muslim community:

You have destroyed the contingents of the 
Azdite with an army leader who loves encounters 
When he meets and fights heroes, he kills or 
surrounds them.

0 0 ^ __ _ _ _Diwan Jarir b. ’Atyyah al-Khatafi, I, 37.
226 - -Diwan al-Farazdaq, I, 24.
0 0 7  _ _ _ _ _ „Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 106; Aghani, VII, 107.
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With the sword he cuts down the mighty 
and powerful, and acts daringly whenever 
the flag is dyed fwith blood].
You have exterminated their [people's] 
enemy and forgiven others in order to 
spare blood.228
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It is worth mentioning in this context that the attitude 
assumed by al-Nabighah towards both the revolt of Ibn al- 
Zubair and that of Ibn al-Muhallab is in complete harmony 
with the attitude assumed by his tribe, Bakr, in general. 
Al-Nabighah does not mention in his poetry any of the 
revolts in which the Bakrites played a prominent role. The 
poem in which he humiliates Ibn al-Zubair was composed 
after a thirteen-year gap during which many revolts took 
place involving the Bakrites. Amongst these revolts were 
the revolt of Shabib the Kharijite, that of Ibn al-Jarud, 
and that of Ibn al-Ash’ath. The last was the most 
threatening and took place only three years before the 
composition of the poem. Al-Nabighah, however, does not 
mention any of these revolts specifically, possibly because 
Shabib belonged to the tribe of Bakr. The Bakrites 
supported Ibn al-Jarud and they were strong supporters of 
Ibn al-Ash'ath.

The conquest movement during the Umayyad era ebbed 
and flowed according to the internal conditions of the

09Q _ _ „ _Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 49-50.
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state. The Arab Kingdom reached its zenith during the
reign of al-Walid b. 'Abd al-Malik, when many capable
leaders arose who extended the Islamic lands in both east
and west. Al-Walid gave responsibility for fighting
the Romans to his brother Maslamah and to his son al-'Abbas.
Both display superb military ability, especially Maslamah
whose father used to call him the "eyetooth of the B.

229Umayyah". ^ Amongst the important fortresses which the
Muslims captured during the reign of al-Walid was the
fortress of Tyana,in 88 A.H., which lay near al-Musaisah,
the strong Muslim frontier, after it had been besieged for 

230 -nine months. Al-Nabighah refers to this in one of his
praise poems to al-Walid. He portrays him as a man of 
war, glorifying the leaders of his army especially Maslamah, 
and likewise he glorifies the fighters of the army which 
besieged the city and conquered it. He considers this as 
being an unchallengeable decree by God, and says:

He is the illustrious caliph who acts care
fully, through whom chiefs are raised.
He does not extinguish battle except to 
re-kindle it and on every long road he has 
advancing horses.
He obtains booty, gives it and distributes 
it, and among his favours are tall short- 
haired horses.
His forceful army abased T.yana and it was 
not led by cowardly unarmed leaders.
Maslamah, the blessed, was present when 
its pillar was being crushed by heavy rocks.
The heroes of the clamouring army encircled 
it, just as the sheath encircles the palm- 
tree .
Then they clambered over its walls from all 
directions, and those within grieved because

229 Anon. Musannaf Majhuil , XI, 162.
230 * -See Tabari, II, 1191-1192.
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their time was near.
And thus its people were either killed, 
despoiled or firmly bound in thongs.
Alas for the mutilated one who weeps over 
their loss!
Is the severe punishment of your God 221 
diverted from those He wishes to punish?
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In another poem he portrays al-Walid as being a master to 
whom Arabs, Persians and Romans have submitted out of fear 
of his contingents which obtain booty:

Arabs of all countries have submitted to 
him out of fear, and Byzantines and Persians 
have submitted to him in their entirety.
They fear his ever-conquering armies will 
encircle them.
The heroes of his armies are clothed in 
coats of mail which ring out.
Through them you obtain booty and you 
distribute it, just as your horse hunts 
wild beasts of the desert for you.^32
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He also lauds the military ability of Maslamah and his
preparations for war, portraying the fear which his massed 

233army arouses:
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Al-Nabighah portrays,in one of his praise-poems to Yazld, 
the Umayyads in general as being more powerful than all 
others:

You are numerous when your wave breaks with 
every active and proud man rushing headlong .
You are the smiters of the heads of champions, 
with strong, vehement, crushing blows.234
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With regard to generosity, which had frequently been
the subject of panegyrical poetry since pre-Islamic times, 
al-Nabighah often lauds the Umayyads to the extent that 
one may imagine that he was motivated in his praise by 
desire for their favours. One may equally imagine that he 
prostituted his poetical art for wealth. In this respect 
he is similar to many poets who were tempted by the wealth 
of the caliphs and coveted it. The Umayyads themselves 
used to bestow abundant gifts upon their poets, because 

they saw them as defenders of their right to rule and as 

supporters of their legitimacy amongst the people. The
poets sometimes used openly to declare their aim of

233T, . , - Ar. 234t, . , nnIbid., 100. Ibid., 77.
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travelling to the Umayyads to ask for favours. Jarir

235addresses 'Abd al-Malik saying:
bt^ 1 ^ 3  tiL 1 itLo c ^   ̂ till Us b I

- 236Al-Nabighah says in praising 'Abd al-Malik:
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He also says in praising Yazid:

It [she-camel] seeks the favour of the hand 
of Yazid who is cheerful, noble and most 
generous.237

u> c
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In his praise of al-Walid, Al-Nabighah confesses that he 
has visited the Umayyads for the sake of the favours which 
they bestowed upon him:

They are most generous to him who seeks 
favour, and the most severe in matters of 
religion and warfare.
By your father, they granted me boons when 
I sought their favour: they were not mean,
nor did they f r o w n . 238

I O 1 b 1 b )  ̂ k  itTî qJ b UsP LJ )
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In another poem he portrays al-Walid as constantly giving 
the best from his hand when other palms are miserly:

The [she-camel] goes and seeks Walld, a 
caliph, its rest and labour are dominated

235 - - - - _ -Diwan Jarir b. 1Atiyyah al-Khatafi, I , 36.
*J°^Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 106.
237 Ibid., 68.
238Ibid., 29.
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by this.
He is a king, illustrious, descended from a 
king, his palm bestows the best favours; purses 
with thousands of dirhems and pasturing camels. 
Morning and evening he is constantly benevolent. 
He possesses various properties from which he 
despenses.239
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In his praise of Yazid, he portrays his favours as being 
spread through all the tribes, portraying him as removing 
poverty from those who praise the A'yas and who come from 
afar especially for his favour:

And in all the tribes from Ma'add and Yemen 
he [Yazid] has favour._
Whoever praises al-A'yas and seeks favour 
will find in you a priceless recompense.
And how many seekers of gifts from distant 
lands there are to whom you have given 
bountifully when they came to you; you have 
removed the wrappings of poverty and lack of 
sustenance from them and thus they obtained 
favours,240

In another poem he portrays al-Walid as exceeding kings 

in generosity just as one horse overtakes others, and he 
considers him to be the best source of favours:

If kings hastened to perform a good deed as

jusw ° i_j—*̂  ̂ ^
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239 T. . ,Ibid., 115. 240 T..,Ibid., 50-51.
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a rushing horse is spurred on, you would race 
like a horse which is potent, outstripping 
swift and excellent horses without being 
whipped on.
He is easily visited.
The people require his generosity and he 
fills great bowls with the top of the hump 
of aged she~camels.
You refresh groups when they have wilted, like 
the refreshment of a rain-cloud to the spirit 
of Hulbub.
You are the best of them for a seeker and you 
are the most generous at a time when the bark 
is stripped [from the treej.
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These are the salient features encompassed in the 
poetry of al-Nabighah.in praise of the Umayyads. It can 
be seen that the poet, like most others who praised the 
Umayyads, does not exhibit a critical opinion of authority 
He merely describes them using loose concepts such as 
piety and justice. He does not mention them because he 
has an understanding of authority based on them, but 
because his patrons were eager to have ascribed to them 
these religious characteristics upon which the political 
ideologies of some of their opponents were based, in order 
to reinforce their right to the caliphate and support the 
view that God had chosen them for it. Moreover, his clear 
intention in praising the Umayyads for the sake of wealth, 
does not negate his tribal loyalty. When he decided he

241 Ibid., 77-78.
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had to forge links with the Umayyads and praise them, 
neither decision contradicted his tribal attitudes. His 
tribal loyalty dominated his own feelings even in the 
assembly of Yazid b. al-Walid. Thus he mouthed boasts of 
his own tribe instead of praising the caliph - a caliph 
who was reckoned by the Bakrites to be their worst enemy. 
Al-Nabighah goes so far in exaggerating the qualities 
he puts into his panegyric indiscriminately. He frequently 
applies the same concept to more than one person. For 
example, what he says about 'Abd al-Malik:

If afflicted by misfortune you are patient
and aloof, and if you obtain wealth you do
not rejoice.242

is similar to what he says about al-Walid:

They are not saddened when there is killing 
amongst them, nor are they seen to rejoice 
when they take a fifth of the booty.2*3

His saying about al-Walid:

He is a magnanimous king to whom one 
possessed by the darkness of his affairs 
turns for resolution.244

is similar to what he says about Yazid:

242"Ibid., 107.
244Ibid., 28.

243Ibid., 29.
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You are the Imam of the people, neither 
humble nor low and you do not allow the 
intelligence of others to render you 
speechless.245

He frequently repeats some of the same words such as
e f l s and others. 

This phenomenon of repeating meanings and words excluded 

the personality of those whom he praised to the extent 
that any panegyrical poem would fit any Umayyad or gover
nor. This may cast light on the intentions of the poet who 
probably did not praise because of his true emotions,but 
ran after the mirage of wealth. This may be equally true 
of many of the panegyrists of the Umayyad era and none 
escaped it, even the fuhul.

The Technical Characteristics of the Poetry of al-Nabighah

No critical appraisal by ancient scholars has come 
down to us about al-Nabighah?except al- Amidi’s brief

9  A.CZstatement that he was a "muhsin poet” . On the other
hand, al-Farazdaq boasts, in one of his poems, that he was
the inheritor of pld famous poets, mentioning a number of

- 247them including "the Nawabigh” ; saying:

Some old commentators, followed by some modern writers, 
consider al-Nabighah al-Shaibani as one of the ’Nawabigh*

245t. . ,Ibid., 51.
2 4 6M u ’talif, 192.
0 4 7  _ _Diwan al-Farazdaq, II, 159.
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248mentioned in the above verse. There is no evidence to

support this assumption, which seems indeed to be a hasty
interpretation of the implications of the word 'al-Nawabigh’.
It is evident from the fact that al-Farazdaq mentions that
the 'Nawabigh' who influenced him were all dead, that al-
Nabighah was not one of those who influenced him. The poets

249mentioned m  al-Farazdaq’s poem, composed after 71 A.H., 
from which the above-mentioned verse is taken, are either 
Jahili or mukliadramun who had already passed away. Accor
dingly, al-Farazdaq used the verbs and to
indicate that the poets concerned were dead. Moreover,

250 —al-Farazdaq himself died in 114 A.H., while al-Nabighah
survived to witness the caliphate df al-Walid b. Yazid
(125-126 A.H.). On the other hand, al-Farazdaq’s poetry
contains no indication of being influenced by al-Nabighah's
poetry, although he is known for his imitation of many
other poets, to the point that.it was claimed that nine-

251tenths of his poems were plagiarized. On the contrary,
al-Nabighah was fascinated by the verse of al-Farazdaq of 
which he claims that nobility and good poetry are twins.
The verse concerned says:2 *"’2

P

Al-Nabighah therefore inserts the above verse in one of

248 - - -For examples, see: Naqa’id, 200; Zaki, al-Hayat al-
Adabiyyah fi al-Basrah ila Nihayat al-Qarn al-Thani 
al-Hijri, 281.

249 - - - - - -See al-Shayib, Tarikh al-Naqa’id fi al-Shi’r al-’Arabi, 280.
25(^See al-Fahham, al-Farazdaq, 204-205.
2 olMuwashshah, 167.
2 o2AghanI, I, 338.
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his own poems. He says:

And verily I am passing judgment over poetry 
when both rhythm and recitation are considered; 
for the best of poetry is that composed by the
noblest of men,and the worst of poetry is that
uttered by slaves.253
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However al-Nabighah’s poetry, in general, indicates 
that he did not rush to publish his poems. Instead, he 
used to revise his poems in order to refine and to polish 
them. He was not unique in this habit. Some of his pre
decessors had practised it, like Zuhair, al-Nabighah al-
Dhubyanl and al-Hutai’a h . Ancient critics had realized 
the preoccupation of these poets in the beautification of 
their poetry. For example, al- Asma'i used to call them 

"the slaves of poetry" ( >^')* Like some of these
poets who were conscious of their habit, al-Nabighah him
self mentions more than once indicatives of his consciousness 
of this habit and effort in composition and refinement of 
his poems. For example, he mentions that he cultivates 
his poems:

Verily my poetry is all of two kinds; the 
first I improve, and the second is currentin all lands.255

£
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^ JDiwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 39. 
2 D4 ,Umdah, I, 133.
^ ^ Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 39.
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In the last verse of his poem devoted to the praise of 
al-Walid, after the conquest of Tyana, he says that his 
poem is devoid of defects because he has corrected or 
straightened it:

I have straightened it to be devoid of any 
deviation and bending, like the straightening

In a third poem, he says that the criterion of the true 
poet is that he is able to distinguish between good and 
bad verses by repeatedly reciting them:

No-one is a poet until he can by repeatedly 
singing his poetry differentiate the good and 
bad. Repetition repels the bad ikfa * like 
the waves that dispel the s c u m . 2 5 7 ^

In a fourth poem, he advises the poets to refine their poems

the fact that most of these poets had turned their poetry 
into the occupation of praising rulers and chiefs., in order 
to gain their gifts and awards. Poetry to them was not to 
be devoted to expressing their personal feelings. Since 
their role was public and a matter of craftsmanship, they 
had to perfect their craft. Al-Jahiz realizes the relation 
between this phenomenon and the professional poet's liveli
hood. He says: "Whoever uses his poetry to earn his

of spears.^56

twice.258 Perhaps this phenomenon may be interpreted by

Ibid 257 Ibid., 42.OKQ Ibid., 64-65.
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livelihood and seeks the gifts of notables and leaders,
and the awards of the kings and chiefs, has to imitate
the practice of Zuhair, al-Hutai'ah and others. If they
had composed other types of poetry they would have been

259content with whatever they can manage without effort". 
Al-Nabighah himself advises that whoever wants to praise 
the kings must refine his poems:

If you journey to praise a king, then journey 
with pure poetry which is not u n p o l i s h e d . 260

Consequently, al-Nabighah appears to be highly concerned
with the poetical images which are abundant in his poems,
especially in descriptive verses. He gathers as much
possible detail as is needed to construct a detailed and
complete image of his subject. In one of his poems, for
instance, he does not stop at ascribing to his she-camel
attributes that show it to be ideal in power and endurance.
He proceeds to broaden his image by likening the she-camel
to a wild bull, then goes bn to detail the mighty attri-

261butes of the bull. In another poem, he likens the
generosity of Yazid to the overflowing Euphrates. He does
not stop at this but goes on to portray the agitated and
tumultous river, flowing with palm-trees' and ruins of
flooded houses, .. only to end by saying that Yazid’s

262generosity is more overflowing than this river. Thus

^^Bayan, II, 13-14.
260 - -Diwan Nabighat B. Shaiban, 75.
261 Ibid., 66-67.
262 Ibid., 69-70.
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hyperbole* - not uncommon in the poetry of the Umayyad 

era - is a predominant feature of his poetry. Al-Nabighah, 

in the construction of most of his simple and complex 
images, depends on similies derived from his environment, 
such as to liken his she-camel to a wild bull, the caliph 
to the full moon and the sea, and to liken his longing for 
his beloves to that of the camel for its home territory and 
other similies frequently, with slight difference, used by 
ancient poets. Al-Nabighah sometimes employs a number of 
successive attributes to construct an impressive image.
For example, describing his she-camel, he says:

I am carried by a she-camel, which is strong, 
firmly built, full in flesh, has great elevated 
cheeks, large in the middle, of known lineage

These two verses are a heavy cluster of attributes piled 
upon one another to paint a picture of a strong and enduring 
she-camel.

Despite his conscious concern for his poetry, al- 
Nabighah employs sometimes the method of a simple presentation 
of facts, which is of the nature of prose. An example of 
this method is his verses in his poem rhyming in "D",in 
which he mentions people of his clan one after another.
Another example is his saying in the praise of Yazid:

They are the people who were born in the

and eight years of age,^®^

263r, . , nn Ibid., 26.
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bajha.’ of Makkah.
They are the children of Makkah and not 
Bedouins.264

It may be observed that this is a common phenomenon in 
Arabic ancient poetry and even master poets do not escape 
it .

In most of his poems, especially the ones devoted to 
praise, al-Nabighah adheres to the traditional structure 
of the ancient qasidah. It seems that his preoccupation 
with the traditional prelude exceeds that shown by his 
contemporaries and even most of the Jahili poets. It is 
not far-fetched to suppose that he might have found the 
traditional prelude a means to satisfy his poetical appe
tite and to exhibit his artistic prowess, especially 
because the traditional prelude consists in its entirety 
only of description. Al-Nabighah advises adherence to the 
traditional prelude. Tor instance, he says in one of his 
poems in praise of Yazid:

And praise Yazid, do not overlook his praise, 
and embellish the commencement of your poem 
by mentioning w o m e n . 2 6 5

In another poem, he advises the poets to revise their poems 
and to prolong the tashbib, which constitutes a part of 
the traditional prelude, saying:

264 Ibid., 77. 265Ibid., 76.
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Tell the one who wants to compose poetry: 
some of the verses are maddening.
Straighten your poetry twice and overdo 
the mentioning of women,and the use of 
proverbs.266
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Al-Nabighah frequently prolongs the preludes and inserts 
in some of them proverbs and maxims, to the extent that 
the preludes of most of his poems overshadow the main 
themes. For example, his poem rhythming in "M", in praise 
of al-Walid, consists of 61 verses, of which 53 are devo
ted to the prelude. His poem rhythming in "S", in praise 
of Yazid, consists of 113 verses, of which 83 are devoted 
to the prelude. His poem rhythming in "L", in praise of 
Maslamah, consists of 97 verses, of which 78 are devoted to 
the prelude. Ibn Rashiq al-Qairawanl considers this 
phenomenon as a poetical defect. He quotes the saying of 
Nasr b. Sayyar to a poet who prolonged the traditional 
prelude in his praise-poem to Nasr: "By God, you did not 
spare a good word nor a sweet meaning but to employ it
in your nasib instead of in my praise. If you want to

— 26 7praise me, you must economise on the nasib" . It is a
fact that the prelude exhausts the artistic capability of 
al-Nabighah,and one can sense the failure of his creative 
abilities in his repeated use of general and loose themes 
in the praise verses of such poems.

266Ibid., 64-65.
267,Umdah, II, 123.
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Al-Nabighah was a Bedouin who inherited the legacy 

of the Jahiliyyah and its moral standards. He adopted some 
of the Jahili values abolished by Islam, like the belief 
in the violent achievement of aims, revenge and giving 
preference to tribal interests. On the other hand, he 
enjoyed a religious awareness. It seems that his frequent 
visits to the seat of caliphate cultivated this awareness. 
Thus, we find that Qur’an, lectures of fuqaha' and preachers 
have a strong impact on his poetry. Maxims and religious 
exhortations are abundant in some of his poems. This 
religious knowledge helped him to ascribe to the Umayyads, 
whom he praised, some religious attributes that were mostly 
exploited to endear them to their subjects. Thus, tribal 
and Islamic themes intermingle in one and the same poem - 
a common phenomenon in the poetry of the Umayyad era. Even 
known poets of Islamic movements like al-Tirimmah, al-kumait 
and others could not escape it.
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CHAPTER VIII 

'IMRAN B. HITTAN

Al-Mas'udi says: "There is much information about 
'Imran b. Hittan and his father, Hittan, which I give in the 

chapter on the information about the Khawarij until 318 A.H., 
in our book, Akhbar al-Zaman" . 4 Had a complete copy of this 
book survived, our knowledge of the personality and poetry 
of 'Imran would certainly have been enriched, Al-Mus'udi's 
statement is important, however, as it can be taken as an 
indication that 'Imran's father, too, embraced Kharijite 
beliefs. This assumption is strengthened by Ibn Hazm's 
statement that Hittan, father of 'Imran, was among the com
panions of Abu Musa al-Ash'ari2 who is known to be one of 
the most renowned qurra* (reciters of the Qur'an) about whom 
it was said: "No-one in this ummah is a better reciter than 
Abu Musa". He used to teach the Qur'an and was the gover-

_ 4nor of Basra in the caliphate of 'Umar and 'Uthman. He 
believed that both 'Ali and Mu'awiyah should have been 
debarred from the Imamate, in the wake of the battle of 
Siffin, and that the Imam should be elected by a council of

- _ 5 . _Muslims (shura) . It is a well-known fact that the qurra* 
of Iraq played an important role in the bringing about of 
the Kharijite movement. Moreover, al-Mas'udl1s statement

4Muruj, II, 428.
2Jamharat, 299.
3Bayan, I, 368.
4KhalIfah, I, 106, 128, 136, 156.
5See_Tabari, I,__3342, 3356, 3358-3359; al-'Isami, Simf al- 
Nujum al-'Awall fi Anba' al-AwaJil wa al-Tawali, II, 458-
459.
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might, equally, indicate that 'Imran’s father was a person

fiof importance, especially since he was a muhaddith (trans
mitter of the Traditions of the Prophet).

Apart from the missing parts of al-Mas'udi's Akhbar 
al-Zaman, 'Imran's diwan is also untraceable today. It 
sounds as if it were read secretly during the third century
of the Hijrah. Yaqut, on the authority of Abu 'All al-
Tanukhi, mentions that al-Hasan b. Sahl al-Idhajl arrived 
in Basra, accompanied by his father during the Zanj insurrec
tion (255-270 A.H.). They stayed as guests of Abu Khalifah 
al-Qadl. When Abu Khalifah retired at night, he used to 
remove from his sleeve a book of yellow paper and ask al-
Idhajl to recite from it, and that book contained the diwan

— — „ 7of 'Imran written by Abu Khalifah.

It seems that al-Raghib al-Isbahanl (d. 502 A.H.)-was 
fascinated by the poetry of 'Imran. We know that he wrote 
a poetic letter to Abu al-Qasim b. al-'Ala’, requesting that 
he be given access to 'Imran's poems. His poetic letter 
contains these two verses:

I greedily request Ibn Hittan's poems; so 
do me a favour and lend’them to me, and I 
will thank you.8

^  _ .*>■ Y a la 1 i - 'f U

^Isabah, II, 262; Ibn Abi Hatim, Kitab al-Jarh wa al-Ta'dil, 
1/2, 303.

7 Irshad, VI, 138-139.
^Muhadarat, Iy 119.
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We do not know if these poems of 'Imran, requested by al- 
Raghib, ai*e the diwan of ’Imran or only a collection of 
his poems in a book. The compiler of the diwan, or book 
containing some of 'Imran's poems, remains unknown. However, 
there is no further mention of 'Imran1s diwan or Poems after 
this citation by al-Isbahani made between the late fifth 
century and the beginning of the sixth century after the 
Hijrah. As far as al-Amidx (d. 370 A.H.) is concerned, he
says that he gives a mutanakhkhal (selection) of 'Imran's

- 9poems and biography in his Kitab B. Dhuhl b. T h a ’labah,
but this has not survived either.

'Imran was a prolific poet of great genius (mufliq 
10mukthir) . He was so renowned that good anonymous poems 

used to be attributed to h i m . ^  He was the chief of the
Sufrite q a 1adah (sitters in the sense of not participating

— 12in battle) as well as their faqih, orator and poet.
Despite all this, none of his khutbah.(oratory) has survived. 
It seems that some of the early historians and writers have 
deliberately neglected him. Neither Ibn Qutaibah, Ibn
Sallam, Tabari nor Ibn al-Athir have mentioned him for
instance. This is not strange because most of the surviving
books and annals date back to the ’Abbasid period and 'Imran 
abused 'All, describing him as "the most evil of all crea
tures", as well as glorifying Ibn Muljam, 'All's assassin, 
and regarding him as "the one whose merits outweigh all

^Mu’talif, 91.
1 0 Isabah, III, 355; Baghdadi, II, 440.:
1 1AghanI, XVIII, 117.
■^Mubarrad, III, 256; Bayan, I, 47; Baghdadi, II, 439.
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creatures in the scales of God” . This assumption may be 
supported by the abundance of the curses heaped on 1 Imran 
by some of those who mention him. Abu al-Faraj, for 
instance, says about ’Imran: "Before being tempted by the 
Khawarij, he was reknowned for seeking knowledge and Hadlth. 
Then he was afflicted by those beliefs. He went astray 
and perished. May God curse him” . On another occasion, 
Abu al-Faraj mentions him with these words: "May God curse 
'Imran b. Hittan and Ibn Muljam" . 44 Ibn al-Subki admires 
Bakr b, Hammad's polemical poem against 'Imran's and com
ments: "Bakr b. Hammad has done well and excelled in his 
polemical poem. May God be pleased with him and please him, 
and may God disgrace, blacken and curse 'Imran b. Hittan.
How daring was he to God'.'!.

- 16'Imran was a muhaddith, but most of the Hadith
literature neglects him. Ibn' Sa'd, for example, spares 
only these words for him: "He was a poet who narrated on

—  —  —  —  1 7the authority of Abu Musa al-Ash'ari and others". However 
the meagre amount of information about 'Imran scattered 
here and there perhaps suffices to study his career.

1 The traditional accounts vary regarding the clan to 
which 'Imran belonged. Some of the writers mention him as

13Aghani, XVIII, 109.
1 4 1:b i d . , 1 1 2 .
■^Al-Subkl, Tabaqat al-Shafi'iyyah al-Kubra, I, 288; Baghdadi, 

II, 437.
16 - - - -Isabah, III, 356; Ibn Abi Hatim, Kitab al-Jarfr wa al-

T a 1dil, 1/2, 303; Baghdadi, II, 436.
17Sa'd, VII, 113,
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„ _ IQbelonging to the B. Sadus b, Shaiban b. Dhuhl, while

others mention that he belonged to the B. 'Amr b. Shaiban*9
—  —  —  20 or to the Shaibani the B. Raqash. It is more likely that

he belonged to the B. Sadus because most of the sources are
of this opinion, as well as Ibn al-Kalbl, the famous

-  -  21 -  -genealogist, who regarded him as a Sadusi. Al-Mas’udi is
of a later age and moreover does not mention the source of 
his information on this point. Ibn Hazm says: "Al-Kalbl 
mentions that ’Imran b. Hittan belonged to the B. Sadus,but
it has been narrated to us about his lineage that he is

-  —  —  —  22 ’Imran b. Hittan al-Raqashi", 'But Ibn Hazm fails to
mention the source of his account, however. Al-Jahiz says
about ’Imran: ”He belongs to the B. ’Amr b. Shaiban, the

— 23 —brother of Sadus". But al-Jahiz also belongs to a later
age from al-Kalbi and his son. Moreover, al-Jahiz was not 
a specialist in genealogy nor does he mention 'the source 
of his narration. Like his lineage, ’Imran's kunyah is 
disputed as well. He is, for instance, variously mentioned 
as ’Abu Shihab’,2^ 'Abu Simak'2'’* and 'Abu Dillan .2^

IQ „ _ _Mu'‘talif, 91; Ibn Habib, Kuna al-Shu’ara’ (Nawadir_al~ 
Makhtutat, series 7), 291j_ Isabah, III, 354; Tahdhib, VIII, 
127;‘Dhahabi, I, 284, Aghani,* XVIII, 109; 'Iqd, III, 363.

1 9Bayan, I, 47.
2 0 Jamharat, 299; Muruj, II, 428.
2 *Jamharat, 299; Aghani, XVIII, 109.
2 2 Jamharat, 299.
23 -^ Bayan, I, 47.
24 - - - - - -Ibn Habib, Kuna al-Shu'ara * (Nawadir al-Makhtutat, series

7), 291; Aghani, XVIII, 109.
2 5Bayan, III, 265.
26Mu’talif, 91.
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- 271 Imran lived in Basra and his date of birth is

unknown. It may be assumed that he, in 17 A.H. , was a young
fighter who took part in the conquest of Tustur. It has
been narrated that his wife doubted his claim:

And so Majza’ah b. Thawr was braver than 
a lion.

6—» Lwt o ^  *̂ 9

He told her: "I have had seen Majza’ah b. Thawr conquering
28a city, whereas a lion could not conquer a city". Majza’ah

cited in the above verse, conquered the city of Tustur and 
29 ~died in 17 A.H. ’Imran mentions Tustur in the following 

traditional introductory verse which seems to be part of 
the prelude of a missing poem:

The two regions of Hawzan came not to be inhabited 
by Umm M a ’fas, and Tustur and Tabariq became 
vacant of her.30

Our references do not mention that 'Imran left Basra
before he fled in fear of al-IIajjaj. But these sources, at
the same time, mention that he narrated Hadlth on the
authority of 'A'ishah, Abu Musa al-Ash’arl, Ibn ’Abbas and 

31Ibn ’Umar, which indicates that he had travelled to Hijaz

“'Aghani, XVIII, 109; Isabah, III, 356.
2 3A1-'Askarl, al-Magun fi al-Adab, 58; Mubarrad, III, 128. 
29See Tabari, I, 2556, 2559. 
o9 Lisan, baraqa.
3 1Aghani, XVIII, 109; Dhahabi,_ I ,_284; Tahdhib, VIII, 127; 

Isabah, III, 356-357; Ibn Abi Hatim, Kitab al-Jarh wa al- 
T a 1dil, III/l, 296.
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before embracing the Kharijite beliefs, because 'A ’ishah did 
not leave Hijaz except for the battle of the Camel in 37 A.H., 
as well as the fact that Ibn ’Umar spent most of his life 
confined to Hijaz. The muhaddithun disagree about accepting 

’Imran's narrations. Some of them accept ’Imran's narra
tions on the pretext that.'the Khawarij are the most likely
to be correct of the dissenters in the narration of

- 32 -Hadith’, or 'he repented and forsook the Kharijite doctrines
33before his death’,. or theycclaim that ’they accept his

- 34narration before his embracing the Kharijite doctrines'.
Some of them reject his narrations because ’Imran, as al-
Daraqutni says, "was of the Kharijite opinion, and because

35of his evil belief wicked doctrine". The available infor
mation on 'Imran indicates that he was a just narrator, a

36seeker of truth, known for the trustworthiness of his
narration to the extent that 'Abd al-Malik himself bore

37witness to his reliability. Al-Mubarrad mentions that 
’Imran was known for his wisdom and his knowledge of poetry
and fiqh, and that he was especially knowledgeable in the

— — 3 8Qur’an, traditions, biographies, Sunnah, and gharib. This
reputation and wide knowledge probably qualified ’Imran to
be the Imam of the Sufriyyah which, being one of the most
famous Kharijite sects, would be likely to have high standards.

Q9 __ __ _  „Isabah, III, 356; Tahdhib, VIII, 127; Baghdadi, II, 436.
3 3 Isabah, III, 356; Tahdhib, VIII, 128.
3 4 Isabah, III, 356; Tahdhib, VIII, 128; Baghdadi,II, 436.
3 5 Isabah, III, 356-357; Tahdhib, VIII, 128.
3 6TahdhIb, VIII, 127; Ibn Hajar, Taqrib al-Tahdhib, 162.
3 7Aghani, XVIII, 111.
3SMubarrad, III, 262.
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'Imran probably participated in the battle of the 

Camel in the ranks of 'All. This assumption might be streng
thened by the fact that one of his relatives, Shaqlq b.
Thawr al-Sadusi, was the leader of the Bakrites who deserted 
Talhah and al-Zubair and joined 'Ali's forces. It is 
certain that 'Imran took part in the battle of Siffin in 
3S A.H., like the Bakrites of Iraq who, as previously men
tioned, were among the most faithful supporters of 'All.
At one stage of the battle of Siffin, Khalid b. al-Mu'ammar
al-Sadusi, a relative of 'Imran, was the leader of the whole

-r 40 -tribe of Habi'ah. It seems that 'Imran was an enthusiastic
supporter of 'All and his allies. When 'Adi b. Hatim con
fronted Hammam b. Qabisah al-QaisI, the most abusive critic 
of 'All, and when, as a result, Hammam escaped only after 
being stripped of his standard, 'Imran rejoiced and mocked 
him, representing his escape as an eternal shame to him. 
'Imran, at the same time, praised 'Adi's bravery and might.

0 Hammam, you will recall that horseman 
for all eternity biting your thumbs for what 
you did.
From the clouds of dust a horseman came forth 
to you, powerful, excited, and raising his 
voice.
When you heard his voice,_you escaped, saying:

. 'Take the standard, 0 'Adi b. Hatim'.
You were robbed of your standard and perplexed 
... And how great an insult is this to you'. ̂

b  Y  b  A»b >- U  ^   ̂ <—0 j S  i C  ^  f
i?»— w  J O  I w U  kjLfcV ^   ̂ till U w U V

1..— (_£ U P  b  wL>- dJ 1. . . . -. . * iO»w b J

39TabarI, I, 3174.
4 0Tabari, I, 3312; Siffin, 326. 
4 1 Siffin, 453.
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After the battle of Siffin, we have no further infor
mation about 'Imran,until the time of the governorship of 
Ziyad b. Abi Sufyan (45-53 A.H.) over Basra. Al-Jahiz, on 
the authority of al-Haitham b. 'Adi, quotes 'Imran as 
saying: "People were fascinated by my first oration at the 
court of Ziyad or Ibn Ziyad. My uncle and father were 
present. Then I passed by an assembly of people and heard 
a person saying about me: ’This man would be the best Arab
orator if only he had some (verses) of the Qur'an in his 

42speech'". It is probable that this speech was given in
front of Ziyad (h^., rather than Ibn Ziyad), because al-
Jahiz mentions this oration a second time saying that it

~ 43took place in front of Ziyad, without mention on this
occasion.of his son. Nothing is known about the contents of
this speech or about the occasion. However, we are informed
that Qarib al-Azdi and Zahhaf al-Ta'i, the Kharijites,
revolted in Basra in 50 A.H. In the wake of their revolt,
Ziyad spoke to the people of Basra and threatened the Arab
tribes, saying: "I pledge to God that I will bring to account
any clan or tribe whose members revolt against me after

44this" ; The orators of Basra rose and apologized. Was 
’Imran among these orators?. We can' neither confirm or reject 
this possibility.

However, ’Imran’s relationship with Ziyad was not good

49 _“Bayan, I, 118.
4 3 Ibid., II, 6 .44 _ _Y a ’qubi, II, 275-276.
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all the time. For example, when Ziyad exiled a party of the 
Azd from Basra to Egypt, accusing them of collaboration with 
his enemies, ’Imran was not pleased with Ziyad's action.
He composed a poem in which he thanked God for the safe 
arrival of the Azd party at Babylon. He goes on to say that 
they were fortunate to be rid of Basra; that they should put 
their hope in none save in God; to hope that their new 
dwellings were comfortable and secure; that their neighbours 
in Egypt were Ghafiq and Tujlb (Yemenite tribes like al-Azd, 
who were in good relations with Bakr). All this is mentioned 
in such a way as to imply that Ziyad was terrorizing the 
people of Basra. The following is the surviving fragment 
of this poem:

They travelled, thank God, until the swift 
camels settled them down at Babylon.
And they stayed the night, thank God, where 
vast deserts and high mountains stood as a 
barrier.
They settled at a place where they enjoy 
self-sufficiency and facilities, and entreat 
none save God.
They put up at a place whose dwellers are 
not terrorized, and where their neighbours 
are [from the tribes of] Tujlb and Ghafiq.

These verses indicate the daring spirit of ’Imran and show 
his challenge to Ziyad, the governor. The occasion of these 
verses pose a question: Who were the enemies of Ziyad with
whom the Azdites were accused of collaborating? Probably

<J).  ■ ■ |l? j j I CU

4oMu’jam, I, 451.
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they were the men and women of the Khawarij who were being

- 46persecuted by Ziyad. This assumption is to some extent 
strengthened by the fact that Ziyad, in his aforementioned

47speech, singled out the Azd for their part in the dissension.
Moreover, it was Ziyad’s usual practise to exile the Khari- 

48jites.

However, our sources portray 'Imran embracing the 
Kharijite beliefs in a surprising and unexpected manner.
The sources do not mention any date for this turn in the life 
of 'Imran, but there are two basic accounts of the way in 
which ’Imran joined the Kharijites. The first says that he 
entered into polemics with a Kharijite in a certain gathering,
and at the selfsame gathering he came to accept the need

. - 49for him to become a Kharijite. The second story says that
he married his cousin Jamrah to win her away from her
Kharijite beliefs, but it was she, on the contrary, who won
him away from the Jama’ah creed and turned him into a 

_ 50Kharijite. The first story is the less convincing because 
it contradicts our information as to the extensive knowledge 
of 'Imran, who was not so inexperienced or unlearned as to 
be likely to change any part of his beliefs in such a hasty 
w a y .

The second story has been accepted by some modern

46See Mubarrad, III, 246, 263.
4 7 Ibid., 245.
4®See Tabari, II, 83.
4 9AghanI, XVIII, 114, 117; Isabah, III, 356; Tahdhib’, VIII, 

128. ’
5 0Aghani, XVIII, 114, 120; Isabah, III, 356; Tahdhib, VIII, 

127-128; Baghdadi, II, 436.*
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- 51writers who have studied the Kharijite literature. Fore

most among these is Suhair al-Qalamawi. She observes in 
’Imran a new sense of appreciation of woman. She supports 
her thesis by a fragment of a poem which, ironically, is 
attributed to five poets as well as to 'Imran. The verses 
in question portray the poet's kindliness to his daughters 
incapable of looking after themselves - which,, however, is 
a natural instinct and not unique to 'Imran or even to 
poetry of the Islamic period:

My love of life has increased because of my
daughters' weakness, for fear that after my
death they may live in misery and taste
bitter draughts,after being used to limpidwater.52

c_9 I 1i I Lij 1  ̂ ^
<—si*? ol? (J> i Cxjri

More strangely, Suhair explains 'Imran's partiality towards 
women by saying that he belonged to the B. TamIm,who were
known in Jahili times for redeeming girls due to be buried
alive, and for being followers of the false prophetess

- 53 -Sajah. But unfortunately for her argument 'Imran was
not a Tamimite but a Bakrite.

However, the second story is also self-contradictory. 
How could Jamrah, a beautiful Kharijite, accept marrying

51 - - - -For examples, see:‘Qalamawi, Adab al-Khawarij fi al-'Asr
al-Umawi, 7 8 - 8 0 'Abbas, Shi'r al-Khawarij, 10; al-Qaldt, 
al-Firnq al-Islamiyyah ft al-Shi'r al-Umawi, 639; Daif, 
Taxlkh al-Adab al-'Arabx, al-'Asr al-Islami, 307.

^~"See 'Abbas, Slii'r al-Khawarij, 13, 122.
o3Qalamawi, Adab al-Khawarij fi al-'A?r al-Umawi, 79-80.
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- - 54'Imran, an ugly non-Kharajite, it being known that the

Kharijites regarded non-Kharijite Muslims as infidels?!
Jamrah was a well-known Kharijite, moreover, before marrying
'Imran, she was the wife of Suwaid b. Manjuf al-Sadusi, a
prominent chief of the tribe of Bakr and a relative of 'Imran.
Jamrah asked Suwaid to divorce her because he was not a
Kharijite and because their marriage was therefore not legal,
in the view of Jamrah. When her husband hesitated over

- 55divorcing her, Jamrah sought the help of 'Imran. This 
account of the story strongly indicates that 'Imran was a 
Kharijite before he married Jamrah. A'Kharijite poet mentions 
this event in one of his poems and 'Imran himself mentions 
it in his poem which runs:

Suwaid b. Manjuf is a noble who has been 
elevated by ancestors who gave in abundance.
A need led me to call upon him, and I found 
him - by the life of your father - quick to 
respond. _
He called a free woman [jamrahj to abandon 
her beliefs, but she declined his shameful 
suggestion.
He told her: 0 Jamrah, reply to him
0 Imran) truthfully and refrain from deceitful 
reply.
I have never seen someone asked to give up 
his wife be more responsive [than Suwaid] to 
us ^Kharijites] in his good and concise reply.
How fine is. his deed, although he is but an 

.old man lacking right guidance.56
j ;; ^  o-r

is* ^

o b  *6 (jk'

^See_Dhahabi, I, 284-285; Baghdadi, II, 436; al-Husari, Zahr 
al-Adab, II, 856; al-Sarraj, Masari' al-'Ushshaq, II, 290.

_ _Ibn A'tham, Kitab al-Futuh, Ms., II, fol. 96.
56.,.,Ibid.
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Suwaid b. Manjuf mentions his divorce in a poem in which 

he describes Jamrah as 'Imran’s sister (i.e. in religious 
beliefs), and that he met her wish when he divorced her. The

It is more likely that 'Imran embraced the beliefs of 
the Khawarij under the influence of Abu Bilal Mirdas who 
was the most renowned Imam and OTuhaddith of the Khawarij .
He was held in great esteem by all Kharijite sects because 
of his strong beliefs and piety, to the point that the Shi’ah
and certain other Muslim sects claimed that he belonged to

58 — — —them. Al-Asfarayini reports that the Sufriyyah sect
elected Abu Bilal Mirdas as their Imam, and that they chose

- - 59’Imran b. Hittan as his successor. Despite the discrepan
cies in this statement, it serves at least the purpose of 
illustrating the deep relationship between Abu Bilal and 
’Imran and the importance of the latter in the sect. We do
find no Kharijite poet who lamented the death of Abu Bilal
as did ’Imran. True, a number of Kharijite poets mention 
Abu Bilal, but not in a very determined way. Al-Rahin 
al-Muradi mentions the names of some Kharijites whom he

o8See Mubarrad, III, 214-215, 247, 248; Sharh, IV, 136.
°^A1-Tabsir fi al-Din wa Tamyiz al-Tirqah al-Najiyah ’an 

al-Firaq al-Halikin, 52. ;

57following is the relevant part of the poem:
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— — 60hopes to moot in Paradise. One of those is Abu Bilal.

Another poet, 'Ubaidah b, Hilal mentions Abu Bilal just 
once when he boasts of being the son of an elder following

*4

the. beliefs of Abu Bilal. Shubail b. 'Uzrah mentions
Abu Bilal only once when he names the Kharijites whose 
persuasion he follows:

Our religion is that of al-Dahhak b. Qais, of 
Miskln, of^Abu Bilal, of Marwan the weak,and 
of Khaibari; those are the men of supreme 
nobility.62

But as far as 1 Imran is concerned, the killing of Abu Bilal
was a personal shock which robbed him of sleep and which had
an important impact on his poetry, as we shall see. Al-
Mubarrad indicates that ’Imran elegized Abu Biial immediately

63 -after his murder. Had ’Imran been not a Kharijite at that 
time (sc. in 61 A.H.), he would not have elegized the leader 
of the Kharijites. In one of his elegies, ’Imran states 
that Abu Bilal has left them, i.e. the Kharijites, like 
orphans whose father had perished and that therefore they 
no longer enjoyed'the pleasures of life. He states also 
that Abu Bilal was his teacher and guide. He says:

My soul be ransom to you [p Abu Bilal] whose
corpse was left in a deserted land, not buried-
[even] today in a graveyard.

60 **Abbas, Shi 1r al-khawarij, 33.
61Ibid., 53.
62Ibid., 74.
63Mubarrad, III, 167-168.
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You have left us like orphans whose father has 
perished, so they could not enjoy after him the 
life of ease and tranquility.
0 Mirdas, may you be alloted [a seat in] Paradise 
for the guidance you were wont to give us.

1 I L>cC0>- C JLx-> f '"ft* C.....) jt) ^ I i«t'

1 ... Ip." ^ 1 ■ *f led* U  <H m .i»̂ i,r» <_̂ w ̂ *^6 1;

Al-Mubarrad says that Abu Bilal was among the Kharijite
fie;poets known for the prolificacy of their poetry. It is 

unfortunate that only few fragments of Abu Bilal's poetry 
have survived. It would appear that his and 'Imran's poetry

_ figare quite identical. 'Imran, for example, says:

I® I J <lU f  I f J  ijif* b  Lj-» hlJ I 04—& d b

_ _ g 7Abu Bilal says:

jJb C—J 1 C ;»■$ <« CS b did 1 c_P Lrwfti ^

In another poem, 'Imran says:®**

1 i   i Juw 0

- - 69Likewise, Abu Bilal says:
. a |IfJ L̂-oJ 1 1 dJJt O* $ u?^ b b"̂  ^ Csi *1^

After the killing of Abu Bilal, we come suddenly to

64 -' Abbas, Shi ' r al~khawari j , 16-17.
6 5 Mubarrad, I I I ,  2 5 0 .
6 6 Ibid., III, 168.
6 7 - - _ _ ~Al-Ba.yyasi ,al-I'lam bi al-Hurub al-Waqi'ah fi Sadr al

Islam, Ms., I, fol. 78.
6 8 Mubarrad, III, 168.
69 Ibid., 250-251.
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'Imran's relations with al-IIajjaj, the governor of Iraq 
(73 or 75-95 A.H.). Two different accounts have come down 
to us about the reason behind Hajjaj's hunt for 'Imran.
Both accounts complement each other and both of them indi
cate 'Imran's overt rebellion against the ruling class. One 
of these accounts says that 'Abd al-Malik, the caliph, was 
strongly angered when he heard 'Imran's poem in which he
eulogized Ibn Muljam - the assassin of 'All - and abused 

- 70’Ali. It is not strange that 'Abd al-Malik was infuriated 
by the poem of 'Imran because both he and 'All belonged to 
the same line, i.e. the Quraish, and therefore he felt 
insulted and was infuriated to the point of ordering the 
killing of 'Imran according to this account. Moreover, he 
must have been infuriated because the poem of 'Imran repre
sents a dangerous new religio-political idea, which not 
only calls for revolt against the caliph, but also regards 
his murder as a religious duty to be rewarded in the Here
after. Therefore, the poem describes Ibn Muljam as free 

from his past sins because, according to ’Imran, he killed 
’All, the Imam.

The second-account says that 'Imran was in the region
of Bakr b, W a ’il - the area between Kufa and Basra - inciting

71 A 1the people but without taking part in actual fighting.
Hajjaj accordingly recognized the danger of 'Imran, and wrote
to 'Abd al-Malik that 'Imran had spoiled the people of Iraq

72and endeared the Kharijite beliefs to them. This shows

Dhahabi, I, 285; Baghdadi, II, 438.
71 „  „  -  _Al-Azdi, Kitab al-Mutawarin, Ms., fol. 6 .
7 2Aghani, XVIII, 111.
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that 'Imran was not silent or still during that period,
Al-Jahiz says that '"Imran was the mufti of the Sufrites

73 -and their arbitrator in disputes". Abu al-Faraj says:
"'Imran was among the Sitters (Qa'adah), because he was
aged and too weak to fight or be present at the battles,
therefore he contented himself with preaching and verbal 

74incitement". Al-Husari says about 'Imran: "He was one of
the most capable and eloquent orators. When he used to

- 7bspeak, the Khawarij hastened to their weapons". A man
of this kind has to face sometime the punishment of al-Hajjaj.
'Imran therefore hid himself among his tribe, Bakr. During
this period, Shablb b. Yazid, the leader of the military
wing of the Sufriyyah to whom 'Imran belonged, successfully
revolted with his wife Ghazalah and defeated various
expeditions sent out by al-Hajjaj. They were able to enter
Kufa in 76 A.H. so successfully that al-Hajjaj was terrified,

76 -and took refuge in his fortress-palace. 'Imran exploited
this opportunity to mock al-Hajjaj. In a poem, he describes 
him as an ostrich that flees even from a whistle, as well 
as glorifying Ghazalah - a woman who together with some 
Kharijite women was able to put fear into al-Hajjaj and 
destroy his pulpits. He suggests that al-Hajjaj should lay 
down his arms and, instead, put on a woman's scarf like a 
coward infidel. The following are the verses deriding al- 
Haj j aj:

7 ^Bayan, I, 47.
7 4Aghani, XVIII, 109.
75Zahr al-Adab, II, 856. 
7^See Tabari, II, 892.
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You behave with me as if you were a lion, 
while in battle you are like a black ostrich, 
that flees even at the voice of a whistler.
Why not_do you go forth to the battlefield 
to Ghazalah?
Your_heart is palpitating [with fearj!
Ghazalah, with her cavalry, stunned his 
heart and left his pulpits [destroyed and 
finished] like a yesterday that has passed.
Lay down your arms and put on the scarf of a 
girl, and be satisfied with the position of 
a coward infidel.77

c
I ui, Je

With this derision, 'Imran gratifies his thirst for revenge 
for his treatment by al-Hajjaj who had chased him every
where. This poem, however, inflamed the anger of al-Hajjaj 
who, as soon as he had put down the rebellion of Shablb, set 
off in search of 'Imran and terrorized Bakr, his tribe, 
and this experience gave birth'to a new period in the life 
of 'Imran, This period is characterized by constant moving 
and restlessness. 'Imran fled from place to place taking 
refuge among various tribes. -Whenever he reached a tribe, 
he would forge a genealogy relating him to the host tribe, 
in order to get refuge and their respect, which shows his 
excellence at the exploitation of the tribal 'asabiyyah in 
his own favour, as well as his practising the doctrine of 
taqiyyah in word but not in deed, as was acceptable to the

77 - -Aghani, XVIII, 116; Sharh, VI, 108; Khalifah, 273; 'Iqd, 
V, 44; Ma'arif, 411; Maqdisi, al-Bad* wa al-Tarikh, VI^ 
34;_Ibn Duraid^ Jamharat al-Lughah, III, 114; al~Damiri,_ 
Hayat al-Hayawan al-Kubra, II, 219; al-Tha1alibi, al-Mudaf 
wa al-Mansub, 351; Anon., Majmu'at al-Ma'ani, 43; Wafayat,
II, 455; Ibn Ruzaiq, al-Sahffah al-'Adnaniyyah, Ms., fol. 
121; 'Abbas, Shi'r al-khawarij, 25.
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78Sufriyyah sect. Describing his moving in Iraq from one 

tribe to another, he says:

We stayed with the B. Sa'd b. Zaid, and with 
R i '1 and 'Amir, both of whose tribes are com
posed of mixed elements.
And we stayed with Lakhm, and Udad b. 'Amr, 
and Bakr and the tribe of B. 'Udan.79

O ^ J— * ̂  cK; ^ O i  u?

O  * 4:1— * uri A  Oi  J ^  i/*?

It seems that al-Hajjaj's hot pursuit was so effective 
that he fled from Iraq to Syria and put up with Rawh b. 
Zinba' al-Judhaml, who was held in esteem by the caliph 
'Abd al-Malik. As Rawh belonged to the Azd, 'Imran preten
ded to be an Azdite. Rawh was fascinated by 'Imran's know
ledge and the wide range of what he knew, to the point that 
Rawh is reported to have said about him: "I did not see 
anyone who had a more comprehensive knowledge than him. I
did not narrate anything to him but to be overtaken by him.
He provided me with added information which I did not 

80know” . Rawh spoke to 'Abd al-Malik and aroused his 
interest in him. But 'Abd al-Malik could not help doubting
that Rawh's guest was none but 'Imran,despite Rawh's
assurance that his guest was an Azdite. 'Abd al-Malik is 
reported to have told Rawh: "I think that you are describing
a person speaking the Nizarite dialect, who is known for
his prayers, piety and wide knowledge; and this is the

78 —  —Al-Shahrastani, al-Milal wa al-Nihal, I, 137.
7 9Mubarrad, III, 168; Aghani, XVIII, 110; Sharh, V, 92; 

Baghdadi, II, 438.
8 0Mubarrad, III, 169; Aghani, XVIII, 110-111; Sharh, V, 

92-93; Baghdadi, II, 438.
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_ 81description of 'Imran". Consequently, 'Abd al-Malik asked 

Rawh to bring his guest to the court. 'Imran was alerted 
and disappeared, leaving a note that contained a poem which 
portrays his anxiety and his wandering from one tribe to 
another. It shows that 'Imran had a peaceful life for a 
year as a guest of Rawh. He regrets that he could not tell 
his host of his true identity, and that he pretended to be 
a Yemenite or M a ’addite according to the affiliation of his 
hosts. He says that he would never beg forgiveness of the 
tyrant, i.e. 'Abd al-Malik, because the holy verses of the 
Qur’an, which he recites, deny him seeking rapprochment 
with such a regime. The verses concerned are as follows:

0 Rawh, how many hospitable people, I have 
stayed with from Lakhm and Ghassan, have had 
the same thought as you.
1 left their dwellings when I came to fear _ 
them, after it was said that [this was] 1 Imran 
b. Hittan.
I was'your guest for a year, free from any fear 
from human being or jinn until you wanted to 
lead me into severe calamity, and therefore 

I suffered from what people do suffer of the 
fear of Ibn Marwan.
So, excuse your brother, 0 Ibn Zinba', because 
he has means of different kinds [to meet] 
misfortunes.
One day I am a Yemeni when I meet a man from 
Yemen, and an 'AdnanI when I meet a Ma'addi.
If one day .1 had had to beg forgiveness of a 

. tyrant ['Abd al-Malik], I would have liked to 
expose my secrets and my known'affairs to you. 
But_the pure verses of [Qur’anic Suras] of 
Taha and [5l] 'Imran do not allow me to swear 
allegiance [to 'Abd al-Malik]. 82

O0 vis C.J t. t-S"3- ̂ O'5
L L a > -  q  U  c u w  -a- ] *i .a  c u s j  L i  I A 1

81Aghani, XVIII, 111; Sharh, V, 93.
S2Mubarrad, III, 170; Aghani, XVIII, 112; Sharh, V, 93; 

Dhahabi^ I, 285; 'Iqd,_III, 137; Baghdadi, II, 438; al- 
Sharishi, Sharh al-Maqamat al-Haririyyah, II, 209.
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'Imran then went to Mesopotamia and became the guest of 
Zufar b. al-Harith al-Kilabl, the chief of the Qaisites in 
Qarqisya’. He pretended here to be an Awza'i, maternal 
uncles of Zufar. 'Imran could not enjoy his stay for long 
because a person who had seen him at Rawh's place, recog
nized him and informed Zufar that his guest was an Azdi. 
Zufar said to 'Imran: "Are you an Azdi in a place and an 
Awza'i in another. If you are terrified we will give you 
security, and if you are poor we will make you rich".
'Imran replied: "God alone meets people's needs". He left 
the place for fear of being identified and told his story 
in a poem which describes his ambivalence and reluctance 
to reply to the questions posed by his hosts. He scorns 
Zufar's question about his lineage, saying that he does not 
care about genealogies. He praises Rawlj b. Zinba' and his 
family in whose peaceful protection he spent a year. He 
advises the ageing Zufar to do good deeds. The verses 
concerned are as follows:

The thing that is baffling Zufar has also 
baffled Rawh b. Zinba’.
He continued asking me, for a year, to tell 
him £who I was], but people are [of two kinds] 
cither deceived or deceitful.
He continued to ask until he had exhausted 
his means [of questioning] and he did not like, 
to make me apprehensive.
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So leave me as he did.
I am a man either the core [of a tribe] or 
rootless, I do not abandon prayers.
Everyone seeks out that which concerns him.
How noble are Rawh b. Zinba' and his family, 
people whose predecessors have attained glory.
I took refuge with them for a year, in a state 
pleasing to me, my honour intact and my sleep 
restful.
So, do good deeds because even one white 
hair should prove to be a sufficient indication 
to wise man of his death. ^

tv F ^
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In another poem, two verses of which have survived, he says 
that he was afraid of staying with Zufar and was obliged to 
treat him courteously, only because of the weakness of his 
position and despite his knowledge that Zufar was not a good 
man. Following are the two verses:

I was compelled, due to my weakness, to treat 
him courteously, although he was malevolent 
and spiteful.
I left him nnieklv when T was i Henti fi eri anri

1 - t ̂  ̂  ^  U 3 !>UaJ 1 U f

‘ia dkU

I did not stay even long enough to take a meal

^Mubai'rad, III, 171; Aghani, XVIII, 111; Sharh, V, 94.
S4 - -’Abbas, Shi’r al-khawarij, 119.
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'Imran returned again to unsettled life. He travelled

to Oman and put up with people who held Abu Bilal in esteem.
85 -Here, he declared his identity. Al-Hajjaj was informed 

of 'Imran's new whereabouts and pursued him. 'Imran fled 
then to Rawdha-Maisan, a village near Kufa, and put up with
an Azdite community. It seems that he felt secure among
his new hosts, so he eulogized them and described their 
place as 'the best of dwellings'. He praised their lineage 
as they did not make him forge a genealogy in the way Rawh 
and Zufar had done previously, and claimed that his own 
lineage from Bakr was an honour to whomsoever belonged to 
it. He stated, at the same time, that Muslims were equals 
and that true believers truly deserved God's grace:

Praise be to God, we have put up at the best 
of the dwellings, rejoicing in its friendliness 
and homeliness.
We have put up with folk whose only aim is to 
attain glory, may God safeguard their unity.
They belong to Azd, the most noble of people.
When people come to trace ancestries, they
[AzdJ are Yemenites of good descent.
I have become secure among them, unlike with 
those people who started enquiring and said:
[Are_you] from Rabi'ah or Mudar or from the 
Qahtan?
That was the stupidity I experienced with Rawh 
and his friend Zufar.
Both of them although having numerous people,
are only pleased that genealogy brings me closer 
to them.
We are but sons of Islam, and our God is the 
same.
And those most deserving of God are the grateful.

yiGsJ

Aghani, XVIII, 114; Sharh, V, 95; Baghdadi, II, 439.
8 6Mubarrad, III, 172; Aghani, XVIII, 114; Sharh, V, 95; 

Baghdadi, II, 439.
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1 Imran spent the rest, of his life among this Azdite
community until his death in 84 A.H., according to Ibn Hajar

— 8 7 _on the authority of Ibn Qani’. Ibn Taghribardi, however,
states that 'Imran died in 89 A.H.88 It is likely that Ibn 
Hajar's statement is more credible because he was closer 
to the times of 'Imran and because his book Tahdhib al- 
Tahdhlb is concerned with muhaddithun, in particular and 
'Imran was a muhaddith as was ascertained above.

Thus, because of his Kharijite beliefs, 'Imran spent 
almost a decade of his life before death, homeless and per
secuted. It is worth mentioning that there is no indication 
that he took part in actual fighting. Abu al-Faraj explains
this by saying that: ,M Imran was among the q a 1adah because

89 —he was too aged and weak to fight". 'Imran himself men
tions his old age to Zufar in the following verse:

Stop your tongue from rebuking, and questioning
me. - 90What do you want from an old man of Awza'.

J' 's' ^ ^ * 3  1/39 o* t i k <-^3

87Isabah, III, 357; Tahdhib, VIII, 128.
88 — — ^ — — —Ibn Taghribardi, al-Nujum al-Zahirah fi Muluk Misr wa

al-Qahirah, I, 240~ ' “ ~’“'
S9AghanI, XVIII, 109.
90Mubarrad, III, 171; Aghani, XVIII, 113.
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In another fragment of a poem, whose date is unknown, he 
complains of bad health to the point of wishing for .death:

How long shall I have periods of illness and 
convalescence, year after year?
How long shall I continue to wail for the death 
of others and not be bewailed?
For sure, a day or a night will come bringing 
forth my death.91

 ̂ ur* cP' ^  ^  0--- f i t  JS
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It should be mentioned here that the first real uprising of 
the Sufriyyah, the sect to which 'Imran belonged, took place 
in 76 A.H. when 'Imran, an old man, was being pursued by 
al-Hajjaj. Some modern scholars claim that 'Imran preferred 
q u 1ud (sitting) to khuruj (fighting) due to his strong love 
for Jamrah, his wife. 'Imran's surviving poetry and the 
information in the sources do not support this claim.

However, most of the surviving parts of 'Imran’s 
poetry are only fragments related to the second part of his 
life, i.e., after his adherence to the Kharijite beliefs.
Our study of his poetry is limited to this small part of his 
lost dlwan, and must therefore remain incomplete..

Perhaps the best known of his fragments is the one 
praising Ibn Muljam, the assassin of ’All, which says:

What a stroke by a pious [man] who sought by it 
only to attain the grace of [God] the Possessor 
of the heavenly throne.
Whenever I remember him, I think him to be the 
one whose merits outweigh all creatures in the

9 1 AghanI, XVIII, 120; Sharh, XI,"168-169; Asas, II, 379, 474 
'Asakir, I, 433.
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scales of God.
How noble are those people whose graves are the 
crops of birds.
They did not mingle faith with tyranny and 
aggression.
How good is the Muradi whose hands shed the 
blood of the most evil of creatures .
He became free of all sins when he struck him
g A l I ]  with the sword.^2
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This fragment gained such publicity that we find parts of 
it wherever there is an account of 'Imran's life. It has
incited many poets over the ages. They replied to it and
cursed its composer, 'Imran, and the assassin,Ibn Muljam, 
and many naqa* id poems were composed in response to it.
For example, the Shi'ite poet, al-Sayyid al-Himyarl said:99

b  I,,.. * I ^ 1 > J  1 <\ c v, aJ I O
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-  — 94Abu al-Tayyib al-Tabari said:
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9 2Mubarrad, III, 169; Aghani, XVIII, 111-112; Dhahabi, I, 
285; Baghdadi, II, 436, 438; Isabah, III, 355; Muruj, II, 
428^ al-Maqdisi, al-BadJ wa al-Tarikh, V, 224; al-Damiri,
Hayat al-Hayawan al-Kubra, I, 39; Ibn Ruzaiq, al-Qasidah 
al-Nuraniyyah, Ms., fol. 241.aq _  -  -Diwan al-Sayyid al-Himyari, 221-223.

^Baghdadi, II, 437.
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95Muhammad Ahmad al-Tayyib said:
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The above-mentioned verses of ’Imran stem from his strong 
adherence to the beliefs of the Kharijites, who disavowed 
'All and accused him of Kufr (unbelief), despite his close 
relationship with the Prophet and his long history of 
support for Islam. The Kharijite poets, in general, take 
pride in their disavowal of 'All and in the misdeed of Ibn 
Muljam. Abu al-Masakk al-Ta’I, for example, says:9^

14/ fc G
1 <iU 1 I *

— 9 7Another Kharijite poet says:
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Elegiac poems dominate the part of ’Imran’s poetry 
which has been preserved. They are almost entirely devoted 
to Kharijites killed in battles against the Umayyad author
ities. Among those lamented by ’Imran is Yazld b. B a ’thar 
about whom he says:

Yazid b. B a ’thar lived in the world eager to 
do good deeds, and he enjoyed a pleasant 
disposition.

d jb  ld«sv d.- l y . i  t gjjy W*  ̂ O

Mubarrad, III, 169.
96 - -’Abbas, Shi 1r al-Khawarij, 6 8 ,
9' Ibid., 103.
98 -Taj, b a ’thara.
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'Imran's passion and grief are most manifest in his 
lamentation for Abu Bilal as his model, whose death made a 
deep impact on his life, to the point that he was about to 
chose khuru.j rather than q u ! u d , wishing to die on the 
battlefield as Abu Bilal and his companions had:

Abu Bilal's ["death] has made life more detestable 
to me, and me more desirous of going out [to 
battle] .
I fear that I will die on my bed, while I wish 
to die under the shadows of high spears.
I would not care did I but know that my death 
would be like that of Abu Bilal.
Whoever else is preoccupied by this world, I 
detest it, by God Lord of the Ka'bah.®^

In another poem, ’Imran portrays his true and deep 
grief for Abu Bilal, asking his eyes to weep ever more for 
him and praying God to join him to Abu Bilal. To him the 
world has become lonely to the point that people seem to 
have changed, or even that all have died with Abu Bilal:

0 my eyes, 'weep for Mirdas and his death.
0 Lord of Mirdas, join me to him.
OMirdas, you have left me bewildered and 
crying, because of a calamity, in a deserted 
abode after I had enjoyed your company.
After you, I disavowed those whom I used to 
know; people after you. 0 Mirdas, are not 
what they used to be.*oO

99 Mubarrad, III, 168; Sharh, V, 91; Baghdadi, II, 439-440 
al-Suyuti, Sharh Shawahid al-Mughni, 887.

1 0 0Mubarrad, III^ 168; Sharh, V, 91; Ansab, IV/I^ 160; ’Iq 
I, 256; Baghdadi, 11^ 440; al-Jurjanl, al-Wasatah bain 
a1-Mutanabb1 wa~Khu$umih. 236; al-'Ukbari, Sharh Dlwan 
al-Mutanabbi. II, 396.
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Similar expressions are repeated time and again in
’Imran's elegies. He portrays himself terrified by the loss 
of Abu Bilal, weakening his eyes by excessive weeping. He 
wishes to have a quick death on the battlefield and prefers 

it to dying on a bed:

0 Jamr, I feel saddened by the events, terrified 
in heart, and perplexed.
1 keen for Mirdas and his companions until my 
eyes seem to become weak.
A sword stroke, in the Path of God, that brings 
a quick death, is more pleasant than death in 
a cave or a house. 0

1 Imran envies the honourable death of Abu Bilal and 
his companions. He deems that their souls were pleased by 
death. He exploits their death as a suitable reason to 
encourage others to. follow their path, i.e. he encourages 
revolt and fans a-spirit of vengeance:

And their [jCharijites'J brethren were pleased 
by death when people confronted each other 
[in the battle].
By God, they did not forsake the source of 
guidance, nor did they prefer leisure to 
fighting in [the battle ofjMijas.
You fail, and yet still hope to reach them I 
How impotent can the skillful be!102

1 0 1A1-Azkawi, Knshf .al-Ofrummah al-Jami..' li. Akhbar al-Ummah. 
Ms., fol. 268.

102Mu'jam, IV, 712; 'Abbas, Shi'r al-Khawarij, 15.
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Al-Amidi says: "'Imran is the most gifted of poets in
10 *1 —the field of asceticism (zuhd)M. Abu al-Faraj reports

rhat Maslamah b. 'Abd al-Malik used to say: "By God, no
- 104 -poetry has instructed me like ’Imran's poetry". Sufyan

al-Thawrl used to recite some of 'Imran's verses as a model
105 -for ascetics. It is impossible to decide whether 'Imran

composed all of his zuhd poems after he embraced the Kharijite
beliefs. We know, however, that some of them were composed
by 'Imran as a Kharijite because he mentions in certain
verses the name of his wife, Jamrah, or other Kharijite
names like Abu Bilal, No doubt 'Imran's wide knowledge of
the Qur’an and Hadlth was the main reason for the asceticism
which features prominently in his poetry. There are many
Qur’anic verses and Hadiths which give preference to the
Hereafter over life in this world. A wave of asceticism was
wide-spread in Iraq especially in the wake of the Islamic
conquest, and at the beginning of the Umayyad caliphate.10^
However, the marked note of asceticism which impregnated
'Imran's poetry is worthy of attention. 'Imran, sometimes,
went to extremes, to the point that he rejected enjoyment
throughout his life. His pessimism may be due to the

1 02 M u ’talif, 91.
1 0 4AghanI, XVIII, 120.
1 0oDhahabi, I, 286; Baghdadi, II, 440.
*1 r\r*See Goldziher, (Ar. trans.) al-'Aqidah wa al-Sharl'ah fi 

al-Islam, 130: Daif, al-Tatawwur wa al-Tajdld fi al-Shi'r 
al-Umawi,' 55-62; Khulaif, Hayat al-Shi'r fi al-Kufah ila 
Nihayat al-Qarn al-Thani li al-Hijrah, 188.
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difficult circumstances which he met during the last decade 
of his life, when he was hunted and unsettled as mentioned 
above. In one of his poems, 'Imran rejects the acquisi
tiveness of the people around him,and points out the futility 
of their endeavours which are invariably thwarted by death;

This life of ours enjoys no goodness or 
lastingness, and this worldly abode of ours 
is not the real abode.
Well may we say 'perhaps there will be sta
bility in i t ' for no-one alive enjoys 
stability.
I see that we are never tired of living here, 
and that we are fond of gain, and waiting and 
watching.
It is not everlasting and we do not continue 
to stay here.
We have no option in this matter.
Our wealth is but borrowed stuff; the lender
will retrieve it from the borrower. 1-̂ 7

j 1 I c  La Ly I o c 1 I c .... .$> 1 . ...lg

y ^  k j Ij ly— & Ills

J ^ tl yO ̂  I— ...
C p

J  LkJ I y o  y ^ A « J I U  UA- L-w J  Ij, r .  'iS I lô

Such a hollow endeavour should not engage the attention of
or deceive the wise man, who is not given to dreams or vain
hopes. 'Imran proceeds to exhort and warn the people not 
to be preoccupied by the worldly, but to amass provisions 
and merits instead, for on the day of the Hereafter they will 
become destitute:

How long will souls be kept drinking from the 
cup of death, while you are playing and

107 - - -Mubarrad, III, 118; Baghdadi, II,. 440; al-Balawi; Kitab
Alif B a , I, 411; al-Suyuti, Sharh Shawahid al-Mughni,
926-927; 'Abbas, Shi'r ai-Khawarij, 18.
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enjoying.
Are you satisfied to be deceived by wishful 
thoughts, while you are being pushed nearer to 
death day by day'.?
These are dreams or fleeting shadows, by 

which wise men are not deceived.
So take without cease provisions for the day 
of your destitution, and earn merits for 
yourself, not for others.108

^  ^  c A ,  o ,  i J l ^  L,- - - j C s  j .  ^
u/ ¥ „ * ¥

» V i . ..PM ■ t  ̂ ^  ( J J L — Afc/ W  L — I

 ̂.v. *>.j l I 1 (j "1 i ** (j i-  ̂|1̂*' j° ^
‘ t 1 1 . i 1 C i ^

1 Imran believes that the destitute poor cling to the 
worldly life despite its triviality and shortness. Although 
confessing that the worldly life is attractive he emphasises 
its fleeting character, like a. summer cloud which clears 
away rapidly. He would not indulge in its evils:

I see that the wretched are not weary of 
life though naked and hungry they are.
Although it is beloved, I see it like a 
summer cloud which will soon clear off ... 
just like a company of travellers who having 
satisfied their needs have gone away.
Their path is well-marked and broad.
I am not following a course that will bring.^ 
disgrace on me, nor I indulge in its evils.

0 ̂ ̂ J  ̂I 'Jtt ^ 1 « ■ ) ̂ li Mi ft 1 f 1
W C

t ■ ■■ * U IS* ^  i

^  J t C ̂  1̂ .1 l?" j^AS i|. rt.̂ |S

^  ̂ fi ■ * 1 o i-*S* fl   In t,̂  <— i aS* lô

10SDhahabi, I, 285; Baghdadi, II, 440.
109 - - - -Dhahabi, I, 286; Baghdadi, II, 440; Lisan, hadaya.
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Consequently, death as the inevitable end features 

prominently in ’Imran's poetry. Therefore we find him 
always remembering his wife, Jamrah, in a way that leads 
us to believe his deep love of her and his failing as well, 
despite his zuhd. His poetry acquires a touch of deep 
sorrow when he remembers life with his beloved wife:

Whenever I remember life and its goodness to 
me, tears pour out copiously from my eyes. *

He endeavours to get rid of this conflict between the 
two opposites, life and death. He is preoccupied that he 
will be unable to console Jamrah since every human being 
is preoccupied by himself:

0 Jamr, 0 Jamr, do not be carried away by 
hopes, for death disappoints the assumption 
of the hopeful.
0 Jamr, how can a believer in death taste
the softness of life; while after death a horrible
agony is to come.
How can I console you, while events are approaching 
which will distract every person from [care for] 
others,

J a-S I Jo I ^  ^  t-3” 4 ̂  ̂ Q  'll C L

J  OjJz 1 J5J 1^*9 d....... .- .tf- 1 J£>» j*) ̂

Time and again, he returns to his senses and tackles 
the question of death with realism. In a poem, 'Imran 
portrays death as a hard fact, suffered by every human being. 
He challenges Jamrah - or perhaps himself - to seek refuge

*^A1-An bari, Kitab al-Addad, 5, 139.
Ill - - „ _Al-Suyuti, al-Muzhir fi 'Ulum al-Lughah wa Anwa'iha, I,

398; al-Anbari, Kitab al-A$dad, 2, 90.
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in a land where people are free from death. He answers 
himself, sparing Jamrah's or his own mind from confused or 
despairing thoughts, that such a land does not exist. The 
death of Mirdas and his companions, and of the prophets 
before them, is sufficient proof. If exalted souls were 
free from death, Mirdas would not have tasted the cup of

If you hate death, leave and seek the 
inhabitants of a land who do not die.
You will not find any land inhabited by 
human beings who do not come in [through 
birth] and go out [through death] .
0 Jamr, Mirdas and his brethren died, and 
before their death the prophets passed 
away.
0 Jamr, if a chaste soul could escape 
this event which still continues to

baffle us, then Mirdas should have remained
alive, and no-one should have announced his
death at Dhat al-Ghusn.

{j&j 1  ̂ jj * Ji* 1 Is rt.i.-.fej  15 <-..-5 1

L^—  l>. l̂j 1 ^ ̂ j “'t ^ ^  ̂  b '— *̂5̂

The most novel idea in 'Imran's poetry on death is 
his viewing death with a logical realism,and a deep philo
sophical understanding and concluding that death, being the 
ultimate end of all creation, will itself as a creation 
taste the cup of death and perish. Perhaps 'Imran looks 
as if he wishes to take revenge on death itself:

death:

0̂ 1 <»—«< 1 uJ 1 o 1

Nothing can defeat death except its Creator.

1 1 9 -  _'Abbas, Shi'r al-Khawarij, 16.
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And death will perish when its end comes.
Every [worldly] agony is insignificant, 
compared to death.
And after death comes the most horribe 
agony.

j O sJ 1 <jJ b lo I 31 ^  Is osJ l>- ^ ®

1 -+n ,.   »i*a I jH h I

Many of the poets of the Umayyad period, including 
some Kharijites like al-Tirimmah b. Hakim, are known to have 
used their skill as means of earning and subsistence, or as 
a vehicle to curry favour with the rulers. The surviving 
part of 'ImranTs poetry proves that he was not a poet of 
this kind. True, some of 'Imran's poems are panegyrical, 
but most of them are in praise of the Kharijites. For 
instance, he lauds the good qualities of his wife without 
exaggeration:

0 Jamr, despite my characteristics [of not 
praising’]. I do praise your good disposition.
God knows that I do not lie, as far as I 
know, and that I am not [merely] praising 
you .114

<ihs j; 0* 0 ^  U'k ur1 ̂ ^
^1—- ^ 1  C*»Jp UwjS L  J—3 dJ-H

To him, the Kharijites were people of truth who must be 
defended:

Whoever will come out against the people of 
truth him will I fight as he fights me.

IkJ -LoA b I

4 4 3Aghani, XVIII, 120; 'Asakir, I, 433; al-Hu§ari, Zahr al-
Adab, II, 856. ‘

1 1 4Aghani, XVIII, 120.
115BaghdadI, II, 435.
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In a poem, 'Imran praises the mighty and experienced 

Kharijite horseman who is not distracted by anything while 
shooting his arrows, as well as praising his weapons and 
presenting a beautiful picture of the horse of the Kharijite 
praised, mentioning the strength of its neck and back:

She fthe knight's motherJ begot him like a 
sharp-edged sword, and admired him.
Would that she enjoyed begetting a noble son 
and her pregnancy I
He is skillful, alert and pure of hand, neither 
unsteady, and hesitant nor unstable on horse
back .
No desire distracts him from shooting his arrows. 
His sharp sword is never sheathed, nor his 
[bow] ever stringless.
He has selected a bare-backed [horse] with 
locks of hair and has stripped it of the 
stirrups with which it is to be spurred.
It ^the horse] marches with weapons rising 
above other horses as if it were a full-grown 
camel searching for a fodder in the desert.
It twists its rein with its unswollen strong 
full grown back; and its high withers, the spine 
of which is neither lean nor crooked, like the 
top of a camel-saddle.
It is a manageable £horse] like a wild ass in its 
strength , hurried in its gallop; and it is as 
slender as a wolf, neither weak nor lean; as if it 
were the whirl of a spindle controlled by its 
rider, when it gallops swiftly and hot-heeled.

[j o,.vc~"—»t Us
^  I Us> y o —t-sp L - i  1

» i I .    . i.[sc c l)Oa d—  ̂ j   ̂d-jH-b joi
. u* £ ** W v*

U4v 6 " JJJ,
^ ... I ■' ^ b

U»
d-U <■■ ̂ jls dlo '■ job J ̂■=“—

^  ^ IS"t—.5 f  ̂ i *>• d ■ ^

*»- -i) I b»- 3-̂ 3  ̂  ̂ di ■ !■<*>■ L— <—sS dils fi

116Abu ^Ubaidah, Kitab al-Khail, 161; 'Abbas, Shi'r al- 
IChawarij, 49. Cf. al-Salihi± The Society, Beliefs and 
Political Theories of the Kharijites as Revealed in their 
Poetry of the Umayyetd’ E r a , 203-204, 255-256,
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Only a fragment (of three verses) exists in which 

’Imran asks someone to satisfy needs. He does not degrade 
himself nor does he exaggerate the generosity of the person 
asked. Instead, 'Imran initiates a unique religious dialogue 
about the virtues of generosity, uncharted by his contem
poraries or predecessors:

I am faced by a need, and I believe that if 
I approach you, it will be satisfied.
If I will be profited by receiving the award, 
you will gain yet more in giving it ... 
Because you will receive an unadulterated 
award in the Hereafter, as well as my thanks 
in this world, thus your lot will be heavier 
fin the scalesJ.H?

t . 6 pI 1 i 1 L ^ ^  Isi
— -j i SufajcJl Jo ^  dtli dufa-ajl iis-t ̂  id!
^>^,1 Ulh.'a-.g Lp wJ 1 1 tiU

1Imram’s poetry is devoid of the lies of flattering 
poets because of his lack of interest in worldly pleasures, 
and because of his belief that the worldly wealth belongs 
to God. Therefore, God alone the Possessor and just 
Distributor, should be asked in need. 'Imran condemns the 
phenomenon of flattery that plagued his contemporary poets 
who resorted to lies in order to earn money. It is narrated 
that ' Imran passed by al-Farazdaq while the latter was r e c i - t  

ing some of his poems in a gathering. 'Imran says:

0 you, who praise the servants of God to be 
given favour, to God belongs all that their 
hands possess.
So ask God whatever you asked them and look 
forward to the favour of the Distributor and 
the Bestower of benefits.

117,Uyun, III, 159.
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Do not credit the generous man with attributes 
that are not his due, nor give a miser the title 
of generous.

1 J 1, •». 11 jUJl Lf-*̂
O Ig i j-J  I I (_J-¥=‘>s  ̂ ■............... 1 CU »l.h> La dJJ ! J  Lw  Is

le O  ̂ (J** ^

Al-Farazdaq was not alone in hankering after other 
people’s wealth. Even some soldiers are reported to have 
been fighting for Ibn al-Zubair, until he was killed. They 
then moved to the ranks of his opponent 'Abd al-Malik. The 
switching of allegiance with such ease is strange to a 
staunch believer. 'Imran was angered when he came across 
some soldiers who said: "Why should not we fight the Khari
jites? Aren't our stipends regular?". 'Imran ridicules this 
attitude in the following verses:

If some of the Jews or converts to Christianity 
were sent forth to lead them; they would say;
'We are content, provided you continue to give 
us our 'ata' and provide us with our quota of 
the wheat of Kaskar.H^

w C W fi -
— I,. ■> ^  $ jft"1—11 *■" 'V 'MiJ jy-ls

 ̂  ̂  ̂ L  I  ^  I  L , ; ’(t>j  L s J

■ As far as 'Imran's criticism of contemporary political 
system is concerned, he complains of injustice and looks 
forward to the day when justice would triumph:

How long we shall not have justice to live in, 
and how long shall we not see supporters of 
the preachers of T r u t h ! ? * 2 0

1 1 S —  —  _  —Aghani, XVIII, 119; Baghdadi, II, 440.
119 . „ _Mu'jam, IV, 13; 'Abbas, Shi'r al-Khawarij, 20.
120Mu'talif, 91.
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1 Imran asserts that giving the b a i 1 ah to a tyrannical
—  1 9 1Umayyad caliph contradicts the teaching of the Qur’an:

l 4/ 14/

( i jj»9 ̂  I iMi •%'*?) CU^ Ih l  1 iw^O^
w C^  dis ĵb < b 1 Sb& *Cj ...-̂.laa CC L 1 ĝJ CÛ  I

In another poem, 1 Imran asserts that accepting the obedience 
of the tyrant contradicts Qur’anic doctrines. He says:

Have you accepted to be the follower of the 
oppressors, abandoning the teaching of God's
book?122

y-jpds <iho dUiu-»bs* La .w

These are the salient features of 'Imran's surviving 
poetry. Despite his Kharijite beliefs and his wide religious 
knowledge, 'Imran could not get rid of tribal prejudice, 
either in his behaviour or in his poetry. Although a 
Kharijite, he preferred at first to take refuge with his 
tribe, Bakr. Tribal loyalty is evident in his praise of 
Suwaid b. Manjuf al-Sadusi, wherein he lauds his predecessors, 
describing them as the most generous. 'Imran and Suwaid 
belonged to the same tribal lineage. He says in the afore
said panegyrical poem:

Suwaid b. Manjuf is a noble who has been 
elevated by ancestors who gave in abundance.

L u ^ J  I  ^  lh v £ -  b  L ) c :  «»<* <..^p *> ..«>

In his subconscious mind, 'Imran believed that he was of

l21Mubarrad, III, 170; Aghani, XVIII, 112.
122 -  -Al-Anbari, Kitab al-Addad, 256._ * —■

Ibn A'tham, Kitab al-Futub, Ms., II, fol. 96.
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124noble origin. Speaking about Zufar and Rawh, he said:

In a comparative study between 'Imran's verses about 
his experiences with Rawh and Zufar, both of whom had been 
his hosts, we find that he praises Rawh, describing him as 
a brother and apologizes to him. But he reprimands Zufar 
in an aggressive way, to the point that, in the same poern,

12 6he reverts to glorifying Rawh and praising his forefathers:

In another poem, he satirizes Zufar, describing him 
as malevolent and spiteful, although Zufar is not reported

This attitude can be clarified by the fact that
'Imran's tribe, Bakr, had good relations with the Yemenite
tribes, including that of Rawh. The tribe of Bakr was in
alliance with those of Yemen against Tamim and Qais whose
leader in Mesopotamia at that time was Zufar. Certainly,
'Imran was conscious of these tribal realities and therefore
usually used to take refuge with Azd, As a matter of fact,
he spent most of the last years of his life among Azdites
and praised them in a way that the tribal characteristics

127and values are evident. For instance he says:

" Mubarrad, III, 172; Aghani, XVIII, 114.
12DMubarrad, III, 173; Aghani, XVIII, 111; Sharh, V, 94.
1 26 -  -'Abbas, Shi ' r al-Khawari.j, 119.
1 27 — —Mubarrad, III, 172; Aghani, XVIII, 114.

- 126 as having mistreated him. 'Imran says:

dui.h ̂
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’Imran is not unique in his tribal inclinations. Many 
of the Kharijite poets could not get rid of their tribal 
prejudice. A Kharijite poet of Bakr, 'Itban b. Wasllah 
al-Shaibanl, for instance, threatened the caliph, !Abd al~ 

Malik, of a difficult day if the latter did not placate the 
tribe of Bakr in Iraq:"^^

V'£"*aS' l5 1/*̂  1 ;j* dl) !? Oi O  ̂ ^

Another well-known Kharijite poet, al-Tlrimmah b.
Hakim was notorious for his partisanship of his tribe. He 
was so prejudiced that he praised al-Muhallab b. Abl Sufrah 
who crushed many of the Kharijite uprisings, only because 
he and al-Muhallab belonged to the same tribal stock.

However, ’Imran's poetry, in general, is characterized 
by a clear religious nature. Perhaps, the reason for this 
is that he was brought up in a religious environment. His 
father was a narrator of Hadith and one of the companions 
of Abu Musa al-Ashjari. ’Imran himself narrated on the 
authority of Abu Musa and others, and was known for his 
numerous and long prayers. Were he not learned in religion, 
he would not have been chosen as the chief of the Sufriyyah, 
as the Khawarij are known for their insistence that their 
Imam must enjoy the attribute of piety. The impact of the 
Qur’an on ’Imran's poetry is evident from his usage of 
Qur'anic words, concepts and phraseology. For example, he

^^Marzubani, 266.
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129says:

Ĝ ^ Cr cj-*y^y
j* ^  ĴJ ^ y

Most of the words and praseology of the aforementioned
verses belong to the Qur’an, such as:"*"39" ■,■ ̂

131,, L ^ j l y - ^ J u f  „' 132,, ,,_ and 133

- 134 In another poem, 'Imran says:

135This verse seems to have quoted the Qur'anic verses:
" t an(j 136,,

—  137 In a third poem, 'Imran says:

138This verse contains the meaning of the Qur'anic verses:
" 0^1 an(̂  139,,

With the exception of a few fragments, in his poems 
'Imran endeavours always to be simple and clear, avoiding 
strange words and .artificial techniques. His poetry is 
comprised of simple words and clear expressions, which is

129 *Asakir, III, 125.
130Qur'an, XCII, 14.
131Ibid., XVIII, 29.
132LXXXVIII, 15.
133LXXXII, 13.
124 - ~'Abbas, Shi'r al-Khawarij, 19.
135Qur’an, LXX, 15.
136LXXVII, 32.
137Mubarrad, III, 172; Aghani, XVIII, 114.
138Qur’an, XLIX, 10.
1 39 Ibid., XLIX, 13.
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perhaps due to his religious knowledge, or because most of 
his surviving poems belong to his Kharijite career. Poetry 
was not a skill to him sought for its own sake, but a 
means to serve his creed. Al-Farazdaq, the famous poet, 

realised 'Imran's poetic potential. He is reported to have 
said when the names of al-Sayyid al-Himyarl and 'Imran were 
mentioned to him: "Had these two persons concerned them
selves with the practice of other poets [i.e. panegyric and 
satirej we should have been nonentities in their company,
but God caused them to busy themselves with composing poetry

140 -about their respective creeds". Most of 'Imran's poems
speak to sentiments, and excite emotions more than impressing 
minds.

Two surviving verses by 'Imran indicate that they
were parts of the traditional preludes to missing poems.

141The first is:

• 142The second verse is:

b  w „ ,x . J  1 1 ^ < _ S ^  ^ tT "  ^ *■— 1 C j  ^

The rest of his surviving poems comprised of fragments, each 
of which belongs to a certain motif-type, i.e. they do not 
follow the structure of the traditional ode which incorporates 
many subjects.

140Aghani, VII, 231-232.
141 Lisan, baraqa.
142 -Taj, ghasala.
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In conclusion, I would like to stress that this study 
of ’Imran is derived from the few fragments of his poetry 
that survive. Had more of his poems and reports of his 
career survived, we would, needless to say, have been able 
to study him in a more satisfactory manner.
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